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Abstract
In recent years and as a result of the increasing pace of advances in technology and
especially developments in the use of ICT in schools, teachers are now expected to make
routine use of ICT in their teaching. This research sought to obtain deeper insight into
Saudi secondary school teachers' ICT usage and its relation with ICT educational policy,
teachers‟ perceptions and attitudes towards the use of ICT in the teaching and learning
process, and their envisions of possible and preferable usage of ICT in education in the
future.
The study utilised a sociocultural approach: data was collected via interviews and self
completed questionnaires. A total of 14 interviews were conducted with teachers, ICT
coordinators and head teachers, and 266 teachers drawn from ten secondary schools in
Riyadh City completed the questionnaire.
The findings indicate there is widespread use of ICT in secondary schools and most
teachers have positive views towards ICT. Teachers pointed to a number of motivators
summarised in this formula: internal incentives + school encouragement = competent ICT
use in education. Three main factors were found to be hindering teachers' ICT use: time
constraints, lack of training, and financial issues. Teachers‟ ICT use is guided by policies:
the research found that teachers‟ ICT use is more influenced by schools‟ policy than
Ministry of Education policy which they are either unaware of or do not fully understand
because of difficulties in implementing it. Finally, teachers anticipated future changes in
their role to a facilitator and advisor. Teachers hoped for comprehensive improvement of
education, radical curriculum change, and continuous teacher training.
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Chapter One: General Introduction
1.1 Background to the Study
While computers have been used in education for the last twenty five years in many parts
of the world, this has not been the case in Saudi Arabia. Here, after the teaching of
computer skills as a subject had been introduced in schools in the 1980s, teaching using
computers and applying them in the context of teaching and the learning of other subjects
commenced in the 1990s (Al-Khathlan 2007). Such expansion has been driven by
government educational policy, and involves not only the provision of the necessary
hardware and software to schools, but also the training of policy executers, i.e. teachers
and head teachers. This training is crucially important because it helps schools‟
management to change their teaching and learning practices.
Successfully incorporating ICT in education requires teachers‟ change of their pedagogical
approach. Some teachers have not welcomed such change since it necessitates more
directed usage of ICT in teaching practice and changing their current teaching practice (AlShowaye 2002). The use of ICT changes the learning situation from a teacher- centred one,
in which teachers set educational targets and aims, to a more personalised learning situation
in which students have a greater role in shaping their teaching and learning experience (AlAbdulkareem 2002;Al-Haj 2002). Teachers‟ varied receptivity to ICT ranges from merely
small enhancements in using computers in their teaching to more fundamental changes
(Cox et al. 2003b). Those teachers who resist the change are thought to be underestimating
the potential of using ICT in education. Such resistance is viewed as being due to the
ambiguity and lack of clarity of governmental ICT policies, which state aims and set targets
without providing training, assistance or suitable guidance as to how to achieve the targets
or fulfil the aims, as in the case of UK ICT policy, which refers to computers as "learning
tools" but does not focus on how they should be used to serve this purpose (Blamire &
Balanskat 2005).

To ease teachers‟ reluctance to use computers, their training should focus not only on ICT
skills but also on raising their awareness of the advantages of using ICT in their teaching
10

(Jones 2004), because if they do not appreciate these they are likely to continue to resist
usage of ICT in teaching practice (Al-Obaid 2002). The inadequacies of existing training
holds Saudi teachers back from actively using ICT in their teaching, even though the
hardware and software are available. A study based on data collected internationally
relating to the appropriate and creative utilisation of ICT stated the following, “It is known
from previous research that educational innovations usually do not succeed if teachers are
not provided with the skills and knowledge needed to carry them out” (Pelgrum 2001,
p.165). Insufficient teacher training results, as British studies have shown, in teachers‟ low
confidence in using a wide range of ICT resources. Not feeling confident to use different
ICT applications inevitably affects teachers‟ delivery of lessons , and prevents them from
making use of available resources (Cox, Abbott, Webb, Blakeley, Beauchamp, & Rhodes
2003b). Saudi teachers‟ lack of training in ICT skills and low awareness of their advantages
in their teaching practice are also likely to hinder the successful introduction of educational
innovations. If more appropriate training is given, their attitude towards ICT usage in
teaching is likely to change. A study by (Cox et al. 2003a) found that some willing to
change teachers had successful experiences of using ICT in teaching and were able to
overcome many obstacles due to their confidence in the promised advantages of using
computers in education.

From the above, it can be seen that teachers play a crucial role in promoting or hindering
the usage of ICT in the classroom. Moreover, since they can easily transmit their beliefs
and values to their students and influence their attitudes towards ICT usage in the learning
environment, it is important to understand and appreciate their attitudes towards and
perceptions of computers to ensure that all students have equal and unprejudiced ICT
experience during their learning process (Jennifer & Michel 2003) .

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem
The global adoption of ICT in the education field has often been premised on the potential
of the new technological tools to revolutionise and improve the educational system, better
prepare students for the information age, and accelerate national development efforts. The
problem with the current technology-implementation plans is not only their focus on the
11

potential of the technology per se, but also their failure to base their implementation efforts
on research and enough information gathering. A key element seems to be left out in both
the ICT plans and their subsequent implementation processes: the perceptions and views of
the policy executers and the real agents of change within the classroom, namely, the
teachers. It is widely accepted and applies to Saudi teachers as well that, unless teachers
develop positive feelings towards ICT, they will not use it in their teaching practice
(Watson 1998;Woodrow 1992).
While the study of teachers‟ perceptions is in itself important, of more significant
importance is the identification of those factors that may influence their perceptions, either
positively or negatively. Supportive and motivating factors as well as hindrances all
influence teachers‟ perceptions and should be taken into consideration when examining
them. Since the introduction of ICT into schools is imposed by policy, it is important to
link the theory to practice and examine the impact of the policy on the ground. Despite the
relative increase in the number of studies dealing with teachers‟ perceptions and factors
related to them, the relationship between perceptions towards ICT and the policy that
introduced it in the first place seems to be lacking in Saudi based literature. This calls for a
study that investigates teachers‟ current ICT use and perceptions and examines the extent of
educational policy impact on teachers‟ practice and feelings.
The purpose of this study is therefore to look at teachers‟ current ICT use and their
perceptions towards it and investigate the impact of educational policy on teachers‟ feelings
towards ICT. The study will also elicit teachers‟ views on the future of education, as it is
important to take teachers‟ opinions on current and future issues into consideration before
implementing policy, because no policy will achieve its aims and fulfil its objectives if its
field executers are not fully aware of it as a result of lack of involvement or do not believe
in it. Moreover, exploring teachers‟ views of future education will fill the gap that exists in
the Saudi literature, which has overlooked the importance of eliciting the views of field
executers prior to forming future policy.
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1.3 Significance of the Study
The importance of this research stems from its contribution to knowledge, particularly its
generation of useful information to support future development in the use of computers in
the educational system in Saudi Arabia. After analysing the data, it is hoped that the results
of this study will:
1. provide Saudi educators with a new understanding of, and insights into secondary
school teachers‟ usage of ICT in the classroom and their perceptions of it, indicate
factors influencing teachers‟ ICT use, and identify enablers and obstacles of full
integration of ICT in the field of education. In addition, presenting teachers‟ views on
current ICT policy and its influence on their teaching style will enable policy makers to
make decisions based on informed judgments rather than intuition.
2. provide the Ministry of Education (MoE) in Saudi Arabia with new information relating
to issues which need to be considered in addressing future educational policies.
3. lead to further in-depth research on teachers‟ uses and perceptions of ICT.
4. give insight into teachers‟ views on probable/preferable future utilisation of ICT in the
teaching and learning process. This will inform policy makers about the extent of their
awareness of such utilisation and their expectations of new policies, reforms, or
initiatives launched by the Ministry of Education and, in turn, influence these.
5. open the way for more research on the future of education in the Saudi context.

1.4 Research Aims
The research aims to:


investigate teachers‟ current usage of ICT in the classroom and their perceptions
towards this usage



investigate the impact of educational policy on teachers‟ use of ICT in their
teaching practice and their feelings about ICT in the field of education



explore teachers‟ views on probable/preferable future utilisation of ICT in
education
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1.5 Research Objectives
The study seeks to fulfil the following objectives:


To investigate the current use of ICT by teachers in their teaching practice



To identify the reasons why teachers are using ICT in their teaching practice



To identify the supportive influences on ICT usage



To identify the motivators and incentives for using ICT in teaching



To identify the factors and agencies hindering teachers‟ use of ICT in their teaching
practice



To explore the relationships between educational policy and teachers‟ use of ICT
and their feelings about ICT in education



To identify teachers‟ views on probable/preferable future utilisation of ICT in
education

1.6 Research Questions
In order to address the research‟s aims and objectives the study seeks to answer the
following research questions:
1. How are teachers currently using ICT in their teaching practice?
1.1 Why are they using ICT in their teaching practice?
1.2 What are the supportive influences on ICT usage?
1.3 What are the motivators and incentives for using ICT in teaching?
1.4 What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in their teaching practice?
2. How do they feel about this usage?
3. How is educational policy reflected in:
3.1 Teachers‟ use of ICT in their teaching practice?
3.2 Their feelings about ICT in education?
4. What are teachers‟ views on probable/preferable future usage of ICT in education?
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1.7 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters as follows:
Chapter One provides an introduction to the study and background details. The
significance of the study, its research aims, and objectives and questions, and structure also
presented.
Chapter Two describes the study setting in detail in terms of the social, cultural, and
educational situation.
Chapter Three reviews the literature focusing on areas relating to the research questions.
Chapter Four describes the research design and methodology.
Chapter Five presents the data analysis and interpretation of the findings.
Chapter Six discusses the study findings in relation to the literature.
Chapter Seven summarises the research and main findings and recommends areas for
further research.

1.8 Summary
This chapter has provided the reader with an introduction to the research study. A statement
of the research problem, the research aims, objectives and questions, and the significance of
the study have also been presented. The structure of the thesis has also been described. The
next chapter will focus on the research setting.
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Chapter Two: The Study Setting: Saudi Arabia
2.1 The Study Setting: Saudi Arabia
Figure 2.1 Map of Saudi Arabia

Source: (Ministry of Economy and Planning 2009)

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is situated in the Arabian Peninsula, and lies at the crossroads of three continents: Asia, Africa, and Europe. It occupies approximately 2,250,000
square kilometers (868,730 square miles). It is bordered on the north by Jordan, Iraq and
Kuwait; on the east by the Gulf, Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates; on the south
by the Sultanate of Oman and Yemen; and on the west by the Red Sea. Located between
Africa and mainland Asia, with long frontiers on the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf and
with the Suez Canal near to its north-west border, the Kingdom lies in a strategically
important position. It is the largest country in the region and the birthplace of Islam and
Guardian of its most sacred shrine (The Ministry of Culture & Information 2006).

According to the 1974 census, the Kingdom's population was just over 7 million. But, since
that time, the population has grown dramatically, much of which growth has been due to an
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exceptionally high birth rate rather than immigration. The 1992 census gave a figure for the
total population of 16.9 million, of which 12.3 million were Saudi nationals. In 2000, the
Central Department of Statistics' Demographic Survey put the population of the Kingdom
at 20.8 million. Of the Saudi national population, 54.3% were male and 45.7% female.
Currently, it is estimated that almost half the Saudi population is under the age of 20
(Central Department of Statistics 2006).

2.1.1 Culture and Religion
The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a monarchy whose constitution is based on the Holy Book,
the Quran (Koran), and Shariah Law. The King heads the government and the Council of
Ministers, which are the executive and administrative bodies, respectively. Saudi culture is
primarily determined by the Islamic religion. Indeed, all aspects of social and cultural life
are centred on the Muslim religion and Muslim religious identity. In Saudi social life,
religious morals take precedence. These moral values range from personal relations to tribal
and extended family values, all of which are part of a complex web of interlocking
commitments assigned to individuals within the Quran. In fact, the religion of Islam covers
all aspects of the peoples‟ lives and places particular emphasis on education. Islam views
education as a religious duty for all, males and females. Al-Salloom ( 1989, p. 37) pointed
out that:
“Islam dictates that learning is an obligation for every Muslim, man or
woman. This obligation, which gives education the status of a religious
duty, is the cornerstone of education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It is
the foundation upon which the state builds its educational responsibilities,
and in light of which, the citizen performs duties towards himself, his
community, and his religion. The roots of education in Saudi Arabia
therefore, go deep into the Islamic education which started in the mosque
and led to the establishment of schools and universities around their
pillars.”

The dominance of religious belief and the Islamic code of conduct is all pervading and it is
therefore not possible to interpret educational issues in Saudi Arabia without referring to
them. It is particularly important to understand that Islam accords education a very high
status. Religion and education are seen as indivisible and the purpose of education and the
respect for those involved in it have their basis in religion. Hence, in accordance with the
17

Islamic law practiced in the country, girls‟ and boys‟ education is strictly segregated at all
levels in terms of school buildings and teaching staff.

2.2 The Saudi Arabian Educational System
2.2.1 Administration of Education
In Saudi Arabia, all education policies are subject to government control. The curriculum,
syllabus and textbooks are uniform throughout the country. The administration of education
is controlled through two main agencies, namely the Ministry of Education and the
Ministry of Higher Education. Though there are other governmental agencies which have
some educational responsibilities, these two are the main service providers.
The Ministry of Education
The Ministry of Education was founded in 1954 and is charged with responsibility for
boys‟ and girls‟ schooling. Junior colleges, teacher training, special needs, and adult
education are all under the responsibility of the Ministry of Education (Ministry of
Education 2005a). Under the Ministry of Education, there are forty-two educational
districts throughout the Kingdom. District offices work as links between the local schools
and the Ministry of Education. The Ministry is responsible for the provision of school
buildings and the organisation of construction and maintenance work. It is also charged
with equipping schools, providing materials, and supplying students with textbooks. Above
all, it has responsibility for the country‟s educational policy. Table 2.1 shows the number of
schools, classes, students, and teachers in all different levels of education under the
supervision of the Ministry of Education in 2005.
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Level

Gender

Schools

Classes

Students

Teachers

Assistants

Posts
Kindergarten

Coeducation

1,320

5,704

100,032

9,744

1,074

Primary

Male
Female
Total
Male
Female
Total
Male
Female
Total
Male
Female
Total
Female

6,525
6,537
13,062
3,662
3,203
6,865
2,195
2,035
4,230
506
117
623
79

60,585
54,000
114,585
23,312
21,735
45,047
16,974
15,695
32,669
2,137
602
2,738
455

1,272,295
1,241,990
2,514,285
564,951
543,380
1,108,331
500,169
455,169
955,338
13,707
4,767
18,473
6,927

97,869
103,499
201,368
51,351
49,398
100,749
36,091
37,931
74,022
3,595
1,380
4,976
1,064

2,702
6,516
9,218
1,784
3,682
5,466
1,330
2,603
3,933
1,470
411
1,881
246

0
10,253
10,253
188,906
213,269
402,176

0
513
513
7,286
15,045
22,331

Intermediate

Secondary

Special
Education
Tech & Voc

Male
1,051
2,114
28,374
Female
2,577
6,981
51,415
Total
3,628
9,095
79,790
Male
13,939
105,122
2,379,496
Total
Female
15,868
105,172
2,403,680
Total
29,807
210,294
4,783,176
Table 2.1 Schools, Classes, Students, and Teaching Posts by Educational Level
Source: (Computer & Information Center 2005)
Adult Ed.

The Ministry of Higher Education
The Ministry of Higher Education was established in 1975 to supervise all aspects of higher
education learning in Saudi Arabia. Before that date universities were controlled by the
Ministry of Education. The Ministry of Higher Education also supervises scholarships,
international academic relations, and educational offices abroad. There are twenty-one well
established universities in Saudi Arabia. Students who go to university spend on average
four years obtaining a Bachelor degree in the social sciences or the arts, and five or more
years obtaining a Bachelor degree in other sciences such as engineering and medicine.
Universities and Teachers‟ Colleges are the main suppliers of teachers to schools.

2.2.2 Organisation of Education in Saudi Arabia
The administration of the general education system in Saudi Arabia is highly centralised.
Curricula are unified throughout the kingdom and there is a curriculum department in the
Ministry of Education. This department is responsible for curriculum development and the
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preparation of subject textbooks. For each subject and for every grade there is a textbook
which must be used in all the kingdom‟s schools, including public schools. The academic
year is divided into two semesters, each of 18 weeks duration. The first 16 weeks are for
teaching and learning activities and the last two for the final examinations. Students prepare
and study for these examinations from the textbooks and teachers are expected to devise
exam questions from them and not to cover any topic not included in the textbooks.
The assessment of the student is comprised of the student‟s work during the semester (40%
of the total mark) and the mark in the final examination (60% of the total mark). In order
for the student to advance to the next grade s/he must pass exams in all subjects and there
are reset examinations for those who do not pass the first time. However, in accordance
with the Ministry of Education‟s newly developed and improved curriculum, students in
primary education are constantly evaluated and assessed during the academic year and do
not sit final year examinations.

Education is compulsory in Saudi Arabia for all children between the ages of 6 to 15 years.
Most children study in state schools. In recent years, however, many public schools have
been established in the larger cities within the kingdom. General education in Saudi Arabia
is divided into four stages. The pre-school stage is optional and serves children between the
ages of three to six. The primary stage, which is of six years‟ duration, provides education
for children between the ages of six and twelve. The intermediate and secondary stages,
both lasting three years, are for adolescents between the ages of twelve and fifteen, and
fifteen and eighteen, respectively (Ministry of Education 2005b). Since the present study
focuses on teachers of secondary school students, the secondary stage of education is
considered in more detail below.

The Secondary Stage of education prepares students for studying in higher education
institutions. It is considered to be the most important stage in the general education system
in Saudi Arabia and consists of three grades. All students follow the same curriculum
elements during the first year, then, in the second and the third year they pursue their study
in one of the following areas: Islamic and Arabic studies, Management and Social Sciences,
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Natural Sciences, or Technological Sciences. However, Islamic and Arabic studies and
Natural Sciences are the only pathways available for girls. The final examinations for these
subjects are usually prepared by the teachers of individual schools under the supervision of
the head teacher of the school. Students must pass examinations in all the subjects they are
pursuing to get the Secondary School Certificate. High marks in such examinations give a
student priority in university and college admission.

The secondary stage of education has benefited from the improved and developed curricula,
part of “The General Project of Curriculum Development” which aims to utilise specialised
human resources, technical capabilities, and instructional design strategies to design and
develop high quality educational curriculum. The new curricula aim to integrate ICT use in
education and develop students‟ skills and encourage creativity and analytical thinking to
fulfil the needs of all students (Tatweer 2008). Students now have the choice between the
traditional secondary schools or the modernised secondary schools in which students are
exposed to an educational environment similar to that of universities. Here, students can
arrange their timetables and choose their modules and can even enrol for the summer
semester. In addition, secondary school teachers in modernised schools are given more
freedom of choice in their teaching practice.
The major objectives for secondary education are as follows:
1. Strengthening faith in God, making all deeds pleasing to God, and complying in all
their aspects with that which he loves.
2. Strengthening loyalty to the Islamic nation, as well as aspirations for the highest
social standing and developing a strong physical constitution, suitable for the
students‟ age.
3. Developing students‟ abilities and directing them in a manner suitable for them.
4. Providing opportunities for students and preparing them to pursue their studies at
various levels in higher education.
5. Preparing students to work in various fields of activity.
6. Taking care of young people according to Saudi culture, addressing their
intellectual and emotional problems, and helping them towards a successful future.
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7. Developing in students a positive consciousness so that they can confront
subversive ideas and misleading trends.
8. Instilling in students the virtue of useful reading and the desire to broaden their
scope of knowledge and fruitful work and to use their leisure time in activities that
improve their character and the conditions of their community.
9. Establishing the feeling of family solidarity in order to construct the solid Islamic
family.
10. Developing students‟ scientific thinking and entrenching in them the spirit of
research, systematic analysis, the use of reference sources, and the practice of
academic methods (Secondary Education 2006)
Teachers’ Colleges offer training courses for students to teach in schools. College
graduates who complete the four years of study are awarded a Bachelor of Education
degree. Teacher training is seen as very important. Teacher training programmes aim to
provide teachers with appropriate training in teaching methods and provide teachers
qualified in specialist subjects. The Ministry of Education considers that the well-trained
teacher is crucial to the learning process and can maximise the use of varied facilities
available, such as the curricula, textbooks, educational technologies, audio-visual aids,
laboratories, and so on. Quality teacher training programmes play an essential role in the
development of the education system. The Directorate in charge of teacher training aims to
upgrade the skills of teachers both by improvements in the training of new entrants to the
profession and by in-service programmes for existing teachers (Department of Educational
Training 2009)

2.3 ICT in the Saudi Educational System
ICT as a subject was introduced to Saudi special advanced secondary schools in 1985
through three subjects: an introduction to computer sciences, programming in BASIC, and
systems programming and the use of information systems. The success of the programme
encouraged the Ministry of Education in 1991 to introduce computer studies as part of the
curriculum in all boys‟ secondary schools and later in girls‟ schools and as a compulsory
subject with two classes per week, lasting in total two hours. It should be noted that
computer studies were already being included in the curriculum in public schools at both
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primary and secondary stages as an optional subject at that time. Since 1999, the subjects
being taught are: Information Technology, Computer Science, Computer Applications,
Information Systems, and the Information Age. Various computer training programmes
have been organised for both teachers and students, although they are mostly aimed at those
students at secondary school.

The foregoing was the first phase of the utilisation of computers in the Saudi educational
system. The second phase has witnessed integration of computers in the teaching and
learning of many subjects in the curriculum as a result of the increased commitment of the
Ministry of Education to develop the infrastructure of information and communication
technology and its employment in education and learning (General Directorate for Planning
2005). There are a number of projects that exemplify the MoE‟s commitment, for example,
the development of school libraries into Learning Resources Centers (LRCs) that contain
information sources both in print and non-print forms, including ICT, and their integration
in the teaching and learning process to create rich learning environments. Some 1500
centres have been established so far (Ministry of Education 2008). Computer-based labs are
another MoE initiative that has been introduced to give students first hand experience
through experimentation and hand-on activities. They represent a positive change from
traditional educational methods which are based on memorization, as students are given the
opportunity to learn through experimenting, observation, and induction using interactive
software applications associated with computer sensors (Ibid). Digital Technical Centres
(DTCs) are another new project. They have been established in various educational regions
of Saudi Arabia with the aim to meet educational needs in the areas of digital content and
educational application of ICT. These centres are equipped with a unit for the production of
digital interactive educational aids to support school curricula (Ibids).

As a result of the government‟s unidirection towards increased integration of ICT in
education, two further steps have been taken. First, ICT was introduced as a compulsory
subject to girls‟ schools and to the primary stage of education in the 2003 academic year
and, second, a National Project (Watani) has recently been launched. Its aim is to further
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promote the use of computers as an educational technology as explained in the following
quotation taken from its website:
“The Schools' Net Project will connect all Saudi Schools and
Educational Directorate Districts by means of a wide area network
covering the entire Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and local area networks
within every educational directorate and school. The Schools' Net
Project will provide every student, teacher, parent and educator with a
multitude of services and a huge source of reference information. The
Schools' Net services and content include, but are not limited to, all
subjects’curricula, educational references, electronic books, one or more
Teachers' Guides, services for students and other users with special
needs, course syllabuses, interactive multimedia, teacher training, school
management systems, web design tools for schools, e-mail, chatting,
announcements, Internet links, a students' magazine, a teachers'
magazine, educational statistics, students' training, students' sites,
information technology skills for all, and a Q&A bank. These contents
and applications will be mostly in Arabic. The first phase of the School’s
Net Project will provide one million students with their IT requirements
in a ratio of one PC to ten students.” (tatweer.edu 2006)

There are six objectives of this Project:
1. To develop students' skills by exploiting and using information technology (IT) in
education and thereby, prepare students in an effective manner for the future.
2. To improve teachers' potential by employing information technology in all
educational activities.
3. To provide an information rich environment, scientific content, and direct
educational sources for students and teachers.
4. To improve the outcome of the educational process by graduating outstanding
future generations of students who have mastered the use of information
technology.
5. To partake in the creation of a nucleus for an advanced information technology
industry in the kingdom.
6. To create a comprehensive awareness of the benefits of employing information
technology in education and disseminating knowledge of information technology
throughout the society at large. (tatweer.edu 2005)
Saudi ICT educational policy covers not only students under the supervision of the Ministry
of Education, but also members of the society through the Ministry‟s ICT clubs. These after
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school clubs started offering their services in 1996 and are based in secondary schools‟
computer labs. Since they make use of schools‟ existing computers and latest technology,
this saves the expense of establishing new computer labs. Such community based PC labs
can help to raise ICT awareness among students, teachers and community members through
affordable training courses, offering courses to improve teachers‟ technological
competence, and making use of youths‟ spare time in fruitful activities. The ICT clubs play
an important role in raising technological awareness among the community, as well as
extend students‟ and teachers‟ encounter with computers beyond the school day. In
addition, these assist in overcoming the inequalities in computer access among students as a
result of the digital divide between those who have access to computers and the Internet
and those who do not (Al-Zahrani 2001).

Saudi ICT educational policy takes into consideration all stakeholders involved in the usage
of computers in education, including teachers as major stakeholders. The policy therefore
gives attention to teacher computer training as much as it emphasises its importance for
students and offers them a number of opportunities to gain or improve their ICT skills. The
latest opportunity is the Jehazi project, which is a new scheme run by the Ministry of
Education which enables all teachers to possess their own laptop and other equipment such
as printers and scanners, at a reasonable price, no deposit required, and easy to pay
settlements. This project has three main objectives: first, to raise technological awareness
among Saudi teachers; second, to increase the number of teachers trained to use ICT; and,
third, to increase the number of Internet users among teachers and prepare them to make
use of the electronic government. The advantages of this scheme include a laptop, free
128MB memory stick (flash drive), free laser mouse, one year free Internet subscription,
one year free subscription to a specialist computer magazine, a free six-hour training course
at a New horizon computer training centre, free training to obtain International Computer
Driving Licence ICDL, and after sale services (Jehazi.com 2006).

The future of ICT in Saudi Arabia is promising since raising ICT awareness and promoting
ICT usage in all aspects of daily life, including education, is now a national policy rather
than an educational one only. An example of this change in policy is the Home Computer
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Initiative sponsored by the Communications and Information Technology Commission in
association with The National Commercial Bank. The initiative aims to enable one million
Saudi families to buy a new PC in simple and easy to pay instalments within the coming
five years. The initiative includes the provision of a high quality PC working in the
Microsoft Windows environment and Microsoft Office Professional, free one year
maintenance, 15 hours Internet subscription per month, free educational CDs, and computer
training offered at low affordable prices (Communications and Information Technology
Commission 2006).

2.4 The Objectives of Introducing Computers to the Saudi Educational
System
The objectives of educational policy in Saudi Arabia are:
“to ensure that education becomes more efficient, to meet the religious,
economic and social needs of the country and to eradicate illiteracy among
Saudi adults” (Ministry of Education 2005b).

It can be seen that the above statement is very general and does not provide any direct
reference to the aims of teaching with computers in Saudi Arabia. The ICT policy stated in
the National Project operationalises the above mentioned educational policy and provides
more details about its objectives. Though the objectives exist, not all policy executers, i.e.
head teachers and teachers, are aware of them. However, such aims and objectives are
made clear to students in their textbooks since they are expected to achieve the following
outcomes:
1. To prepare students to live in an advanced technological environment where computers
and databases are the basis for development and to encourage the expansion of such
technology;
2. To develop students‟ mental skills, such as problem-solving, creativity, understanding,
organising, and information analysis, and to develop students‟ potential through the use
of computers as an educational tool;
3. To strengthen the spirit of teamwork among students through the medium of group
work; and
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4. To enable students to appreciate the importance of computers in a developed society, so
they can realise the practical application of computers (Al-Wakeel et al. 2002;AlWakeel et al. 2005).

2.5 Summary
From the above brief description of the educational system in Saudi Arabia, it can be seen
that an increasing importance is being paid to ICT in education in particular and in the
country as a whole in general. Introducing ICT into education is now a governmental
tropism towards improving and developing the current educational system so that Saudi
Arabia will be able to compete with other developed nation. Notably, since half of its
population are of school age, educational issues are of particular importance for this young
nation.
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Chapter Three: Theoretical Foundation
This chapter will trace and discuss relevant literature in the area of teachers‟ ICT usage in
teaching and their perceptions towards this usage, as well as their views on the future of
ICT in education and its relation to education policy. The chapter is divided into three main
sections: the first deals with contextualising the study socioculturally, which will assist in
understanding the theory underpinning this study; the second discusses relevant literature
that answers the study‟s research questions; and the third and final section presents the
study‟s theoretical framework.

The following section‟s aim is to contextualise the study in terms of the sociocultural
situation and situate it within previous related literature. This enables the introduction of the
overall framework of the study and establishes the study's theoretical base in sociocultural
theory.

3.1 Contextualising the Study Socioculturally
The most fundamental concept of sociocultural theory is that the human being‟s mind needs
mediating tools to communicate and create relationships with others as well as express
itself and reveals what is in it (Lantolf 2000). These tools vary according to the situation,
and include signs, symbols, numbers and, most importantly, language. These tools are
passed on from one generation to the next, and each generation modifies them to fit their
needs and the current cultural, social and political situation. These tools are therefore
situated in culture. Sociocultural theory states that to understand the human mind and
actions one needs to understand these mediating tools through an understanding of the
environment from which they have emerged, which encompasses the physical environment
and the social and historical surroundings, in addition to internal aspects such as the
individual‟s beliefs and knowledge (Murphy & Ivinson 2003). In sociocultural theory, the
emphasis is on semiotic mediation, with particular emphasis on speech, which provides a
useful amount of data for research purposes (Daniels 2004).

Taking sociocultural theory as the theoretical framework of this study will provide
important insights into teachers‟ views and perceptions of ICT in education, since the main
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mediating tool is language, although there are other tools, such as signs or gestures through
which the feelings, perceptions, ideas, experiences, and information derived from teachers
may be expressed. Without language I will not be able to access this knowledge; however,
in order to deeply understand it and be able to synthesise it, I have to be aware of the
culture in which this knowledge is situated. I have to put the information provided in the
context of the current culture and relate it to the bigger picture of the situation. This will
add to the richness of the analysis. Notwithstanding, the process of interpreting the
information provided by teachers and situating it in the sociocultural context is highly
dependent on the researcher who should ideally be part of the culture to which the teachers
belong. This is a strong point of this study since the researcher was born and lived within
the cultural boundaries of the study.

Additionally, individual mental functioning is inherently situated in social, cultural,
institutional, and historical contexts. Therefore, to understand human thinking and learning,
one must examine the context and setting in which that thinking and learning occurs (Bonk
& Cunningham 1998) and, by extension, thinking cannot be understood independently of
peoples‟ feelings to any situation and their responses to it (Murphy & Ivinson 2003). One
of the major strengths of sociocultural theory is that it goes beyond cognition and it takes
account of how people feel about a situation and how they respond to it. It takes into
consideration the affective and the conative as well as the cognitive. This is particularly
important in the present study since encouraging teachers to both reflect on and project
situations is not an entirely cognitive activity; they will be drawing on how they feel about
the situation and this includes affective response as well as cognitive response and for that
reason sociocultural theory is an ideal and important tool.

Utilising a framework such as sociocultural theory, which takes into account the historical
and cultural basis of teachers, including all institutionally based knowledge, routines,
views, and expectations, is vitally important because teachers‟ values, feelings, perceptions,
and dispositions are an embodiment of their way of living and interaction with their
environment. The school environment has many entities, such as teachers, students, staff,
parents, resources, curricula, facilities, finance, regulations, and policies, which all interact
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and influence each other, creating continuous development and change within the school.
Moreover, the school‟s environment is influenced and affected by other external factors
that have an impact on it, such as the surrounding community, other schools, the local
education authority, MoE, the current social and economic situation of the country and
peoples‟ religious beliefs. There are also many internal entities and factors that
continuously interact with each other within the school environment, and the introduction
of ICT use in educational activities in any school can be considered an important factor that
can change and influence the flow of interaction between entities and factors. Accordingly,
activity cannot be understood or analysed outside the context in which it occurs (Jonassen
& Rohrer-Murphy 1999), hence, teachers‟ usage of ICT in teaching is an activity that
should be understood and related to the context in which it occurs, i.e. the education system
in general and the school environment in particular. Therefore, to conduct the research in
Saudi Arabia I have to understand how people are transacting with their environment, both
physically, socially and psychologically. A common mistake is to describe and focus on the
physical aspects only of any situation. Since communities and individuals construct
meaning out of their physical, social and psychological interactions, a researcher, in turn,
should take all these into consideration to allow a better understanding and hence
interpretation of collected data.

To illustrate this argument, no one can truly understand and appreciate educational policy
in Saudi Arabia without understanding its basis and roots, aims and objectives, which
should all be interpreted within the sociocultural situation in Saudi Arabia utilising
sociocultural

theory.

Teachers‟

usage

of

and

perceptions

towards

computers

(psychological) cannot be fully understood without understanding the environment, i.e. the
culture (social) and educational environment (physical and social) they are in. We therefore
need to use sociocultural theory as a lens through which we look into the situation to assist
in understanding and appreciating it. Figure 3.1 illustrates the contextualising of the study.
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Figure 3.1 Contextualising the Study Socioculturally

Teachers’ Envisions:
People’s thought and
actions may be
understood from the
context of the
environment

Teachers’ ICT Usage:
Activity cannot be
understood or analysed
outside the context in
which it occurs

Policy: Education policy
understanding comes
from knowing the culture
it emerges from

Teachers’ perceptions:
psychological issues
might be better
understood through
understanding the
environment

Interactions and
transactions are
socioculturally
situated

3.2 Review of Related Literature
This section will trace and discuss relevant literature in the area of teachers' usage of ICT in
secondary education and their perceptions of this usage. Issues related to educational policy
and the future of education will also be discussed in order to cover issues investigated in
prior studies of relevance to this study‟s research questions.

Saudi Arabia, like other developing countries, has a relatively short experience with ICT
use in education, because it was officially implemented throughout secondary schools less
than ten years ago. ICT was introduced into education after numerous calls for the
development and reform of education. Saudi policy makers in the rush to catch up with
developed countries introduced ICT related policies which were borrowed from those
developed countries without conducting their own locally based research which would have
assisted them in the initial phase of ICT introduction. Therefore, the role of the study,
which is conducted in the local context of Saudi Arabia, is to try to fill the gap which exists
in the locally based literature.
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The review of the literature is organised in relation to the research questions. During the
literature review, the research questions will be raised and literature relevant to them will
be presented. Because of the limited amount of research in this particular field in Saudi
Arabia, the literature reviewed is a combination of relevant literature from different
countries and Saudi studies. Analysis of relevant studies investigating issues related to ICT
in education revealed the following: first, most Saudi studies were small scale, unpublished
research projects conducted to fulfill degree requirements (i.e. Master and PhD
dissertations), and, second, most studies had focused on the impact of ICT on specific
subjects, such as Mathematics, Science, and Geography. In addition to the lack of Saudi
based ICT related studies, most of those which had been carried out had been based on
Western theoretical frameworks. The use of sociocultural theory in this study implies
reviewing and discussing local Saudi studies, however, the theoretical aspects of this study
are mainly discussed using Western based literature, still practical Saudi studies are
discussed as well. It is important to note that in the present study, the words “perceptions”
and “feeling” are used interchangeably and considered to be synonyms, therefore, studies in
this review include ones exploring perceptions and attitudes in the sense of feelings rather
than behaviour or state of mind.

The review of the literature commenced by physically searching library books, journals,
and abstracts, and electronically by using „ICT‟ „ICT and education‟ „secondary education‟
„teachers‟ perceptions‟ „ attitudes‟ „policy‟ and „future education‟ as key words in search
engines, academic databases, such as the Web of Knowledge, Google Scholar, ACM Portal,
and ERIC, and electronic journals. Perusal of the first book and article led to other books
and articles referenced in them, which references continued to grow like a trundling
snowball. During the literature search, a log was kept with all references using Reference
Manager 10 software.

3.2.1 Teachers’ Usage of ICT in Teaching
Information and communication technologies have influenced and changed many aspects of
our modern life, including education. Teachers in developed countries are expected to make
more use of ICT and extend its use beyond specialist subjects to the everyday practice of
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teaching and learning. The systematic use of ICT in education is becoming increasingly
important because of the different roles it can play and its promised advantages for the
teaching and learning process. ICT, as Cohen (2000, cited in Nichol & Watson 2003)
stated, gained its importance in schools due to the different possibilities it can offer
education. ICT, as viewed by teachers and students, can increase enjoyment in lessons and
make learning more attractive, which increases attention and motivation. Moreover, ICT
offers students the possibility of individualised learning experiences according to their
needs and abilities, thus increases the ease of learning. ICT also offers new educational
methods which aid ones currently practiced. Further, in the future, ICT is expected to play a
major role in changing the traditional classroom as well as the role of the student, from one
of being taught to that of independent learner, and the role of the teacher as expert to that of
facilitator, manager and collaborator in the learning process (Al-Hadlag 1998;Muir-Herzig
2004;Wasserman & Millgram 2005).

In addition to enhanced learning and increased motivation, there is a lot of literature on the
perceived advantages of ICT in education. ICT usage in the classroom can assist in
delivering the curriculum by using real world problems and provide scaffolds and tools to
enhance learning. The interactivity of ICT is an important feature that rationalises its use in
teaching as it can offer students feedback on their performance, the ability to reflect on their
ideas, test and revise their understanding and report their progress which will result in
greater independence of learning. ICT also offers teachers and students access to a huge
volume of knowledge literally at their finger tips, and provides them with the opportunity to
expand their learning and become part of a learning world by joining and subscribing to
educational websites and forums and communicating with others (Baines 2005;Kozma
2003).

The advantages to be gained from ICT usage in education are among other reasons for its
use. There are according to Hawkridge ( 1989), three rationales for ICT introduction into
schools:
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Economic rationale: it is necessary for a society to satisfy its requirements to have
skilled technological workers. Baines ( 2005) pointed out that the conventional structure
of employment is breaking down and there is an emerging range of work patterns
requiring new skills. Thus, learning has to be related to future jobs and careers.



Social rationale: all students should know about and be familiar with ICT as a
preparation for their future active roles in society and to become well informed citizens.



Pedagogical rationale: this realises the role of ICT in improving and enhancing teaching
and learning.

Smerdon et al. ( 2000) pointed to the fact that life and work places have changed
dramatically as a result of the introduction of ICT and so have the required skills and
knowledge children will need to become active members of their societies. Accordingly,
the educational experiences children are exposed to at school should adapt to the changes in
the world around them. Thus, Watson ( 2001) offered two rationales for ICT use in schools.
The first is learning about ICT tools and skills to reflect the use of ICT in the outside world,
the second is learning with and through ICT to enrich and extend learning and increase
students‟ confidence in utilising ICT to perform everyday applications. Al-Saif ( 2006)
added other rationales:


Social rationale: as a result of widespread use of ICT in all life aspects, ICT competence
has become an important indicator of one‟s competency, especially in the workforce
market. Therefore, ICT competency is on some occasions an indicator of the social
antecedence of individuals.



Motivation rationale: a well designed ready made software motivates its users to create
and invent new uses with the features it offers and that opens up new horizons to
develop and improve their skills.



Informatics rationale: besides the importance of manufacturing the component parts of
ICT, it is equally important to prepare highly qualified human resources capable of
software engineering. That is the core of technological development developing
countries are concentrating on as it will have a positive impact on their economies.



Special needs rationale: the requests of special educational needs students, including the
gifted and talented, will be met by either artificial intelligence software or software
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which is designed based on constructivist educational methods to provide scaffolds and
tools to enhance students‟ learning.
However, in my view, it is important here to differentiate between the rationales for ICT‟s
introduction in schools and the reasons for its use. As far as I am concerned, the rationale
for ICT‟s introduction in schools is associated with educational policy, and its validation
and justification are the responsibility of policymakers, whereas the reasons for ICT use are
linked to teachers who usually find specific reasons that motivate, encourage, and
incentivise them to utilise ICT in their teaching. Many studies have investigated the reasons
that motivate teachers to use ICT in their teaching practice. Generally speaking, they are
related to the advantages to the teacher, student, or the process of delivering information.
Wishart & Blease ( 1999) listed a number of reasons, such as ICT increasing motivation to
learn and increasing ease of learning because it is enjoyable and interesting to use. The
enjoyment aspect of ICT use has another positive effect as it attracts attention and increases
concentration, which enables more independent learning (Ibid). Learning and working,
according to Downes ( 2001), have become much easier using ICT. In the report entitled
“Making better connections”, Downes ( 2001) listed four goals of introducing ICT into the
classroom: ICT as an object of study, ICT as a tool for learning, ICT as integral to both
subject matter and pedagogy, and ICT as integral to the reform of schooling in terms of
pedagogy, content, and organisation and structure of schooling.
In addition to students‟ interest and enjoyment of technology, Baines ( 2005) pointed to
other reasons for teachers‟ ICT use. They include the ability to do and build things using
different software, the ease of getting, using and presenting information, it facilitates
greater independence of learning for the students, and it promotes the importance of
communication for different purposes, which is “a life core skill”. Other reasons were
mentioned in Wasserman & Millgram‟s ( 2005) study of the changes in the approaches of
teachers following computerisation of schools. Reasons for ICT use were the very same
benefits they expected to gain from it and included: reinforcement of weak students,
development of cognitive abilities, individual learning, broadening knowledge of topics,
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improvement in schedule, diversification of teaching methods, and increase in students‟
motivation.

In light of the aforementioned reasons for ICT use, it can be argued that since ICT serves
different needs of teachers, their use of it will vary according to those needs. Teachers‟
usage of ICT has been the focus of different studies that have tried to categorise and define
it according to place, time, and purpose of use:
“In some cases, teachers’ use of technology is specific to their use while
delivering instructions in the classroom; in other cases, teachers require
students to use technology to develop procedures or to facilitate learning.
In still other cases, teachers’ use includes emailing, lesson preparation
and record keeping as well as personal use. Despite the many ways in
which teachers may use technology to support their teaching, research on
technology often lacks a clear definition of what is meant by teachers’
use of technology” (Bebell, Russell, & O'Dwyer 2004, p.45).

Because teachers‟ use of ICT varies according to their different needs, other definitions are
to be found in the literature. For example, the International Association for the Evaluation
of Educational Achievement (IEA) 1992 survey defined a “computer-using teacher” as
someone who “sometimes” uses computers with students. Becker ( 1994) took another
approach in defining teachers‟ ICT use. In his view, if at least 90% of a teacher‟s students
use computers in their classes in some way during the year then that teacher is a “computerusing teacher”. It can therefore be seen that there are two approaches to define teachers‟
ICT use. The first is related to the use of ICT for instructional delivery and the second is
concerned with students‟ hand-on-time during classes. These early definitions of ICT use
have come to be viewed as outdated and limited in light of the recent advances in software
and the increasing use of the Internet. Moreover, some teacher daily activities which were
performed manually are computerised now, such as record keeping, marking, and lesson
planning; which means teachers‟ increased ICT use is not directly related to instructional
delivery. Accordingly, recent surveys of teachers‟ ICT use have had to take into
consideration for more different uses of ICT.

In 2000, a report by the National Centre for Educational Statistics in the US (Smerdon et al.
2000) differentiated between different types of teacher ICT use, especially instructional and
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non-instructional use. The vast majority of teachers were using ICT for non-instructive
activities that were supporting their role as teachers, for example, creating instructional
materials, administrative record keeping, communicating with colleagues and parents by
email, and posting homework and assignments on the Internet. Another US study (Rowand
2000) measured different aspects of teachers‟ ICT use, which included teachers‟ usage of
ICT for the following: creating instructional materials, keeping administrative records,
communicating with colleagues, gathering information for planning lessons, presenting
multimedia classroom presentations, accessing research and best practices for teaching,
communicating with parents or students, and accessing model lesson plans. In terms of the
ways teachers use ICT in the classroom, the literature reveals supportive use, instructive
use, and a combination of both supportive and instructive use. Supportive use of ICT is
exemplified by teachers who use it to support their current practices, such as lesson
preparation, drills and practice, management and communication (Becta ICT Research
2005). Teachers who use ICT for instruction are characterised by their use of the
technology for classroom instruction, such as using computer software and ICT for
activities that involve higher order thinking, such as interpreting data, reasoning, writing,
solving concrete, complex, real-world problems, and conducting scientific investigations.
Recent studies show that teachers‟ use of computer technology is mostly for supportive
rather than instructive purposes. One study found that teachers generally used computer
technology to support their existing practices (such as practice drills, demonstration), and
for communicative purposes (such as a medium for communicating information) rather
than instructive use, such as using ICT for activities that involve higher order thinking
(Becker 2001).
It can therefore be seen that some define teachers‟ ICT usage solely as “teachers‟ use of
technology for delivery, while others view it as a generic measure of the collected
technology skills and uses of a teacher” (Bebell, Russell, & O'Dwyer 2004, p.48). Recent
studies have considered all uses by teachers, since even if they are not directly benefiting
their teaching, they still have a positive impact on increasing self motivation and
confidence.
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Having discussed the actual definition of teachers‟ ICT use, it is useful to review the
present status of ICT use among teachers. Becker‟s study of Internet use by teachers found
that the most frequent use of technology across all subjects was not instructional use but
“professional use of technology related to the day to day needs” ( 1999, p.31). Making
handouts for class was one of the most frequent uses of ICT reported by teachers, 66% of
whom reported doing so at least once weekly. Half of teachers reported using ICT for
record keeping and student grading, and two-thirds reported using the Internet for lesson
planning. In the same study, 68% used email for communication. A more recent study by
Bebell, Russell, and O‟Dwyer ( 2004), found that teachers used ICT for varied activities
that ranged from class preparation, professional email use, use of ICT for delivering
instruction, accommodating students‟ needs, teacher directed student use of ICT during
class time, teacher directed student use of ICT to create products, to teachers‟ use of ICT
for grading. An international study of technology and classroom practice by Kozma ( 2003)
provided extra information regarding teachers‟ ICT use it found that 78% of teachers who
participated in the study used productivity tools to produce products or presentations, 71%
used web resources to search for information, and 68% used email to support
communication. As regards software type, 52% used multimedia software, 34% used web
design software, while only 13% used specialist educational software. In terms of place of
use, 94% used ICT in school, either in the classrooms, the library, or computer laboratory,
28% used ICT outside school.

Al-Showaye‟s ( 2002) study of teachers‟ use of computer based information technology in
Saudi intermediate and secondary schools is one of only a few studies in this field
conducted in Saudi Arabia. It showed that Saudi teachers have similar patterns of ICT as
their counterparts in Western countries. The researcher found 76% of teachers used word
processors, a high percentage reflecting, he stated, the increasing recognition of the
usefulness of word processing packages to produce study materials for use in teachers‟
classes. Computer games were used by 54% of teachers while 28% used spreadsheets. The
least used applications were presentation programs and data bases, 12% and 10%,
respectively. As regards teachers‟ use of the Internet, 53% accessed it, 52% used search
engines, and 48% had an email. The reviewed studies suggest that while the majority of
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teachers were using technology to support their teaching most of this use was taking place
outside class time (Bebell, Russell, & O'Dwyer 2004).

Supporting Factors, Incentives, and Motivators for ICT Usage in Teaching
While it is important to identify how ICT is used in the classroom, it is more important to
find out reasons for teachers‟ use or little use of it, and identify factors that support and
motivate its use. Some studies refer to such factors as „enabling factors‟. It is also important
to identify those factors that hinder teachers‟ use of ICT. Taking into consideration
supporting and non-supporting factors when head teachers and policy makers are forming
and implementing policies will help to promote the use of ICT in teaching. The worthiness
of acquiring such information was demonstrated in a Becta study (Jones 2004) that
indicated simultaneous knowledge about obstacles and barriers to ICT implementation at
whole school and individual teacher level can reveal the patterns of matches and
mismatches between a school and an individual teacher‟s requirements. Such knowledge
provides a framework that can be used to better understand teacher needs and increase the
likelihood of the school providing them. Not a lot of research dealing with this issue has
been carried out in Saudi Arabia, but there have been some recent Western studies of
factors supporting teachers‟ implementation of ICT and barriers to their use of it.
Scrimshaw ( 2004) carried out a study of enabling factors that are most effective in
encouraging teachers to use ICT. The study used evidence from literature sources that
recommended effective ways to overcome the barriers (Jones 2004) and from an online
survey of practitioners‟ views of factors that facilitated or enabled them to integrate ICT in
their teaching. Factors encouraging teachers to integrate use of ICT in the classroom were
categorised as: (1) individual level enablers, such as access to own personal laptop,
availability of high quality resources, unlimited access to software and hardware, high level
of technical support, access to an interactive whiteboard, and availability of good quality
training; and (2) whole school level enablers, such as onsite technical support, staff ICT
training programmes, support from senior management, whole school policies on ICT use
across the curriculum, provision of interactive whiteboards in all classrooms, and effective
timetabling of rooms and equipment and access to resources. Three other categories of
enablers were also identified: ensuring awareness, capability and confidence in using ICT
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in teaching, ensuring the required access to reliable systems, and emphasising the
educational benefits of using ICT.

Granger et al. ( 2002) interviewed teachers and head teachers in four schools. They
identified several emerging conditions that supported successful use of ICT in teaching and
learning, based on social perspectives. The conditions were: informal ICT education or
“just-in-time” learning where teachers gain more knowledge about ICT during informal
discussions or Internet surfing than formal workshops on ICT; supportive and collaborative
relationships among teachers; commitment by the school community to pedagogically
sound implementation of new technologies; and administrative encouragement, especially
by the head teacher. This is consistent with Williams et al.‟s ( 2000a) findings in their study
analysing teachers‟ needs during the integration of ICT in schools. They identified three
interrelated categories of need: access to ICT, training, and ongoing support.

Mumtaz ( 2000) reviewed the literature from the previous twenty years (1980 to 2000)
investigating factors affecting teachers‟ use of ICT and found three interlocking factors
affected teachers‟ uptake of ICT: the institution, the resources, and the teacher. Although
the literature reviewed appear outdated and many things have changed throughout the years
the structure that came out of it is still relevant. First, the school as an institution did not
allocate ample time for teachers to manage time for ICT implementation, and did not
provide a supportive network for teachers to use ICT. Second, limited resources (such as
lack of computers and software in the classroom) impeded the take up of ICT at a desirable
level. It is interesting to find that limited resources is still a problem despite the increasing
amount of resources available for teachers in the present because at that time limited
resources meant there are no computers whereas nowadays it means not enough computers.
Finally, teacher personal factors influenced the use of ICT in the classroom, which were
grouped as follows:
• Personal factors included teachers‟ beliefs and attitudes, commitment to professional
learning, and background in formal computer training.
• Social factors included influences from the principal, colleagues, support of the school,
school and national policies
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• External factors included the availability of resources, access to resources, quality of
software and hardware, and ease of use.
Other studies that have provided further evidence for the influence of each of the above
three factors on ICT use are presented below.
Personal factors: In Mumtaz‟a ( 2000) study, the factors found to be the most important to
teachers in their teaching were: making the lessons more interesting, easier and more fun
for them and their students, more diverse, more motivating for students, and more
enjoyable. Additional personal factors were: improving presentation of materials, allowing
greater access to computers for personal use, giving more power to the teacher in the
school, giving the teacher more prestige, making the administration of teachers more
efficient, and providing support through the Internet. Ensminger et al. ( 2004) found
personal factors that supported and motivated teachers‟ ICT use included internal and
external incentives. In the study of (Downes et al. 2001), Internal incentives centred on
personal rewards were found to be the primary incentives for teachers to acquire new ICT
skills. These rewards included opportunities to provide innovative instruction and apply
new teaching techniques as well as self-gratification, fulfilling a personal desire to teach,
recognition of their work, peer recognition, and remuneration.

Social factors: Teachers tend to comply with the social expectation of significant others
(such as head teachers, colleagues, students and professional bodies) opinion, termed
subjective norm, with regard to computer use in teaching (Marcinkiewicz & Regstad 1996).
This means that teachers will not be motivated to use computers if they perceive that the
significant others think it is not necessary or desirable to use computers. For example,
Czerniak et al. ( 1999) found that teachers‟ enhanced uses of educational technology in the
science classroom were influenced by their colleagues, parents, and community members.
Other studies have shown that teachers will sustain their use of ICT in the individual
subject if there is support from colleagues (Preston 1999), senior staff (Norton, McRobbie,
& Cooper 2000) and head teachers (Mulkeen 2003).
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In addition to the important role of head teachers‟ and senior management‟s positive
attitudes to ICT in education, leadership style can be a major influence on successful
integration of ICT use by teachers in the classroom (Williams et al. 2000b). Teachers need
to receive continuous and ongoing support in terms of technology use and its integration
into teaching as well as training. The management should encourage teachers‟ use of ICT
through support and communication (Ensminger et al. 2004).

External factors: External factors found to influence ICT use were noted by Williams et al.
( 2000b) in a questionnaire survey involving 300 primary schools and 100 secondary
schools in Scotland. Factors inhibiting secondary teachers‟ use of ICT were their lack of
skills and lack of familiarity with the Internet and lack of available Internet access.
Czerniak et al.‟s ( 1999) survey involving 250 private and public school teachers in Ohio,
US, found external factors, such as availability of resources, support for use of technology,
and opportunities for staff development enhanced teachers‟ use of ICT. Moreover, quality
training was identified by a number of studies as a major factor influencing teachers‟ use of
ICT and the key to proper integration of ICT in teaching. ICT training should start with
basic skills to help get teachers started and raise their awareness and introduce them to
software to eventually build up their confidence (Al-Aqaily 2002;Wasserman & Millgram
2005). Training should also employ a holistic approach in terms of skills, knowledge,
relevance to educational goals, support to encourage progression beyond any formal
training, priorities, and delivery (Williams, Coles, Wilson, Richardson, & Tuson 2000b).
Training should be appropriate to classroom use, have a hands-on practical element,
provide on the spot help, provide opportunities to work and share ideas with other teachers,
and have a pedagogical focus. It should also take into account teachers‟ varying needs, be
sustained, continuous and flexible (Scrimshaw 2004). Time is another issue that is usually
associated with the uptake of ICT. Teachers, as Scrimshaw ( 2004) has indicated, need a
longer lesson time in order to effectively integrate ICT in their teaching, and time should be
especially allocated for training and practicing the use of ICT in and out of the classroom.
These are considered important supporting factors for teachers‟ effective usage of ICT
(Ensminger, Surry, Porter, & Wright 2004).
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Supporting and motivating factors for ICT implementation and the reasons and conditions
for successful implementation appear to depend upon the teacher and school at large.
However, the teacher plays a particularly important role in accomplishing and achieving the
tasks and goals of ICT implementation programmes.

Hindrances to ICT Usage in Teaching
Having discussed supporting factors, it is important to consider hindrances to ICT use. In
this study, the terms „hindrance‟ „obstacle‟ and „barrier‟ are used interchangeably. There
are many factors that act as hindrances to teachers‟ use of ICT, thus affecting their
motivation to practise teaching with it. Similar to incentives, barriers to ICT use can be
divided into internal and external on the basis of their sources. Rogers ( 2000) defined
internal barriers as the ones related to teachers‟ attitudes and perceptions towards ICT in
addition to their competency with ICT, whereas external barriers are related to the
availability and accessibility of hardware and software, technical support, management
support, and continuous training programmes. However, there are some barriers that may
be viewed as both internal and external, for example, lack of time.

External hindrances to ICT use by teachers include insufficient access to hardware and
software, lack of time to prepare lessons with ICT, and inadequate technical and managerial
support. According to Muir-Herzig ( 2004), among the major barriers to integrating ICT in
schools are lack of teacher time, limited access, lack of rationale for ICT use, lack of
teacher training and managerial support, need for teacher training, and the lack of expertise.
Ertmer ( 1999) indicated that teachers may not be able to integrate ICT into instruction if
schools do not provide enough support, training, time, and equipment. Teachers in several
studies identified lack of time as a major barrier to their ICT use (Franklin et al. 2001).
Other barriers identified included not enough computers especially allocated for teachers,
lack of good instructional software, difficulty in accessing the Internet, lack of release time
for teachers to learn, practise, or plan ways to use computers or the Internet, lack of time in
schedule for students to use computers, inadequate training opportunities, lack of
administrative support, lack of support regarding ways to integrate ICT into the curriculum,
and lack of technical support and advice (Downes, Fluck, Gibbons, Leonard, Matthews,
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Oliver, Vickers, & Williams 2001;Smerdon, Cronen, Lanahan, Anderson, Iannotti, &
Angeles 2000;Williams, Coles, Wilson, Richardson, & Tuson 2000b).

Regarding internal hindrances, Scrimshaw ( 2004) offered four possible explanations for
teachers not using ICT:


Existence of teachers‟ views about ICT as being incompatible with their wider
educational beliefs.



Existence of obstacles associated with personal characteristics of teachers, such as lack
of computer skills.



Existence of social obstacles to increase level of ICT uptake, such as lack of support
from colleagues.



Existence of obstacles in school to expand ICT use, such as lack of technical support.

Pelgrum ( 2001) outlined four material obstacles and six non-material obstacles to ICT
implementation. Among the material obstacles were insufficient numbers of computers,
insufficient peripherals, not enough copies of software, and insufficient numbers of
Internet-ready computers. The non-material obstacles were teachers‟ lack of knowledge and
skills regarding ICT, difficulties in integrating ICT in instruction, difficulties in scheduling
enough time for students to use computers, insufficient time for teachers to learn or practice
ways to use computers, lack of supervisory staff, and lack of technical staff. Further,
teachers can neither learn computer skills nor integrate ICT into curricula without having
good access to computers. Clearly, lack of appropriate material resources inhibits learning
and causes frustration and resistance. Further, the availability of full-time technical support
and significant opportunities for teacher training in ICT use are as equally important as the
availability of up-to-date equipment (Granger et al. 2002). In addition to the material
barriers mentioned previously, Haydn & Barton ( 2008, p.442) emphasised the importance
of the availability of data projectors in ordinary classrooms as this will facilitate regular
ICT use during lessons in day to day teaching. Computers will then be used “not as a
special event or to impress others but naturally when the need arises”.
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Jones ( 2004) wrote a report on the results of Becta‟s online survey of 170 educational
practitioners regarding their perceived barriers to the use of ICT. The report outlined a
number of barriers to the uptake of ICT that were grouped into teacher level barriers and
school level barriers. The teacher level barriers were related to teachers‟ (1) personal
deficiencies, such as lack of confidence, and lack of competence (due to lack of time for
training, lack of pedagogical training, lack of skills training, and lack of ICT focus in initial
teacher training); (2) resistance to change and negative attitudes; (3) anxiety; (4)
inequalities, such as age and gender differences; and (5) lack of perceptions of benefits of
ICT use. School level barriers were identified as: (1) lack of time scheduled by schools for
teachers to use ICT, (2) lack of access to resources (due to lack of hardware, poor
organisation of resources, poor quality of hardware, inappropriate hardware, lack of
teachers‟ personal access to ICT resources); (3) technical problems (fear of things going
wrong, lack of technical support); and (4) impact of public examinations. The Becta study
indicated that there were interrelationships between each of the identified barriers to ICT
use. For example, teachers‟ confidence was directly affected by other barriers such as
personal access to ICT, availability of technical support, and the amount of training. In
general,

although the

studies reviewed above

used different

terms such as

material/nonmaterial obstacles, and teacher/school level internal/external barriers, the main
obstacles or barriers to ICT use appear to be common across countries, and the obstacles or
barriers are inter-related.

The Saudi Arabian educational scene has been the focus of similar studies investigating
factors that hinder teachers‟ ICT use. Al-Showaye ( 2002) studied the use of computerbased information technology and the Internet in Saudi intermediate and secondary schools.
A total of 143 teachers filled in a questionnaire and 10 were interviewed. A total of 16
factors were identified, the most important ones being lack of time and technical support,
inadequate computer facilities, large class sizes and not enough computers, outdated
computer facilities, and lack of training. The study findings pointed to there are three major
influences on teachers‟ uptake of ICT: school management, parents and students. Barriers
associated with school management included: head teacher not persuaded that students
need to learn to use ICT and their continuous interference in teachers‟ teaching methods,
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particularly their use of computer technology, and educational supervisor instructions
requiring teachers to do administrative tasks unrelated to their teaching thereby burdening
them with tasks unrelated to their main role as teachers. This has an affect on the time they
can spend on preparing and presenting lessons using ICT. The barriers related to students
included: students reluctant to seek assistance from teachers and to ask them about any
difficulties with or any misunderstanding about the use of ICT, and students unenthusiastic
about the use of ICT. Parent related barriers were: illiteracy among some parents and their
lack of awareness having a negative effect on students‟ attitudes to the use of computers,
lack of parental interest in children learning to use computers, parental misunderstanding of
the role of the computer and or mistakenly considering it to be a tool for entertainment.
Parents‟ negative perceptions towards ICT impacted on their children‟s perceptions towards
ICT and their willingness to learn and improve their skills, and on school management
since they complained about ICT use and argued that teachers should use ICT less and
focus more on educational issues.

Al-Ghamdi‟s ( 2001) study on the reality of ICT in secondary education mainly focused on
materialistic barriers which included: few and outdated computers and resources, lack of
local networks, crowded classes, lack of maintenance, and unsuitable computer laboratories
allocated in small rooms with poor lighting and ventilation. Non-material barriers included:
few training courses on recent developments in ICT, teaching many classes, lack of time,
scheduling problems, and teachers‟ weakness in mastering pedagogical teaching methods.
Although Al-Saif‟s ( 2006) study of computer use in secondary schools was undertaken in
girls‟ schools, hindrances to ICT use were found to be similar. However, Al-Saif‟s study
added to the previously mentioned barriers: lack of teacher training on producing programs,
the state of unconcern towards ICT use, high cost of maintenance, lack of Arabic
educational software, and fear of damaging computers. Al-Asmari‟s ( 2005) study
specifically investigated the use of the Internet among EFL teachers at Technology
Colleges, and although the study was conducted in Higher Education Institute, the factors
inhibiting ICT use were found to be the same, namely: hardware not working, insufficient
number of computers, lack of resources, lack of support, limited access to computer labs
and the Internet, insufficient number of technicians, insufficient Internet infrastructure,
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busy or slow Internet connection, server down, lack of time, cost of Internet connection,
inappropriate content and inappropriate use of the Internet, and unorganised and
unreasonable censored off content by the government. Al-Obaid ( 2002) added another
significant barrier to teachers‟ Internet access, i.e. their poor English since most of the
specialist quality educational content is in English.

Extending this review of the extant literature to studies conducted in countries in the Arab
world neighbouring Saudi Arabia revealed the same hindrances and barriers to ICT use in
these countries. A Qatari study on the benefits and barriers to implementing computer use
in Qatari elementary schools by Al-Ammari ( 2004) found that the most frequently
mentioned external barriers were lack of time, length of the curriculum, too many students
and few computers in labs, few computer periods, students‟ lack of computer skills, and
lack of technical support and assistance. Internal barriers included teachers‟ lack of
computer experience and knowledge, lack of understanding of computer importance, fear
of losing control over students in labs, fear of equipment failure, feeling uncomfortable
using computers, and fear of damaging computers. Al-Khateeb‟s ( 2007) study on barriers
to ICT use in Jordanian schools found that all 170 participating teachers encountered many
barriers to their attempt to use ICT in their teaching. However, the most frequently
mentioned barriers were hardware related, such as lack of maintenance, lack of data
projectors, and lack of ICT resources.

Being aware of the hindrances, barriers, and obstacles that face teachers when using ICT is
very important, since the implementation of ICT in schools may not be achieved without
overcoming the barriers that emerge as a result of the implementation process.

3.2.2 Teachers’ Perceptions towards ICT Usage in Teaching
As well as being influenced by supporting factors and hindrances teachers' ICT usage is
influenced by their perceptions. Researchers in different studies have indicated that
teachers‟ perceptions towards technology are closely linked to how technology is used
(Ertmer et al. 1999), because their perceptions on the use of ICT inevitably influence the
quality of its application (Wasserman & Millgram 2005). Moreover, Demetriadis et al. (
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2003a) stated that teachers‟ negative perceptions regarding ICT use in schools not only
present barriers to ICT use, but also compromise the learning benefits anticipated as an
outcome of instructional reform. In contrast, positive feelings often encourage teachers to
use ICT in the classroom and even the less technologically capable teacher will be
encouraged to learn ICT skills necessary for its use in instruction (Mumtaz 2000).
Knowing and appreciating teachers‟ perceptions towards ICT serves two purposes. First,
teachers‟ perceptions of the value of ICT will help to determine how and why teachers will
adopt it (Cox 2003;Levin & Wadmany 2005), and to anticipate how ICT will be used. Cox
( 2003) found that positive perceptions of the value of ICT to students‟ and teachers‟ own
professional development motivated their ICT usage. Levin & Wadmany ( 2005) concluded
that if teachers‟ perceptions are favourably disposed towards ICT introduction, then it
highly likely that ICT will be accepted and adopted in the classroom. Second, teachers‟
perceptions towards ICT will not only influence their acceptance and usage of it, but,
importantly, their perceptions will be passed on to and picked up by their students.
Teachers have been found to have a lasting impact on their students‟ values, beliefs, and
perceptions, including those related to ICT (Hu, Theodore, & Will 2003;Wood & Mueller
2005). It is worth mentioning here that by teachers‟ perceptions towards ICT I mean “the
way of understanding and interpreting something, the way you understand something and
your beliefs about what it is like” (Oxford Dictionary 2008).
Teachers‟ uses of ICT are likely to be influenced by many factors, including access, time,
training, equipment, and technical support. However, according to Ertmer ( 1999), even if
all barriers to ICT use were removed, teachers will not automatically use it, since the
evidence clearly indicates that teachers‟ perceptions are a significant factor in determining
their use of ICT. In addition, teachers‟ feelings to ICT are linked to their perceived
rationale for ICT use in their teaching. Teachers who use ICT for pedagogical purposes are
more likely to have positive perceptions than those who use it under the computer
awareness rationale (Drenoyianni & Selwood 1998). Teachers in a number of studies have
expressed their positive perceptions towards ICT use in teaching, though they still have
some reservations, uncertainties, and fears. I am aware that some of the studies presented
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below are dated, especially for the field of ICT, however, the issues discussed are still
relevant.
Williams et al. ( 1998) explored teachers‟ perceptions towards ICT in their study of
teachers‟ ICT skills and knowledge needs. The overall picture which emerged from the
study was a positive one, there was a great deal of interest and motivation to learn more
about ICT and an acknowledgment that this was the direction things were likely to take in
the future. Teachers reported a wide range of positive benefits of ICT use which influenced
their feelings towards ICT. However, despite the reported positive perceptions and that the
majority, 92% (n=329), were interested in developing their ICT skills and felt comfortable
with ICT, there were many teachers who felt overwhelmed by ICT and “worried about the
pace of developments, felt they could not cope with the jargon associated with computers,
and generally worried about their own lack of skills and knowledge compared to that of
their own pupils”. Moreover, some teachers viewed their colleagues as technophobic and
resistant to learning about computers because they perceived them to be difficult to use.
The aforementioned findings are similar to those reported by Andrews ( 1997) who found
teachers‟ hesitation towards ICT was a result of their perception of ICT as an innovation
that de-skills people, creates incompetence, has an inhuman influence in the classroom, and
promotes students‟ isolation.

In a comparative Cypriot-British study, Kyriakidou, Chrisistomou & Banks ( 1999)
reported anxieties among teachers as a result of their incompetent ICT skills, however, they
indicated that increasing exposure to ICT enhanced their perceptions and decreased their
anxiety. Muir-Herzig ( 2004) found perceptions towards ICT improved with a hands-on
computer literacy course. Although teachers in Kyriakidou, Chrisistomou & Banks‟ ( 1999)
study reported some negative perceptions, the majority had positive perceptions towards
ICT, especially for personal use. More than 60% of teachers revealed not only they liked
working with computers they were also confident users. Moreover, almost all participating
teachers believed ICT to be useful for their work and to have an important role in teaching
and learning.
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In 2002, Cuckle and Clarke carried out a questionnaire survey to investigate ICT use
among teacher-mentors participating in initial teacher training courses. Positive views were
expressed in three different statements in the questionnaire: “computers are considered
appropriate in teaching my subject”; “most of the department staff are enthusiastic or quite
interested in using computers in teaching”; and “I would like further training for using
computers”. The majority of teachers considered computers relevant to their subject and
indicated that their colleagues were known to be interested or enthusiastic about computers.
Only a small proportion of participants (10%), indicated that some teachers were “not at all
keen”. Generally speaking, teacher-mentors were considerably enthusiastic about ICT use.
They possessed good skills in using ICT and expressed enthusiasm for increasing skills.
They often went an extra step and placed extra emphasis on preparing student-teachers to
use ICT during school experience (Cuckle & Clarke 2002).
Madden et al.‟s ( 2005) study not only investigated teachers‟ feelings towards computers
and views on ICT in the future, but also elicited their opinions on new advances in
technology, such as the Internet. The purpose of their study was to gain information about
teachers‟ views of the Internet and its usefulness as an educational tool. Most respondents
were confident of their ability to use the Internet, especially young teachers of technical
subjects. Teachers‟ responses varied according to their specialty subject. Most ICT, Design
& Technology, and Science teachers scored positively, suggesting they were confident
users of the Internet, but understood its limitations. History and Drama teachers appeared to
have more negative responses, thus suggesting they lacked confidence, and were relatively
uncritical. Maths teachers seemed to fall in between. Further, there was a widespread
perception (particularly amongst women teachers) that students were more competent users
of the Internet than teachers. Therefore, older teachers felt under pressure to use the Internet
more than their younger colleagues.

There was agreement among teachers that the Internet is a valuable source of learning and
teaching materials, though there were some concerns regarding the reliability of websites
and materials. However, confident teachers were more likely to feel that the Internet made
an important contribution to their teaching and disagreed with the view of Internet content
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as too unreliable to be used for educational purposes. Teachers‟ worries about the Internet
centred on two issues: easy access to pornography and meeting undesirable people in chat
rooms. The picture that emerged from the study can be summarised as teachers were
“cautious but favourable”.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of studies investigating teachers‟ perceptions towards ICT in
Saudi Arabia. The studies I found during the literature search were those measuring
teachers‟ attitudes towards ICT using attitude scale measures, such as Attitude Towards
Computer Scale (Francis 1993), Computer Attitude Items (Pelgrum & Plomp 1993), and
the 16–19 Computer Attitude Scale (Selwyn 1997). However, reports on teachers‟
perceptions can be found in a number of studies, even though the purpose of the research
may not have been to explore those perceptions. For example, Al-Saif‟s ( 2006) study
reported generally positive teachers‟ views towards ICT, although some had reservations
which were related to their recent encounter with ICT. Teachers believed ICT to have a
beneficial impact on the teaching and learning process, especially in improving
communication between teachers and students and wished for more training. In AlShowaye‟s ( 2002) study, teachers thought traditional methods of teaching to be less
beneficial for students, and that modern methods were of more benefit and added more
enjoyment to lessons. They emphasised the importance of ongoing teacher training to
improve their skills and reported being interested in more training. A recent Arab study
carried out in Syria investigated EFL teachers‟ perception towards ICT. Albirini ( 2006)
reported evident positive attitudes since 62.4% of teachers had positive or highly positive
perceptions towards ICT. Moreover, teachers in general had no anxieties about computers,
were glad about the increased use of them, considered using computers enjoyable, felt
comfortable around them, and liked to talk about ICT with others who used it in their
teaching. Further, most teachers thought using computers saved time and effort, motivated
students to study, enhanced their learning, and were important in the classroom and must be
used in all subjects. Teachers viewed computers as a fast and efficient means of getting
information, they made schools a better place, and were worth the time spent learning how
to use them. They also expressed strong intentiona to buy computers and learn more about
them. The foregoing review of the literature suggests that, in general, teachers‟ perceptions
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towards ICT are mainly positive and their positive perceptions increase as years pass.
However, there are still a considerable number of teachers who are still hesitant, reluctant,
and anxious about ICT use in their practice.

3.2.3 Educational Policy
Teachers‟ ICT use is influenced by their perceptions towards computers, however, related
literature indicates that it is also greatly influenced by educational policies, especially ICT
related ones. Policy is reflected in teachers‟ ICT usage as well as their perceptions towards
ICT use in their teaching practice. In turn, teachers‟ perceptions are influenced by the
policy and the way it influences the introduction, planning, and implementation of ICT in
education.

The introduction of ICT to education is mainly a policy issue since nations around the
world have from the early 1980s attempted to introduce computers into their schools
through nationally directed initiatives (Vavouraki 2004). In general terms, the word
“policy” means according to the dictionary “a course or principle of action adopted or
proposed by an organisation or individual” (Oxford Dictionary 2008). However,
educational policy, which is the interest of this study, has several definitions which try to
capture its meaning for as Finlay et al. ( 2007, p.139) have pointed out, “policy is a loose
term. It is used to cover value commitments, strategic objectives, and operational
instruments and structures at national, regional, local and institutional levels”. As regards
educational policy, Dale et al. ( 2004, p.459) stated, “policy refers to the definitions and
combinations of what we see as the three key components of education systems; their
Mandate, what it is considered desirable for education systems to achieve; their Capacity,
what the resources available make it feasible for them to achieve; and their Governance,
how and by whom they are coordinated to achieve their ends and how these are prioritised
and combined into sets of documents, guidelines, advice, targets and indicators”. From the
Saudi perceptive, educational policy is defined by Al-Mengash ( 2006) as the set of
rudiments and approaches which are put in place by the state to direct education in its
different levels and types to realise the aims of the society in the light of the current
circumstances and available capabilities to serve the general objectives of the state and its
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national advantage. According to Al-Maydani ( 1992), educational policy is the
constitutional articles of Education which explain the general principles that planning is
based on, and state the aims and objectives of the educational process. Whether these
articles are written and publicly published in the form of decrees or unwritten and
unpublished, supervisors and managers of educational institutions are aware of them.
However, the Saudi educational act (1970) defines educational policy as the general
guidelines on which the educational process is based in order to acquaint the student with
his/her God and religion, base his/her behaviour on its principles, satisfy the needs of the
society, and fulfil the nation‟s goals (Ministry of Education 1980).

Educational policy goes through three main phases before it is practised on the ground:
policy formulation, policy adoption, and policy implementation. It specifically starts with
defining the issue, then setting the agenda and formulating the policy to be adopted and
then implemented. Prior to implementation, the policy is analysed for any necessary
modification and improvement (Al-Kadhi 1980), Bell and Stevenson‟s ( 2006) linear model
of educational policy development starts with initiation. When there is evidence of an
emerging problem, opinions are gathered and crystallise around a specific option in a
process called reformulation of opinion. After that, the policy options are presented
formally in the emergence of alternatives phase. These alternatives are discussed and
shaped into a policy proposal in the discussion and debate phase. Policy makers identify
and select the key policy in the legitimisation phase. Finally, in the implementation phase
administrative procedures are developed to operationalise the policy.

The successful implementation of educational policies depends on different aspects. In the
policy formulation phase, the policies should be clearly written and articulated because a
policy with unclear and unspecified aims and objectives is unstable and waste of time,
money and effort (Al-Mengash 2006). In his review of educational policy in Saudi Arabia,
Al-Romy ( 2002) emphasised the importance of moving from the policy formulation and
adoption phases to the policy implementation phase because written and published policies
will have no impact or influence without proper implementation procedures. In addition,
educational policy works as a guideline for decision-makers in different management levels
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and writing it down is a step that should be taken to ensure its aims are fulfilled, otherwise
it will be a worthless policy. There are also several conditions that should exist in
educational policy for it to be effectively implemented, such as the availability of adequate
funding; the availability of and accessibility to databases and information systems that
facilitate the planning and execution of policies; the policy‟s suitability and appropriateness
for the society‟s social, political and economic status; it should be realistic and achievable;
the existence of educational research agencies and departments for supervision and
evaluation; and, most importantly, the policy should be published among educationalists
and all stakeholders likely to be influenced by changes in the educational field (Al-Kadhi
1980). Regarding educational policy related to ICT, to be effective it should ensure
adequate levels of resourcing through the coordination of hardware and software, the
employment of qualified personnel, and the provision of in-service training (Tawalbeh
2001).

Educational policy and ICT are becoming increasingly related. Jim Knight, the British
Minister for Schools and Learners, stated “technology in learning is no longer optional”
(Becta 2008). Dale et al. ( 2004) shared the same view and illustrated the link between ICT,
policy and management as a two way interaction process in which teaching and learning
and ICT are in the centre (see Figure 3.2) The Figure shows that for successful
implementation of ICT in teaching and learning, there should be a balanced and interactive
relationship between policy at its different levels, management, and ICT, including all its
different aspects.
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Figure 3.2 The Relationship between Policy, ICT, and Management

Source: Dale et al. (2004)

Considering the policy element in Figure 3.2, policy levels and their executers can be
organised in a hierarchy, from the supranational level down to the home level (see Figure
3.3). Figure 3.3 shows the interdependency between policy levels, for example, national
policies are influenced by the supranational bodies and organisations that play an important
role in governing the international educational scene and setting its agenda and roles. Their
role extends from theorising to executing policies by providing necessary funding and the
provision of hardware, software, and training. Further, although the local policy is formed
at a lower level, it is set to meet national requirements and depends to a great extent on
national policy for the provision of resources necessary for policy implementation (Dale
2005). However, although educational policies are formed and executed at different levels
they all share the same broad purposes and aims. Educational policy aims to contribute to
the growth of the Knowledge Economy, create computer literate citizenry, improve
teaching by increasing its breadth and richness, drive the educational market, and assist in
creating an information society, since education is an active component in the creation of
this society (Dale 2005).
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Figure 3.3 Policy Levels
Supranational
OECD, EU, KnEll
Microsoft, Sun Intel, Apple, etc
National
DfES, TTA, OfSTED, LSC, Becta, NGfL
Local
LEA, CTC Trust, EAZ
Network
Inter-School Partnetship
Local
School Management
Middle Management
Subject Department
Management
Classroom
Teachers
Home
Students
& Parents

As noted earlier, the introduction of ICT into education has been a key component of
British government policy since the 1980s. In the early stages of computers‟ introduction
into schools, and before the spectacular growth of the Internet, the focus of educational
policy was on the provision of hardware and training teachers in using the technology.
However, as a result of the widespread use of the Internet, teacher training in basic skills of
technology use was found to be insufficient to implement educational policies aiming to
integrate ICT into education (Schnitz & Azbell 2001). Therefore, government funded
policy initiatives focused on teacher training as a continuous improvement process and
concentrated on methods of ICT integration in education, and on creating connections and
resources to facilitate ICT based education (Ibid). Generally speaking, present educational
policies in the many countries which have recently introduced ICT in education, including
Saudi Arabia, focus on four main aspects: hardware, connectivity, content, and professional
development. These aspects are dealt with in two successive phases: phase one is concerned
with laying the foundations for the effective use of ICT in education, including the
provision of computers for schools, professional development for teachers, and
development of appropriate online content, while the second phase focuses on
implementing policies relating to the integration of ICT in education in a more strategic
way with an aim to improve and achieve policy objectives (Kearns 2002).
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Educational Policy: Reflection on Teachers’ Usage of ICT in Teaching and
their Perceptions towards it
There are a number of factors that influence teachers‟ ICT use and their perceptions
towards this usage. They include motivators, incentives, and supporting factors as well as
hindrances to ICT use. Educational policy has also been found in several studies to have an
impact on teachers‟ usage of ICT in teaching and their perceptions towards it. In their study
of the impact of the ICT initiative on Scottish schools, Condie & Simpson ( 2004) found
teachers considered they had experienced a number of benefits as a result of the initiative.
Improved motivation and development of ICT skills were the most frequently mentioned
benefits of the ICT initiative well as enhancement of learning and teaching and
encouragement of a great variety of teaching methods which can be personalised to suit
different needs. The availability of ICT promoted independence in students, improved
efficiency, and extended opportunities for both teachers and students because ICT provides,
according to teachers, “an extra teacher in the room”. ICT policy which focused on teacher
training resulted in “re-awakening” a learning culture among teachers, who became more
willing to improve their skills through programmes of continuous professional
development.

Selinger & Austin‟s ( 2003) comparative study of the influence of government policy on
teacher training in ICT in England and Northern Ireland indicated that the introduction of
ICT teacher training policies had had a significant impact on trainee teachers‟ competence
and confidence in using ICT. The National Grid for Learning (NGfL) and New
Opportunities Fund training was reported to have had a positive impact on schools and
teachers because it provided experience and structure for using ICT in the classroom.
Further, some policy aspects were found more influential than others, such as the drop-in
centre facility which provided flexible opportunities for teachers to receive support and
assistance in ICT use which, in turn, increased their confidence and made their teaching a
positive experience. A similar positive impact of policy was reported by teachers
participating in Webb & Vulliamy‟s ( 2006) study of the impact of New Labour‟s
educational policy in the UK. Teachers stated that the policy had enhanced their skills and
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made them more professional and able to provide additional and improved learning
opportunities for students who were exercising choice, participating in decision-making,
and becoming independent learners.

The foregoing review of the literature suggests that ICT educational policy is having a
positive impact on teachers. The focus on hardware and training provision is making
teachers increasingly aware of the advantages of introducing computers into the classroom
and encouraging them to explore the benefits of ICT use for their practice. Moreover,
recent surveys suggest that school teachers are now more technically confident and more
likely to make regular use of ICT in their teaching than before (Selwyn 2008). Stark et al. (
2000) listed a number of the outcomes of the impact of ICT initiative, which included
improved motivation, enhancement of learning, enhancement of teaching, and improved
efficiency.

However, despite some examples of the positive impact of ICT policy, there is some
research evidence that points to a negative or no impact of the policy. After investigating
ICT national policies‟ impact on schools and teachers, Bottino ( 2003) stated, “Even when
the use of ICT, though with differing modes and characteristics, enters into teaching
practice, one often observes purely superficial changes which do not impact on the effective
renewal of the syllabuses and methods, i.e. the modification of the methodological
approaches, the content and relational dynamics in classes and schools, and the
organisational aspects within schools” ( 2003, p.43). She added “one can observe that the
government programme for the development of educational technologies has achieved
significant results in providing schools with technology infrastructure and a considerable
number of teachers with ICT basic skills. Nevertheless, this has not led directly to an
improvement of teaching and learning methods and to a change in approaching discipline
subjects”. She concluded, “policies should move from technology push (i.e. actions that are
driven by the necessity to make the technology available and usable) to “demand-pull” (i.e.
actions that are driven by users‟ needs and pedagogical opportunities) ( 2003, p.45).
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Other reasons have been identified for the failure of policy to influence teachers‟ practice
and perceptions. Tondeur et al. ( 2008) stressed that teachers should be aware of and
understand the values expressed in the policy as well as its implications for the policy to be
able to influence practice. Al-Mengash ( 2006) also emphasised the importance of raising
awareness of educational policy among teachers for it to influence practice, achieve its
objectives, and fulfill its aims. She stated that one of the major reasons for policy
nonsuccess is lack of awareness among teachers which leads to poor implementation and
no impact.

With regard to Saudi research on the impact of educational policy, I found a lack of
research in this field, especially research investigating the impact of educational policy on
teachers. Most of what I found focused on the impact of policy on students as they are
considered the core of the educational process. Even when teachers were involved in the
studies, the research did not explore the impact of policy on their practice or perceptions,
rather it explored the extent to which the policy had been implemented (Al-Hasan 2004;AlKhathlan 2007).

3.2.4 Future of Education
Having discussed issues related to teachers‟ ICT use, perceptions, and the impact of
educational policy, it is important to extend the discussion to cover issues related to the
future of education. Governments are aiming to increase ICT usage among teachers and
fulfil their objective of preparing students for the new centaury‟s labour market, policy
makers must have some vision of the future of education and formulate policies that assist
in meeting the targets necessary to ensure we are preparing students for their future not our
past.

The future of education is based on the general principle of futures studies which states that
although the future is unknown its development can be influenced (Amara 1981). The aim
of futures studies of education is to facilitate individuals‟ formulation, implementation, and
envisioning of their preferred futures (Dator 1996). According to Bell ( 1997, p.73) the
purpose of futures studies is to “discover or invent, examine, evaluate and propose possible,
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probable and preferable futures.” He continues, “futurists seek to know: what can or could
be (the possible), what is likely to be (the probable), and what ought to be (the preferable)”.
Hicks ( 2003b) views future education as education that has a more holistic view of the
world and its problems and promotes the development of students who are politically,
socially, and environmentally aware and capable of independent decision-making.
However, it is common to read in the futures related literature an association between the
future of education and technological developments. Sandford and Facer ( 2008, p.2)
underlined this by explaining that education will not be changed simply as a result of
introducing new technology, “but by the ways in which these developments are
incorporated into social life (changing our values and goals for education) or into
educational practice (changing the methods and tools we have available to education). It is
only by developing a complex picture of the potential relationships between technological,
scientific and socio-cultural development, that we will develop a picture of possible
educational futures that is robust and which avoids the realms of science fiction”.

The futuristic vision of education is referred to in the Arabic literature in general and in the
Saudi literature specifically as the “Futures School”, since the school is the centre of all
educational activities. In two different studies one researcher defined the futures school as
the developed school that all educationalists seek to establish to fulfil learners‟ varied
needs, to provide them with required skills to continue higher education, and to effectively
interact with and adapt to their societies (Al-Abdulkareem 2002). The other researcher
defined it as the school that is based on the immense capabilities of ICT. It encourages self
education, therefore, it is an advanced school in using ICT and provides learners with
opportunities to access varied learning resources, mainly ICT based ones (Othman 2002).
However, Al-Saleh ( 2002) contended that both educationalists and technologists try to
form the future school according to their views. Even though most educational reform
proposals agree on utilising ICT to create change in the educational paradigm, the change is
limited to the introduction of technology rather than a systemic change in pedagogy due to
considering ICT alone as being capable of producing change and tangible results in the core
of education, i.e. teaching and learning activities.
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The official view of the future of education in Saudi Arabia, according to the eighth
development plan developed by the Ministry of Economy and Planning, emphasises the
fact that ICT is not the only tool for achieving the futuristic vision of education. While ICT
will play an important role in the future of education, it will not be the only factor
contributing to its success. In fact, the future of education in Saudi is seen as a whole
package, with ICT part of it (Ministry of Economy and Planning 2008).

The five and ten year development plans in Saudi Arabia are so designed that all plans of
all Ministries, i.e. Health, Education, Agriculture, Labour, etc. interweaved together to
fulfill the overall aims and objectives of the government. The overall future vision of
education is to prepare students for positive and confident interaction with new technology
in order to fully participate in the comprehensive development plans and build a strong
knowledge-based economy. This is only achievable through an education system that
promotes self education and research and emphasises high order thinking and analysing
skills as well as communicating skills. The vision also highlights the importance of
preparing students to deal efficiently and flexibly with issues related to globalisation by
becoming global citizens aware of issues affecting all humans, such as poverty, global
worming, and peace, as well as maintaining their local Islamic and Arab identity (Ministry
of Economy and Planning 2008).

The future vision of information and communication technology in the Kingdom includes
references to the educational system as the plan is to teach ICT as a subject in all school
years, employ ICT for distance learning, and in all schools provide ICT centres connected
to the Internet. The overall future vision views Saudi Arabia as an information society that
produces information and knowledge and is capable of benefiting from and making use of
this flow of information to improve proficiency, increase productivity, and improve the
quality of products and services.
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Visioning the Future
Futures thinking is about using a systematic approach to consider the long-term. In recent
years, a range of methods has been used under different labels and utilising different
techniques. These techniques assist in looking at the present through the eyes of the future
and provide insights and ideas that do not usually come from thinking about the future in a
linear way, i.e. looking at the present while under the influence of the past. Smith ( 2008)
presented commonly used futures techniques which are summarized and explained in Table
3.1.
Horizon scanning
Looks across an area to identify future challenges and opportunities. Ranges from systematic to
more open exploration. Can also be near-term or at the limits of current thinking.
Very useful for spotting key issues before undertaking an in-depth analysis of interaction and
social context, for example, in scenarios or technology roadmaps.
Delphi
A type of consultation, starting with a questionnaire to seek initial views from a wide range of
experts. Experts assess their relative level of competence in answering the questions. Responses
are collated and sent out again to the contributors for comment.
Good for gaining an overview of an area of science. Does not encourage interaction and is very
dependent upon experts finding time to engage.
Trend analysis
The extrapolation of historical data forward (assuming that the future is an extrapolation of the
past).
Good for testing policy robustness and spotting developing problems. More suited to issues that
take time to change (e.g. demographics), rather than issues that respond to immediate pressure
(e.g. price of oil).
Driver analysis
Spots the factors that are driving and shaping trends and considers possible future interactions.
Appropriate for detailed investigation of critical factors that are likely to shape the future, or as the
basis for developing scenarios, roadmaps or visions.
Good for testing policy robustness and spotting developing problems.
Scenarios
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Internally consistent pictures of what the future might look like; built by assessing how trends and
drivers might influence the present to create the future. Usually three or four scenarios are
produced.
Creates a „possibility‟ space of what the future might look like as a context to test the robustness of
policies against a range of future challenges. Can also help in spotting the unexpected.
Visioning
Creates rich pictures of what the future might look like, based on relatively less rigour and more
imagination. These represent a jump forward that may not be clearly linked to present trends.
May be relatively difficult to persuade stakeholders to take action on the basis of a vision. Should
have a „ring of truth‟, and ideally reflect emerging patterns that will strike a chord with those
hearing it.
Technology roadmapping
Sets out the steps to achieve a desired goal and assists the exploration of possible future products
and the key elements of science and technology that need to be integrated to deliver those
products.
Good for gaining consensus within a diverse community and for agreeing specific actions.
Backcasting
Starts by producing an „ideal‟ future, then considers actions to increase the chances of achieving it.
Requires clear unambiguous aims, otherwise may be better to use scenarios.
Modelling
Can be used to examine the future of a system, provided there is a formal understanding of the
factors that will affect the way that system changes over time.
Can provide objective metrics for complex issues and help assess the relative impact of different
options. Highly reliant on good data for calibration; great care needed in interpreting the output.
Simulation, gaming & synthetic environments
In gaming scenarios, stakeholders are asked how they would respond to a given scenario. Good for
owners of policies to explore their influence on the future.
In simulations, a computer model plays the parts of a „system‟ and the effects of particular
decisions can be explored. Good for communicating complex decisions or for broadening people‟s
perspectives.
Table 3.1 Futures Techniques
Source: Smith ( 2008)
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Scenarios are one of the most frequently used techniques in futures research, especially in
educational related studies such as the OECD ( 2001) What Schools for the Future? They
are used because scenario building is “a way of drawing together and making sense of the
diversity and complexity of factors that may shape the future. The intention of scenario
building is not to develop an accurate prediction of the future, rather, it is to engender
discussion and inform forward planning” (Ultralab 2004, p.19). Scenarios, as Hicks (
2002b, p.47) defines them, are “like maps, sketches, or short stories about the future”. Their
purpose is to attract attention and imagination by highlighting different aspects of possible
futures. Thus, while any number of futures is actually possible for a given situation, it is
useful to identify a number of different scenarios which can be used to explore how
different decisions in the present will result in different futures.

There are several scenarios of the future of education, such as personalisation of learning
(Dannen & Facer 2007), lifelong learning (Mercer 1999), and different scenarios for
schools‟ status (OECD 2001). For example, the OECD ( 2001) presented six different
scenarios under three main categories: “maintaining the status quo”, “re-schooling”, and
“de-schooling”. These scenarios are meant to be descriptive pictures or stories to assist
understanding of the complexities and uncertainties of the wider context and possible
reaction to the problems of education in the knowledge economy of the future. The first
category “maintaining the status quo” contains two possible scenarios: the first allows the
bureaucratic school system to continue due to resistance to radical change, and the second
scenario, named “the meltdown scenario”, identifies a major crisis resulting from teacher
shortages triggered by a rapidly ageing profession and low teacher morale. None of these
scenarios is presented as a practical and suitable option for the future knowledge economy.
On the contrary, they are presented as inflexible, prone to crisis, and with a tendency to
generate and maintain inequalities.
“Re-schooling”, the second category, also has two scenarios, the first is the school as a core
social centre and the second is the school as a learning organisation. The “school as a core
social centre” emphasises that the school is a place for mediating the impact of social
dislocations in the wider society, while “the school as a learning organisation” focuses on
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learning in its different types, i.e. experimentation, innovation, use of ICT, and research and
development. However, both scenarios as imagined will require a significant amount of
funding for equipment and infrastructure. Comparing these scenarios to the demands of the
knowledge economy, it would seem that “the school as a learning organisation” is the most
suitable.
The final category is “de-schooling” and as with the previous two categories it presents two
scenarios. The first is learning networks and the networked society and the second is
extending the market model. The availability and widespread use of ICT and the Internet in
particular make learning networks highly feasible. This implies a shrinking of formal
institutional structures such as schools and an expansion of other kinds of less formal
learning that takes place in less formal arrangements. The extending the market model
scenario is thought to be a pioneering model as it enables greater diversity within the
system, especially in funding, though it will be regulated in using market model methods
through indicators and competence assessments (Robertson 2005).
Lifelong learning is another possible scenario of the future of education. In fact, it is
presented as the most viable means of taking us into the future. The learning is guided by
educators who develop individualised learning plans and the emphasis is on moving from
the traditional learning characteristics presented in Table 3.2 to lifelong learning.
Traditional Learning
 The teacher is the source of knowledge
 Learner receives knowledge from the teacher
 Learners work by themselves
 All learners do the same thing
 Tests are given to prevent progress until
students have completely mastered a set of
skills and to ration further learning
 Teachers receive initial training plus ad hoc
in service training
 „Good‟ learners are identified as permitted to
continue their education

Lifelong Learning
 Educators are guides to sources of knowledge
 People learn by doing
 People learn in groups and from one another
 Assessment is used to guide learning strategies
and identify pathways for future learning
 Educators develop individualised learning
plans
 Educators are lifelong learners. Initial training
and ongoing professional development are
linked
 People have access to learning opportunities
over a lifetime

Table 3.2 Characteristics of traditional and lifelong learning models
Source: World Bank ( 2003)
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There are other ways that facilitate visioning the future, such as Hicks‟ ( 2002b, p.17) types
of reference to the future, namely: “tacit, token, and taken for granted. Tacit futures are all
those which are assumed and never brought out into the open. They remain hidden and
unexplained, but are nevertheless present. Thus, the future may not even be mentioned in
an educational document but assumptions about it are still tacitly present. Token futures
often involve clichés and stereotypes presented in a rhetorical fashion. Taken for granted
futures occur whenever a particular future or range of futures is described as if there was no
other alternative”. Hicks ( 2002b) also suggested another possible way of future visioning,
which is viewing it as a probable and preferable future. Probable futures are all those things
which seem likely to come and happen and that involve projection of current trends and
what is expected to happen. Preferable futures are all those things that one feels should
happen to achieve a particular preference and this involves envisioning.

Importance of the Future of Education
While it is recognised that it is impossible to predict the future, it is certainly possible to
anticipate it. Considering the future of education is very important since education, as
Massini ( 2002) noted, is the basis for preparing for the future and “the earlier the better”.
In trying to anticipate the future, the education system is attempting to fulfil its legal and
moral obligations to students, since most educational activities draw on the past, are
performed in the present, but are intended to be used in the future (Haapala 2000).
Moreover, using futures techniques to predict the future of education helps people in a
twofold way. First, it helps them clarify their hopes as well as their fears about the future
and, second, it helps them to move forward from passively forecasting the future to actively
involving themselves in developing plans of action on the basis of their forecasts. It is even
better if they are capable of generating positive visions of the future to build a vision of
their preferred future and focus their planning on achieving them (Dator 1996). Hicks (
2002b) agrees with Dator‟s view and states that envisioning future images of the future is a
vital factor in the creation of change, since it clarifies thinking and highlights priorities.

The importance of futures studies in general and the future of education in particular arises
from the fact that intelligent and informed decision making depends equally on predications
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of possible consequences of future actions and on the evaluation of those consequences and
whether they are desirable or not (Bell 2001). Being aware of the wide range of future
possibilities and choices can result in more thoughtful and informed decision-making in the
present (Haapala 2000). Finally, there is a link between present visions of the future and the
future which will eventually emerge. Therefore, knowing the preferable futures will make it
possible to make decisions which will enable this future to be achieved (Hicks 2002b).
However, it is important to note that trying to generate visions of the future requires good
future thinking skills, since one‟s knowledge of the past and present is essential for
developing images of the future. In fact, past, present, and future are linked together, since
the present is the future of the past and the present is the past of the future.

Views on the Future of Education
ICT has an important role to play in the future of education as in almost all the literature I
reviewed there was an association between preferable futures/scenarios and ICT. However,
views on ICT varied from considering it the solution to all educational problems to treating
it as a tool to achieve the new educational goal of the emerging paradigm. Newby‟s (
2005c) view of the future of education is very radical and positive and anticipates major
changes. The main themes of his view are flexibility and autonomy, with emphasis on the
personalisation of education. Learning will not necessarily require students to be present in
a particular time and particular place. In fact networked communities such as school and
universities, will link together and share their web-based resources, exchange ideas, and
merge their working spaces. Teachers and students will communicate electronically as
much as they used to do face-to-face. However, students will still go to school and
experience real life classroom interaction, but they will be accompanied in the future with
personal digital devices that will allow them to evolve outside their immediate
surroundings. Most of their lives will be lived in a virtual reality and by 2020 chips that
carry essential information about each individual will be implanted under the skin and they
will be the interface between the silicon based and carbon based worlds students will be
living in and allow interaction with them.
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Tabberer ( 2001) agreed with Newby‟s view of the future classroom and believed there will
be a greater tendency towards individualisation of education with greater complexity,
because future students will be advanced in terms of their emotional and intelligent
development and more sophisticated in analysis and interpretation skills. However, teachers
as seen by Tabberer are individuals with moral influence and will remain a fundamental
part of the future school because it is unlikely to produce a technology in the future that
will replace the unique dialogue that goes on between a student and a teacher. Therefore,
while the teaching role of the teacher can be replaced by an electronic teaching machine in
all its different possibilities, the moral role of a teacher will be difficult to replace. Students
benefit from seeing, feeling, experiencing the enthusiasm of the teacher to consider him/her
as a role model (more in-depth discussion of the teacher‟s future role is to be found in the
next section).

In his paper on the Future School, Al-Abdulkareem ( 2002) pointed out that there are three
main trends in forecasting the future of education. The first is the partial vision in which
educationalists consider only one element or factor to be developed and improved in order
to satisfy the needs of future education. The second is the technical vision that views
technology as the only method to modernise schools and improve educational outcome.
The final is the holistic view that acknowledges that improving education is a complex
process that involves many factors and is influenced by others. This view stresses the fact
that in order to found the future school there are other societal institutions that should be
developed because the school is a part of the society and it should be developed alongside
other institutions in the society in order to achieve what Al-Abdulkareem calls the future
society. In his view, the future school will be a place where all students will have the ability
to achieve, not only smart or intelligent students, because in this school it is not expected
that all students will understand new topics from the first and that is where ICT will be used
to assist students in scaffolding their learning. Moreover, mistakes are considered positively
as they encourage continuous determination and thereby help students towards success.
Further, factors that no student can have control over such as inborn intelligence, is not
considered. Finally, this school uses collaborative learning methods to achieve its
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educational goals and good achievers work side by side to achieve a common goal rather
than compete with each other because it values the one team concept.

Al-Saleh‟s ( 2002) view subscribes to the holistic vision of a preferable future in education
as ICT will be an important cog in the wheel of educational development. His view of the
future school does not differ from other visions in terms of the role of ICT. The school will
be a rich environment with learning resources utilised efficiently by teachers and students.
However, he contends that the difference in the school of the future is not the extensive use
of ICT because introducing it to the school does not mean that the actual learning and
teaching process is positively influenced. ICT will only be influential when teaching and
learning theories, assumptions, and paradigm are changed. Therefore, future education will
be active, constructive, purposive, authentic, and collaborative. ICT will be a tool for
students‟ learning, assisting them to construct their own understanding and knowledge of
things and the teacher‟s role will be that of supporting and encouraging student‟s
engagement in thinking and analysing, which will result in improved learning outcome. AlSaleh‟s ( 2003) view is not concerned with introducing new things to the school‟s
environment or using ICT to perform traditional roles, it actually focuses on integrating
ICT in the new educational paradigm that supports, as noted earlier, active, constructive,
purposive, authentic, and collaborative learning by a teacher highly trained and qualified
not only in using ICT but also in integrating it successfully to assist in achieving the
objectives of the future educational paradigm and in creating a dynamic, flexible,
interdisciplinary, and open learning environment.

There are other Saudi based studies that discuss the future of education and according to
my understanding, their common finding is the need to overcome current deficiencies in the
education system and take learning to a new dimension that pays equal attention to students
and personalisation of educational targets according to their needs in order to build up
students‟ personalities in terms of knowledge, skills, and emotions. The future teacher will
assist in developing students‟ thinking, analytical, creative, and innovative skills because
these skills are vitally important for lifelong learning, which is one of the most important
features of future education (Othman 2002).
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Changing Teacher Role
Teachers play a fundamental role in the education system and as future scenarios suggest a
major change in the future of education and increased ICT usage, these will inevitably
affect their role and their status in this system. In fact, Wheeler ( 2001) stated that the role
of the teacher must change and gave four reasons for this. First, because ICT will make
some teaching resources obsolete, such as the use of overhead projectors and chalkboards,
in the future there will be other means, such as networked resources which will require a
change in the role of the teacher in the class. Second, ICT will almost certainly make some
forms of assessment and performance evaluation redundant. For example, in an ICT
learning environment, computer based testing can be used to instantly provide the teacher
with meaningful information regarding the student‟s performance in any test. It can also
compare this score with previous ones to indicate the student‟s learning progress and also
link performance and accuracy to response speed. Third, the role of the teacher must
change to adapt to changes in education. It is no longer sufficient for teachers to be only
knowledge transmitters, they need to step forward and change from being lecturers to
becoming organisers and enablers of learner and encourage critical thinking skills and
collaborative working, which are main themes in education‟s future. Finally, teachers must
change their teaching methods to suite the characteristics of learners‟ minds. Information
should be presented in a hypertext format instead of a linear format because the human
mind uses non-linear strategies for problem solving and information storage and retrieval.
Teachers need to understand and appreciate the reasons and justifications for the change in
their role in order to advance the teaching profession forward. The teacher‟s role will
change from a lecturer and knowledge transmitter to the expert who directs students
towards what should and should not be done, and a facilitator and organiser of learning in
the class (Al-Abdulkareem 2002). In addition, ICT will force a change and decrease the
authoritative role of the teacher. His/her role will shift from being the central authority to
the “decentralised facilitator” (Cox 2003;Wang 2001) and s/he will use ICT to empower
and engage students (Romeo 2003). The new role of the teacher will include being an
enabler, manager, presenter, adviser, observer, challenger, respondent, evaluator,
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information consultant, guider, creator and developer of the subjects under study, academic
mentor, and a member of a collaborative team (Al-Saleh 2003;Cox 2003;Newton 1999).
However, the teacher still has a crucial role to play in directing and focusing students‟
attention (Newton 1999;Othman 2002).

In the future school, the teacher may be able to reduce the focus on class control and
encourage students‟ participation, questioning and wonderment through asking purposeful,
thoughtful, and open questions. S/he will stimulate students‟ autonomy, promote dialogue
among students, and encourage them to challenge each other‟s ideas as well as respect
them, which will require a lot of effort and creativity from the teacher (Haaksma-Oostijen
& Puper 2003). Learning will be in small heterogeneous groups that teach problem solving
skills based on authentic situations which students can relate to their lives to develop their
thinking skills. These important characteristics of the future teacher are vitally important
and are achievable with or without the availability of ICT (Al-Saleh 2002).

Cornu ( 2003) pointed out that the change in the role of the teacher does not mean that ICT
will replace his/her role. ICT will only enable both students and teachers to do things better.
The human dimension of the teacher‟s role is essential and cannot be replaced with ICT, yet
can be enhanced and supported by ICT since it offers possibilities of communication
between teachers and students as well as the individualisation of learning.

3.3 Theoretical Rationale for the Study
Throughout this chapter many ideas have been presented and discussed and all of them
have been organised as a cumulative contribution to the study‟s theoretical framework. The
theoretical framework is a synthesis of what has been researched (literature review) within
the study setting (study contextualisation) to identify the gaps in the literature to form the
rationale for the study. Reading and exploring prior work is one of the early stages of
conducting research, in order to identify gaps in the literature. This stage of the study not
only helped me in identifying topics to be covered in the research's methodological
framework and in particular, its data collection methods, i.e. interviews, it also pointed to a
number of important issues in the research field in Saudi Arabia. Al-Mohaissin ( 2002)
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stated that the poor situation of ICT in Saudi is a result of the late and poorly researched
introduction of ICT to education. Therefore, examining Saudi based studies reveals a gap
created by policy makers‟ lack of planning for the introduction of ICT in education and also
basing their highly influential decisions on studies not situated in an appropriate context
(Al-Hadlag 1998). Not until recently have educational researchers paid sufficient attention
to bridging this gap in the literature to create a complete and situated understanding of the
present status of ICT use in education in order to provide policy makers with essential
locally generated information on which they can make informed decisions. Therefore, this
study bases its theoretical framework on a combination of Western and Saudi based studies,
which should better understanding and identify possible research opportunities given the
lack of suitable Saudi based literature.

In Saudi Arabia, computers are used in all aspects of daily life, at work, in the home, and
even for leisure activities. Students see computers at supermarket tills where stock is
controlled and monitored, at the library when borrowing a book, at the bank cash dispenser,
and even on a shopping trip to the Mall. As computers become an integral part of modern
society, everyone needs to understand how to operate them, and indeed how to control them
to suit their own personal purposes. Therefore, schools as part of their educational role
should incorporate ICT in education to give students the experiences they need for their
daily life activities.

However, that is not the only rationale for introducing ICT in education, in fact, the Saudi
educational system is in some way forced to do so because the ICT revolution is only one
aspect of a greater revolution sweeping modern cultures. Leaving educational systems
outside this change would mean, as Aviram ( 2000, p.333) stated, “subjecting them to
marginalisation or even extinction”. Therefore, schools must change and adapt to the
dynamics of the new situation in order to develop the country and economically compete
with other developed countries. Moreover, although schools play the role of the source of
knowledge and its transmitter at present, knowledge as a result of the ICT revolution will
not anymore be located in schools only. It will be in all digital resources which have the
potential to be adopted as teaching materials and used by support groups. Since digital
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resources are usually based on the Internet, if schools want to retain their status as sources
of knowledge they need to adapt to the new era and incorporate ICT in their teaching and
learning activities (Vigotzki 1999). While policy maker and school managers are likely to
agree with these rationales, teachers tend to subscribe to the pedagogical rationale which
closely concentrates on the role of ICT in teaching and learning, and this is related to their
role in the school and directly affects and influences their practice. Teachers who use ICT
in their teaching use it because it is proven to be beneficial for students‟ learning (AlShowaye 2002). ICT can increase the breadth and richness of learning, additionally, it can
support the development of higher order thinking skills, including analysis and synthesis
(Al-Saif 2006;James 2001).

The introduction of computer studies as a subject followed by the orientation towards full
integration of ICT into education have received full support from the Saudi government as
a whole and educational policy makers as specialists. Indeed, ICT in schools has been
intertwined with “raising the standards” of teaching and learning in them which will have a
direct impact on increasing the employability and productivity of students, one of the Saudi
government‟s objectives in order to prepare Saudis for competing with other countries
economically to attract international investment (Al-Wakeel 2007). Moreover, investing in
developing and properly training human capital to actively engage with the constantly
changing international political and economic situation will have a direct positive impact on
the financial capital of Saudi Arabia (Ministry of Education 2009). Policy makers
concerned with competing with other countries also consider that the huge investment in
ICT in education through the launch of a number of initiatives is essential, not only for
students living in the 21st century but also for the country‟s future. When it is a matter of
choice between being a civilised, modern, and economically stable country or being an
underdeveloped deprived one, the right choice is obvious (Al-Wakeel 2007).
Policy makers‟ focus on taking Saudi Arabia into the Information Age by developing and
reforming education and introducing ICT has been based on the launch of a series of
initiatives based on Western and developed countries‟ successful experiences, but with little
consideration of their appropriateness to the current situation in Saudi Arabia. This is
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because they thought starting from where others ended was the quickest way to obtain
desirable results from ICT use in education (Al-Mohaissin 2002). However, this has not
been the case since Saudi research reports indicate that the impact of ICT on education
remains disappointing (Aljohani 2006), and there is a similar situation in Western
countries, despite huge investments in the field (Somekh 2000;Williams, Coles, Wilson,
Richardson, & Tuson 2000b).

There has been relatively little research attempting to understand the reasons for and the
causes of this unsatisfactory situation. Watson ( 2001) stated that most research on this
issue focuses on the apparent reluctance of teachers to utilise ICT in their teaching and
blames them for being very traditional teachers and reluctant to change their teaching style,
rather than explores the relationship between educational policy makers‟ imposed policy
and the teachers‟ understanding and appreciation of ICT related policy and participation in
both shaping and implementing ICT it.

Furthermore, to understand and analyse the reason for the low impact of ICT in education
research on the relationship between policy and teachers should extend to covering issues
related to teachers‟ perceptions and attitudes towards the use of ICT in the teaching and
learning process because, as has been mentioned earlier, teachers play a crucial role in
promoting or hindering the usage of ICT in the classroom and can easily transmit their
beliefs and values to their students‟ and thereby have a lasting impact on “students‟
intellectual developments, value systems, and attitudinal beliefs, including those concerning
technology” (Hu, Theodore, & Will 2003, p.228). Therefore, it is important to understand
and appreciate their perceptions of computers to ensure all students have equal and
unprejudiced ICT experience during the learning process (Jennifer & Michel 2003).

Exploring teachers‟ perceptions will elicit their views on their greatly changing role from
being the main source of knowledge to facilitators of the learning process. The presence of
new technology in the classroom may change its culture as well as the relationship between
the teacher and the students (Al-Abdulkareem 2002;Somekh 2000). This change may
negatively affect teachers‟ perceptions regarding ICT use in education and may not “only
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pose difficulties in the use of technology per se but also cancel the learning benefits
expected to spring from the instructional reform” (Demetriadis et al. 2003b, p.20). Such
change may also have other impacts on the student-teacher relationship which are important
given the cultural and religious background of the teaching profession in Saudi Arabia. All
Saudi teachers are Muslims who live in a culture that thinks highly of teachers and
considers them to be carriers of a sacred and honorable message. The Prophet Mohammed,
peace be upon him, said: “A little science is better than much worshipping” which means
that whatever the amount one learns or is taught will outweigh the reward of much
worshipping. Arab sociologists consider the teacher the primary mainstay of civilisation
and economic and social development on account of his/her tangible contribution to
building and forming human minds (Hasan 2002), therefore, the existing strong relationship
between teacher and student must be maintained and not eroded through ICT use in
education.
Exploring teachers‟ perceptions of ICT should not stop at the stage of merely utilising it in
the teaching and learning process, rather it should be extended to investigate their envisions
of possible and future usage of ICT. Exploring possible, probable and preferable futures
according to teachers can serve as the basis for informed actions in the present (Hicks
2002a). In addition, raising awareness of and embedding a futuristic dimension in education
are likely to lead to beneficial outcomes for both teachers and students. Teachers have
expressed the need for a “futures dimension” in the curriculum to advance students‟ ability
to take a “futures perspective” on issues related to personal, local, national and global
events (Hicks 2002b). Having this futures dimension is, as Hicks ( 2003a) has pointed out
one of the main tasks of education since it is essential to prepare young people for a future
that will likely be very different from today.

While it is important to be aware of teachers‟ rationale for ICT use and their perceptions
towards it, teachers' perceptions and views about ICT cannot be detached from influential
factors in their surrounding environment. Thus, in order to fully understand and appreciate
the information collected from interviews and a questionnaire, it should be contextualised
within the social and cultural context from which it has been obtained. Accordingly,
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information about the Saudi Arabian context was deemed to be important for two reasons.
First by obtaining general information about the Saudi educational scene and situating the
study socially and culturally would facilitate understanding of the greater context of
activities. Second, accessing prior Saudi based research in the literature would reveal
information about the present situation in Saudi Arabia and identify gaps that should be
covered by future research.

On the basis of foregoing discussion, this study will focus on the following issues: ICT
usage by teachers and its relation with ICT educational policy, teachers‟ perceptions
towards the use of ICT in the teaching and learning process, and teachers‟ envisions of
possible and future usage of ICT in education. These particular issues will be investigated
because they are thought to be closely related and to influence each other; in fact, they
create a closed circle. The circle starts from the educational policy which inevitably affects
teachers‟ usage of ICT, their ICT usage is in turn influenced by their attitudes and
perceptions of computers and their perceptions, either negative or positive, are likely to be
influenced by the policy and how it introduces the concept of ICT in education to teachers.
Teachers‟ perceptions of ICT will undoubtedly be reflected in their future views of ICT
utilisation in education which, in turn, should be considered in any future ICT policy.
Figure 3.4 shows the linkage between the research‟s three main issues.
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Figure 3.4 The research's three main issues and their linkage to each other
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3.4 Summary
This chapter has reviewed relevant literature on the topics of teachers‟ ICT usage and their
perceptions towards it, educational policy, and the future of education in order to set the
research context, lay the foundation upon which this research is based, and define the
academic and research areas of relevance to the research focus. Research evidence seems to
indicate that ICT usage is increasing among teachers and their increasing contact and
exposure to ICT has resulted in positive perceptions towards ICT because they are
becoming aware of its potential benefits for their teaching. However, the literature review
has shown that teachers are faced with obstacles to their ICT use, the most frequently cited
in the literature being lack of time and training. Nevertheless, most teachers have been
found to be self-motivated, with positive views of the future of education. The next chapter
focuses on the research methodology used in the field work of this study.
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Chapter Four: Research Methodology
This chapter has one main aim: to provide an account of the study‟s design, research
methodologies, and rationale for the choice of methods. It will include a description of the
research instruments and data collection and analysis techniques. The first section focuses
on the research paradigm and approach utilised to best address the research questions. It is
followed by a description of the different data collection methods and their strengths and
weaknesses, and then a detailed account of the data collection instruments is presented. The
study setting, participants and sampling techniques are also described. Section 4.4 explains
how collected data were analysed while sections 4.5 and 4.6 consider ethical issues and the
study instruments‟ validity and reliability, respectively, and how they were addressed in the
chosen approach.

4.1 Research Paradigm and Approach
The research followed a naturalistic inquiry procedure and it took place within an
interpretive research paradigm. This approach was utilised in the study because its purpose
is to explore, understand, and give explanation of causes of a current situation (Bryman
2001). In addition, its aim is to look at multiple social interactions. Lincoln and Guba (
1985, p.260) have stated that “for virtually all instances of sociobehavioral inquiry, the
naturalistic paradigm is the paradigm of choice”.

The naturalistic inquiry is simply an inquiry conducted in natural settings, using natural
methods, in natural ways by people who have a natural interest in what they are studying. A
naturalistic researcher truly believes that “the social world can only be understood from the
point of view of the individuals who are part of the ongoing action being investigated”
(Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000, p. 19). Situations should therefore be examined
through they eyes of participants rather than the researcher (Creswell 2003b). The
researcher focuses on the contextual understanding of the historical and cultural settings of
the participants (Bryman 2001). Since “events and behaviour evolve over time and are
richly affected by context, they are situated activities” (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000,
p. 22).
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Many researchers, such as Lincoln and Guba ( 1985), Robson ( 1993), and Creswell (
2003b), have listed a range of characteristics of a naturalistic inquiry and set procedures to
conduct such type of research, thereby creating a highly interdependent and coherent
description to assist in undertaking a well established rigorous research method. This study
is no different from other studies that have employed such an approach and its
characteristics comprise: conducting the research in a natural setting, collecting information
from people as the main source of data, employing qualitative methods, and grounding the
theory in the data through constantly comparing emerging patterns and interpreting them.

Narrowing down the methodology employed in this study from the general, i.e. naturalistic
inquiry, to the more specific, will lead us to the interpretive paradigm “that is sensitive to
context, uses various methods to get inside the ways others see the world, and is more
concerned with achieving an empathic understanding than with testing laws of human
behaviour” (Neuman 2003, p. 80). It also emphasises the importance of understanding the
social world by examining its interpretation from participants‟ perspective and how they
construct meaning in natural settings (Bryman 2001;Neuman 2003). In this paradigm, the
researcher plays a crucial role. S/he goes through a detailed examination of a text which
could be an oral conversation, written words, or even a picture, in order to discover
embedded meaning in it and interpret the findings. Such interpretation is inevitably shaped
by his/her own experiences and background (Creswell 2003b;Neuman 2003). Following the
interpretation, the emergent theory should be grounded on data generated from the research,
in other words, the theory should follow the research rather than precede it (Cohen,
Manion, & Morrison 2000). However, it is worth mentioning here that in this paradigm any
one situation may generate multiple interpretations which should be accepted and
appreciated (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000).

As I mentioned earlier, the data collected in this research was analysed using grounded
theory. Grounded theory is so-called “because it is related to, emerges out of, is created
through and grounded on empirical data” (Sarantakos 1998a, p. 200). It is “drawn from
data, likely to offer insight, enhance understanding, and provide a meaningful guide to
action” (Strauss & Corbin 1998b, p. 12). Grounded theory has been a subject of debate over
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the years among social researchers regarding its utilisation as a research methodology or
method. Generally speaking, grounded theory is an approach for looking systematically at
qualitative data (for example, transcripts of interviews or protocols of observations) aiming
at the generation of theory. While grounded theory is sometimes seen as a qualitative
method, it reaches further: it combines a specific style of research (or a paradigm) with
pragmatic theory of action and with some methodological guidelines.

In this study, grounded theory refers to a way of conducting analysis of qualitative data
(Strauss & Corbin 1998b), in line with other social science researchers who have
considered grounded theory as a qualitative method (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison
2000;Creswell 2003b;Nachmias & Nachmias 1996;Neuman 2003;Sarantakos 1998a), a
framework for analysing qualitative data (Bryman 2001), and a set of procedures (Ibid).
Grounded theory is more than grounding theory in data, it refers to a set of procedures that
utilises a number of tools, such as theoretical sampling, coding, and constant comparison
analysis, to produce outcomes such as concepts, categories, hypotheses, and theory.

It is generally accepted in many areas of research that decisions about research methods
should be informed by the nature of the research questions, aims and objectives and that
they will indicate what approach and methods should be used. This study has three aims:
to look at teachers‟ current usage of ICT in the classroom and their perceptions towards
this usage; to investigate the impact of educational policy on teachers‟ use of ICT in their
teaching and their feelings about ICT in education; and to explore teachers‟ views on
probable/preferable future utilisation of ICT in education. Hence, it can be seen that this
study intends to look at the perceptions, feelings, and views of people. Such intention
requires an understanding of how people construct meaning of situations, and this meaning
is naturally conveyed via a discussion or interaction with people. A qualitative naturalistic
approach was thought to be a suitable choice in this study because qualitative methods
lend themselves to research that attempts to understand the complex nature of people‟s
experiences, feelings, and emotions (Strauss & Corbin 1998b) which are known to be
difficult to measure using quantitative methods (Babbie 2001b;Silverman 2001).
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This methodological approach corresponds closely with the research aims and objectives
of this study, and takes into consideration the importance of understanding the social,
cultural, and historical context of the people under study in order to facilitate
knowledgeable interpretations. Raising the researcher‟s awareness of the context can only
be achieved through social engagement with participants obtainable through utilising
qualitative methods. Neuman ( 2003, p.146) explains this clearly as follows:
“Qualitative researchers emphasise the social context for understanding the
social world. They hold that the meaning of a social action or statement
depends, in an important way, on the context in which it appears. When a
researcher removes an event, social action, answer to a question, or
conversation from the social context in which it appears, or ignores the
context, social meaning and significance are distorted.”

Given the various research strategies and their underlying theoretical perspectives that have
been developed in the sphere of social science, it is important to stress here that each
methodological approach has its strengths and weaknesses, and the researcher‟s decision to
choose a particular method(s) for a particular study will take into account a number of
issues, including resources, but, most importantly, what s/he believes to be the best and
most practical and ethical methods to achieve the research aims and objectives. The
strengths of the naturalistic approach methodology chosen for this study include the fact
that people are studied in their natural environments with the focus on eliciting deeper
understanding of their meaning and construction of their world which, in turn, facilitates
presentation of a more realistic view of the situation under study. However, the researcher
should not limit him/her self to the interpretations and meaning of situations involved
participants find themselves in; but should try to step back and consider the interpretations
within a wider picture. The danger of a naturalistic approach arises from the researcher
plunging into participants‟ interpretations and understanding of the world without
investigating the factors which influenced their understanding (Cohen, Manion, &
Morrison 2000).

4.2 Research Methods and Instruments
The research here is concerned with teachers‟ views, feelings, and perceptions towards
certain issues related to the usage of ICT in education. The most suitable way to explore
and understand them is to utilise data collection tools usually associated with qualitative
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approaches, such as, interviews since they concentrate on social interactions and socially
constructed meanings, and have special focus on the individual. However, in order to obtain
a wider picture of the current situation and to generalise the findings, a questionnaire was
also used in this study. Combining interviews with questionnaires does not mean
combining qualitative and quantitative paradigms in this study, it rather means integration
at “a superficial level” within a single paradigm (Bryman 2001) and giving the study more
breadth.

To gain a better understanding of the research methods it is worthwhile providing a
description of the data collection procedures. The study comprised two phases: the first
phase of the study was carried out through conducting semi-structured interviews with
school teachers, both male and female. Interviews with teachers aimed to elicit information
about their current usage of ICT in the classroom in their teaching practice and its relation
to ICT educational policy, as well as their perceptions of this usage. In addition, their views
on possible and new ways of using computers in teaching were elicited. Each interview
lasted for 45 minutes, divided equally between the three main themes of the research, i.e.
15 minutes spent on each of the following: ICT usage, education policy, and the future of
ICT in education.

The second phase of the study utilised the themes emerging from interview analysis to
formulate the questions in the self administrated questionnaire distributed among teachers
who were randomly selected for this purpose. Through this selection process the
researcher ensured that no one was excluded purposely by each school‟s activity
coordinator, who was in charge of distributing and collecting the questionnaire and was in
direct contact with the researcher.
The purpose of the first phase was to give the researcher in-depth insight into teachers‟
awareness of issues related to current usage of computers in their classrooms and ascertain
what could be achieved or indeed what they would like to achieve. The second phase of the
study helped in gathering a larger number of responses to emergent themes, which would
result in generalisable results.
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Detailed information on issues related to the research method, such as school selection,
sampling technique, and ensuring the research‟s validity and reliability are discussed in
later sections of this chapter. The following sections describe the research instruments. It
should be noted that in order for both of the data collection instruments, i.e. interviews and
questionnaire, to address the research questions, they had to be so structured as to cover as
many aspects of the issues I wanted to focus on as possible. However, their structure was
not overly rigid in order to maintain the characteristics of a naturalistic enquiry.

4.2.1 Interviews
Purpose
Interviews were conducted in the preliminary stage of the study to provide important data
on research issues and to act as a precursor to inform the development of the questionnaire
(Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000). Interviewing teachers at an early stage would not only
provide in-depth information crucial to the development of the questionnaire, but was also
important since this study was thought to be the first on this particular setting dealing with
the cited specific issues. Accordingly, little was known about the issues under
investigation; and interviews would be helpful for eliciting teachers‟ views on various
issues related to ICT in education.
Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of interviewing arise from the fact that it:


allows teachers to describe what is meaningful or important to them using their own
words rather than being restricted to predetermined categories; thus they may feel
more relaxed



provides high credibility and face validity; results make intuitive sense to lay
audiences



allows the interviewer to probe for more details and ensure teachers are interpreting
questions the way they are intended



the interviewer has the flexibility to use his/her knowledge, expertise, and
interpersonal skills to explore interesting or unexpected ideas or themes raised by
interviewees.



provides the interviewer with an opportunity to observe non-verbal behaviour
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provides the interviewer with an opportunity to correct and clarify misunderstanding



Suitable for discussing more complex issues because the presence of the interviewer
can assist in answering the questions

Despite its advantages, interviewing has its limitations, especially in the cultural setting of
this study in which males and females are segregated:


face to face interviews with teachers of the opposite gender were very difficult to
conduct due to cultural considerations, therefore, phone interviews were carried out.



may be considered inconvenient by teachers as it offers them less anonymity, and
they also need to free up some time for the interview to take place



may be more reactive to personalities, moods, and interpersonal dynamics between
the interviewer and the interviewees.



analysing and interpreting qualitative interviews is very time consuming

Design
The interview was a semi-structured interview with open-ended questions to provide more
flexibility for both the researcher to ask extra questions and for the participant to offer more
information (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009). It was divided into three parts covering the three
main themes of the study. To elicit their spontaneous views, teachers were asked very
general questions (i.e. general views on ICT in education), then they were introduced to the
research themes (i.e. teachers‟ ICT usage and their perceptions of it, educational policy, and
the future of education).
The questions asked in interviews were all derived from the study‟s research questions. The
teachers‟ ICT usage part of the interview focused on eliciting teachers‟ views on the
introduction of ICT in schools, their current usage, and factors enabling and/or hindering
this usage. Their perceptions towards ICT and what influenced their feelings were also
elicited. The second part concentrated on investigating the impact of the educational policy
on teachers‟ ICT use. The third and final part of the interview was designed to enable
teachers to share with the researcher their ideas of the probable future of ICT in schools as
well as the preferable ideal future they wished for. The interview schedule is to be found in
Appendix 3.
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Implementation
Interviews followed a schedule and were recorded by a high quality digital recorder and
limited to 45 minutes. For ethical reasons, all participants received a letter signed by the
researcher, explaining the goal of the interview and assuring them of the confidentiality of
their responses. As regards interviewing male teachers, it is not often possible in some
Islamic states, especially Saudi Arabia, to conduct face-to-face interviews with the opposite
gender. In this study, the researcher carried out interviews with all male teachers over the
phone. An introductory information sheet was also issued to each teacher and head teacher
being interviewed before the interview took place. It was thought important to introduce
participants to the topics to be covered in the interview prior to the interviewing process for
two main reasons: first, to ease any anxiety regarding the interview since interviewees
would know in advance what it was all about and, second, to allow interviewees some time
to reflect on the topics to be able to provide well thought out answers.

The number of interviewees and their roles were decided in advance. Details of
participating schools and teachers are to be found in section 4.2.3. The researcher chose
people playing the following roles in participating schools: head teachers, competent users
of ICT teachers, and ICT coordinators. Being willing to participate and to free up some
time for the interview to take place were important characteristics as well. All teachers
were recommended by their head teachers as competent users of ICT in their teaching,
while head teachers and ICT coordinators were chosen according to their position in the
school. During each school visit, the researcher tried to gain a better understanding of the
school environment by touring the school and being introduced to school infrastructure and
equipment. She also had the opportunity to observe ongoing lessons that utilised ICT.
During these school tours, the researcher had the opportunity to talk to the maintenance
team, school deputy, and some other teachers, and such conversations offered an insightful
view of the situation. However, only the scheduled interviews were recorded, other
conversations were noted down in memos and notes at the end of the school visit. It is
important to point out that these conversations and tours were very helpful during the
analysis of interviews because they offered the researcher access to the environment the
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teachers were referring to, resulting in a better understanding and interpretation of their
responses.

Following the tours and general introduction to the setting of schools, the interviews were
undertaken. All interviews followed the pre-planned schedule and prompting was used
when necessary. As interviews were limited to 45 minutes, the researcher decided not to
allow interviewees to stray from the interview topics. Some interviewees became excited
and wanted to talk in-depth about their personal experiences and express their views on or
criticisms of the school situation. While this was valuable information, it was not related to
the interview focus.

4.2.2 Questionnaire
Purpose and rationale
The purpose of using the questionnaire as a data collection method in this study was mainly
to obtain generalisable results, since self-administrated questionnaires can reach a larger
population than interviews. In addition, the use of a questionnaire would assist in fulfilling
the aims of this research by providing descriptive data of the target population‟s attitudes,
beliefs, practices, and relations (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000).

Strengths and limitations
As any tools used in social research, the questionnaire has its strengths and limitations. Its
strengths were as a result of it being:


useful in describing the characteristics of a large population, in this study, secondary
school teachers in Riyadh City



able to produce generalisable results



suitable for utilisation in descriptive and explanatory studies such as this one



able to provide greater anonymity to teachers which was deemed to be helpful since
the questionnaire dealt with issues related to perceptions and feelings.



a stable, consistent, and uniform measure without variation
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However, its limitations were:


Ambiguity and misunderstanding of questions could not be detected and clarified at
the time



Teachers might not have reported their true perceptions and feelings to show
themselves in a good light.



Questionnaire design and layout had to be attractive with a minimal number of
pages, and the need to achieve this may have affected the questionnaire‟s content
and the questions asked in terms of quantity and quality

Design
The questionnaire used in this study was a self-administrated questionnaire which was
based on another tested and used questionnaire from another study and developed further to
cover issues generated from interviews (Great Britain.Department for Education and Skills
& Becta 2002;Hayward et al. 2002a;Hayward et al. 2002b;Tearle 2005). The questionnaire
was carefully designed in terms of both content and style, and followed the general
guidelines for questionnaire design to produce a simple, attractive, standardised data
collection tool that would achieve its purpose, and to avoid any pitfalls that would reduce
its effectiveness.

The questionnaire was divided into six sections covering varying issues. The sequence of
sections and questions within was based on the sequence of the study‟s research questions
which was considered logical, and also in line with Cohen and Manion‟s suggested
questionnaire sequence which moves from “objective facts to subjective attitudes and
opinions through justifications” ( 2000, p.257). The questionnaire‟s first section sought
factual information (age, years of experience, qualifications…etc.). The following sections
contained mainly closed questions, including multiple choice questions, dichotomous
questions, likert scale, and rating questions. Some open ended questions were also included
within each section that invited more thoughtful responses. The questions were kept short
and clear instructions were given to guide participants through each question. The
questionnaire contained 31 questions, nine of which were open ended questions. There was
a concentration on closed questions because they are easy to analyse and quick to answer.
Great attention was paid to the questionnaire‟s wording since it was first developed in
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English and the final version then translated into Arabic because the study participants were
Arabic native speakers (see piloting and implementation below for more information).

The questionnaire layout was kept simple and unified throughout. The font size used was
clear, though it increased the number of pages. However, maintaining an attractive,
uncramped presentation was considered more important. Instructions were written in bold
type and there was adequate space between one question and the next. In the case of open
ended questions, sufficient space was left for detailed responses.

Content
As mentioned earlier, the questionnaire was divided into six sections to elicit information
on issues related to: personal information, teachers‟ use of ICT, barriers to and supporting
features for ICT use, feelings towards ICT, policy and ICT, and, finally, the future of
education in order to answer the research questions of the study. Questionnaire questions
were drawn from three main sources: previously developed questionnaires, the literature,
and data derived from qualitative interviews. Each questionnaire item was designed to
answer a specific research question. For detailed information on questionnaire items and
their corresponding research questions see Appendices 6 and 10.
The section „teachers‟ use of ICT‟ aimed to elicit information that would assist in
establishing an understanding of teachers‟ current ICT use in terms of application, method
of usage in teaching, and reasons for its usage. This section also provided information about
the level of ICT competency, ways of obtaining ICT skills, and ownership of computers in
school and at home. The following section listed some factors that had been found in the
literature and from qualitative interviews to be either supporting or hindering factors to
teachers‟ ICT use. The open ended questions in this section gave teachers the opportunity
to highlight or emphasise those factors particularly related to their own experience and
situation. The feelings towards ICT section offered a list of statements so worded as to
clearly elicit teachers‟ feelings towards it. The policy and ICT section deals with both
school ICT policy and MoE ICT policy. Teachers were asked to provide information about
policies known to them and explain the influence of MoE policy on their school. Their
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feelings towards these policies and their influence on their feelings towards ICT were also
examined through a list of statements worded for this particular purpose. The final section
dealt with the future of education. It examined participants‟ views on the probability of
some changes occurring in the future, including the changing nature of the teaching
profession. The questionnaire ended with a final open-ended question that sought to elicit
participants‟ hopes for change in the future.

Piloting and Implementation
The MoE sent a letter to Riyadh local education authority informing it of the aims and
objectives of the study and asking for its cooperation and assistance in the matter. Riyadh
local education authority, in turn, sent letters to all schools participating in this research,
asking them to assist the researcher in her fieldwork activities, namely: interviews and
questionnaire administration and data collection. Fieldwork activities were pre-planned to
allow the researcher to embark on more than one activity at the same time. For instance,
while the questionnaire was being reviewed by a translation committee to ensure the quality
of the English/Arabic translation, the researcher engaged in final preparations for the fullscale administration of questionnaires to teachers. ICT activity coordinators were allocated
by each school to help the researcher and were given detailed information on questionnaire
administration. Although some of the activity coordinators involved in this study had been
previously involved in similar studies, it was essential to provide such information to
improve the quality of the data gathered and to minimise bias. The meetings covered the
following areas: ethical considerations, sampling technique, tracking questionnaires‟
administration, inclusion and exclusion criteria, recording distributed copies of the
questionnaire, and questionnaire collection. The contribution of the ICT activity
coordinators to this study was extremely valuable. At the end of the fieldwork activities, the
researcher handed a signed letter to all schools‟ head teachers expressing her appreciation
for their cooperation and assistance.

The translation of the questionnaire was carefully conducted to ensure conceptual
equivalence of the wording of the translated questionnaire.

The researcher and the

translation committee were aware of the pitfalls of word-to-word translation and adopted a
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strategy whereby the translation aimed to ensure the meaning was not lost during the
translation from English to Arabic and vice versa. Arabic standard language was endorsed
as the platform for translation. This was deemed important to avoid any colloquial speech
or slang phrases which might offend or limit understanding of the questionnaire‟s content.
Ultimately, a final version of the Arabic questionnaire that took into account
recommendations elicited from teachers during the pilot work and the translation
committee was produced in two different versions. One was addressed to male teachers and
the other to female teachers since the Arabic language is a gender based language that
addresses males and females differently in terms of articles, verbs, and pronouns. In
producing two versions, the researcher sought to avoid offending participants by addressing
them in a grammatically incorrect style. Moreover, participants were thought more likely to
be willing to participate in the research if such issues were sensitively considered
beforehand.

Prior to distributing the questionnaire, it had to be piloted to check its validity and
reliability. The questionnaire was purposively distributed to 10 teachers, comprising both
genders, who had been previously contacted by the researcher and consented to participate
in the pilot study. All teachers were interviewed by the researcher and asked to fill in the
questionnaire while the researcher observed the procedure. This allowed the researcher to
engage in a two-way feedback process between herself and participants. Teachers usefully
contributed feedback that enabled the researcher to produce a final version of the
questionnaire. Corrections included typo errors, clarification of wording, deletion of some
overlapping questions, and change in some question sequences and content. For example,
the following sentence was added to clarify question 27: “You may or may not be
completely aware of the details of the Ministry of Education‟s ICT policy”. Question 29
was reported to be ambiguous and therefore difficult to understand so pilot study
participants were asked to compare the old and a new version of the question. The new one
proved to be more clearly understood.

Having completed the pilot phase, the full implementation phase followed. The
questionnaires were distributed in participating schools and the researcher met ICT activity
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coordinators to explain the questionnaire to them and to answer any questions they might
have. During the following two weeks the researcher kept close contact by phone with
those coordinators assigned to help her in each school to answer questions asked by
participants and to be updated on the progress of the questionnaire‟s distribution and
collection.

4.2.3 Sampling Technique
Qualitative studies usually use a much smaller sample size than quantitative studies
(Fraenkel & Wallen 2006). As Barbour points out, this is because “rather than aspiring to
statistical generalisability or representativeness, qualitative research usually aims to reflect
the diversity within a given population” (Barbour 2001, p. 1115). Moreover, qualitative
data is time-consuming and expensive to acquire, transcribe, and analyse (Babbie
2001b;Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000). However, a range of different sampling
techniques are available for qualitative researchers which include: convenience sampling,
purposive sampling, “snowballing” and theoretical sampling (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison
2000;Creswell 2003a;Sarantakos 1998b). Teachers and head teachers interviewed in this
study were selected using a purposive sampling technique. Purposive sampling increases
the diversity of samples and enables the investigator to search for different properties. A
total of 14 teachers were invited to participate. Individuals invited to participate were
chosen from different backgrounds regarding their responsibilities in the school, therefore
they included head teachers, teachers with ICT coordinating responsibilities, and classroom
teachers. Head teachers and ICT coordinators were chosen because of their role within the
school; however, classroom teachers were identified by their head teachers as being
competent users of ICT in their teaching. During the interview phase of the study, 7 female
teachers were interviewed face to face (2 ICT coordinators, 3 classroom teachers, and 2
head teachers) and another 7 male teachers were interviewed over the phone (2 ICT
coordinators, 3 classroom teachers, and 2 head teachers).
With regard to the study‟s questionnaire sample, simple random sampling was chosen
because this kind of sampling is suitable for large samples that are representative of the
population under study (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison 2000;Fraenkel & Wallen 2006). To
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ensure a random sample was obtained and all potential participants had an equal chance of
being selected, participants were chosen from the registrar list, and every third person on
that list was invited to participate in this study. In the second phase of the study, 300
questionnaires were distributed in 10 secondary schools, 30 questionnaires were distributed
in each of the 10 schools.
School Selection Technique
The study was carried out in ten secondary schools in Riyadh city, Saudi Arabia. Five were
male schools and the other five were female schools. Schools were selected for
participation in the study through the following school selection technique. First, all
secondary schools (Boys and Gilrs) in Riyadh city were classified into two main categories:
“Good Practicing Schools” and “ICT Co-ordinating Schools” based on information
obtained from the Ministry of Education (Ministry of Education 2007). The categorisation
was based on six themes: management and leadership, learning and teaching, professional
development,

maintenance and technical support, resources, and finance. The

differentiation between “good practising schools” and “ICT co-ordinating schools” was
important because practice differed in schools. Schools with better results under the themes
were categorised as good practising schools while those with relatively lower results were
categorised as ICT co-ordinating schools. Schools with very low results or none ICT
practising schools were eliminated from the potential sample size because issues
investigated in it would probably not have been relevant to their situation. The process of
categorising schools is not new in educational research. This study drew its categorisation
process from other studies such as Impact2 (Harrison et al. 2003) and the Becta school selfreview framework (Becta 2007). The aforementioned themes were used to create a better
understanding of the situation in each school and assisted in categorising them accordingly.

A good practising should have a clear vision of ICT in the school that is reflected in its
policies, guidelines, and annual plans. The school‟s management engages all staff in the
ICT implementation process and encourages teachers to use ICT in their teaching. Some
time down the road of ICT implementation encouragement evolves to become obligation.
Moreover, all subject teachers in a good practising school know how to use ICT to support
their teaching in new and creative ways and do not merely present the text book content in
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a digital format in a PowerPoint presentation. Teachers make the most of students‟ ICT
skills obtained from ICT lessons and also share ideas and experiences with their colleagues
and create a support network. In order to achieve this level of ICT use among teachers, a
good practising school will have a professional development programme that does not
depend on programmes provided by the MoE. The programme will be provided according
to staff needs and develop their skills that will in turn assist in achieving the school‟s goals.
Teachers in a good practising school will be supported by reliable in-school maintenance
and technical support services and have good access to computers in the school. Such a
school will have one or more computer labs, data show and a computer in each or most
classrooms, printers, scanners, Internet connection, and a school website. All these will be
fully financed by the school with little or no dependence on MoE funding.

An ICT co-ordinating school has similar characteristics to but is less sophisticated than a
good practising school. The school management promotes ICT use in teaching and
encourages and supports teachers use. However, it does not have a whole school plan of
ICT implementation. Teachers‟ ICT use in their teaching varies in quantity and quality;
they support each other and exchange experiences and skills and this process is led by the
school‟s ICT co-ordinator. Professional development opportunities are available in the
school and courses are delivered by the ICT teacher, in addition, the school depends partly
on MoE courses. The school has at least one computer lab, resources room, data show in
most classrooms, printers and, in some cases, Internet connection. This equipment is either
supplied by the MoE or financed by the school. If supplied by the MoE it will be covered
by maintenance and technical support services; if bought independently by the school it
will be covered by warranty since there will be no maintenance and technical support
services in the school. The school will finance its ICT purchases from the school budget,
students‟ and teachers‟ donations, donations from charity, educational institutions, and
large technology companies.

Having decided on the characteristics of school categorisation and eliminating incongruous
schools, the remaining ones were categorised according to their geographic area North,
South, West, East, and centre of Riyadh city. Ten schools (five boys‟ schools and five girls‟
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schools) were randomly selected from each side of the city. The researcher then approached
chosen schools; in the case of refusal to participate in the research for any reason, another
school was chosen randomly from the same geographic area. After several attempts, ten
schools agreed to participate in the research, of which four were “Good Practising Schools”
and six were “ICT Coordinating Schools”. Detailed information on their characteristics is
presented in Table 4.1.
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School

Girl 1
Good Practising

Girl 2
Good Practising

Girl 3
ICT Coordinating

Girl 4
ICT Co-

Equipment




























ordinating

Girl 5
ICT Co-







Training

Maintenance &

Management

Technical Support

Guidelines

One multimedia class
 In-school training by a trainer or ICT
Maintenance department in
teacher
school
One computer lab
 Teacher-teacher training
ICT teacher provides
Data show in each classroom
technical support
 Continuous ICT training programmes all
PC in each classroom
year round
PCs in staff room
Printers available for teachers and sometimes for
students
Internet connection
School website
Central Library
 In-school training by maintenance
IT department provides
department staff or subject teachers
maintenance
One computer lab
 Teacher-teacher training
In school technician
Data show in each classroom
available in each building
Continuous tailored ICT training courses
PC in each classroom
according to teachers‟ needs
PC for each teacher
 Initial training course for new teachers
Portable data show
No printing facilities
Internet connection
Well maintained school website
One resources room
 Teacher-teacher training
MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
One computer lab
Training provided by librarian when
required
 Librarian offers technical
Portable data show
support
PC in library
No printing facilities
One resources room
 In-school training by ICT teacher
MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
Two computer labs
 Teacher-teacher training
ICT teacher provides
Data show in each classroom
technical support
Portable data show
 Phone technical support is
Printer only available for teachers
used

One resources room
Two computer labs
Data show in each classroom
Portable data show
Limited printing facilities

 In-school training by a trainer and ICT
teacher
 Teacher-teacher training
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 MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
 ICT teacher provides
technical support

 Promotion of teachers‟ ICT
use
 Promotion of effective
utilisation of school website
 New teachers should have
minimum level of ICT skills

 Teachers must use ICT in
teaching
 Minimum level of ICT skills
required
 Laptops for teachers by easy to
pay instalments
 Software and websites
subscriptions are provided
 Encouragement of teachers‟
ICT use
 Teachers should use
resources room at least once in
the term
 Promotion of teachers‟ ICT
use
 Students allowed to bring
laptops
 Facilitate teachers‟ ICT
training
 Preferential treatment for
teachers who use ICT
 Promotion of teachers‟ ICT
use
 Students allowed to bring
laptops
 Whole school plan for ICT
implementation

ordinating

Boy 1
Good practising

Boy 2
Good practising

Boy 3
ICT Coordinating

Boy 4
ICT Co-


























Two computer labs
Data show in each classroom
PC in each classroom
PC for each teacher
Portable data show
Printers available for teachers
Internet connection
Internal network
School website
Data show in each classroom
Two computer labs
PC in each classroom
PC for each teacher
Portable data show
Internet connection
Scanner & printers in some classrooms
School website
One resources room
Data show in each classroom
Portable data show
PC in staff room
Two computer labs
Internet connection
School website

 In-school training by a trainer
 Teacher-teacher training
 Continuous tailored ICT training courses
according to teachers needs
 Initial training course for new teachers











 In-school training by maintenance
department staff
 Teacher-teacher training
 Continuous tailored ICT training
courses according to teachers‟ needs
 Initial training course for new teachers
 ICT training courses all year round
evening classes available

 Maintenance department in  Teachers must use ICT in
school
teaching
 Technicians provide
 Minimum level of ICT skills
support for all the school
required
 School project to produce all
subject books electronically

 Teacher-teacher training

 MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
 ICT teacher provides
technical support

One computer lab
Data show in each classroom
No printing facilities

 Teacher-teacher training

 MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
 ICT teacher provides
technical support

One resources room
Two computer labs
Data show in computer and sciences labs
Some PCs available in science labs
Printers available for teachers
Wireless internal network

 Teacher-teacher training
 In-school training by ICT teacher

MoE maintenance plus
equipment warranty
ICT teacher provides
technical support

ordinating

Boy 5
ICT Coordinating

 Change in behaviour code in
light of ICT introduction in
school
 Maintenance department in  Teachers must use ICT in
school
teaching
 Technicians provide support  Minimum level of ICT skills
for all the school
required
 Laptops for teachers by easy to
pay instalments
 Paperless school management
all school communication
electronically

Table 4.1 Schools’ Characteristics
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 Promotion of teachers‟ ICT
use
 ICT use in teaching is a
school project all teachers
share and exchange
experience
 Only Word processed
document accepted
 Encouragement of teachers‟
ICT use

 Encouragement of teachers‟
ICT use

4.3 Study Population and Participants
In total, fourteen teachers participated in interviews. Seven informants were male and seven
were female. All informants had a minimum educational level of university or a teachers‟
colleges degree; one participant had a Master degree. Four of the fourteen participants were
head teachers, four ICT coordinators, and six classroom teachers. The teachers taught
different subjects: mathematics, physics, the social sciences and history. All interviews with
females took place at their schools, whereas interviews with males were conducted over the
phone. Table 4.2 presents details of participants‟ characteristics.

The study population in the second phase of this research utilising a questionnaire
comprised teachers working in the ten schools participating in this study. Teachers on duty
at any of the ten schools during the two-week period of the study were eligible for inclusion
in this research. Thirty questionnaires were distributed in each of the ten schools, making a
total of 300 questionnaires.
Interviewee
code

Location

Job Title

Educational level

ICT-1
T-1
H-1
H-2
ICT-2
T-2
T-3
ICT-3

Girl 5
Girl 2
Girl 1
Girl 4
Girl 4
Girl 1
Girl 3
Boy 5

ICT teacher & Co-ordinator
Mathematics Teacher
School Headteacher
School Headteacher
ICT teacher & Co-ordinator
History Teacher
Social Sciences Teacher
ICT teacher & Co-ordinator

H-3

Boy 3

School Headteacher

H-4
T-4
ICT-4

Boy 1
Boy 2
Boy 4

School Headteacher
Mathematics Teacher
ICT teacher & Co-ordinator

T-5
T-6

Boy 1
Boy 3

Physics Teacher
ICT teacher

University Degree in Educational ICT
University Degree in Mathematics
University Degree in Computer Sciences
Teachers College Degree in History
University Degree in Computer Sciences
Teachers College Degree in History
University Degree in History
Teachers College Degree in Computer
Sciences
Teachers College Degree in Arabic
Language
Master Degree in Applied Linguistics
University Degree in Mathematics
Teachers College Degree in Computer
Sciences
University Degree in Physics
Teachers College Degree in Computer
Sciences

Table 4.2 Participants’ Characteristics
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4.4 Data Analysis Procedures
The data analysis stage is a very important stage of the research, since it changes the raw
data obtained from the data collection tools into meaningful information if the procedures
and statistical tests used are suitable for answering the research questions. The following
sections summarise the data analysis process for both data collection tools: interviews and
questionnaires.

4.4.1 Interviews Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is an iterative procedure (Creswell 2003a;Denzin & Lincoln
2003a). Data analysis starts from the moment the analyst transcribes, listens to, and reads
interviews. In this study, the researcher had the opportunity to become well-acquainted with
her data, as she interviewed and transcribed all interviews herself. The researcher also read
the text and listened to the tapes many times to ensure she was thoroughly familiar with the
material, prior to identifying categories using the constant comparison method. Based on
the grounded theory principles developed by Glaser and Strauss,(Glaser & Strauss
1967;Strauss & Corbin 1997;Strauss & Corbin 1998a), the constant comparison method
was important for this study because the researcher had to develop, using teachers‟ own
views on ICT in education, a holistic perspective of the current situation and use these
views to identify emerging patterns and develop a questionnaire (Babbie 2001a;Denzin &
Lincoln 2003b), The constant comparison technique was adopted for constant comparison
of emerging patterns and categories. As Glaser and Strauss note (Glaser & Strauss 1967),
using the constant comparative method involves four stages:


Comparing incidents applicable to each category.



Integrating categories and their properties.



Delimiting the theory.



Constructing a theory.

In this study, the last two stages of Glaser and Strauss‟ approach were not used because of
its exploratory nature. Developing and obtaining an in-depth understanding of teachers‟
views on ICT in education was the main focus of this study. Thus, the researcher applied
the first two stages only in this research. The first stage, „comparing incidents applicable to
each category‟, was conducted using manual techniques. First, when the transcripts were
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completed, the researcher used a hard copy of them to manually identify broad 'in vivo' and
'open codes'. This stage involved using coloured highlighters and writing notes in the
margins of transcripts, as well as referring to the field memos made earlier. It also included
identifying differences and contradictory views among informants. A crucial component of
the constant comparison method is a systematic search for views, particularly
contradictions (deviance) and cross-indexing them with the rest of the data to identify
explicit or hidden similarities.

The constant comparison method enabled the researcher to constantly compare new
emerging codes with existing codes and establish a conceptual link between codes. This
initial stage produced a wide range of codes. Codes under each category were grouped into
four major thematic sections, namely: Teachers‟ ICT use, teachers‟ perceptions towards
ICT, ICT and policy, and the future of education. Chapter five will discuss these at length

4.4.2 Questionnaire Analysis
Data coding and entry
Prior to the analysis stage, data was checked for completeness, i.e. to ensure there was an
answer to most questions, and then checked for accuracy, i.e. that questions had been
answered as accurately as possible. Finally, questions were checked to ensure they had
been understood correctly by respondents. Answers that were not in any way related to a
question were considered void. The next stage in data analysis preparation was data
reduction, which meant coding the responses to questionnaire items and deciding
procedures to be taken for missing or contradicting values. Data from completed
questionnaires was entered into the computer using the Statistical Package for Social
Science Software (SPSS 13). The entered dataset was saved and data analysis subsequently
undertaken.

Analysis
A descriptive analysis of the data obtained from the questionnaire‟s closed questions was
carried out using frequencies and percentages. No other statistical tests were performed
since the main objective of the questionnaire was to obtain generalisable results. In
addition, answering the study‟s research questions did not require statistical tests.
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However, there were nine open-ended questions in the questionnaire which required
another data analysis approach to fulfil the purpose of the questionnaire. The process
started by recording responses and categorising similar ones together. The exact wording
was not considered, rather the general meaning of the responses. For example, “insufficient
computers in the lab”, “students‟ computer ratio”, and “unsuitable hardware” were all
categorised under “Lack of ICT resources”. Performing counts and ranking responses
according to the most mentioned followed the categorisations step.

4.5 Ethical Issues
Ethical issues related to the study were carefully considered and the researcher complied
with the standards advised by BERA and Exeter University, because any action regarded as
unethical could have jeopardised the study‟s reliability and consistency. In addition, Saudi
people are not acquainted with social science research to the same extent as people in
Europe or the USA therefore, the researcher had to take steps to assure people of her
genuine intentions in carrying out the research. Before the empirical work commenced, the
researcher clearly informed the participating schools‟ head teachers about the aims and
purposes of the research, and their permission was sought for the researcher to gain access
to the school teachers. She gave detailed information and full explanations to those wanting
to know more about the nature of the study. She and her assistants made every effort to
ensure the data collection process went smoothly.

The teachers were informed about the aims and purposes of the research in two ways: first,
verbally from the researcher and, second, in written form in the covering letter
accompanying the questionnaire and invitation to invite potential interviewees to participate
in the interviewing process. The letter‟s contents assured teachers that their identity would
be withheld, sought their approval for recording the interviews, explained their right to
withdraw from the research at any time, and reminded them of the importance of answering
questions honestly to ensure the research‟s validity. The researcher and all others involved
in the research complied with Exeter University‟s ethical requirements, and assured all
research participants that data elicited from them would be treated in the strictest
confidence and any information gathered would be used for research purposes only.
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Permission for the study was sought from the University‟s Ethics Committee. The research
proposal contained full details of the research methods and emphasised the researcher‟s
awareness of the need to carefully consider ethical issues in relation to the study. Her stated
endeavour to comply with the standards advised by the University led to the study being
approved by the University‟s Ethical Committee. The permission of the local educational
authority in Riyadh was also sought to gain access to schools which received letters from
the authority asking them to cooperate with the researcher.

4.6 Validity and Reliability
In this study issues related to validity and reliability were thoroughly considered in both
phases of the study: interviews and questionnaires.
Interviews
The validity or truthfulness of any research is the extent to which an account accurately
represents the social phenomena to which it refers (Hammersley 1990). This study‟s
validity was ensured through performing the constant comparative method which is one of
several techniques that aim to look critically at data in order to come up with more valid
findings (Silverman 2000;Silverman 2001). In practice, the analysis started with small
chunks of the interview transcripts and identifying emerging themes and then trying to find
other instances where the same theme occurred. For instance, one teacher mentioned time
as a factor hindering his ICT usage. I searched through the data to find other instances
where time was also considered a hindering factor. Hammersly defines reliability as “the
degree of consistency with which instances are assigned to the same category by different
observers or by the same observer on different occasions” ( 1992, p.67). The study‟s
reliability was maintained by pre-testing the standardised interview schedule to ensure that
all participants would understand the questions similarly and answers elicited would be
analysed on the basis that they did not have any kind of uncertainty or ambiguity. The
study‟s reliability was further confirmed by comparing the researcher‟s analysis of some
chunks of the interview transcripts with another qualified researcher‟s analysis of them
(Silverman 2001).
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Questionnaire
In testing the questionnaire‟s validity, the researcher was aiming to find out whether she
could “draw meaningful and useful inferences from scores on the instrument” (Creswell
2003b, p.157), as well as ascertain whether the questions were understandable and caused
no confusion to participants when answering them. Testing a questionnaire‟s reliability
assesses the internal consistency of items, that is, “the degree to which the items that make
up the scale are all measuring the same underlying attribute” (Pallant 2001, p.6). Cohen,
Manion and Morison ( 2000, p.117) stated that “for a research instrument to be reliable, it
must demonstrate that if it were to be carried out on a similar group of respondents in a
similar context (however defined), then similar results would be found”.
The questionnaire‟s content and face validity were confirmed as follows:


The literature review: the study‟s questionnaire was an extended version of another
tested and used questionnaire from another study. This questionnaire was selected
from amongst other questionnaires after an intensive search and review of the
available literature and proven to have a high level of internal validity.



A second draft of the study‟s questionnaire was piloted on 10 teachers. Participants‟
remarks were addressed and taken into account when producing the final copy.



A third and final draft of the questionnaire was handed to three Saudi Education
academics who had good skills in both spoken and written Arabic and English. In
what is known as a face validity check, the researcher asked them to check the
Arabic translation, and the words and phrases used, etc. The researcher‟s
supervisors also provided valuable comments for enhancing the questionnaire‟s
effectiveness.



The final version of the questionnaire was subsequently produced and implemented
in the study.

4.7 Summary of Study Objectives, Design, and Methods
Every effort was made to ensure the study‟s consistency and comprehensiveness. Aims,
objectives, and research questions were carefully linked to a suitable research design and
methods that would assist in fulfilling the aims, addressing the objectives, and answering
the questions. The study had seven objectives:
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“To investigate the current use of ICT by teachers in their teaching”
“To identify the reasons why teachers are using ICT in their teaching”
“To identify the supportive influences on ICT use”
“To identify the motivators and incentives for using ICT in teaching”
“To identify the factors and agencies hindering teachers’ use of ICT in teaching”
“To explore the relationship between educational policy and teachers’ use of ICT and their
feelings about ICT in education”
“To identify teachers’ views on probable/preferable future utilisation of ICT in education”
The research‟s objectives were addressed twice. First, by using semi-structured interviews
with teachers and head teachers, which also aimed to inform the development of the
questionnaire; and, second, using a self-administrated questionnaire distributed among a
sample of teachers.
Figure 4.1 below shows the link between the different parts of the study.
Figure 4.1 Link between study parts

Aims

Research Questions

Literature
Review

Objectives

Theoretical
Framework

Methodology

Methods

Instruments

Data

Findings

Discussion
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4.8 Summary
This chapter has presented an account of the study‟s methods, design, and rationale. It has
also presented a detailed account of how the empirical work was carried out, including a
description of the research‟s two main phases: a preliminary qualitative phase, followed by
survey development and administration. Data analysis methods have also been explained.
Figure 4.2 presents the overall research design. The next chapter embarks on the analysis of
data derived from interviews with teachers and head teachers. It also presents the findings
derived from the data generated by the questionnaire.
Figure 4.2 Overall Research Design
Stage 1
The Review of the Literature

Teachers’ ICT use

Teachers’
perceptions
towards ICT

Policy and ICT

Stage 2a
Developing conceptual understanding,
generating research aims, objectives, and
questions

Stage 2b
Preliminary investigation: qualitative
interviews with headteachers and classroom
teachers

Stage 3
Developing, piloting, and administrating the
study’s second data collection tool, i.e. a
questionnaire

Final Stage
Analysis, results, discussion and conclusion
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The Future of
Education

Chapter Five: Data Analysis
The previous chapter focused on the methodological framework, methods and instruments
used in this study, and the methods for data analysis. This chapter presents the findings
derived from the interview and questionnaire data gathered from teachers in secondary
schools in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The chapter is divided into two main sections: the first
deals with the interview data (14 interviews) and the second with the questionnaire data
(266 participants).

5.1 Analysis Strategy
As has been explained in the previous chapter, codes, code descriptor, and categories were
identified using the constant comparison method. The first stage involved identifying a
sentence in a text related to a specific issue that generally described the whole text; this
sentence was labelled a “code” which, in this instance, meant a system of words used to
represent others. Codes were then categorised into four categories related to the four major
thematic sections associated with the research questions, namely: teachers‟ ICT use,
teachers‟ perceptions towards ICT, ICT and policy, and the future of education. Under each
section there were many codes which were examined closely, and similar codes were
grouped together in two subsequent stages. First, they were grouped under a general code
descriptor that described all entries in this category. Second, the entries were further
examined and similar ones were grouped together and assigned another precise code
descriptor. Descriptors were derived from the data to maintain compatibility with the
constant comparison method based on the grounded theory principles developed by Glaser
and Strauss (Glaser & Strauss 1967;Strauss & Corbin 1997;Strauss & Corbin 1998a). The
process of interview data analysis involved four stages of categorising and describing,
starting from codes, followed by category, then general code descriptor, and finally, the
precise code descriptor. The following Table 5.1 provides an example of this process.
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Code
Ability to embody concepts, experiments, and natural phenomena
Category
Teachers‟ Usage of ICT in Teaching
General Code Descriptor
Advantages of ICT use in Teaching
Precise Code Descriptor
Advantages for the teaching and learning process
Table 5.1 Analysis Descriptor

During the interview data analysis process the researcher had to make several decisions
regarding issues raised from the data. Preliminary analysis indicated that participants had
confused supporting factors, incentives, and motivators and had used these terms
interchangeably. In the interview schedule, supporting factors were meant to represent
those things that if teachers had them in their school or environment would assist their ICT
usage in teaching (such as training and better equipment), whereas incentives were the
tangible benefits that perhaps drove or encouraged teachers to use ICT in their teaching
(such as teacher annual assessment). Motivators on the other hand, included both intrinsic
and extrinsic incentives, but with no expectations of gain (such as belief in ICT benefits in
education). Consequently, the decision was made to assign suitable codes to the supporting
factors category, even though they may not have been directly mentioned in an answer to a
question. It was, however, thought best to merge incentives and motivators and consider
them as one category because of their close meaning, especially after consulting the Oxford
English dictionary which describes an Incentive as a thing that motivates or encourages
someone to action or increased effort and a Motivator as something which provides an
incentive; moves to action; impels (Oxford Dictionary 2007).

5.2 Interview Findings
To assist the reading of this section, headings are designed to be consistent with the study‟s
research questions, whereas subheadings convey the overall idea of the tables. Above each
table is the original question asked in the interview, while the table presents the codes
which emerged from the interviews grouped and put into categories. The tables have two
columns; the first shows the general code descriptor and the second shows the responses
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within this category. These responses are presented in the most frequently mentioned order.
The most frequently mentioned comment comes first followed by the least. On some
occasions the number of responses in a category is mentioned as it was thought it would
add extra information.

5.2.1 Teachers’ Usage of ICT in Teaching
Teachers’ views on ICT in Schools
What do you think about the introduction of ICT in schools?
Strongly Agree

Agree

Total support – Necessary – Natural - The correct next step in education
Very, very important - Cannot do without ICT - Very positive thing
Indisputable – Excellent – Fundamental
Good in schools - Great for some subjects

Table 5.2 Teachers’ views of ICT in schools

All teachers had positive views about the importance of ICT introduction to schools. While,
more than two-thirds strongly agreed, the rest agreed with less assertion on ICT importance
in schools. Teachers provided detailed answers to the question, which indicated they were
trying to convince the interviewer of ICT advantages, giving some examples from their
teaching experiences that supported their positive view. None of the comments was limited
to teachers‟ views on ICT in schools, they extended to cover advantages of ICT, therefore,
there was a strong link between teachers‟ views on ICT in schools and the advantages they
believed it offers the teaching and learning process. This correlation is illustrated in the
following quote by a teacher (ICT-2): “Introducing ICT to schools is considered to be a
positive step for us because through it we can embody concepts and that is very important.
Things that you cannot embody in reality you can embody using ICT or simulate a special
environment.”
How and what are teachers’ ICT uses
How are you currently using ICT in your teaching?
Writing documents – Presentations - Internet websites - Special software - SPSS Design own website
MS Word - PowerPoint - Excel - Flash - Net Support - Switch General
Photoshop - SPSS - Access - Outlook
Application
Educational Graph Metica – Capri – Geometry - Derive Six - Graph Math
ICT uses

Table 5.3 Teachers’ current ICT use
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Teachers used ICT differently, however, all of them mentioned using ICT for writing
documents and designing presentations. Only one teacher had his own website which he
used purely for educational purposes. The applications used varied as well, but the most
frequently mentioned were the ones that served the former uses, i.e. MS Word and
PowerPoint. Only Mathematics teachers were found to use special educational software
designed specifically to assist in explaining and illustrating mathematical processes and
concepts.
Types of ICT usage
To which category do you consider your ICT usage belongs
a) Using ICT as a supplement to the curriculum
b) Using ICT as a reinforcement of the curriculum
c) Using ICT as a facilitator for an emerging curriculum
ICT as a supplement to the curriculum (4 comments)
Types of ICT
Usage

Using ICT as reinforcement of the curriculum (8 comments)
Using the Internet as a method of continuous communication (4 comments)

Table 5.4 Type of ICT usage

It was suggested to teachers that their use of ICT fell into one of the three categories. The
first was using ICT as a supplement to the curriculum and teachers who fell into this
category would use traditional teaching methods in addition to using ICT occasionally.
Teacher H-1 commented: “I am going to use computers as long as they are going to add
something different to the lesson, new dimension that cannot be added without using them,
because the interaction between the teacher and student is far better and cannot be
replaced.” The second was using ICT as a reinforcement of the curriculum through which
teachers would use ICT as a medium to convey information, either by using educational
software, presentation, stimulation, etc. The absence of ICT in a lesson delivered in this
way would hugely affect the quality of it or at times jeopardise its delivery. Teacher ICT-3
expressed his fear of technical problems: “I deliver lessons in the computer lab using
NetSupport software. The whole lesson is prepared to be presented electronically. I feel
excited and happy about this type of usage, but I always fear any technical problems
because I will be in big trouble.” The third way was to use the Internet as a method of
continuous teacher-student and student-student communication. This communication would
take place either by email, school website, or the teacher‟s own website. Teacher T-1 stated
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that this usage has many advantages: “I am able to make use of students’ excitement about
using computers. They feel so excited communicating with me or their classmates via
school website discussion forums, so I have extended my teaching role to cover their time
at home by sending group homework, and electronic assessment, as well as responding to
their posts. It has been a great success.”

Teachers insisted that it is not applicable to favour one type of usage over other; one has to
take into consideration the subject taught, the school environment and, above all, the
benefits gained from using ICT. One teacher T-2 said, “The best way of using ICT is a little
bit when it is really needed to make the point. It is as simple as that.”
Rationale for ICT use
Why are you (not) using ICT in your teaching?
Accompanying advancement in technology
Catch up with developed nations
It‟s a symbol of modernisation
Era of technology use and the illiterate one is the one who does not know how to use
ICT
Effective method to convey information
To
Benefit
Change of routine to keep boredom at bay
the
Method of improving and developing teaching
Teaching Professional way of teaching
Process
Convinced of its benefits
Some students cannot understand new scientific concept at first. ICT offers the
possibility of repeating lesson explanation by saving it on CDs
Pragmatic Make use of available equipment
Pressures to change from students, teachers, and parents
Global
Influence

Table 5.5 Rationale for ICT use

Teachers used ICT for several reasons, either because of global influence, to benefit the
teaching process, or for pragmatic reasons. Under the influence of globalisation and
widespread use of technology, teachers felt either motivated or forced to use ICT in their
teaching. Motivated teachers‟ view was reflected in teacher T-3‟s comment, “School has a
major role, that is, to help in educating students to be good citizens who participate fully in
the economic and social environment of the country. As you can see, computers are
everywhere, they are used all the time in companies and working places so it is part of the
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school role to help in educating students to be able to function properly in their future
working environment.” Teacher ICT-3 agreed with his colleague, saying “Saudi Arabia is
heading towards e-government. In 2010, all government services will be delivered
electronically. How can people benefit from this if they cannot use computers? I think it is
important to teach them not only how to use them but also how to fully interact with them.”
Teachers who felt forced to use ICT because of global influence felt this way because as
one teacher T-4 explained “This is the era of technology and if one wants to survive he
must use ICT and speak English.”

Some teachers used ICT to benefit their teaching. One teacher, ICT-2, believed using ICT
to be the right way to take education to the next level towards development, whereas
teacher T-4 viewed using ICT as the professional way of teaching, because it is an effective
tool to convey information. From the wider context of teachers‟ comments, it can be seen
that teachers viewed ICT either as a tool or as a method. This difference intuitively implied
a difference in practice of using ICT in their teaching. The teaching practice of those
teachers who viewed ICT as a method was hugely affected in terms of pedagogy. One the
other hand, teachers who viewed ICT as a tool used it merely as an addition to their
teaching practice. Some teachers mentioned that their ICT use was due to the pressure they
faced to use it from different parties, such as head teachers, parents, and students. It was
also due to the fact that they wanted to make use of available equipment. It is important to
note that teachers who mentioned these two reasons for using ICT did not limit themselves
to these two reasons; but mentioned others as well.
Advantages of ICT use in Teaching
What do you perceive to be the usefulness of using ICT in teaching?
Advantages
for Students

Advantages
for Teachers

Improves students‟ level
Increases independence among students
Assists in self education
Offers continuous student-teacher communication
Improves students‟ research skills
Time saving
Effort saving
Better class management, use of ICT attracts attention
ICT is a tool that can lift the burden from the teacher‟s shoulders
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Advantages
for Teaching
and Learning
Process

Increased cooperation among teachers
Offers easy and quick access to all sorts of information
Makes use of students advanced skills in offering technical support
Teacher acceptance and willingness to learn from their better skilled students
Assists teacher in mental preparation of the lesson
Neat presentation of the lesson
Helps teachers stick to planned lessons (presentations)
Willingness to change
Encourages teachers to search and read more
Advances teachers‟ knowledge through research
Teachers‟ ICT use will have a psychological influence on students who will
view their teacher as modern
Changes routine and keeps boredom at bay
Ability to embody concepts, experiments, and natural phenomena
Attracts students‟ attention
Students‟ interaction and attention
Information reinforcement
Maintains quality in all lessons delivered during the day
Flexible and better teacher-student relationship
Improves technical skills for teachers and students
Student skills acquired during ICT lessons can be used in other subjects
Students can help teachers prepare lessons
Possibility of electronic assessment using Net Support or other software

Table 5.6 Advantages of ICT use

As has been mentioned above, there was a link between teachers‟ views on ICT in schools
and the advantages they believed it offers the teaching and learning process. Students,
teachers, and the teaching and learning process are all beneficiaries of these advantages.
Teachers viewed students as being more independent, achieving better, and developing
better studying skills as a result of them using ICT in their teaching.

As regards teachers, time and effort saving was the most frequently mentioned advantage of
using ICT in their teaching. However, most teachers emphasised the fact that for new ICT
users, time and effort saving would not be as tangible and have such a big impact as for
experienced teachers because, as one teacher, T-3, explained, “Time was a hindrance for
me when I started using ICT in my teaching, but sometime down the road and especially
since I have taught the same subject and classes for sometime now I only need to add or
update information, and this gives me time to do other new things.” Teachers also indicated
that ICT use in teaching was advantageous to them before and during the lesson, in terms of
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its preparation and presentation, particularly because of the ease of access to information
which encouraged teachers to search and read more. Willingness to change and learn from
others was viewed as yet another advantage of ICT use. Teachers pointed to a changing
attitude in their teaching practice after using ICT in their teaching. Teacher ICT-2, said
“The use of ICT in education has had an effect on teachers. After they used ICT and
experienced the change, they started changing in other small things like studying outdoors;
they even started competing with each other in changing and developing and renewing
their practice even without the use of ICT.”

Teachers believed ICT use to be advantageous to the teaching and learning process. The
three most mentioned advantages were: changes routine and keeps boredom at bay, the
ability to embody concepts, experiments, and natural phenomena, and, it holds students‟
attention. Teachers also emphasised its benefits regarding information reinforcement by
offering different methods to convey information using pictures, sounds, videos, and
practical application. Teacher T-1 said, “I use ICT to reinforce the lesson. From my
experience, I find that when students are concentrating on something with all their senses,
they never forget what they have learned.” Her colleague T-2 agreed with her and added “I
use ICT to obtain and retain information when I teach a history lesson. I add a picture of a
famous leader and students never forget the name since they link it to the picture which
assists them in recalling the information.”
Factors and Agencies Supporting ICT Usage in Teaching
What are the influences supporting ICT usage?

Supporting
Factors

Availability of professionally developed software
Training
Application of ICT in teaching
Basic ICT skills
Internet use
Using hardware (smart boards, projectors…)
Class management skills
Encouraging school environment
The new curriculum

Table 5.7 Factors supporting ICT use
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Teachers mentioned a number of factors supporting their ICT use in teaching. The
availability of professionally developed educational software was considered the most
important one. Teachers expressed their need for software that is interactive and designed
on a pedagogic and scientific basis. Teacher T-2 added another important specification, that
it should be in the Arabic language and criticised Arab software companies for not fully
participating and taking the lead in this arena. Another teacher, H-4, contended that lack of
professionally developed software resulted in increasing teachers‟ workload since they
were left having to design their own programs. Given the limited programming experience
of most teachers, this led to increased use of uncreative PowerPoint presentations as the
easy option for quick programming.

Training was another factor supporting ICT use mentioned by teachers. They specified five
types of training they considered to be supportive of their ICT use. All teachers mentioned
either their need or the importance of training in the application of ICT in teaching. Teacher
T-2, said, “The most important thing is training in how to use ICT in teaching, because
general ICT skills can be obtained easily in a one week training course but the difficult bit
is to use it in my teaching.” Training to use available hardware was also mentioned.
Teachers expressed their need to be trained specifically in new equipment introduced in
school, such as scanners, printers, digital camera and so on, and not to assume that teachers
with good ICT skills could use other electronic devices without instruction or training.

By an encouraging school environment as a supporting factor was meant the availability of
hardware, software, school management support, resources room, students‟ acceptance and
all other causes of successful use of ICT in teaching. Teacher T-2 made clear that her ICT
use was greatly influenced by the school environment, “I taught in another school before
and I never used ICT in my teaching, but in this school it is different because the
environment is so encouraging. It is sad that some teachers are not making the most of it.”

Finally, the new secondary school curriculum was also mentioned as a supporting factor by
some teachers because it is published electronically on CDs, which makes it easier for
teachers to borrow texts, pictures, and diagrams and use them in their lessons. It also
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contains some ideas for lessons and they mostly depend on ICT. Therefore, teachers as they
said found themselves encouraged to use ICT.
Incentives and Motivators of ICT Usage in Teaching
What incentives are there in relation to using ICT in teaching?

External
Incentives

Internal and
Personal
Incentives

School Policy
School guidelines and policy
Head teacher encouragement and motivation
Peer Approval
Letters of gratitude and appreciation from head teacher
Encomium and appraisal
Competition among teachers
Students
Students‟ acceptance and support
Students‟ advanced competence with ICT
Leaves a good impression on students and parents
Life experiences
Tangible benefits of ICT use in teaching
First hand experience
Own success
Using ICT is an indicator of teachers‟ competency
Considered school expert and asked for help
Another enthusiastic teacher
Personal Incentives
Teacher annual assessment
Good for my CV
To keep my job
ICT course certificate is a condition for promotion
Internal Incentives
A desire to develop
I like computers
Do not want to be ignorant
Beliefs
Belief in ICT benefits
ICT is a necessity

Table 5.8 Incentives and motivators of ICT use

Teachers mentioned some incentives and motivating factors for their ICT use. They could
be categorised as external incentives and internal and personal incentives. Although school
policy was mentioned as the top motivating factor, many teachers combined the policy with
teacher's internal incentives. One head teacher, H-4, said, “Teachers’ use of ICT is a
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combination of internal incentive from the teacher, since no one likes to appear ignorant
among colleagues, and external from the school policy which is very clear and strict about
teachers with no ICT skills. I think it is important to have both the external and internal
motivating factors in order to achieve something.” Peer approval was mentioned as an
incentive, however, one teacher pointed out that life experiences and internal incentive
could result in more motivated teachers than depending totally on external incentives.
Teacher T-3 commented, “My sense of achievement is my main incentive, I do not wait for
external incentives because a lot of people around me are still hesitant about the use of ICT
so I think the MoE should not depend on incentives to encourage teachers to use ICT, they
should be obliged to do so.” Teacher T-4 asserted, “I like to view the use of ICT in schools
as a formula: internal incentive + school encouragement = good use of ICT.”

Some teachers stated that internal incentives were more motivating for them. Teacher T-1
explained that teacher annual assessment was the main incentive for her since the result of
this assessment would determine the renewal of her contract. Belief in ICT benefits was
another internal incentive that was mentioned by most teachers. Teacher H-4 stated, “The
benefits of using ICT in teaching are the main incentive for its use for me. Incentives are
strongly related to benefits, if ICT is advantageous and beneficial, that is good enough
reason to use it.”

Hindrances to ICT Usage in Teaching
What do you think hinders your use of ICT in teaching?

School Setting

Technical problems (failures and break down)
Scheduling problems
Too many students using one computer
Not enough hardware
Limited access
Old hardware
Lack of Maintenance
Lack of technical support
Lack of learning resources (software)
Lack of printing facilities
No access to the Internet
Slow dial up Internet connection
Need lab assistance
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Training

School
Management

Time and Effort

External

Lack of time for training
Lack of ICT experience for teachers (ignorance creates fear)
Taking ICT courses is not beneficial moneywise
Lack of class management skills
Free Ministry courses are very short, 2-3 days
Longer courses are not free and not subsidised
Courses not directed for varying skills
Lack of school support
Assigning managerial responsibilities to teachers
Financial difficulties
Teaching many lessons per week and several levels
Time constraints
Need tremendous effort put into it
Increased workload
Home obligations
Resistance to change
Lack of awareness of ICT advantages
Some teachers are a bad influence on others
To some students do not have ICT access at home

Table 5.9 Hindrances to ICT use

Teachers were very clear about the factors they considered hindered their ICT usage. They
provided detailed explanations of these hindrances and their implications for their ICT use.
Issues related to the availability of ICT in school and maintenance and technical support
were mentioned as hindrances by all teachers who found it difficult to work with groups of
two or more students on one computer, none or limited Internet access and, most
importantly, the lack of professionally developed educational software. Teacher H-4
stressed the importance of supplying educational software to schools‟ resources rooms “I
think that the major obstacle or roadblock in the way of electronic education is not the lack
of equipment or teacher training, though they are important, it is the lack of educational
software because the use of PowerPoint for presenting lessons is no different than using the
blackboard. The real difference is a software that presents the information or exercise in a
way that is not obtainable without using computers and here we can say that we have true
electronic education. Professionally designed educational software will overcome the
problems of teacher training since it will be ready made software and teachers will only
need to know how to use it.” This hindrance was linked to teacher training, which was
mentioned by five teachers as the most influential hindrance to their ICT use. Teacher T-6
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viewed student teachers‟ training as focused either on ICT as a subject or on pedagogic
issues and not both. He believed their integrating to be the most important part of teacher
training in ICT use in teaching. Most teachers wanted to learn more about how to integrate
ICT in teaching, while some wanted to master class management skills because the use of
ICT requires special class control and dynamics.

Time was another major obstacle to ICT use cited by teachers. Eleven teachers mentioned
time constrains as the most important hindrance, relating them to in and out of school
factors, such as assigning managerial responsibilities to teachers which reduced the time
they could spend on their own work and home and family obligations which, in turn,
affected the time spent on lesson preparation. Head teachers in particular pointed out a
number of hindrances that teachers omitted: teachers‟ resistance to change and financial
difficulties facing schools were the ones most frequently mentioned by them. With regard
to financial difficulties it was found that schools financed their ICT implementation plans
in different ways: through finance from the MoE, finance grants and donations from
commercial bodies, and school employees‟ and students‟ contributions and donations
towards the cost of the ICT hardware and software.
Teachers’ Feelings towards ICT Usage in Teaching
How does ICT use make you feel?
Positive Feelings
(23 comments)
Negative Feelings
(7 comments)

Excited – Happy – Enthusiastic – Love it – interested – relaxed – positive
experience- fruitful experience – Successful – Forget myself – feel great very proud – best time ever
Scared – Do not like it – Nervous – fear of technical problems – exhausting
– Have to use it

Table 5.10 Teachers' feeling towards ICT

As can be seen from the table above, more positive comments were reported than negative
ones. However, it is important to mention that when examining all the interview transcripts,
it was found that negative feelings were more associated with teachers who were less
confident about their ICT skills, whereas more confident teachers reported positive
feelings. Teachers who reported negative feelings tried to explain the reasons for their
feelings and related them to specific situations, such as teacher ICT-1 who said, “I feel
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scared when using computers in my teaching. I have a constant fear of technical failure
and, as you know, technical support is non-existent, which makes the situation even
worse.”

5.2.2 ICT Education Policy
School Policy
What is your school ICT policy?
Basic
Implementation

Intermediate

Advanced

Exam questions should be written using word processors
Teachers should use the learning resources room at least once in a term
Students‟ Internet use should be supervised by teachers
Students are allowed to bring their laptops
Appointing a coordinator
Integration of ICT in all subjects
All teachers should have a minimum level of ICT skills
Lesson plans in electronic format
New lab with wiring, networking, and Internet connection
Changing rules of behaviour
Using ICT is a must
All homework, worksheets, exercises uploaded to school website
All lessons delivered electronically and archived in school library

Table 5.11 School ICT policy

Schools‟ ICT policy could be categorised into three successive implementation levels. The
first included actions related to basic ICT implementation in the school not requiring a great
deal of change in teaching and learning activities. The intermediate level of ICT
implementation involves the introduction of new and organised activities that promote the
incorporation of ICT in teaching. The advanced level of implementation takes a further step
along the road to full ICT implementation. School ICT policy was used as a tool to
distinguish between non practising, ICT coordinated, and good practising schools,
however, it should be noted that classroom teachers and head teachers interviewed were not
able to list, point out, or describe their school ICT policy in clear precise sentences. In fact,
on some occasions, the researcher had to deduce the policy from their responses. They were
also not able to place their school in any of the categories correctly, they either
overestimated their ICT practice or underestimate it.
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School Support
How is the whole school involved in and supportive of using ICT in teaching?
Training

Facilities and
Equipment

Maintenance &
Technical
Support
Innovative
Support

Experience exchange
In-service training
Helping teachers attend training courses during school time
Evening free training courses for teachers
Provision of equipment, although it is expensive
Providing teachers with PCs in staff rooms
Wiring for school network
Buying software
In school wireless network to ease file exchange and use of printing
facilities
ICT teacher provides technical support
Availability of technical support by phone
In school maintenance department with technical support responsibilities
Offers teachers laptops through monthly instalments
A particularly competent teacher filmed during lessons and film distributed
among other teachers on DVD to benefit from their colleague‟s expertise.

Table 5.12 School support of ICT use

School support of ICT implementation comes as an integral part of its ICT policy and it
plays a great role in placing the school in any of the above mentioned implementation level
categories. In addition, in the execution phase of a school‟s ICT policy, the mechanism of
implementation should be taken into consideration and how all the parties involved are to
interact with the new policies. This is possible as one head teacher H-4 explained by good
school management, “School policies and especially new ones related to ICT should be
backed up by good management, support, and clear vision.”
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Ministry Policy
Known Policy
How do you interpret the Ministry of Education’s ICT policy?
National Projects

School
Management

Policy Aims

Learning resources rooms and effective use of them
Offering teachers computers through monthly instalments
Electronic curriculum
Electronic school
Computer for each student
Watani project
Students‟ assessment
Marks
Ultimatums
Improve education by using ICT
Spreading the use of ICT in schools
Take schools into the technology age
Integrating ICT skills with other subjects

Table 5.13 Known MoE policy

Participants‟ knowledge of MoE ICT policy was limited among both classroom teachers
and head teachers. Only one teacher mentioned a well known and important national ICT
project: the Watani project. The others assumed and inferred MoE ICT policy from its
actions. Teacher T-6 stated, “I do not know anything about the MoE policy but I think it
aims to spread the use of ICT in schools and the training courses offered to teachers to
undertake this are evidence of their desire to raise ICT awareness among teachers.”
Another teacher, T-1, made a similar logical assumption, “I do not know exactly what the
MoE policy is. All what I know about it, I heard in the news. There will be electronic school
books on a CD and this, as far as am concerned, implies that the MoE will provide schools
with computers, a data show in each classroom, as well as train teachers so they can use
these CDs effectively.” She also said that the MoE supervisors‟ remarks and suggestions all
flow in the direction of ICT usage in teaching and as supervisor is a representative of the
Ministry his/her comments should reflect its policies, therefore, the remarks and
suggestions made all indirectly reflect the MoE policy. Another teacher, H-2, expressed a
similar view when she said, “The new secondary school curriculum hugely depends on the
use of ICT, it is impossible to deliver it without ICT. Where did this curriculum come from?
From the Ministry, so it should reflect its policies, even though they have not reached us
clearly.”
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From a close examination of teachers‟ responses, it can be seen that they expressed a great
lack of awareness of MoE ICT policy, which they were not comfortable about. This quote
from teacher ICT-1 illustrates how uncomfortable teachers were about this unawareness,
“All what we know about MoE policies, and they try to make sure we read about them, are
the ones related to students’ assessment, marks, and ultimatums, whereas their projects and
plans are only mentioned at important meetings with senior employees. As for us, the
teachers, their policies executors, the people on the ground, they do not care to let us know
what they are. I know about them generally from newspapers like any other member of the
public”. Another teacher, T-3, gave another example of teachers‟ lack of awareness of
important policies directly influencing them, “I have just learnt that 4 marks out of 44 of
teacher’s assessment are dedicated to teachers’ use of ICT in their teaching. This lack of
awareness of the policy is a fault of the Ministry. They should raise awareness among
teachers to ensure that their policies are implemented correctly and achieve their aims. It is
not only ICT policies that we do not know about, all Ministry policies are not clearly
explained to teachers. ”
Indirect indicators of the Ministry’s ICT policy in education

MoE Actions

Ratiocination
Inference

 The new curriculum requires students to produce PowerPoint
presentation, use Excel and Publisher . It is impossible to teach the new
curriculum without ICT therefore knowledge about ICT is required and
this I assume reflects the Ministry‟s policy
 School use of ICT is influenced by Ministry policy because if the
ministry was not convinced of its benefits they would not provide us with
these new machines
 The Ministry training courses offered to teachers show its desire to raise
technological awareness among teachers
 Supervisors‟ comments all directed towards ICT use, supervisors are
from the ministry and should reflect its policy
 The Ministry conveys its policies via the text book
 The Ministry of Education is part of e-government so they are preparing
students to become better citizens in the future by teaching them ICT in
schools
 There are still many schools that do not apply ICT in teaching, if it is
Ministry policy that influenced our school then there schools should be
influenced too
 Increasing numbers of schools are using ICT. It should be the Ministry‟s
policy that guides and directs them

Table 5.14 Indirect indicators of MoE policies
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It can be seen from the above that as a result of teachers‟ need for reliable information on
MoE policy they used a combination of logical assumption and evidential reasoning of
MoE actions to deduce its policies, especially those ones related to ICT. The above table
lists those quotes where such techniques were used.
Ministry policy information source

Source

Word of mouth (4 comments)
Newspapers (3 comments)
Text books (2 comments)
Internet (1 comment)
TV news (1 comment)
Research (1 comment)

Table 5.15 MoE policy information sources

As can be seen from the above table, 4 teachers obtained their information about MoE ICT
policy through word of mouth, 3 teachers read this information in newspapers. These were
the most frequently mentioned information sources. Two teachers reported absence of
knowledge related to this issue and were not able to specify their information source as they
said they had no information. Teachers did not mention any source of information related
directly to the MoE, such as its official website, brochures, seminars, lectures and other
methods of reaching teachers to enlighten them about the MoE‟s policies.
Expressions used in interpreting policy
Assertive
(10 comments)

Unaware
(15 comments)

Indecisive
(13 comments)

I heard
I read once
I know
I do not know
I am not aware
I did not read about it
I heard no news
No precise information
I did not see or hear anything
I am not sure
I do not know exactly
I assume
The hearsay is
I understand it is
In my view
I have some information I am not sure about

Table 5.16 Expressions used in interpreting policy
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Teachers used different expressions for interpreting and expressing their understanding of
MoE policy. Only ten comments were assertive comments, whereas 28 comments were
unaware or undecided. This supports teachers‟ complaints of being unaware of the policy.
Ministry Policy V School Policy
How do you feel about ICT educational policy?
Influence
Scope
Awareness

Feelings

Use influenced by school policy
Some teachers‟ use of ICT is encouraged by the Ministry‟s policy
Ministry policy is more concerned with managerial aspects of schools
School policy is ahead of Ministry policy therefore not important for our school
Teachers and head teachers do not know the Ministry of education‟s ICT policy
All Ministry policies lack explanation and teachers have to apply them without
fully understanding them
School policy resulted positive perception
Ministry policies are all theories not applied in reality with no tangible results

Table 5.17 MoE policy vs school policy

The comparison between MoE and school ICT policy was undertaken by categorising
responses into four categories: influence, scope, awareness, and feelings. In all categories,
teachers favoured their school‟s policies over those of the MoE. On one occasion, a teacher
ICT-2 mentioned that her ICT use was encouraged by the MoE‟s policy, while another
teacher, T-1, expressed a different viewpoint, “The MoE’s and schools’ ICT policy should
be integrated, for, as they say, one hand cannot clap alone. We see some traditional
schools with ICT facilities such as smart boards. Why did they think of having them?
They’ve undoubtedly been influenced or supported by the MoE, otherwise they would still
be standing still and not moved on.”
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5.2.3 Future of Education
Probable Future
Based on the current situation, how do you see ICT being used in secondary schools in the future?
ICT Related

Education
Related

Facilities & Equipment
Smart board
Wireless Internet connection
Better hardware
DSL Internet connection
Internet access
No house without Internet access
School internal network
Computer for each student
Activated school website
All hardware will be available at schools
Technology spread
Teaching Learning Process
Homework by Email
Assessing things that have not been assessed before (entering school
website and participating)
Virtual classrooms
No school bag
Distance learning
Paperless education
ICT will dominate our lives
Electronic assessment
Curriculum change
Assessment via class discussion and projects
Provide students with a curriculum plan and they will prepare and search for
information
No more traditional teaching
Fulfilment of educational goals
Not optimistic the gap will decrease between us and developed nations

Table 5.18 Probable future

Teachers‟ expectations of the probable future were focused on two issues: ICT related and
educational issues. As regards ICT related issues, teachers had humble expectations that all
that had been implemented and was being practised in developed countries and a limited
number of good practising schools in Saudi Arabia would some day be practised in all
schools. They did not see a major change in the future as teacher, T-6, indicated, “I have a
negative view since I do not expect a dramatic change in the future. I think things will
remain the same, maybe a little better equipment, but not something that will have a great
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impact on education.” Teacher T-3 agreed with her colleague and further added, “If things
remain the same, honestly speaking, our situation will be very bad since the rest of the
world will be ahead of us and students will be totally disconnected from things delivered to
them at school because they will not be related to their lives.” Due to concerns about their
country‟s position among other developed countries in relation to education, teacher ICT-1
commented, “Instead of concentrating on developing education via using ICT in teaching
we should concentrate on developing other teaching skills for teachers. I think if we run
multiple intelligence, creativity, social thinking, class management, and adolescence
psychology courses for teachers this will have a huge positive impact on their teaching and
will be far better than concentrating on ICT as a solution to our educational problems.”
Changing Teacher Role
How is this change going to affect the teacher’s role?
Teaching
Role

Pedagogic
Role
No Change

Change to facilitator and advisor
Share directing the learning experience with students
Change effort from classroom to planning and searching for suitable electronic
material
Teacher will not have a text book
If the teacher will not change to fit his/her new role in the future s/he will be left
out
Teaching is not the only role the teacher has, s/he has a pedagogic role as well
Change in relationship with students
Should not change
Will not change since students need someone to teach and guide them where to
find information

Table 5.19 Teachers’ changing role

Almost all teachers saw a change in their role as teachers in the future from being the main
source of information in the teaching and learning process which gives them control over
all aspects of this process to becoming facilitators and advisors as a result of the easy access
to specialist information from different sources. Only two of the fourteen teachers who
were interviewed thought that a change should not come about because teachers should be
in control all the time change could be considered a sign of weakness in the teacher‟s role,
or could lead to a change in other roles the teacher plays in the school environment, such as
their pedagogic and behavioural roles, and any change in these roles will result in social
problems. Teacher T-1 contended that whatever may change in the teacher‟s role, the
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teacher will always be part of the teaching and learning process: “The teacher has always
been the core of the educational process and the day when a teacher is no longer needed
will not come, it is just impossible. If there was not a teacher this would mean there was no
school because self education is not like learning with a teacher because a student still
needs someone to teach him/her how and where to find information.”
Preferable future
What would you like to see in your classroom in the next ten years?
Facilities and
Equipments

MoE ICT
Policy

Teacher
Training

Students

Virtual schools
Link all schools with a network
Experience exchange among teachers at a greater level via bulletin boards and
teachers‟ websites
Easy access to ICT
Availability of educational software in Arabic
School head teachers and teachers should be obligated to integrate ICT in their
teaching not leave it to their choice (enforce policy)
Include any changes in Ministry of Education policies in teachers‟ assessment to
force them to apply those policies
Government support for development of special educational software
Policy change is needed
Teacher training programmes should merge teaching skills with ICT use and not
teach pedagogic issues separately from ICT topics
Invest more in teacher development as nothing will improve if the teacher is not
adequately trained and equipped
Need more flexibility for the benefit of students
Students will participate in creating the learning experience and not be passive
learners
Students will seek information and come to school to pursue knowledge

Table 5.20 Preferable future

Teachers‟ vision of their preferred future cannot be characterised in any way as a fantasy,
since everything they wished for exists these days, but they wished they would become
available in their schools. I personally feel they were not able to free themselves, and
especially their imagination, to see a rosier situation in the future, so they kept themselves
chained to the current situation and their knowledge about it. However, two comments
attracted my attention as I thought they were ground breaking in terms of viewing the
future by tackling the problems of the present. Teacher ICT-1 said, “My only wish is to
eradicate bureaucracy and replace it with self governance for schools,” and both teachers
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H-3 and H-4 wished that students‟ attitude towards education would change positively so
that they came to school because they wanted to learn and pursue knowledge instead of
feeling they were being forced to do so. Technology plays an important role here as it
greatly assists self education.
The Link between Past, Present, and Future
How would you perceive the relationship between the past, present, and future?
Chronological
(2 diagrams)
Cyclical
(1 diagram)
Cumulative
(11 diagrams)

A linear relationship between past, present, and future
A cyclical relationship between past, present and future. This implies the
reoccurrence of events when the first cycle ends and a new cycle starts.
A relationship between past, present and future as things increase or decrease
gradually as more events happen

Table 5.21 Link between past, present, and future

Teachers expressed their view of the link between past, present and future by means of
diagrams which could be categorised as chronological, cyclical, and cumulative. The table
above 5.21 explains the meaning of each category. The majority of teachers viewed the
relationship between past, present and future as a cumulative relationship. However, the
way they presented this differed from one participant to another: one drew it as a flight of
stairs (Figure 5.2), another illustrated it as an inverted triangle (Figure 5.4), while another
showed it as a soaring arrow. An example of each category is presented below.
Figure 5.1 Cumulative Relationship

Future

Present

Past
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Figure 5.2 Chronological Relationship

Future

Present

Past

Figure 5.3 Cyclical Relationship

Present

Past

Future

Figure 5.4 Cumulative Relationship

Future

Present

Past
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5.3 Questionnaire Findings
The questionnaire designed for this study aimed to provide a collective view of the issues
discussed in the interviews. Three hundred questionnaires were distributed in 10 secondary
schools, and 266 questionnaires were returned, processed and analysed.
Response Rate
The response rate is a very important factor when conducting an investigation. Studies in
Saudi Arabia in the past have faced problems regarding the non-return of questionnaires.
The researcher in this study therefore decided to distribute the questionnaires in schools and
assigned a member of staff to collect them. The response rate was therefore high, since
questionnaires were distributed and collected from someone who knew the teachers and
chose a suitable time to collect completed ones. Cohen and Manion ( 2000) state that the
response rate for postal questionnaires should be at least 40%, yet the common rate stands
between 10% and 50%. However, the response rate for the questionnaire in this study was
88.6%, consistent with group administered questionnaires (Babbie 2001b;Punch 1998).

Analysis Strategy
As noted previously, the questionnaire was based and designed according to interview
results. The questions were grouped into sections representing the main themes of the
research: teachers' use of ICT, barriers and features supporting ICT use, feelings towards
ICT, policy and ICT, and the future of education. In addition to closed questions the
questionnaire contained ten open questions. The researcher used the Statistical Package for
Social Science SPSS 13 software to perform all percentages and frequencies required for
analysing closed questions, which started with coding the variables, then deciding
procedures to be taken for missing or contradicting values, data cleaning, and data entry.
Descriptive analysis was used to describe and reveal the sample‟s characteristics and to
answer specific research questions. Descriptive analysis included frequencies and
percentages for categorical variables. The analysis was simple and straightforward. Some
numbers were aggregated for ease of reporting, to distinguish them they will not have the
number of responses beside them.
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The ten open questions were approached using a procedure similar to that used for
analysing interviews. The analysis went through two stages. First, I wrote down on another
document the responses to each question. Second, I went through the questions one by one
and examined the responses closely and merged similar responses together, while grouping
them and eliciting general descriptors for each group. In some questions such as 27 and 34,
the responses in each group used different wording but conveyed the same general idea,
therefore, all responses were merged in one sentence while keeping the count. It is
important to mention here that open questions did not have a high response rate. I
personally attribute this to the fact that some teachers said the questionnaire's closed
questions asked them about everything and they did not have any extra information to add.
In addition, people usually prefer ticking boxes rather than writing answers (Babbie
2001b;Nachmias & Nachmias 1996). In the following sections, only the most common
responses in open questions are listed.
Participants’ characteristics (socio demographic variables)
1. Gender: Male 47.7%

Female 52.3%

2. Age range (years):

21.1%

49.2%

21.8%

7.5%

0.4%

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60+
54.9%

3. Number of years in teaching (at start of term):

7.1%

3.0%

7.9%

27.1%

First Year

1

2-4

5-9

4. What is your main teaching subject?

Islamic Studies 12.4%

Arabic 14.3%

English 16.5%

Maths 11.3%

Science 20.3%

ICT 5.6%

Geography 4.5%

History 4.5%

Humanities 5.6%

Art 1.1%

PE 1.9%

Cooking 0.8%

Business Administration 0.4%
5. What is your highest qualification?

High School Diploma 3.0%
Master Degree 5.3%

University Degree 91.0%
PhD 0.4%

Table 5.22 Participants’ characteristics
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10+

The data in the above Table shows that nearly half of participating teachers fell into the 3039 age group, and that more than half of teachers had more than ten years teaching
experience. The majority of teachers were university graduates and their specialties covered
all main subjects.

5.3.1 Teachers’ Usage of ICT in teaching
6. In your view, why should teachers if at all use ICT in their teaching?

 Its use is very important to improve education and raise standards
(20 comments)
 To use new teaching methods and shift from traditional methods which hve
a positive effect on students (19 comments)
 Its use creates enjoyment and attraction during lessons (8 comments)
Teacher
 To save time and effort (16 comments)
 To assist the teacher in the teaching and learning process (12 comments)
 To further the teacher‟s knowledge and develop his/her teaching techniques
and free him/her from the restraints of the current education system (15
comments)
Student
 It makes the lesson enjoyable and attractive because it attracts students‟
attention and encourages them (19 comments)
 Permanently impresses information because it can be embodied and related
to daily life (18 comments)
 Changes routine to keep boredom at bay (13 comments)
 It assists in developing students‟ intellectual capacities and improves their
skills (11 comments)
Information
 Facilitates the delivery of information in a clear, attractive, and enjoyable
way (87 comments)
 To obtain up-to-date information in a simple, quick, accurate way (13
comments)
Communication  Easy and quick communication between teachers and students (4
comments)
 Easier communicating with parents (1 comment)
ICT benefits
 Using ICT in education is beneficiary for both the teacher and the student
(10 comments)
 Using ICT has a positive effect on students (2 comments)
External
 To accompany the era of technology and keep pace with developed
Influence
countries (50 comments)
 To accompany international advancements in the field of education
(5 comments)
 It is the era of technology, and education should keep abreast of
advancements and relate students to them (5 comments)
Education

Table 5.23 Reason for ICT use

Teachers reported that ICT should be used because of its benefits to students, teachers, and
the teaching and learning process. Other rationales were mentioned in terms of information,
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communication, and ICT benefits, and external influence. The most frequently mentioned
reason was that the use of ICT facilitates the delivery of information in a clear, attractive,
and enjoyable way. Teachers emphasised that the use of ICT enabled students to be
enriched with up-to-date attractive and exciting information and present it in a modern way.
From the comments, it can be seen that the ease of access to a wide range of information in
different forms and in a quick, simple, and accurate way was the most appealing factor in
teachers‟ ICT use.
Given their growing responsibilities of teaching students and preparing them in all possible
means for the outside world, teachers felt ICT should be used in teaching because they
believed the technological advancements should be introduced into education and related to
students so that they can function properly and participate actively when they finally join
the economic and social cycles in their country. In addition, teachers thought Saudi Arabia
should keep up-to-date with advancements in technology in order to be able to compete
with developed countries and benefit from their successful experiences of using ICT in
education.

Teachers felt ICT could be used to deal with some issues encountered daily. For example
issues such as students losing interest during lessons, boredom, difficulty in explaining
scientific concepts, and ineffective traditional teaching methods could be successfully
resolved by using ICT. Its use attracted students‟ attention, exited them, made easier the
embodiment of scientific concepts and renewed their teaching practice. Reinforcement of
information subsequently resulted in better student performance.
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Figure 5.5 Applications used in teaching

7. What type of application do you use for teaching? Tick all that

apply
90
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8. I use ICT in my teaching as: Tick all that apply
68.4% A Supplement to the curriculum, i.e. video, pictures, sound, etc
52.6% A reinforcement of the curriculum i.e. inference theories, practical application and

to convey information in a different way
28.6% Use the Internet as a method of continuous teacher-student and student-student

communication
9. In this question we want to find about your use of ICT for teaching, for lesson preparation,

for other duties relating to teaching
For these questions use the guidelines:

Regularly = most days (3 or 4 times a week)
Quite often = once or twice a week.
Sometimes = once in most weeks.

Quite
Regularly
often
Not very often = about once a month

Sometimes

Not very

Never/

often

hardly ever

How often, if at all, do you use ICT for preparing
lessons?
How often, if at all, do you access the Internet for
retrieving information, (e.g. research, information,
ideas etc.)?
How often, if at all, do you use ICT for administration
purposes (e.g. record keeping, reports, etc.)?
How often, if at all, do you use Email for professional
purposes?
How often, if at all, do you use ICT when you are
teaching classes?

43.6

18.4

14.3

15.4

8.3

27.1

32.7

19.5

9.8

10.9

30.5

12.8

21.8

15.4

19.5

7.9

18.0

20.7

20.3

33.1

27.8

21.1

18.8

13.5

18.8

How often, if at all, do your students use ICT in
lessons you are teaching?
Table 5.24Type of ICT use by teachers

12.0

10.9

26.7

22.9

27.4
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From the above figure (5.5) it can be seen that PowerPoint was the most used ICT
application, then the Internet, followed by Word Processing which was reported to be used
by over half of participants. The least mentioned application was “owning a website”, with
only 12 teachers owning their own website that they used for educational purposes.
Regarding the way teachers used those applications in their teaching practice, 68.4% used
ICT as a supplement to the curriculum to add extra information either by using video,
pictures, or sound, etc., but the actual delivery of the lesson was not affected by the use of
ICT, its use was an add on. More than half of teachers (52.6%) reported using ICT as a
reinforcement of the curriculum, i.e. inference theories, practical application and to convey
information in a different way. ICT use for this purpose is indispensable and its absence
will hugely affect the delivery of lessons. However, the large percentage of teachers
claiming to use ICT in this way raised some serious questions about the extent of this
practice, especially as the question offered respondents an opportunity to tick all
applications listed. In my view, the high percentage of responses did not reflect the true
day-to-day practice of teachers.

Teachers were asked to indicate the extent of their ICT use which served the needs of their
teaching activities. From the above table (5.24), it can be seen that 62% of teachers used
ICT at least once a week or more for preparing lessons. The percentage dropped to 48.9%
for ICT use in class. Half of teachers (50.3%) reported that students‟ hand-on time was
limited to once in most weeks or less. A careful examination of question 9 showed that
most teachers‟ ICT use was out of class. In addition to the previously mentioned high
percentage of teachers using ICT for lesson preparation, they also used the Internet (59.8%)
and ICT for administration purposes (43.3%) at least once a week or more. Generally, the
responses showed a spread of ICT use among teachers in and out of class.

10.

Please list the 3 main ways you use ICT in relation to your role as a teacher.
a. Internet Search (157 comments)
b. Work Sheets and Exam Papers (155 comments)
c. PowerPoint Presentations (70 comments)

d. Writing Lesson Plans and Reports (66 comments)
Table 5.25 Main ICT uses
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Performing an Internet search was the most frequently mentioned way of using ICT,
followed by writing work sheets and exam papers, then designing PowerPoint
presentations. This question, similar to question 9, provided valuable information about the
nature of teachers‟ ICT use, and apparently the majority of their use and its focus was on
out of class activities, in other words, related to preparing lessons, searching for
information, writing documents as work sheets and handouts, and writing lesson plans.
11. Do you have good access to a computer at home?

Yes 97.4%

No 2.6%

12. Do you have good access to a computer at school?

Yes 63.5%

No 36.5%

13. How useful is it (or would it be) to have a personal computer at school?

86.8% Very useful

13.2% Somewhat useful

0% Not at all useful

14. How would you describe your computer skills? Tick one

3.0% Non-existent
37.2% Intermediate level
10.5% Expert

16.2% Beginner level
32.7% Advanced level

15. How did you gain skills in using computers? Tick all applicable
66.9% By trial and error
43.2% Assisted by a colleague, family member, or friend
28.9% Attended private training course
27.1% Attended in school training course
16.5% Attended Ministry‟s training courses
6.4% Other
16. Why are you using ICT in your teaching?
74.1% Change of class routine to maintain interest
66.9% Method for improving and developing teaching
65.4% Effective method to convey information
57.1% Keeping abreast of advancement in technology
31.6% It is the era of technology use; the illiterate one is the one who does not know how to

use ICT
27.8% Professional way of teaching
22.9% Its use is a symbol of modernisation
22.2% Make use of available equipment
18% To catch up with developed nations
4.5% Pressures to change from students, teachers, and parents
1.9% Other
Table 5.26 Teachers’ skills, access, and reason for ICTuse
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The results presented in table (5.26) show that almost all teachers (97.4%) had good access
to ICT at home. The percentage decreased to 63.5% regarding school ICT access which can
be considered an indicator of good access to ICT in schools and spread of the availability of
ICT in homes. However, it is important to bear in mind that the availability of ICT at
school and home does not indicate good usage of it. Nevertheless, none of the participants
regarded having a personal computer at school as “not at all useful”, indeed, all of them
thought it useful in some way.

Using ICT more frequently requires computer skills. When teachers were asked to rate their
computer skills, only 10.5% of them regarded themselves as experts, and 37.2% thought they
had an intermediate level of skills. Interestingly, only eight of two hundred and sixty-six
participants considered their skill level to be non-existent. When asked where they had gained
skills in using computers, two-thirds of teachers, 66.9%, reported gaining their skills by trial
and error. The next method of gaining ICT skills mentioned by 43.2% was being assisted by a
colleague, family member or friend, 28.9% had attended a private training course, while only
16.5% had attended MoE training courses, which points to the inconsiderable role the MoE
plays in educating and training teachers.

From table 5.26 it can be seen that teachers used ICT in their teaching for many different
reasons. The most frequently mentioned one favoured by 74.1% of teachers was to change
class routine to maintain interest, 66.9% used ICT as a method for improving and developing
teaching, and 65.4% used it because it is an effective method to convey information. The
reason least cited, by only 4.5%, was “pressure to change from students, teachers, and
parents”.
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Supporting Factors, Incentives and Motivators of ICT Usage in Teaching
17. In this section we want to find out anything which you feel encourages you, supports you, is

an incentive for you in making good use of ICT for teaching and other professional duties.
All these statements are for incentives and
supporting factors

Agree
combined

Strongly
Agree

Believe in ICT benefits
My desire to develop my skills
Tangible benefits of ICT use in teaching
Students‟ acceptance and support
My own success creates an incentive for
continuing using ICT
First hand experience of using ICT
convinced me of its importance
Whole school view of the importance of
ICT, guidelines and policy
Encouraging school environment i.e. good
access to computers, training, technical
support, management support
Support, encouragement, and motivation of
senior management
It is good for my CV
Students‟ advanced competence with ICT
I like computers
Using ICT is an indicator of teachers‟
proficiency
Teacher annual assessment
Training
The new curriculum requires ICT use in
teaching
Competition among teachers
Leaves a good impression on students and
parents
Letters of gratitude and appreciation from
head teacher
Do not want to be ignorant
Availability of professionally developed
software

95.1
94.8
92.9
92.1
89.1

51.1
51.9
42.9
37.6

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

44.0
42.9
50.0
54.5

4.1
4.5
6.4
4.9

0.0
0.4
0.4
2.6

0.8
0.4
0.4
0.4

47.4

41.7

9.4

1.1

0.4

38.7

50.0

8.6

2.3

0.4

41.0

44.7

11.3

2.3

0.8

41.7

44.0

6.4

1.9

6.0

41.0

43.2

10.9

4.1

0.8

83.1
82.7
80.9
69.6

40.2
32.7
30.1

42.9
50.0
50.8

12.0
8.6
14.7

4.1
7.5
2.6

0.8
0.8
1.9

25.2

44.4

22.2

6.4

1.9

69.1
68.4
68.1

28.9
24.4

40.2
44.0

17.3
17.3

9.8
11.3

3.8
2.6

25.6

42.5

22.6

8.3

1.1

65.8
65

22.9

42.9

21.8

9.8

2.6

28.2

36.8

24.4

7.5

3.0

27.4

35.7

25.2

9.4

2.3

62.7
61.2

27.4

35.3

22.2

10.2

4.9

18.0

43.2

22.9

11.7

4.1

Another enthusiastic teacher

57.9

24.8

33.1

28.6

11.3

2.3

ICT course certificate is a condition for
promotion

41.7

15.0

26.7

28.6

22.2

7.5

To keep my job

31.2

8.6

22.6

30.5

23.7

14.7

88.7
85.7

Agree

85.7

84.2

63.1

Table 5.27 Supporting Factors, Incentives and Motivators of ICT Usage in Teaching

Teachers were presented with twenty-four statements relating to the supporting factors,
incentives, and motivators of the use of ICT in education. They were asked to indicate the
extent to which they agreed or disagreed with each statement using a 5-point scale. The
percentage of teachers selecting each of the response options was calculated for each
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statement, and the results, presented in the above table, are arranged in ranked order on the
basis of the combined strongly agree/ agree percentages.
Although teachers considered all items mentioned in the above table as incentives for ICT
use, items related to personal beliefs, desires, and experiences elicited most agreement. As
can be seen, four of the statements attracted strongly agree/agree responses from 92% or
more of teacher participants. Almost all teachers (95.1%) agreed that their belief in ICT
benefits was an incentive for their ICT use. The other three statements that met with high
agreement levels were My desire to develop my skills (94.8%), tangible benefits of ICT use
in teaching (92.9%), and students' acceptance and support (92.1%). Only two of the
remaining statements attracted an agreement level less than 57%. The statements with the
lowest agreement levels were ICT course certificate is a condition for promotion (41.7%)
and to keep my job (31.2%).
18. In your own words list the 3 things which have had the most positive influence on your use of

ICT in your teaching.
Encouraging school policy (30 comments)
The desire to develop and convey age of technology (29 comments)
The spread of ICT use (7 comments)
My desire to improve my abilities and gain new skills (29 comments)
Awareness of the benefits of ICT use and positive results (28 comments)
Internal
Students‟ acceptance, enthusiasm, and enjoyment about ICT use
(24 comments)
Spread of ICT use in teaching among my colleagues (6 comments)
Surrounding Spread of ICT use at students‟ homes which has raised their technical skills
Environment (2 comments)
I attended lessons delivered using ICT and students interacted very well
(2 comments)
External

Table 5.28 Positive influence on ICT use

In two different questions, teachers were asked to indicate those things that had had the
most positive influence on their ICT use as well as to list the three main reasons for this
use. Some participating teachers confused the terms "positive influence" and "reason",
which had an effect on the analysis process. Similar to the action taken to resolve the
interchangeable use of the terms "incentive" and "motivator" previoysly described in
section (5.1), a decision was made to assign misplaced answers to the category they
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belonged to according to the actual meaning of "positive influence" and "reason" in the
questionnaire. According to the questionnaire design, "positive influence" meant someone
or something having the power or the ability to positively affect someone's beliefs or
actions, whereas "reason" meant a cause, explanation, or justification. In addition, there
was some confusion between "positive influence" and "incentives". This was resolved
using the same technique based on the definition previously explained in the Analysis
Strategy section 5.1.
Teachers' responses indicated that the most positive influence was either internal, external,
or from the surrounding environment. Internal influence was mentioned the most frequently
as responses emphasised teachers' desire to improve and gain new skills as well as increase
their awareness of the importance and benefits of ICT use in teaching. Teachers also
wanted to use new teaching methods to attract students' attention and keep boredom at bay.
External influences were mentioned as well, though were somewhat less emphasised.
However, the most frequently mentioned single item was "encouraging school policy"
which, in my view, indicates the integrative role that the external and internal influences
played in promoting a better ICT use by teachers. One teacher stated that his ICT use was
positively influenced by the Islamic religion because it respects knowledge and education
and always encourages the use of new things.
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19. What are the main three reasons why you use ICT in your teaching?

Saves time and effort (8 comments)
Search for new and important information for lesson explanation (8 comments)
ICT is a teaching tool to explain scientific concepts in new and useful ways
(5 comments)
Facilitates teaching and information delivery (28 comments)
Lesson
Changes routine to keep boredom at bay (26 comments)
Attracts students‟ attention (22 comments)
Information Ease of searching and obtaining information and presenting it in different
advanced and easy ways (10 comments)
Delivery of information in a simple, clear, and easy way (9 comments)
Searching for new and useful things for my work (3 comments)
Ease of ICT use (2 comments)
Technical
To activate useful use of ICT at students‟ homes (2 comments)
Resources Lesson plans are in a neat and organised way (4 comments)
Preparation Lesson plans and work sheets can be saved and amended. This will help save time
and effort for next year (3 comments)
Lessons are ready for delivery without the need for rewriting lesson plans or
writing on blackboards (3 comments)
Teacher
Personal
Benefits

Table 5.29 Reasons for ICT use in teaching

Teachers pointed to several reasons for their ICT use. The most frequently mentioned
reasons were related to lesson delivery and explanation because ICT can save time and
effort and it is a new developed way of teaching that reinforces information. The second
most frequently mentioned reason was the ease of searching for, obtaining, and presenting
information using ICT. The benefits gained from ICT use was the third most frequently
mentioned reason. Teachers mentioned that they used ICT to communicate with their
students and to be a role model of good ICT use to them.
20. What would you like to learn more about

37.6% Technical skills

56.8% Application of ICT in teaching

19.2% Management skills

38.7% ICT skills

35.7% Internet searching skills

4.1% Other

Table 5.30 Preferable extra skills

More than half of teachers (56.8%) wanted to learn more about the application of ICT in
teaching, while relatively the same number of teachers wanted to gain extra ICT skills as
well as technical skills (38.7% and 37.6%, respectively). Only 19.2% wanted to learn more
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about management skills. Some teachers wanted to learn about time management and some
wanted to learn about class management.

Hindrances to ICT Usage in Teaching
21. In this section we want to find out anything which you feel hinders you, or puts you off making

good use of ICT for teaching and other professional duties.
All these statements are for factors that hinder your
ICT use

Time constrains i.e. need tremendous effort put
into preparing lessons, teaching many lessons
per week and several levels, too many other
demands on your time.
Lack of time for training

Agree
Strongly
combined
Agree

Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

77.8

38.7

39.1

11.7

9.4

1.1

70.3

22.9

47.4

15.8

11.3

2.6

Free Ministry courses are very short, 2-3 days
and longer courses are not free and not
subsidised and they are not directed for varying
skills

65.8

35.0

30.8

25.6

6.8

1.9

Taking ICT courses is not beneficial salary wise

62.7

22.9

39.8

20.7

13.2

3.4

Teachers‟ lack of ICT experience

61.3

18.4

42.9

18.0

16.2

4.5

Whole school shortage of equipment (old
hardware, lack of printing facilities, etc.)
Lack of learning resources (software)

60.5

26.7

33.8

15.0

15.0

9.4

59.1

22.6

36.5

18.4

16.9

5.6

Lack of awareness of ICT advantages

58.7

16.2

42.5

17.3

17.3

6.8

Lack of professional development opportunity

57.9

21.1

36.8

20.7

18.0

3.4

56

8.6

47.4

24.1

15.4

4.5

Scheduling problems

54.9

24.1

30.8

27.4

14.7

3.0

Lack of technical support and maintenance

54.9

20.3

34.6

21.8

16.9

6.4

No or slow Internet access

53.8

26.7

27.1

18.4

21.1

6.8

53

20.7

32.3

26.3

15.0

5.6

Some students do not have ICT access at home

51.1

18.8

32.3

20.3

19.5

9.0

School financial difficulties

48.5

26.7

21.8

28.2

14.3

9.0

Assigning managerial responsibilities to
teachers

47.7

16.5

31.2

30.8

18.8

2.6

47

12.4

34.6

17.7

23.7

11.7

Some teachers create a bad influence on others

35.7

10.9

24.8

29.3

28.2

6.8

ICT not seen as a whole school priority.

34.2

13.9

20.3

17.3

35.7

10.8

Lack of class management skills

31.2

5.6

25.6

26.3

32.7

9.8

Teachers‟ resistance to change

Home obligations

Using ICT will increase work load

Table 5.31 Hindrances to ICT Usage in Teaching
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Teachers were presented with twenty-one statements relating to the things which hinder
teachers, or put them off making good use of ICT for teaching and other professional
duties. They were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with each
statement using a 5-point scale. The percentage of teachers selecting each of the response
options was calculated for each statement, and the results, presented in the above table, are
arranged in ranked order on the basis of the combined strongly agree/agree percentages.
Fifteen statements of the twenty-one attracted agreement levels more than 50%, and three
of the fifteen attracted agreement levels more than 65%. They were: time restrains (77.8%),
lack of time for training (70.3%), and Free ministry courses are very short, 2-3 days, and
longer courses are not free and not subsidised and are not directed for varying skills
(65.8%). Lack of class management skills elicited the lowest level of agreement (31.2%). A
holistic view of the above Table reveals three main factors hindering teachers‟ ICT usage:
time, training, and financial issues.
22. In your own words, list the 3 things which have most hindered you in terms of using

ICT in your teaching
Time constraints (48 comments)
There is not enough time to plan a lesson using ICT (4 comments)
Teaching with ICT needs time and periods are not long enough (4 comments)
Technical problems with computers, projectors, and printers especially
School
during lessons (18 comments)
Facilities
Too Few computers compared to students‟ numbers (16 comments)
Unavailable or slow Internet connection in classrooms (9 comments)
Few training and career advancement opportunities (22 comments)
Training
Long training courses are unavailable (3 comments)
No in-school training courses (2 comments)
Students‟ low ICT skills (7 comments)
Student
Students do not accept ICT use and get bored (6 comments)
Some students do not have computers at home (5 comments)
Curriculum The subject is not suitable for presenting using ICT (14 comments)
Dense Curriculum (10 comments)
The unavailability of a pre-designed electronic curriculum (2 comments)
Information Few educational software (11 comments)
Difficulty of finding lesson plans on the Internet (3 comments)
Sources
Educational Software is weakly designed (2 comments)
Managerial Poor maintenance and technical support services (24 comments)
Busy resources room schedule (17 comments)
Issues
Unconcerned school management (3 comments)
Teaching many lessons per week and several levels increases workload
Work
Time
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Pressure
Personal
Reasons

(34 comments)
Assigning managerial duties to teachers (8 comments)
I am not a confident ICT user (27 comments)
Lack of experience using ICT in teaching (10 comments)
Lack of incentives and encouragement (6 comments)
Home obligations (6 comments)

Table 5.32 Most frequently cited hindrances to ICT use

Teachers listed a wide range of things that hindered their ICT use. Time constraints,
managerial issues, and personal reasons were the top three hindrances. A total of 56
comments viewed time as a major hindrance of ICT use because there is insufficient time to
prepare lessons or deliver them using ICT. Regarding managerial issues, 41 comments
showed that teachers suffered from poor maintenance and technical support services as well
as scheduling problems. Teachers also encountered other hindrances to their ICT use that
were of a personal nature. Thirty-seven comments indicated that being an unconfident ICT
user with lack of experience in using ICT in teaching was considered an obstacle by
teachers. One teacher thought her poor English language skills were a hindrance to her ICT
use as most good ICT resources are in English whilst another teacher said being older
hindered her usage of ICT. Lack of school facilities was ranked fourth according to
teachers‟ comments. They included lack of school advanced hardware, specialist
educational software, Internet connection and insufficient resources rooms. Increasing work
pressure on teachers, especially being assigned some managerial responsibilities, was
ranked fifth.
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23. What are the main three reasons why you don’t use ICT in your teaching (or use it very

little)?
Education

School
Management
Time
Work
Pressure
Personal
Reason

The subject is not suitable for presentation using ICT (8 comments)
Students do not accept or appreciate ICT use (3 comments)
Mathematical signs are difficult to write (3 comments)
Few school computers (6 comments)
Computers, printers, scanners etc. are not enough in school (5 comments)
Lack of facilities and resources (3 comments)
There is not enough time to plan lessons (9 comments)
There is not enough time to use ICT (4 comments)
Too many lessons, classes, and students (8 comments)
Assigning managerial responsibilities to teachers (5 comments)
Lack of experience in ICT use (12 comments)
Lack of training courses (6 comments)
Lack of knowledge of educational software specialising in my subject
(4 comments)

Table 5.33 Reasons for little or no ICT use

Teachers were asked to justify and explain their little or non use of ICT. Their comments
mainly emphasised the negative effect of lack of ICT experience and training courses as
well as lack of awareness of available educational software in the market. Two teachers
blamed their late start learning ICT skills on their little use of ICT in their teaching, while
three teachers mentioned home and family obligations and another one said she was keen
on doing other activities, such as reading. Some teachers, such as Physical Education and
Business Administration teachers, thought their subjects unsuitable for presentation using
ICT, and some teachers found it difficult to control classes when using ICT. As can be seen
from the above two tables (5.32) and (5.33), some comments were mentioned as hindrances
as well as reasons for little or no use of ICT in teaching. Taking this into consideration
could be of help when trying to promote more ICT use among teachers, since the reasons
mentioned for little or no use were the very same hindrances teachers encountered.
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5.3.2 Teachers’ Perceptions towards ICT Usage in Teaching
24. We want to get your views about ICT use in education in general, not specifically in your

own subject, and also find out how you see your own ICT use.
All these statements are about general ICT use in
education

Agree
Strongly
combined Agree

ICT has an important part to play in teaching
and learning generally.
Offers easy and quick access to all sorts of
information
ICT use improves teacher & students‟
research skills
ICT use helps in information reinforcement

98.1

ICT makes teaching enjoyable, changes
routine and keeps boredom at bay
ICT use improves teachers‟ and students‟
technical skills
Ability to embody concepts, experiments, and
natural phenomena
ICT offers neat presentation of the lesson and
helps the teacher stick to the planned lesson
Using ICT helped me be at ease with new
changes
ICT makes work easier
Better class management use of ICT attracts
attention
ICT use assists teachers in mental preparation
of the lesson
Students can help teachers prepare lessons
delivered using ICT
ICT has a positive influence on students‟
interaction and attention
ICT use increases independence among
students and assists in self education
ICT use maintains quality in all lessons
delivered during the day
I am very interested in learning about ICT

91

Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

66.5

31.6

1.1

0.8

0.0

48.9

45.5

3.8

1.9

0.0

51.5

42.5

3.0

2.3

0.8

51.5

41.4

6.8

0.0

0.4

53.8

37.2

7.1

1.1

0.8

45.5

45.5

8.6

0.4

0.0

51.5

38.7

9.4

0.0

0.4

51.9

38.0

9.4

0.8

0.0

46.2

43.2

7.9

1.9

0.8

47.7

41.7

6.0

3.8

0.8

43.6

45.1

7.9

2.3

1.1

46.6

41.7

7.5

3.4

0.8

46.6

41.4

7.9

3.8

0.4

45.5

41.7

9.4

2.6

0.8

86.8

40.2

46.6

7.1

4.5

1.5

86.1

44.7

41.4

11.3

1.9

0.4

83.5

39.1

44.4

14.7

1.5

0.4

40.6

42.1

14.3

1.9

1.1

33.8

47.4

13.5

4.9

0.4

43.2

37.2

13.5

6.0

0.0

94.4
94
92.9

91
90.2
89.9
89.4
89.4
88.7
88.3
88
87.2

Teacher use of ICT will have a psychological
influence on students who will view their
teacher as modern
ICT use offers continuous student-teacher
communication resulting in a flexible and
better relationship
ICT use results in teacher acceptance and
willingness to learn from their better skilled
students

82.7

ICT improves students‟ result performance

78.9

41.7

37.2

16.2

4.1

0.8

Using ICT can save time and effort

78.6

41.0

37.6

12.4

7.5

1.5

81.2

80.4
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Too much emphasis is placed on ICT use.

74.8

36.1

38.7

16.5

6.4

2.3

ICT is a tool that can lift the burden off the
teacher‟s shoulders
I feel frustrated when using ICT*

71.4

32.7

38.7

13.2

10.5

4.9

65.4

8.3

13.5

12.8

39.1

26.3

Using ICT is a dull activity*

62.8

7.5

7.9

21.8

38.7

24.1

56

23.7

32.3

32.7

10.5

0.8

ICT increases cooperation between teachers

Table 5.34 Teachers’ Perceptions towards ICT Usage in Teaching
*Polarity has been reversed in the summary statistic for the two shaded rows

To determine teachers' feeling and perceptions towards the use of ICT in education,
teachers were presented with twenty-seven statements and asked to indicate the extent to
which they agreed with each, using a 5-point scale, ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree. The percentage of teacher participants opting for each response category was
calculated and is reported in the above table. The statements are set out in ranked order of
the agreement levels, based on the combined percentages of strongly agree/agree
responses. For the two negatively phrased items, the aggregate was based on the combined
strongly disagree/disagree percentages.

Generally speaking, teachers had positive perceptions towards ICT use in education. This
can be recognised from the fact that all statements achieved an agreement percentage of no
less than 55%. The statement with the lowest agreement level: ICT increases cooperation
between teachers elicited agreement from just over half of participants. The statement
eliciting the highest agreement level supported teachers‟ positive feelings towards ICT,
since nearly all teachers (98%) agreed that ICT has an important part to play in teaching
and learning generally. A close look at the above table shows that teachers' positive
feelings towards ICT was an outcome of the possibilities and advantages it offers. ICT for
those teachers offered ease of access to information which can be presented neatly to
explain difficult concepts. It also attracts students' attention and increases their interaction
which makes class management an easier task for teachers. Finally, and among other
advantages, ICT can save time and effort and lift some responsibilities off teachers'
shoulders as it makes work easier. A high percentage of teachers (83.5%) were interested in
learning about ICT, (62.8%) did not think using it to be a dull activity, and 65.4% did not
feel frustrated when using it.
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25. In three different words how would you describe your feelings towards ICT?

Happy &
Relaxed

Modern &
Advanced

Proud &
Confident

Worried &
Anxious

Positive
Comments

Enjoyable (65 comments)
Pleasant (23 comments)
Interesting (22 comments)
Relaxed (14 comments)
Exciting (7 comments)
Happy (5 comments)
Cool (3 comments)
Entertaining (2 comments)
Enthusiastic (2 comments)
Bug-eyed, passionate, lively, happy when I find what I am looking for (1
comment each)
Up-to-date (15 comments)
Modern (6 comments)
Advanced (4 comments)
Fast (4 comments)
Developed (2 comments)
Convoy technology (2 comments)
New (2 comments)
Up-to-date technology, change, good for development (1 comment each)
Self confident (10 comments)
Proud (4 comments)
Prideful (3 comments)
Independent (2 comments)
Security (2 comments)
Satisfied, sometimes confident, not very confident about my experience (1
comment each)
Anxious (4 comments)
Worried (2 comments)
Unknown (2 comments)
Frustrated, strange, some worries, I want to finish the work quickly,
ambiguous (1 comment each)
Easy (71 comments)
Important (10 comments)
Great (9 comments)
Attractive (5 comments)
Communication (5 comments)
Change (3 comments)
Good (3 comments)
Discipline (2 comments)
Necessary (2 comments)
Future (2 comments)
Needed (2 comments)
Nice (2 comments)
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Beneficial &
Useful

Personal Feelings

Negative Feelings

Renewal (2 comments)
Active, full of new things, machine that should be used for good purposes,
wide range of teaching possibilities, creativity, suitable, social openness,
nourishing, stimulating, practical, excellent (1 comment each)
Beneficial (25 comments)
Saves time and effort (22 comments)
Educational (8 comments)
Effective (7 comments)
Supporting (6 comments)
Information enrichment (5 comments)
Time organiser (4 comments)
Search (3 comments)
Attracts attention (3 comments)
Fulfill aims (2 comments)
Makes life easier (2 comments)
Creative teaching (2 comments)
Expansion (2 comments)
Provides information in a simple way (2 comments)
Transfers information (2 comments)
Has a positive influence (2 comments)
Great method of informing (2 comments)
Save my ideas (2 comments)
Indispensable (2 comments)
Sea of information (2 comments)
Makes work easy, Change of teaching style, Information reinforcement,
Attract students‟ attention, especially those with visual intelligent, Assists
self-education, Stimulates the brain, You give it everything so it will give
you something, Elaborate on the curriculum, Change of routine, It is a means
not a goal,
Close to students (1 comment each)
Sincere desire to gain ICT skills and learn more about it (11 comments)
I love using it (10 comments)
Educated (3 comments)
Accept change (3 comments)
Concerned (3 comments)
Benefited (2 comments)
Regenerates my energy, flexible, sincere interest in ICT, enlightened, ICT
for me is like a son that I really care about but he is tiresome and undutiful,
my husband‟s enemy, became one of my children, more important than my
jewelry, one of my family members (1 comment each)
Tiring (10 comments)
Bored (7 comments)
Consumes time and effort (6 comments)
Exhausting (5 comments)
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Difficult (3 comments)
Not beneficial (2 comments)
Needs extra effort (2 comments)
Headache (2 comments)
I have to use it even if I do not like it, inevitable evil, falling behind,
unnecessary, mental stagnancy, no interaction, inevitable, complicated,
uninteresting (1 comment each)
Table 5.35 Feelings towards ICT use

Teachers expressed their feelings towards ICT using a wide range of adjectives, most of
which indicated positive feelings. In total, 494 comments expressed positive feelings
compared to only 60 comments that expressed negative feelings. As can be seen from table
5.35, the adjectives used were put into groups. The "positive feelings" group contained all
129 comments that did not fit in any of the other groups. Apart from this group, the highest
number of comments was in the "happy and relaxed" group with 147 comments, followed
by 116 comments in the "beneficial and useful" group. The "negative feelings" group
ranked third with 46 comments. Some participants used short sentences to express their
feelings such as female teachers who expressed their high ICT usage and strong
relationship with their computers using meaningful expressions such as "my husband‟s
enemy", "became one of my children", "more important than my jewelry", and "one of my
family members".

5.3.3 ICT Education Policy
26. As far as I am aware our school ICT policy addresses the following issues:
44.4% Using ICT is a must for all teachers
29.3% Well maintained, actively used school website
25.6% Students are allowed to bring their personal laptops
50.8% Teachers should make use of the learning resources room at least once in a term
48.1% Full support for use of ICT in all subjects
55.6% All teachers should have a minimum level of ICT skills
71.4% Exam questions should be written using word processors
30.5% Students‟ Internet use should be supervised by teachers
1.5% Other policies
Table 5.36 School ICT policy

Teachers were presented with a list of policies and asked to point to the ones practiced in
their schools. The most common ICT school policy statement was exam questions should
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be written using word processors (71.4%), followed by all teachers should have a
minimum level of ICT skills (55.6%), and teachers should make use of the learning
resources room at least once in a term (50.8%). The least practiced ICT policy was
allowing students to bring their personal laptops to school (25.6%). Although teachers were
given the opportunity to add extra information regarding their school‟s ICT education
policy not mentioned in the list, only 4 teachers provided such information. The policies
mentioned did not differ from the ones in the list but did suggest flexibility, in that teachers
were not obliged to write exam questions themselves using word processeors, implying that
the school‟s interest was in the product, i.e. exam questions, and not teachers‟ ICT skills.
27. How do you think these school policies are influenced by the Ministry of Education’s policy?

Greatly
Influenced
Influenced

Not
Influenced
I do not
know

The school is greatly influenced and it is a good ICT user (15 comments)
The school is very influenced but faces difficulties in policy implementation
(6 comments)
The school is very influenced by MoE policies (37 comments)
The school is slightly influenced but faces difficulties in implementation
(8 comments)
The school is influenced by MoE policies but it improves them (7 comments)
The school is influenced positively (6 comments)
The school is slightly influenced by MoE policies (11 comments)
The school is not influenced because its policies precede MoE policies
(22 comments)
The school is not influenced because the MoE lacks procedures that assure
implementation of their policies (11 comments)
I do not know (11 comments)

MoE policies are totally implemented but by self effort (8 comments)
Total
Implementation The school totally implementes MoE policies (18 comments)
The school is trying to implement all MoE policies but is encountering
Implemented
difficulties (11 comments)
The school has not implemented MoE policies (4 comments)
Not
Implemented
Table 5.37 MoE influence on school policies

Teachers were asked to indicate the extent to which their school ICT policies were
influenced by MoE policies. Their responses showed that they interpreted the question in
two different ways, the intended meaning "the extent of MoE policy influencing school
policy" and "the extent of implementing MoE policies". The researcher made the decision
to analyse responses according to both understandings and put them in two tables to
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emphasise the difference between "implementation" and "influence". The difference
between these two words on which the analysis was based was that "influence" was the
effect of MoE policies on school policies and whether they were taken into consideration
when schools were forming their policies. Whereas "implementation" was the next step
after being influenced by MoE policies, that is, putting them into effect. The differentiation
is illustrated in the following comment which uses both words in the same sentence "The
school is very influenced but faces difficulties in policy implementation".

Most responses showed that participating schools were greatly influenced or influenced by
MoE policies, however, they still faced difficulties implementing these policies. School not
influenced explained that they were not influenced because their policies had preceded
MoE policies. Moreover, the MoE lacks procedures that assure implementation of their
policies. The difficulty of implementing MoE policies raises questions about those policies
and how the MoE assists schools to step forward from being influenced to going on to
implement and activate such policies. Some participants provided extra information on the
problems faced by schools regarding implementation of MoE policies. Their comments
point to the deficiencies of MoE policies, in short they are: lack of financial support,
guidance and supervision. They are presented in the following table (5.38) in the form of
bullet points.
 MoE does not facilitate the implementation of all policies
 Schools implement MoE policies without financial support
 The policy collides with lack of finance and facilities
 MoE policy does not take into consideration how it will be implemented
 MoE policy is ink on paper to be read in newspapers with no actual implementation
 There is a gap between school policies and MoE policies
 There is no MoE procedure for finical support or supervision of policy implementation
 MoE does not support implementation because it does not provide enough ICT equipment
 MoE demands change from schools without offering training for staff
Table 5.38 Deficiencies of MoE policies
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28. Do you know any detail of or even an overview of the MoE ICT policy?
Yes 37.6%
No 62.4%
29. You may or may not be completely aware of the details of the Ministry of Education‟s ICT

policy. Please respond to these questions according to your understanding. Which of these if
any do you think are the Ministry of Education‟s ICT policy? Tick all Applicable
42.9% ICT will be integrated in educational development plans
21.8% Electronic curriculum
22.9% Electronic school
41.7% Integrating ICT skills with other subjects
56.8% Take schools into the technology age
35.7% Providing the Internet in all schools
20.7% Computer for each student
56.4% Spreading the use of ICT in schools
50.4% Offering teachers computers by means of easy to pay monthly instalments
28.2% Watani project
60.2% Promotion of effective use of learning resources rooms
11.3% Electronic learning project
66.2% Offers ICT training for teachers
Table 5.39 Awareness of MoE ICT policy

Continuing the subject of policy, teachers were asked about the extent of their knowledge
of MoE ICT policy. The results showed that the majority of teachers (62.4%) were not
aware of it. Only 37.6% were aware of this policy. A following question asked teachers for
details regarding their knowledge of MoE ICT policy by indicating the policies they were
aware of or thought were policies. The results revealed that only a few teachers were aware
of current and important MoE ICT policies such as the Watani project (28.2%), electronic
curriculum (21.8%), and electronic learning project (11.3%); although, these policies have
been widely publicised through daily news papers and national TV talk shows.

There were four most frequently mentioned policies, with no less than 56% of teachers
referring to them. However, only two were actual practical policies that directly affect
teachers: offer ICT training for teachers (66.2%) and promotion of effective use of learning
resources rooms (60.2%). The other two: take schools into the technology age (56.8%) and
spreading the use of ICT in schools (56.4%) guessed by teachers but not known for sure,
are in my view, more aims than policies.
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30. We want to get your views on your school ICT policy versus MoE ICT policies and also find

out about their influence on your perceptions towards ICT
Strongly

My ICT use is influenced by school policy
Our school ICT policy has positively influenced my
feelings and perceptions towards ICT
Our school ICT policy is ahead of the Ministry‟s
ICT policy therefore it is not important for our
school
The Ministry‟s ICT policy is more concerned with
managerial aspects of schools
Ministry policies are all theories not applied in
reality and with no tangible results
All Ministry policies lack explanation and teachers
have to apply them without fully understanding
them
I am encouraged to use ICT in teaching by the
Ministry‟s policy
Teachers and head teachers do not know the
Ministry of education‟s ICT policy
The Ministry of Education raises awareness of its
ICT policies among teachers
The Ministry of Education sets goals and guides
teachers to fulfil them
I am put off using ICT in teaching because of the
unclear ICT policies of the Ministry of ducation
Table 5.40 School ICT policy vs MoE policies

Strongly

Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

24.4

43.6

22.9

4.1

1.9

22.6

50.4

6.0

2.3

15.0

27.8

19.9

5.6

14.7

51.1

5.3

0.8

12.8

33.1

12.4

3.0

16.5

39.8

6.0

1.5

4.5

18.0

28.6

6.8

15.8

38.3

12.4

2.6

2.3

19.2

28.9

10.2

3.0

20.3

25.6

13.5

22.6

50.4

6.0

2.3

17.7

28.2
26.7

37.6
34.6
37.6
30.8
39.1
37.2
17.7

Disagree

Teachers were presented with eleven statements related to their school‟s ICT policy versus
MoE ICT policies and their influence on their perceptions towards ICT. The analysis and
presentation of these statements does not include aggregation of strongly agree/agree
responses because the question did not aim to rank factors or list the most mentioned ones.
Instead, each statement was looked at and put into context to gain a better understanding of
the link between school ICT policy and MoE policies. A close look at the above table
showes that many participants were hesitant about the statements and chose to express a
neutral response. This may indicate their lack of awareness and knowledge of MoE policies
since related statements also elicited a high number of neutral responses. Therefore, I
decided to report responses in the agree scale as I took into consideration teachers'
hesitation.
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Disagr

Generally speaking, teachers reported being positively influenced by their schools' ICT
policy in terms of use (43.6%) and perceptions towards ICT (50.4%). Not many teachers
reported being positively influenced by MoE policies (18%) This may be a result of the
ICT policies of the MoE being unclear given that only a few teachers agreed with the
statement the MoE raises awareness of its ICT policies among teachers (19.2%). More
teachers agreed that teachers and head teachers do not the know MoE’s ICT policy
(38.3%). In addition, teachers pointed to the lack of explanation of MoE policies as a
negative influence because they had to apply them without fully understanding them
(39.8%), which it is suggested is likely to result in not achieving MoE aims.

5.3.4 Future of Education
31. We want to get your views on the possibility of these things happening in the future. Please

indicate whether the statement is highly likely to happen, Likely, or highly unlikely to happen.

Highly
Likely
49.6

Send home work by Email

Likely

Unlikely

29.7

14.3

Highly
Unlikely
6.4

Activated school website

45.1

43.6

9.4

1.9

The curriculum will change

25.6

57.5

12.4

4.5

Assessment via class discussion and projects

22.6

56.0

18.8

2.6

Assessing things that have not been assessed before
(entering school website and participating)
Introduction of distance learning

22.2

45.9

25.6

6.4

24.4

33.5

25.6

16.5

No school bag

21.4

31.2

29.3

18.0

Computer for each student

20.7

35.7

27.1

16.5

Use of smart boards in teaching

38.3

47.7

10.5

3.0

Wireless Internet connection

28.9

44.7

23.7

2.6

Paperless education

17.3

45.1

26.7

10.9

ICT will dominate our lives

32.0

53.4

10.9

3.8

All hardware will be naturally available at schools

36.1

50.8

11.3

1.9

Provide students with curriculum plan and they will
prepare and search for information
Virtual classrooms

28.2

43.6

24.4

3.8

12.8

38.0

27.4

21.8

No more traditional teaching

18.8

33.8

29.3

18.0

Better hardware is available for teachers

23.3

58.3

17.3

1.1
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I am not optimistic that gap will not increase between us
and developed nations
DSL Internet connection

26.7

36.5

30.1

6.8

36.5

53.4

7.9

2.3

No house without Internet access

25.6

58.6

13.2

2.6

School internal network

33.1

54.1

10.5

2.3

Electronic assessment

18.4

48.9

25.9

6.8

Fulfilment of educational goals

20.7

55.3

15.8

8.3

Table 5.41 Possibilities in the future

To evaluate and understand teachers' views of the future they were presented with a number
of statements and asked to indicate the probability of them happening in the future. All the
possibilities related to new technologies, such as "smart boards" or practices influenced and
facilitated by these technologies, for example, "no more traditional teaching". Considering
the spread of responses across the four columns provided, it can be seen that teachers had a
positive view of the future. In general the highly unlikely column had the lowest
percentages while the likely column had the highest percentages.
The top three highly unlikely items were virtual classrooms (21.8%), then no more
traditional teaching (18%), and no school bag (18%). The items with the highest
percentages in the highly likely column are all new technologies such as send home work
by email (49.6%), activated school website (45.1%), use of smart boards in teaching
(38.3%), and DSL Internet connection (36.5%). Moreover, the highest percentages in the
likely column were for items related to better practice. The top three items were no house
without internet access (58.6%), then better hardware is available for teachers (58.3%),
and the curriculum will change (57.5%).
32. What do you think will happen to the role of the teacher? Tick as many boxes as you want

68.0% Teaching is not the only role of the teacher s/he has a pedagogic role as well
64.3% Teachers will not have a text book
57.5% Change effort from classroom to planning and searching for suitable electronic material
57.1% Teachers will share directing the learning experience with students
50.8% Will not change, students need someone to teach and guide them where to find information
42.9% Change to facilitator and advisor
26.7% Computers will be used for much of the assessment rather than being marked by a teacher
24.4% Change in terms of relationship with students
21.8% If the teacher will not change to fit his/her new role in the future he will be left out
18.4% Will learn from the computer and not the teacher
Table 5.42 Future role of the teacher
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Changes in the future will have an effect on teachers and the role they play in school.
However, this change ranged, as participating teachers viewed it, from a slight change such
as teachers will not have a text book (64.3%) and change effort from classroom to planning
and searching for suitable electronic material (57.5%), to a dramatic one in which students
will learn from the computer and not the teacher (18.4%). However, 68% of teachers
believed that even if others mentioned that the role of teachers would be less important, it
would remain the same because there is a need for their pedagogic role as well.
33. Things you think will happen.

Education

Training
Teacher
Education
Policy
School
Facilities
Pessimistic
View

Global Effect

An increase in the spread of ICT use in all year levels (9 comments)
Weakness in reading and writing skills among youth (2 comments)
More recognition of ICT use in teaching (2 comments)
Continuous training for educationalists (6 comments)
Increased interest among teachers to gain ICT skills (3 comments)
Teachers‟ role will be secondary in electronic teaching (2 comments)
Improve MoE policy to incorporate ICT use in teaching (1 comment)
Oblige teachers to use ICT in their teaching (1 comment)
Use of smart boards (5 comments)
Availability of electronic curriculum (4 comments)
Availability of Internet connection in schools (3 comments)
I do not think the future will be better but hope it will be (1 comment)
I am not optimistic if the MoE remains playing the same role as nowadays
(1 comment)
Will be invaded by Western ideology, especially if the parents and school‟s
instructive role is absent (1 comment)
Widespread ICT use in teaching (3 comments)
Revaluation of ICT use (2 comments)

Table 5.43 Probable future

Based on the current situation, teachers viewed a bright future for ICT use in education.
They anticipated better state of the art equipment, hardware, and software accompanying a
widespread use of ICT. However, due to the few responses to this question it was not
possible to draw out information about which aspects of the future interested teachers more,
or they were concerned about. However, some comments were interesting as they were not
expected, such as foreseeing a weakness in reading and writing skills among youth as a
result of the spread of ICT use, and concern about being invaded by Western ideology,
especially if the parents‟ and school‟s instructive role is absent because of the popularity of
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distance electronic learning and the anticipated changing role of teachers from educators to
facilitators of the learning process.
34. What do you hope will happen in the future?

Education

Teacher

Student

School Issues

Training
MoE Policy

Wishes

Comprehensive improvement of education (28 comments)
Renew and improve the curriculum (28 comments)
New methods and means to improve education (27 comments)
Spread of ICT use in all schools (15 comments)
Design professional educational software (8 comments)
Take care of teachers and not pressure them with responsibilities (26 comments)
A teacher who is aware of ICT importance and a competent user of it (11
comments)
Take care of teachers‟ preparation in Education College (4 comments)
A positive change in students' personalities (15 comments)
Students' respect for knowledge and the desire to seek it (10 comments)
Students will be well-acquainted users of ICT (8 comments)
Advanced school facilities and infrastructure (132 comments)
Electronic curriculum (9 comments)
Maintenance and technical support (2 comments)
Resources room management (1 comment)
Continuous ICT training in and out of school for teachers (40 comments)
Execute all MoE policies related to ICT (6 comments)
Generalisation of successful experiences and equal distribution of opportunities
(12 comments)
Improve the curriculum and evaluation methods (16 comments)
Comprehensive improvement of education in all the Kingdom‟s regions
(9 comments)
ICT related wishes (20 comments)
Hope for peace, prosperity, and development (10 comments)

Table 5.44 Preferable future

This question received more attention than the previous one, in my view, due to the
opportunity teachers were given to paint a rosy picture of their preferable future in which
all problems would be solved and all solutions would be implemented. Although the
wording of this question did not imply ICT related wishes, many respondents assumed that
it was referring to ICT issues. However, some respondents focused on general issues, such
as peace, prosperity and development.
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Concerning the use of ICT in education, teachers hoped that widespread use of ICT would
extend to all urban and rural educational areas and all schools would be obliged to use ICT
in their teaching as well as pay extra attention to teaching ICT and the English Language
since, as teachers said, they are the primary means of communication in the 21st century.
Teachers also specifically hoped that their managerial duties and other duties not related to
their educational role would be lifted which would save them time and effort and enable
them to focus on much more important issues, such as spending the saved time on gaining
ICT skills, planning ICT lessons, and training. Moreover, teachers hoped that Teacher
Colleges would focus more on student teacher preparation, which should include both
acquiring good ICT skills and training in utilising ICT in education.

A total of 25 comments concentrated on hoping that students would change their attitude
towards learning and instead of being pushed and forced to go to school they would come
to school wanting to learn, seeking knowledge and not certificates. These hopes for change
indirectly implies a change in students‟ role from being passive learners to active
researchers of information and knowledge, wherever it may be found, a change, as one
teacher pointed out, supported by the widespread use of ICT and the ease of access to
knowledge through Internet.

Generally speaking, teachers had a positive attitude towards the future, either probable or
preferable, yet, they were able to recognise the threats that ICT use might carry, especially
to youth. A number of responses highlighted the importance of teaching ICT skills to
students and teaching them the correct and safe use of it as well; of educating them that ICT
can be used for educational purposes as well as for fun; and of encouraging them to use it
purposively and beneficially. Two teachers viewed ICT as a threat to their established
religion, traditions, and culture. They feared that the use of ICT with all the endless
possibilities it offers will make people forget their culture and religious practice. In my
view, they were afraid of globalisation.
In brief, teachers hoped for comprehensive improvement of education, radical change of the
curriculum, and continuous teacher training.
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Chapter Six: Discussion
In recent years, and as a result of the increasing pace of advances in technology and
especially developments in the use of ICT in schools, Saudi teachers are now encouraged to
make routine use of ICT in their teaching. This research sought to obtain deeper insight into
Saudi secondary school teachers' ICT usage and the relationship between this and ICT
educational policy, teachers‟ perceptions towards the use of ICT in the teaching and
learning process, and their envisions of possible and preferable usage of ICT in education.
These particular issues were chosen for investigation because they are thought to be closely
related and to influence each other. Potentially, they create a circle. The circle as discussed
in section 3.3 starts from the educational policy which will predictably affect teachers‟
usage of ICT. Their ICT usages is also influenced by their perceptions of computers, and
these perceptions, either negative or positive, are influenced by policy and how it
introduces, plans, and implements the concept of ICT in education. Teachers‟ perceptions
of ICT are likely to be reflected in their future views of ICT utilisation in education, which
should therefore be considered in any future ICT policy.

A close look in this study at the aforementioned issues showed a stronger link between
them at sublevels. Teachers use ICT in their teaching for many different reasons. Some
usage may be a result of the supporting influences, motivators, and incentives they
encounter in a school environment that encourages and supports their ICT use. However,
teachers may also face some hindrances and difficulties that result in little or no use of ICT
in their teaching practice. Whether positive or negative influences, supporting or hindering
factors, all will directly or indirectly affect teachers' feelings towards ICT. In addition,
through its policies and especially the ICT policy, the Ministry of Education exercises its
governing role of the educational scene, of which teachers are a fundamental part. These
policies are reflected on teachers' usage of ICT as well as their feelings towards this usage.
Based on their experiences, feelings, and the influence of MoE policies, teachers expressed
their views on both probable and preferable futures. Accordingly, policy makers should
take these into consideration in their attempt to make both ends meet reality and
expectations.
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The previous chapter presented the findings from data generated from interviews and
questionnaires distributed to a sample of teachers in ten boys‟ and girls‟ secondary schools
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. A total of fourteen teachers were interviewed and 266 teachers
completed the questionnaire. The data gathered from teachers provided a clear picture of
the current status of ICT use in Saudi secondary schools. The study findings indicated that
ICT use is popular among secondary school teachers; however, its use in the classroom is
mostly a supplement to the curriculum and its use out of class is to prepare lessons.
Teachers use ICT because of its promised advantages to the teaching and learning process,
particularly its assistance in saving time and effort. In addition to ICT advantages, there are
motivators and incentives that encourage teachers to use ICT and although internal and
personal incentives are the most influential for teachers, they noted the importance of
external influences, especially encouragement from the school management. One teacher
suggested a formula for good ICT use which other teachers agreed with, it is:
Internal incentive + School encouragement = Good use of ICT in education
Internal incentives include such things as a teacher‟s wish to be a successful, distinguished
teacher, his/her wanting to use ICT, and belief in the benefits of ICT for learners. Factors
associated with encouragement from the school management include supporting teachers
ICT use by providing suitable hardware and software, facilitating good maintenance,
resolving scheduling and timetable problems with regards to labs and resources room
booking, and distinguishing and appreciating teachers who use ICT in their teaching. The
findings stress the importance of balancing internal and external motivators and incentives
in order to encourage and support better ICT utilisation in teaching.

However, teachers also mentioned some hindrances that affected their ICT use. These were
mainly time constraints, training, and financial issues. Not surprising, the hindrances to
teachers‟ ICT use are the very same reasons for little or no use of ICT in their teaching.
Despite mentioning some hindrances, teachers maintained a positive feeling towards ICT
use, and all of them considered ICT to be useful. This positive feeling was found to be
related to the advantages teachers believed ICT offers to the educational process, such as
attracting students‟ attention, maintaining students‟ interest, students‟ interaction with
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information presented on the computer, and the ability to embody concepts, experiments,
and natural phenomena. In addition, teachers' feelings towards ICT were not only
influenced by the positive or negative aspects they encounter in school, they are also
influenced by the ICT policy of either the MoE or the school. Teachers favoured their
school‟s ICT policy over MoE‟s policy and reported being positively influenced by the
former for several reasons which ranged from problems in implementing MoE policies to a
low awareness level of these policies. Under the influence of their feelings, ICT policies,
and previous experiences, teachers generally had a positive vision yet humble expectations
of the future as they were not expecting a dramatic change from the current status of ICT
use in schools. In brief, teachers hoped for comprehensive improvement of education,
radical curriculum change, and continuous teacher training.

Having presented a brief overview of the findings in this introduction to the chapter, the
following sections‟ purposes are to discuss and interpret the findings in relation to the
research questions underpinning the fieldwork conducted for the study. For clarity, the
main findings and discussion will be presented in relation to the research‟s main themes:
teachers' use and perception of ICT, ICT policy, and the future of education. Section 6.1
discusses findings relating to "How are teachers currently using ICT in their teaching?",
"Why are they using ICT in their teaching?", "What are the influences supporting ICT
usage?", "What are the motivators and incentives for using ICT in teaching?", and "What
hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in teaching?" Section 6.2 addresses the question "How do
they feel about this usage?" Section 6.3 focuses on educational policy and its influence on
teachers‟ ICT use in their teaching and their feelings towards this use. The research
question "What are teachers‟ views on probable/preferable future usage of ICT in
education?" is discussed in section 6.4.

6.1 Teachers’ Usage of ICT in Teaching
Generally speaking, and after reading previous Saudi based studies such as (Al-Ghamdi
2001;Al-Obaid 2002;Al-Saif 2006;Al-Showaye 2002) it can be said that ICT use among
Saudi teachers is increasing, both in and out of class activities, including lessons‟
preparation. In this study it was found that teachers‟ ICT use mostly related to lesson
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preparation activities. In class, most teachers used ICT as a supplement and add on to the
curriculum which was mainly delivered using traditional methods but new ways of
presenting information, such as showing video, pictures, and sound were also used. Many
of the teachers justified this reserved integration of ICT in their teaching by stating that
they preferred to use ICT when it could add an extra dimension to the lesson and not all the
time, simply for the sake of using it. Subscribers to this type of ICT use view ICT as a tool,
although it is a very important tool (Cuckle & Clarke 2003;Granger, Morbey, Lotherington,
Owston, & Wideman 2002) that can assist them in achieving educational and pedagogical
goals. Other teachers, who were found to be a minority, viewed ICT as a method that will
have a great influence on pedagogy and how students learn. This was in keeping with the
views of others such as Downes et al. ( 2001).

Whichever way teachers in this study used ICT, i.e. as a tool or method, they used it for its
promised advantages to the teaching and learning process. More than three-quarters of
participating teachers believed that ICT saves time and effort, assists in lesson delivery and
explanation, and is a new and developed teaching tool that reinforces information. Teachers
pointed to an interesting influence of ICT, namely, their willingness to change, improve,
and develop their teaching practice, as well as their willingness to learn from their better
skilled students. This finding is interesting as it highlights the positive influence ICT use in
schools has had socioculturally as well as educationally. Saudi Arabia, like other Middle
Eastern and oriental nations, gives teachers a special respectful status and the relationship
between teachers and their students is a one way relationship, in which students are lectured
and instructed with little space for dialogue. Importantly, this status has discouraged
teachers from change and from admitting their need to learn and follow up advances in
their speciality fields, let alone learning from their own students. However, since the
introduction of ICT in schools, teachers have begun to feel comfortable about using this
new technology, admitting and recognising their need for new teaching approaches and
special training. This was demonstrated in this study as all participating teachers viewed
ICT as useful in some way. Thus, although ICT for Saudi teachers may have been viewed
as a symbol of Western teaching practice, which differs fundamentally from eastern
teaching practice, a willingness to use this symbol indirectly indicated a willingness to
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change to western teaching practice. A close examination of the Saudi educational scene
revealed many changes had occurred as a result of the introduction of ICT to school. These
changes included, as the study showed, students good conduct policy, students‟ improved
result performance, interaction and attention, teacher and social advisors training to meet
teaching and learning goals, and educational planning (Ministry of Education 2006). One
example of teachers' adaptation was their use of the Internet as a method of continuous
communication between teachers and students through email, bulletin boards, and teachers‟
own websites. The fact that Saudi teachers mentioned such new employment of the Internet
demonstrated their willingness to change.

Introducing ICT in education, as Granger et al. ( 2002, p.480) have stated, "is complex,
shaped by pedagogical philosophies, curricular requirements, and the proliferation of ICT
in society at large". Moreover, it is influenced by external and internal factors that either
support and motivate or hinder ICT implementation in education. Participating teachers in
this study emphasised the importance of integrating external and internal factors to promote
better ICT use by teachers because one thing can be prioritised over another. One teacher
suggested a formula to illustrate this and many others agreed with it: internal incentives +
school encouragement = good ICT use in education. It was found in this study that a
supportive school environment, which includes good access to computers, training,
technical support, management support, and school policy, are the most important
supporting and motivating factors. Participating teachers believed whole school policy on
ICT use, the most frequently mentioned external factor, combined with internal incentives
will together provide the best environment for encouraging good practice. Scrimshaw (
2004) in his study of enablers of successful ICT use among teachers pointed to a similar
emphasis on the interrelationship between external and internal supporting and motivating
factors. The most frequently reported motivating internal factors in this study were benefits
of ICT use in teaching and teachers' belief in those benefits. Although teachers emphasised
the importance of integrating external and internal factors, they reported that internal
motivators and supporting factors mattered most to them. They were means to overcome
the external difficulties they encountered in their schools' environment.
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Training was one of the most mentioned factors supporting and motivating ICT use.
Teachers varied in their training needs, however, they all emphasised the importance of and
the benefits they would gain from specialised ICT training to meet their teaching and
learning goals. A high percentage of teachers endeavoured to use ICT in their teaching but
with no suitable ICT and pedagogical training their practice is more trial and error.
Moreover, lack of training often resulted in weak practice of ICT use such as using
PowerPoint presentations to merely present the book content in electronic format,
concentrating on using just one application, such as word processors, or using educational
CDs as a reward for good student behaviour. In line with participating teachers‟ emphasis
on the importance of training, much research has considered training as an "external
support" for ICT use and a solution to overcome usage barriers. It is important that training
should focus on both sides of the issue: training in basic ICT skills and also on ICT
implementation in the educational process (Becta ICT Research 2003;Scrimshaw 2004).
However, it is also important to point out when discussing ICT training that Saudi teachers,
unlike their British counterparts, are disadvantaged by the lack of grand schemes for
teacher training, such as the New Opportunities Fund scheme for providing ICT training for
all teachers (NOF 2009) and this is likely to have an influence on teachers‟ practice and
ICT use.

In light of the above, it can be seen that many of the supporting and motivating factors for
Saudi teachers‟ ICT use are similar to those for ICT use by their counterparts in other
countries. However, the internal incentives or motivators are influenced by the Islamic
religion, which is a religion that respects knowledge and encourages Muslims to pursue it
wherever it is found. Many verses in the Holy Quran address this issue "Are those who
know equal with those who know not? But only men of understanding will pay heed" (AzZumar 9:75) "Allah will exalt those who believe among you, and those who have
knowledge, to high ranks. Allah is Informed of what ye do" (Al-Mujadila 11:22) "say: My
Lord! Increase me in knowledge" (Ta-Ha 114:135) (Holy Quran 2008). To appreciate the
extent of the influence of Islam on teachers one has to understand the history of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and its political, economic and social development. It is
necessary to realise that Islam, which permeates every aspect of a Muslim's life, also
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permeates every aspect of the Saudi Arabian state. In addition, Saudi Arabia is the location
of Islam's two of holiest places, Mekkah and Medina. Saudi society, as a result of practising
Islam in all aspects of life, is a very conservative and religious society and, to a large
extent, people are spiritually rather than materialistically motivated. Values such as
integrity, fidelity, perfectibility, and accomplishment are deeply rooted in Islam and, hence,
Saudi teachers. Therefore, taking into consideration this cultural and religious background
when first introducing ICT into schools is important for two reasons. First to reassure
teachers that this new technology, usually associated with Western culture, with all the
possibilities it offers to the teacher and to the educational process, is compatible with their
values, faith, and beliefs. Second, to encourage teachers to use ICT by promoting the idea
that by using ICT in teaching the teacher is not only likely to be a better teacher but s/he
will also be a better Muslim, since Islam encourages learning and the acquiring of new
knowledge. Such consideration will, I think positively influence their perceptions towards
ICT.

As well as reporting supporting factors, motivators and incentives for ICT use, teachers
also reported hindrances to ICT use in teaching, as these two are important since they affect
teachers‟ motivation to engage with ICT. In this study the presence of some factors was
considered to be motivating and incentivising, whereas their absence was regarded as a
hindrance to ICT use in teaching. Moreover, there was a link between hindrances to ICT
use and reasons for little or no use of ICT in teaching. These findings have implications for
the ICT policy making process at the school management level and MoE level. Being
aware of the interrelationship between motivators and hindrances may save time and focus
effort on promoting good ICT use among teachers and finding solutions to hindrances.

In this study, three main factors were found to be hindering teachers' ICT use: time
constraints, training, and financial issues. Teachers revealed that time constraints resulted in
an increasing and burdensome workload which left no time for them to learn new ICT
skills, develop professionally, try new hardware and software, and prepare ICT resources
for lessons. Teachers in Western studies similarly identified time as a barrier, obstacle, and
hindrance because lack of time will make good use or implementation of ICT difficult
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(Grainger & Tolhurst 2005;Granger, Morbey, Lotherington, Owston, & Wideman 2002)
and will also negatively influence ICT integration into the curriculum (Mumtaz
2000;Smerdon, Cronen, Lanahan, Anderson, Iannotti, & Angeles 2000). Moreover,
adequate time for training has also been noted as a condition for good ICT implementation
in schools (Ensminger, Surry, Porter, & Wright 2004).

The availability of good quality effective ICT training for teachers was considered by
participating teachers very important for good implementation of ICT in teaching. Williams
et al. ( 2000a) found training as well as access and support to be major contributors to
successful ICT implementation. Teachers in this study suffered from many problems
related to training: lack of time for training, short training courses, inappropriate training
styles, lack of training in using new hardware and software introduced in their schools, and
lack of pedagogical training, all of which result in low levels of ICT use by teachers.
However, teachers stressed the importance of pedagogical training and claimed that whilst
ICT basic skills are easy and can be simply acquired in a one week course, training in how
to use ICT effectively to manage students‟ learning is an ongoing process that demands
specialised continuous professional development programmes. As regards training, many
have suggested solutions to help balance teachers‟ demands and their experiences in ICT
use. Snoeyink and Ertmer ( 2001) suggested that the first stage of training should focus on
basic ICT skills and operation of widely used software applications. Once teachers have
acquired the required skills they can move on to pedagogical training. The training
suggested will take into consideration teachers' varied skills and experiences in using ICT.

ICT training can overcome many hindrances, such as low self confidence (Granger,
Morbey, Lotherington, Owston, & Wideman 2002) and ineffective ICT use in teaching,
such as using computer applications such as Word processors without prior planning for the
activity to achieve the lesson‟s pedagogical aims or using educational software related to
the subject but not to the lesson presented. This is similar to what happened to one English
language teacher, who I came across during my visits to schools. She used English
Grammar software during the lesson but did not limit its use to exercises related to that
day‟s lesson “tag questions”. Instead, students chose exercises which were not related to the
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lesson and this influenced the anticipated positive outcome from using the software,
namely, reinforcing newly acquired information and practising it.
Teachers‟ views should be taken into consideration when designing training courses to
maximise benefits gained from them and increase teachers‟ acceptance levels. Teachers in
this study preferred to receive continuous training around the year to assist them during
their first steps in implementing ICT in their practice, keep motivation levels high, and
provide them with objective feedback. This training should be in school to save teachers‟
time and reduce „drop out‟ resulting from difficulties in commuting or allocating suitable
time to attend courses. Moreover, school based training should be designed specifically to
meet the needs of the teachers in that school (Preston 2007) especially since in school
training has been found to be significantly associated with higher ICT use (Mulkeen 2003).
These school courses should take different forms, such as basic skills courses with actual
hands-on time for teachers, lectures on the logic of and rationale for using ICT in teaching,
how ICT helps learning, ideas for using ICT in the classroom, attending colleagues‟ lessons
and learning from each other, and allocating specialist training time for each teacher at their
own pace which they can use to access learning resources and the Internet to practise their
newly obtained skills without adding an extra workload on them (Smerdon, Cronen,
Lanahan, Anderson, Iannotti, & Angeles 2000). It is also important to note that teachers
value many different forms of training and that the content of training courses should meet
the needs of teachers in accordance with their ICT skills and experience, professional roles,
and access to ICT resources (MirandaNet 2008).

The final main hindering factor was the financial difficulties schools face when
implementing ICT in their practice. The financing source for schools is mainly the MoE;
however, they receive donations from commercial bodies, such as companies and banks, as
well as staff and student contributions. In the literature I did not find references to the
financing of school development plans by means of staff and students‟ contributions.
Moreover, lack of finance or financial difficulties are referred to in the literature indirectly,
for example, as lack of hardware and software, poor quality hardware (Jones 2004), lack of
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resources (Ensminger, Surry, Porter, & Wright 2004), and lack of financial support
(Mumtaz 2000).

Apart from the hindering factors just noted, teachers mentioned some other ones which they
felt to be important. These included a lack of maintenance and technical support, shortage
of computers and other hardware, and a lack of learning resources, especially Arabic
software. Jones ( 2004) stated that there are some barriers to ICT use that are strongly
influenced by other key issues that can be considered barriers themselves. For example,
lack of maintenance and technical support was considered by many teachers as a hindrance
which has a direct effect on teachers' confidence as a result of their constant fear of
technical breakdowns or failures. Wood and Mueller ( 2005) focused on the importance of
external support offered to teachers because it plays a critical role in their comfortableness
with computers. Teachers‟ lack of confidence can be resolved by the availability of reliable
in-school or locally based technical support. This can assist in making teachers feel secure
during their ICT use as technicians will make sure everything resumes normally and
disruption is reduced. Ensminger et al. ( 2004) also emphasised the importance of full time
technical support to assist in the process of ICT integration as well as its benefits to
teachers through informal 'just-in-time' learning. The lack of appropriate material resources
was also found in this study to be a hindrance to ICT use. Granger et al. ( 2002) found such
lack inhibits learning and causes frustration and resistance among teachers. Jones ( 2004)
also noted that inappropriate software does not enhance learning in any way. As well as the
inappropriate learning resources participating teachers suffered from, they also experienced
problems in finding suitable Arabic resources. Lack of such resources was considered a
barrier for both the teacher and the student who is the target end user of these resources.
Albirini ( 2006, p.385) emphasised the importance of developing software that "better
suites the Arabic culture and identity."

Participating teachers pointed to a number of issues which can together lead to the design
of a CD that suits the Saudi culture and education system. The CD should be most
importantly, in the Arabic language and developed for use specifically in Saudi classrooms
and compatible with the MoE curriculum. These are important issues since if they are not
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considered, the teacher may consider the software unsuitable and decide not to use it or use
it with some reservations which will reduce its benefits. For example, if a Maths CD is
designed for year one students in Saudi schools, the designer of the software needs to be
mindful of the fact that these students do not learn multiplication tables. A CD developed
for a wide age range will include a diverse range of activities for different student years.
The CD should use a culturally based stories related to Saudi folklore and Islamic history,
and use Saudi characters, i.e. men dressed in white garments and kaffieh, and women
wearing head scarves.

As has been mentioned earlier, teachers view ICT as a symbol of Western teaching
practice. As a result of some conservative resistance to change, many teachers were
reluctant to use ICT because they feared being influenced by Western ideology. ICT in
general and the Internet in particular are seen as an access point for Westerners to attack
Islamic culture and Arab identity and negatively influence youth. I believe that the
dominance of the English language and the extensive presence of Western websites
contributes to this misunderstanding. Although only a few teachers in this study mentioned
this, it is still important and should be taken into consideration. Such very personal reasons
for not using ICT are the hardest to tackle because as Jones ( 2004) has pointed out, it is the
teachers themselves who need to bring about the required changes.
Supporting Factors, Incentives, and Motivators: Vocabulary Misuse
In the process of data analysis, it was found that teachers used some terms interchangeably,
such as "supporting factor", "incentive" and "motivator", and confused between "positive
influence" and "reason" (for detailed information see sections 5.1 and 5.4.1). This meant
that either they considered these terms were synonymous or they could not differentiate
between them. Whatever the reason, if teachers cannot make a distinction between these
terms this might impact on their practice. Teachers ICT use is a new introduction to their
teaching routine and practice and they need different forms of motivation and incentives as
well as supporting factors to initially use ICT and then carry on using it in their teaching. If
teachers cannot recognise which factors support, assist, and encourage their ICT use then
this will likely influence policy implementation at school level and at the MoE level.
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Because failing to recognise factors which assist and support their ICT use will make policy
makers‟ job difficult as they have to decide which factors have the most positive influence
and which are not as influential as expected. By not collecting firsthand information from
teachers about their ICT experience, policy makers might try different approaches, such as
observation and using students‟ exam results as indicators, which might not yield reliable
information. The importance of knowing the supporting and motivating factors arises from
the fact that teachers are not always internally motivated, they sometimes need supporting
factors or as Ormrod ( 2003) has labelled it, "situated motivation", which is found in the
surrounding school environment. Motivation can have several effects on how teachers
accept and interact with ICT, it can lead to increased effort and energy, lead to improved
performance, and direct behaviour towards particular goals (Ibid).

There are several means by which teachers' motivation can be maintained. However, it is
essential to know what types of motivator drive them, internal or external, because each
type can be approached differently. One of the most effective ways of maintaining
motivation is reward, which can be extrinsic, for example, praise or money; or intrinsic,
such as sense of satisfaction and accomplishment.

Personally, I see the relationship between "motivators" and "incentives" as part of a three
level hierarchy in which "inspiration" is at the top, then "motivators", followed by
"incentives". Incentives come at the bottom of the hierarchy because they stimulate
materialistic results through the expectation of tangible benefits, i.e. they are "something,
such as the fear of punishment or the expectation of reward, that induces action or
motivates effort". In the middle come motivators which act as an intermediaries between
inspiration and incentives because their role is "to impart courage, inspiration, and
resolution" through the use of internal and external incentives, but with no expectation of
tangible gains. Inspiration is at the top because it is a "stimulation of the mind or emotions
to a high level of feeling or activity", (The American Heritage Dictionary 2007). In the
context of ICT use in education, some teachers will be inspired to use ICT without any
need to provide them with incentives or motivators. Other teachers, however, will start
using ICT as a result of offered incentives, and then having used it for a while will come to
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appreciate the advantages it offers to the teaching and learning process. This moves them to
be motivated to use ICT rather than be encouraged by incentives. However, in my view, it
requires a great deal of belief in ICT to assist those willing teachers to move to the top of
the hierarchy as inspired and inspirational teachers.

6.2 Teachers’ Perceptions towards ICT Usage in Teaching
In general, all participating teachers had positive views regarding the introduction of ICT in
education. They emphasised these positive feelings through the wide range of adjectives
they chose to describe their feelings towards ICT. The analysis of the adjectives and
vocabulary they used indicated that teachers‟ positive feelings were closely related to the
advantages and possibilities they believed ICT will offer for their teaching practice.
Teachers in Demetriadis et al.‟s ( 2003a) study were interested in using ICT to improve
their professional profile and make use of all possible learning benefits ICT offers. Saudi
teachers views revealed a relationship between ICT‟s usefulness and their positive feelings.
This finding is not new to research in this field as Cox ( 2003) found that the perceived
usefulness and ease of use of ICT will affect attitudes towards its use. Positive feelings
towards ICT are very significant for educationalists because research shows that teachers
who have positive attitudes towards ICT feel more comfortable in using it. In fact, they
usually incorporate it in their teaching practice (Kersaint et al. 2003;Mumtaz 2000).
Further, "teachers who have a high value for ICT and perceive it to be useful completely
transform their teaching"(Mumtaz 2000, p.337).

The present study found that positive feelings towards ICT were expressed by teachers who
were confident users of it; less confident users tended to have negative feelings as a result
of their previous experiences with ICT. A noteworthy relationship has been reported
between perceptions and level of confidence by Grainger & Tolhurst ( 2005) who found
that teachers' attitudes towards ICT significantly affected their use of those technologies in
the classroom. Apprehension, lack of confidence and competence, and phobia about ICT
are main reasons for favouring traditional learning methods. Therefore, providing suitable
and effective training for teachers that focuses on both ICT skills and their utilisation in
teaching and developing competence, confidence and perceived ease of use of ICT is
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predicted to result in more positive feelings towards it. Through this training, it is
anticipated that teachers are likely to become more convinced of the value, usefulness, and
importance of using ICT in their teaching. However, there are other factors that are
important for the development of teachers' ICT competence and confidence, and hence,
their positive feelings. These include, as this study‟s findings indicate, good access to ICT,
availability of sufficient time, and reliable technical support. Dawes ( 1999) and
Demetriadis et al. ( 2003a) have reported similar findings.

Teachers' perceptions and attitudes towards ICT have attracted increasing attention, as
recent studies have shown that successful implementation of ICT depends to a large extent
on the attitudes of teachers which basically determine their ICT use in the classroom
(Albirini 2006). Moreover, teachers' perceptions have been found to be a major
enabling/disabling factor in the process of ICT implementation (Ibid). In fact, Woodrow (
1992) asserted that any successful change in educational practice requires the development
of positive teacher attitudes towards the new technology.

6.3 Education Policy
Education policy is formed and executed at two levels: the MoE level and the school level.
The former is implemented nationally, and the latter locally/individually. Policies at the
school level are usually MoE policies in an interpreted form, and are supplemented with
new policies that fill in the gaps and add an extra dimension to ICT implementation in
schools. Generally, teachers participating in this study favoured and were familiar with
their schools‟ ICT policies rather than the MoEs' policies and asserted that their feelings
and perceptions towards ICT were more influenced by their own school‟s policies than the
MoE‟s. This can be attributed to the fact that school policies are especially tailored for a
specific school whose current situation, staff perceptions, and students' abilities are known
and taken into consideration when forming policies. Therefore, it is likely they will appeal
more and better suit individual needs, whereas MoE policies provide general guidelines that
all schools should build upon in their internal policies.
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Although teachers favoured their school policies they still pointed to some problems related
to them. School management must have a clear ICT policy alongside a practical
implementation plan in order to utilise and integrate ICT successfully. This plan teachers
emphasised should involve procedures and methods to facilitate management support of
ICT use. In addition, school management should raise teachers' awareness of these policies,
provide implementation plans and procedures and involve teachers in the process of policy
formation and execution. Teachers' involvement in such process is likely to increase their
acceptance and positively influence their perceptions towards ICT. Cox ( 2003) listed a
number of factors that influence teachers‟ attitudes and behaviour, which included local
education authority and school policies on using ICT. However, some teachers in this study
stated that school policy alone is not enough for successful ICT implementation; teachers
should have internal motivators or incentives that will assist them in maintaining their
interest in good ICT use in their teaching.

Findings regarding MoE policy revealed that schools as well as teachers were not much
influenced by MoE due to two main factors: first, low awareness of MoE policies in general
and among school management and teachers in particular. Second, the difficulty in
implementing policy procedures. Lack of awareness of MoE policies and difficulties in
implementing policy procedures will impact on the teaching and the learning process
because teachers will attempt to implement the MoE‟s ill-defined policies according to their
understanding of them, resulting in wrong practice. Al-Mengash ( 2006) confirmed the
finding of this study in her study which found that the lack of awareness of educational
policies was one of several reasons for not applying the policies correctly, therefore not
achieving their aims.

In the present study, three main deficiencies of MoE policies were identified; lack of
financial support, guidance and supervision. Schools suffer from lack of financial support
and policies are expected to be fully implemented without sufficient provision of hardware
and software or continuous flow of finance. Further, schools do not have direct access to
their budgets and are therefore not allowed to spend them on their particular needs, rather,
they are provided with the hardware and software to initially introduce ICT and left to
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manage the remaining phases of ICT implementation on their own. This leads to the
interrelated second and third problems associated with MoE policy: lack of guidance and
supervision. Unqualified and untrained school management staff are left with no informed
guidance or supervision of how to deal with the processes of introducing and implementing
ICT in their schools. The guidance required by teachers should involve offering detailed
plans and procedures, continuous and reliable maintenance and technical support, and
effective training. Guidance should be accompanied with supervision of the implementation
process, teachers‟ practice, and further improvements that help in the evaluation process
and improvement of policies to assist in maintaining equal learning opportunities for all
students regardless of their school capabilities and facilities. Thus, the MoE should, as
teachers advised, focus on three factors, i.e. financial support, guidance and supervision, to
ensure even spread of ICT use in schools.

It is important to note here that Saudi ICT educational policy is formulated and produced
by several governmental bodies, namely: the Department of Educational Planning, the
Department of Curriculum Development, the Department of Educational Inspection, and
the Computer and Information Centre. Each of these bodies work separately and does not
cooperate with the other bodies responsible for policy formulation. Each one aims to be the
regulator of issues related to ICT in education. The lack of coordination and cooperation
between the aforementioned bodies has resulted in inconsistencies in policies, inadequate
funds and scattered efforts and finances among agencies and bodies. The “Introducing ICT
in Primary and Secondary Boys' Education" and "E-Learning for boys and girls" projects
are good examples of this. The former is funded and supervised by the Department of
Educational Inspection while the latter is affiliated to the Department of Educational
Curriculum Development. Despite continuous efforts to merge those two projects together
since they have identical aims and procedures, problems still exist and have not been solved
as yet (Al-Saied 2006). The problem of lack of coordination could be solved by assigning
to one governmental body responsibility for formulating and executing educational policy
which will assist in uniting efforts and finances. These overseeing this new agency should
be a mix of academics and educationalists in order to combine theory with practice to
ensure the fruitful results promised from ICT use in education are realised. Tawalbeh (
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2001, p.139) contended that "ICT effectiveness in education depends on the policies that
ensure adequate levels of resourcing, such as the coordination of hardware and software;
the employment of qualified personnel, and the provision of in-service training".

It would be beneficial if the new agency in charge of educational policy in general and ICT
policy in particular took into consideration teachers' views on current ICT and training
policy. As the policy executers and people in the field, if teachers were aware of MoE
policies they would be more likely to be well informed about the application and
implications of current policies and have a clear vision of ways to improve them. Teachers
pointed out that the MoE role in teacher training is not as effective as it should be and there
are variances between schools and among teachers. The pitfalls of the current policy
include a lack of emphasis on teacher training before or during service and lack of training
specifications (Al-Mengash 2006). Since the MoE manages all local education authorities
and schools centrally, no school or education authority is able to launch an initiative,
introduce a new policy, or finance a project without prior consent from the Ministry.
Hence, head teachers are specifically guided and directed by the MoE as regards their
managerial role, even their day-to-day activities, and the same applies to teachers who are
used to being told what to do. The MoE should therefore require teachers to use ICT in
their teaching practice, unlike the present situation in which teachers have the option to use
it or not, and this would offer the basis for providing equal learning opportunities for
students who will at least have the minimum advantages of ICT use. Then, since teachers
will have to acquire ICT skills or improve their existing ones, their demands should be met
by different training forms, for example, short and long ICT courses, general or specialised,
held in MoE training centres and/or in-school training. Student teachers should also be
trained during their undergraduate studies to use ICT. This training should include both
ICT skills and pedagogical application of ICT in teaching. Currently, newly graduated
Saudi teachers are trained to use ICT; however, their training concentrates only on ICT
skills which, as British research has reported, is not sufficient to ensure good ICT use in
education (Jones 2004).
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6.4 Futures of Education
The future of education, according to teachers, looks promising. They believed that
technology will spread in schools and homes and better and new hardware and specialised
Arabic software will be produced. The teaching and learning process will be influenced by
ICT; students will no longer have school bags, since curriculum change will include
producing learning content on CDs, and assessment will be undertaken electronically in
addition to assessment via class discussion and projects rather than exams. Educational
policy will be fully executed using new strategies and procedures to assist in fulfilling
policy aims. However, close inspection of teachers' views on the probable and preferable
future of education revealed that although they had definite positive views of the future,
their expectations were relatively humble especially when compared with other future
scenarios. They only wished for comprehensive improvement of education, radical
curriculum change, and continuous teacher training. This might have been due to the
unsatisfactory current ICT situation in schools influencing their vision of the future so
much that they felt there was such a huge gap between what they wished for and the
likelihood of it happening. This is supported by the fact that most teachers interviewed saw
a cumulative link between the past, present and future, that the present is built upon and all
firmly based on the past and also influences the future. Haapala ( 2000) explained this
cumulative link, stating, "most of what goes on in education draws on the past, is enacted in
the present, but is intended for some future use". In my view, teachers' modest expectations
and future wishes were the result of a constrained imagination due to the inability to detach
themselves from the weight of the present reality. Teachers were not entirely satisfied with
the current situation of education and when imagining the future they thought
simultaneously about the plans and procedures required to bridge the gap between their
preferable futures and the present reality, thus minimised their expectations to a reasonable
achievable level based on their awareness of the current situation. Such modest expectation
could pose a difficulty since, "without the ability to dream, to imagine events that have no
concrete reality, there can be no creativity in general nor any possibility of creating the
images of future goals that inform present experiences and give directions to current
striving" (Cottle & Klineberg 1974, p.31).
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The strong link teachers expressed between past, present, and future indicated their thinking
to be more diachronic than episodic. According to Strawson ( 2004), diachronic thinkers
see themselves as part of a „narrative‟ linking past, present, and future. Episodic thinkers
are more concerned with „in the moment‟ experience and do not readily make connections
with the past and future. People usually possess both of those qualities, but one more than
the other, and in some situations one needs to respond episodically and in other situations
diachronically. However, none of the 14 interviewees in this study revealed an episodic
way of viewing time. In fact, all teachers expressed their future views using pronouns such
as „I‟, „me‟, and „we‟ which signalled their ability to project themselves forward in time to
visualise the future. Teachers‟ diachronic thinking could also be associated with their
humble future expectations since they related their past experience with their present
situation to predict future change. And since most reported past experiences were relatively
negative and the current situation was not that positive, this probably influenced their future
views.

Moreover, analysing teachers' futuristic views one can see that preferable and probable
futures were relatively the same, and they did not form a complete picture in which the
relationship between different educational activities are clear. In other words, there was no
scenario of the future that imagined a state of affairs which might one day come true
(Newby 2005b). This may have been due, as Atance & O‟Neill ( 2001) have pointed out, to
individuals viewing distant future events at a more abstract level than immediate future
events. However, teachers' future views were positive, which is especially important,
because a clear and optimistic view of the future is necessary to be able to create the
preferable future (Amara 1984). In addition, Hicks ( 2002b) indicated a dearth of positive
images of the future whereas this study is different. Polak (1972, cited in Hicks 2002b,
p.61) stated that " as long as society's image of the future is positive, its culture will
blossom, but once the image begins to decay the culture will lose its vitality and decline".
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Changing Teacher Role
Changing teacher role was one of the most anticipated changes in the future. Teachers in
their own view will no longer be the source of information and dispensers of knowledge,
they will become advisors, facilitators, and guiders of a more personalised student focused
and shared educational process. A teacher will lose his/her pedagogical role of teaching and
instructing, and totally change to enabler, manager, presenter, adviser, observer, challenger,
respondent, evaluator, facilitator, guider, stimulator, provoker, creator of desire and
excitement, and a participant. All of this means that the student becomes the centre of the
educational process (Al-Qahtani 2006;Newton 1999), and the teacher will guide students
through the learning process which will ultimately be self educating. Although teachers
predicted change in their teaching role not one explained or gave an account of this process.
Even in the literature relating to future teacher roles and educational change as far as I am
concerned, the process of the teacher role developing from a lecturer to a facilitator and
guider is not detailed, yet there is a call for extra training and professional development
courses that will assist teachers in their transition (Ping Lim & Barnes 2002). In addition,
Wheeler ( 2001) has suggested that teachers should develop new communication skills
during the process of role change in order to fully execute their role and achieve
educational aims and objectives. Such skills should include collaboration, cooperation, and
being able to distinguish between reliable quality information and misinformation.
Moreover, teachers, as noted earlier, not only acknowledged future change in their role,
they also considered themselves a part of this future change. This can be seen from the way
they described the future, and their stating that some changes were actually now starting to
take place, and also from their use of sentences such as “I will step aside to leave more
space for interaction” and “teachers will be guiders, for example, I will ….” This indicates
they were visualising themselves in the future and not distancing themselves from it. This is
important because teachers‟ role changing process demands a great deal of motivation and
willingness to change. A teacher who considers him/herself a part of the change will be
motivated to undergo the process of change and actively engage with it, whereas one who
distances him/herself by viewing the change but believing that it is not going to involve
him/her will resist change.
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Saudi teachers, like their counterparts in other studies(Gobbo & Girardi 2001;Higgins &
Moseley 2001), believed in the promised benefits of ICT to their profession and they would
no longer have to disseminate information in the form of lectures and textbooks. Rather,
they will adopt the role of a manager of the learning environment, facilitator, tutor, and
learner. Their role will be a creative, interesting, demanding, and professionally rewarding
one (James 2001;Siegel 2002). In the Netherlands, teachers experienced a slow but steady
change from teacher centred education to a more richly differentiated learning environment
in which the role of the teacher is becoming more supportive, and the adoption of ICT in
schools has stimulated this change (James 2001).

Although teachers in the present study anticipated a change in their own role, they were
concerned about shrinkage in the pedagogic role in and out of the classroom. It is true that
teachers need to be prepared to take less of a leading "presentational" role and view
themselves more as "facilitators" of their students‟ learning, however, this does not mean
teachers should leave students alone at the computers all the time. Indeed, this should not
be the case, since even when students are able to acquire an infinite amount of data, they
still need a good teacher to help them make sense of it all (Newby 2005c). Good teachers
have always understood that they serve as role models and coaches in critical and creative
thinking, in addition to their crucial role in directing and focusing students‟ attention as
well as being organisers of information (Zepp 2005). In light of the above, it can be seen
that teachers who are concerned about their changing role and worried about the decrease in
their pedagogic role need to be educated about the extent of the changes and how they can
be considered a development and improvement of their current role. Put more simply, the
change will be in the effort put into teaching rather than in the teaching role itself, and
teachers will therefore still be needed as tutors, facilitators, designers, interpreters, critics,
and guiders. In this role, they will carry great moral, as well as intellectual responsibility
(Newby 2005a).
Moreover, anticipated future change in teachers‟ role has cultural implications. Islam gives
the teacher very high status, yet, it emphasises the importance of gaining knowledge and
values critical thinking. The Prophet Mohammed always advised Muslims to seek
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knowledge from the cradle to the grave. Islam pays considerable attention to teachers as
they are the first brick in the structure of social development and perfection and the guides
and developers of the behaviours and mentalities of individuals and communities. The
Prophet cared about teachers and showed their elevated standing. He, peace be upon him,
said, “I have been sent as a teacher”, which explains the prophet‟s encouragement of
education and teaching. The Quran has many verses that invite man to use his intellect, to
ponder, to think and to know, because the goal of human life is to discover the Truth. The
Prophet‟s sayings are full of references to the importance of knowledge, such as "Seek
knowledge, even in China" and "Verily the men of knowledge are the inheritors of the
prophets", all of which indicate the importance of seeking knowledge wherever it might be
found.

Knowledge in Islam is not limited to religious related issues and worshipping God, in fact,
it covers almost all sciences known to people as knowledge in all its forms will lead to the
Truth, that is, the Oneness of God. The Holy Quran is full of scientific facts that are
compatible with modern science, for example, we can read about the Big Bang, the
expansion of the universe, the Big Crunch, the magnetic columns that hold the universe
together, atom, pulsar, black hole, supernova, Solar Apex, rotation of the earth, death of the
sun and other stars, the relativity of time, the internal waves deep in the sea, the shape of
the earth, the nature of the clouds, the emergence of the mountains, and the development of
the embryo and fetus in the womb(embryology) (Abd Al-Shafy 2007). The Holy Quran not
only encourages the seeking of knowledge through science and observation “Say: Travel in
the earth and see how He makes the first creation, then Allah creates the latter creation;
surely Allah has power over all things” (Al-Ankaboot 29:20) (Holy Quran 2009). It also
promotes high order critical thinking, logic, rational thinking, reflection, reasoning and
meditation. The Holy Quran calls upon Muslims to reflect on natural phenomena since
through doing so, they will come to understand the power and glory of the creator:
“Behold! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the alternation of night and day,
there are indeed Signs for men of understanding: Those who remember Allah standing and
sitting and lying on their sides and reflect on the creation of the heavens and the earth: Our
Lord! Thou hast not created this in vain! Glory be to Thee; save us then from the
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chastisement of the fire” (Ale-Imran, 3: 190,191). Another verses says “Will they not then
consider the camels, how they are created?, And at the Sky, how it is raised high?, And the
mountains, how they are firmly fixed, And at the Earth, how it is spread out?” (Al-Gashiya
88:18, 19, 20, 21). Another verse similarly says “Most surely in the creation of the heavens
and the earth and the alternation of the night and the day, and the ships that run in the sea
with that which profits men, and the water that Allah sends down from the cloud, then gives
life with it to the earth after its death and spreads in it all (kinds of) animals, and the
changing of the winds and the clouds made subservient between the heaven and the earth,
there are signs for a people who understand" (Al-Baqara 2:164) (Holy Quran 2009).

Therefore, understanding the importance of knowledge, higher order thinking skills,
science and observation in Islam, a Muslim teacher should have no worries about future
changes in his/her role. The teacher who previously used to be the source of information
and knowledge will be a guider to its origins, since new technologies allow easy access to
information. And s/he will focus on developing and encouraging other important learning
skills, such as critical thinking, reasoning, and reflection which are also praised in Islam. In
my view, the future Muslim teacher will not lose his/her highly respectful status, on the
contrary, his/her status will gain more importance as s/he will start creating a learning
environment that encourages dialogues environment which Muslim students are not used to
it. An environment that encourages dialogue and free thinking within the larger boundaries
of Islam, a practice that has been undermined for a long time, for, in my opinion, cultural
rather than religious reasons. Teachers in Arab cultures are highly respected and students
usually do not question information given by them as they view teachers as people who
know better. However, a close unbiased examination of the Holy Quran shows a number of
incidents in which free thinking and reasoning are praised and accepted, such as when
Abraham said: "Show me, Lord, how You will raise the dead. " He replied: "Have you no
faith?" He said "Yes, but just to reassure my heart." Allah said, "Take four birds, draw
them to you, and cut their bodies to pieces. Scatter them over the mountain-tops, then call
them back. They will come swiftly to you. Know that Allah is Mighty, Wise." (Al-Baqara
2:260) (Holy Quran 2009). From this verse it can be seen that one of God Almighty‟s
prophets was allowed to question him on the basics of faith and revival and God accepted
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such questioning and responded to it. Accordingly, there are no questions which cannot be
raised. Enquiring is acceptable and should be encouraged in the teaching and learning
process. Another incident shows Prophet Abraham practicing constructive thinking to reach
a conclusion that satisfies his inquiring mind “So also did We show Abraham the power
and the laws of the heavens and the earth, that he might (with understanding) have
certitude, When the night covered him over, He saw a star: He said: "This is my Lord." But
when it set, He said: "I love not those that set", when he saw the moon rising in splendour,
he said: "This is my Lord." But when the moon set, He said: "unless my Lord guide me, I
shall surely be among those who go astray", When he saw the sun rising in splendour, he
said: "This is my Lord; this is the greatest (of all)." But when the sun set, he said: "O my
people! I am indeed free from your (guilt) of giving partners to Allah” (Al-Anaam 6:75, 76,
77, 78) (Holy Quran 2009).

The foregoing is important for two reasons: first, it creates the backbone and theoretical
framework on which future MoE policies in general and ICT policies in particular should
be based, because it is deeply situated within the culture and it links new sciences and
technologies to Islam. Second, the framework drawn from the discussion can be used as an
incentive for Muslim teachers to use ICT in their teaching as it enables them to see the link
between new pedagogical practices and Islam in view of the latter‟s support for
constructive thinking. Finding links between Islamic teachings based on the guidelines
found in the Quran and the Prophet Mohammed‟s sayings is likely to assist in demolishing
traditional educational practice which has resulted in generations of young people acquiring
information which they cannot utilise, put into context, or even recall when needed; in other
words, generations with restricted abilities and mentalities and lacking creativity (AlGhamdi 2007).
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion and Recommendations
7.1 Summary of the Research and Main Findings
This study aimed to gain a deeper understanding of the use of ICT in secondary schools in
Riyadh City, Saudi Arabia. It investigated a number of issues closely related to each other
to facilitate not only a better understanding of the current situation of ICT usage but also to
obtain detailed information concerning issues that contribute to the formation of the greater
picture. The study‟s aims were:


To look at teachers‟ current usage of ICT in the classroom and their perceptions
towards this usage



To investigate the impact of educational policy on teachers‟ use of ICT in their
teaching and their feelings about ICT in education



To explore teachers‟ views on probable / preferable future utilisation of ICT in
education

In order to pursue these aims, the following research questions were formulated, which the
research sought to address:
1. How are teachers currently using ICT in their teaching?
1.5 Why are they using ICT in their teaching?
1.6 What are the supporting influences on ICT usage?
1.7 What are the motivators and incentives for using ICT in teaching?
1.8 What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in teaching?
2. How do they feel about this usage?
3. How is educational policy reflected in:
3.1 Teachers‟ use of ICT in their teaching?
3.2 Their feelings about ICT in education?
4. What are teachers‟ views on probable / preferable future usage of ICT in education?
The research‟s methodology designed to answer the research questions combined two
successive stages. The first consisted of interviews which were analysed using grounded
theory constant comparison analysis, and the emerging themes were used to design the data
collection tool for the next stage of the research, i.e. the questionnaire. A total of ten
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secondary schools (5 boys‟, 5 girls‟) participated in this study, from which 14 interviews
were drawn, who included head teacher, classroom teachers, and ICT coordinators. Of the
300 questionnaires distributed to participating schools, 266 were successfully completed
and collected.

The study findings managed to answer all the research questions and fulfill the aims and
objectives of the research. The study found that increasing numbers of teachers were using
ICT in their teaching and had very positive views of its use in education. Many reasons
were given for teachers‟ ICT use, however, the most frequently mentioned ones were:
because the use of ICT can change class routine and keep boredom at bay; its extensive
capabilities in presenting information in several forms, and ICT can assist in time and effort
saving. In addition to using ICT in teaching, teachers used it for maintaining continuous
communication with students via electronic mail, bulletin boards, mail groups, and in some
instances through teachers‟ personal websites.
Teachers‟ ICT use encountered many supporting and motivating factors as well as
hindrances. Internal factors, such as teachers‟ belief in the benefits of ICT use for the
teaching and learning process, were found more influential on their use than external
factors. However, that does not undermine the importance of external factors, it simply
highlights the importance of considering internal and external factors when planning to
introduce and implement ICT in a school. The most important supporting and motivating
factors mentioned included the availability of time and training. Interestingly, their lack
was considered a hindrance to ICT use. Issues related to time constrains, training, and
finance were found to be the most frequently mentioned hindering factors. To overcome
them, teachers‟ work load should be lessened and their teaching duties and other
managerial roles should be reduced to help them concentrate on their teaching practice and
free up more time for them to experiment with ICT before using it in their classroom.
Moreover, teachers‟ ICT use should be supported by providing suitable and effective
training that focuses equally on teaching basic ICT skills as well as training in applying
ICT in teaching in order to develop competence and confidence in using ICT since positive
feelings towards ICT were found to be associated with teachers who considered themselves
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to possess good ICT skills, while less confident teachers reported negative feelings. It is
therefore likely that training will improve teachers‟ skills as well as enhance their positive
feelings. Moreover, training will assist teachers in incorporating ICT in more creative ways
rather than mostly using it, as found in this study, as a supplement to the curriculum and
continuing to deliver lessons using traditional teaching methods.

Teachers pointed out that the most professionally developed ICT resources and well
recognised educational websites are in the English language, which language most Saudi
teachers do not speak or understand, and this is a hindrance to ICT use. Therefore, they
wished for more quality ICT educational resources produced in the Arabic language and the
English language taught throughout the twelve years of education to enable both teachers
and students to make use of available resources in Arabic and English. School policy was
found to be a very important supporting factor however, teachers emphasised that it should
be combined with teachers‟ internal incentives to form a supporting factor for ICT use.
This leads us to talk about this study‟s findings with regard to educational policy. A low
level of awareness of MoE policies was found among teachers which, in my view, is very
worrying since how are teachers to fulfil the aims and objectives of those policies without
being fully aware of them? Even policies known to teachers were misunderstood because of
poor explanation which resulted in poor application of them. As a result of the secondary
role that MoE policy plays in teachers‟ view, the school policy was considered more
influential and created more positive feelings than the MoE policy, especially when backed
up with clear vision and good management. However, schools are being influenced by MoE
policies in different ways and face difficulties in implementing them. Therefore, the MoE
should play a greater role in enforcing its policies in schools and have a clear vision of the
policy formulation stage through to the implementation stage in order for schools and
students to gain the benefits promised from those policies. Simply providing ICT in schools
is not enough, the MoE also has to plan to overcome financial problems and offer guidance
and supervision to schools during the implementation phase to ensure their policies are
practised. Furthermore, MoE policy makers should consider hindrances as well as
supporting factors identified by teachers when formulating policies to either eradicate or
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promote ICT use. For example, training was mentioned as a major supporting factor for
teachers‟ ICT use; therefore, the MoE should provide flexible and continuous training and
professional development programmes for current teachers and focus on training student
teachers in ICT application in education rather than train them in ICT skills.

As has been noted earlier, teachers reported very positive perceptions towards ICT, despite
different limitations regarding its implementation in schools. These feelings were closely
related, as they explained, to the advantages and possibilities they believed ICT will offer
their teaching practice. And the more they were aware of these advantages of ICT the more
positive feelings they had, therefore, linking this back to the policy theme of this study, it is
important to show teachers what tangible results they can expect from utilising ICT in their
teaching and present successful experiences of other teachers to further improve their
positive perceptions. It is essential for policy makers to sustain and promote teachers‟
positive feelings in order to facilitate the benefits of their ICT initiatives because positive
perceptions towards ICT are usually a forerunner of future confident use of the computer
and make the process of preparing and training teachers to use ICT much easier. Policy
makers can make use of teachers‟ positive attitudes toward ICT to better prepare them for
incorporating it in their teaching practice.

Positive feelings towards ICT are also important for a positive view of the future of
education. In this study, teachers‟ positive feelings resulted in a very positive view of the
future. Teachers anticipated widespread ICT use in schools and many of the hindrances that
were presenting holding back their ICT use would be overcome. Teachers viewed a change
in their role from being the source of knowledge and information to that of facilitator,
advisor, and guider of more personalised student learning and a shared learning process. In
brief, teachers hoped for comprehensive improvement of education, radical changes to the
curriculum, and continuous teacher training.
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7.2 Strengths and Limitations of the Study
7.2.1 Strengths
Only a few studies on ICT use have been carried out in Saudi Arabia. This study therefore
contributes to this growing body of work. The main strength of the current study is that it is
the first local study that provides findings from well designed implemented research on
teachers‟ ICT use and perceptions towards this usage as well as their views on the future of
education which can be used to inform present and future educational policy. The study has
also yielded up-to-date information on teachers‟ perceptions of the use of ICT in the
classroom as well as identified those factors supporting and hindering of this use, which all
add to the limited literature on ICT use in Saudi secondary schools. This information will
inform education planners in Saudi Arabia of the current perceptions of secondary school
teachers, has several implications for the professional development of teachers, and reveals
several control factors that need to be asserted to encourage teachers to use ICT in teaching.
Two hundred and sixty-six teachers from ten secondary schools participated in this study‟s
questionnaire and 14 teachers were interviewed, which is considered an adequate sample
size to create confidence in the reliability of the results. More importantly, the study
included male and female teachers and this has several implications for the quality of the
study. First, as far as the researcher is aware, very few Saudi based studies have addressed
male and female ICT related issues in the same study, due to the difficulties faced by any
researcher wishing to access opposite gender schools. The fact that this study was able to
fill this gap in research activities in Saudi Arabia is a huge achievement and contributes to
the strength of this research. Second, including male and female teachers in the study
positively influenced the interpretation of findings and assisted a better understanding of
Saudi teachers‟ usage of ICT, perceptions towards it, and future views of education.
Exploring one side of the story, i.e. the female, and leaving out the male, would have
ultimately weakened claims that the study‟s findings could be considered representative of
teachers‟ usage of ICT in general since, the findings would have been confined to and
representative only of female teachers‟ usage of ICT, perceptions, and future views.
Moreover, since the researcher was part of the culture in which this study took place, this is
another strength of the study since she was fully aware and could comprehensively
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understand the interaction between research participants and their environments and
interpret them within the context in which they occurred.

Another strength of the study was its ability to adapt various data collection instruments,
i.e. interviews and questionnaires, and developed them for this research to better suit the
Saudi context and hence reflects actual local teachers‟ ICT usage, perceptions, and future
views. Moreover, although this study was dependent mostly on Western based literature in
both the review of related research and interpretation of findings, it confirmed that similar
patterns of ICT usage, perceptions, and supporting and hindering factors exist in Saudi
schools as in other countries, although there are also some important differences.

7.2.2 Limitations
The study was geographically limited to Saudi secondary schools in Riyadh City and
conducted by a postgraduate student, who had limited time and resources compared to
those that a full time researcher might enjoy. Data were collected for this study through the
use of interviews and questionnaires. If there had been time and resources available to
extend the study to rural areas or other cities it would have been possible to obtain in-depth
information to augment the current results and to ascertain whether the study‟s results were
generalisable across the country or were specific to the teachers working at the ten schools
which participated in the study. However, given the constrains of time and resources
available for the study, it was considered essential to select only Riyadh City instead of
drawing a sample from schools in other cities and towns, because such strategy would have
necessitated a lot more travel and involved greater cost in terms of time and money, which
is not available for small studies such as this one.
In addition, the study could have been usefully expanded to cover students‟ vision of the
future of education, and the differences between teachers‟ and students‟ views could have
been examined. Moreover, a comparison between teachers‟ and students‟ visions might
have assisted in creating the preferable future scenario which policy makers should
consider when formulating policies in order to achieve such scenario.
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7.3 Implications and Recommendations for Further Research
In view of the findings derived from this study and the conclusions arising from them, the
following recommendations for policy and practice are presented. They are mainly related
to strategies that can be implemented by policy makers to ensure the success of ICT usage
in education.
 The MoE should raise awareness of its educational policy in general and ICT policy in
particular among educationalists who in this study reported low awareness levels. This
can be achieved by distributing the Educational Policy Document to schools and asking
teachers, head teachers, and supervisors to work towards fulfilling its aims and objectives
and report any difficulties that face them together with their own recommendations for
resolving them.
 The MoE should combine its efforts and resources to achieve maximum results by
appointing one governmental agency to be responsible for ICT policy formulation,
implementation, and evaluation, instead of scattering resources and efforts as is currently
happening between several agencies.
 The MoE should use a range of methods to encourage teachers to use ICT in their
teaching to ensure equal learning opportunities for all students.
 The MoE should give schools more authority and freedom to manage and run themselves
and that includes financial matters.
 This study identified a need for more training opportunities. Hence, the MoE should
ensure that all teachers receive adequate training. Training should not merely focus on
basic ICT skills but should also present methods for integrating ICT in teaching and
learning. In addition, training should be in the form of continuous professional
development courses with flexible training hours as well as in-school training. The MoE
should make use of ICT teachers in schools and assign teacher training responsibilities to
them. ICT teachers should therefore be offered school training courses that are especially
tailored to meet the needs of the school and its teachers. Teachers should also receive
ongoing training as they master previously learned skills and will therefrom feel more
confident. Through school training ICT teachers can ensure that teachers are practising
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what they have learned during training courses and can offer advice to teachers on how to
implement and integrate ICT in their teaching.
 In this study, time constrains were considered a major hindrance to ICT use, therefore,
policy makers in the MoE should provide additional planning time for teachers to
experiment with their new ICT skills, design methods to integrate ICT in their teaching,
and prepare materials for use during lessons. The additional time can be generated from
decreasing the managerial workload of teachers to release more time for learning,
training, and planning ICT use in teaching.
 The availability of reliable maintenance and technical support was considered an
important supporting factor and its absence was regarded as a hindrance to ICT use. To
promote more ICT usage, the MoE should provide locally based and in-school
maintenance and technical support to assure teachers during their lessons that their flow
will not be interrupted when a technical problem arises.
 Training and technical support issues can be resolved by decentralising the process of
teacher training. By preparing ICT teachers in each school with suitable and required
skills to train and support their colleagues it is likely that more teachers will be committed
to that sort of training as a result of its convenience and long run. Moreover, school
management will be more cooperative in terms of releasing time for ICT teachers to
attend training courses run by the MoE during school days, since it is easier to reallocate a
few ICT lessons than rescheduling the whole timetable due to the number of subject
teachers attending these training courses.
 Teachers expressed their need for professionally developed software and programs in the
Arabic language. MoE policy makers should spare no effort or time to address this issue
by allocating adequate funding for the creation and development of software that is
suitable for the Arab culture and, most importantly, fulfills the aims and objectives of the
curriculum.
 School ICT resources should be enriched with specifically designed software that suits the
Arab culture and identity. The software should be in standard Arabic language and based
on the MoE national curriculum. It is important to ensure that it is based on the
curriculum and shares its general guidelines but is not a replicate of it. It should also take
into consideration cultural issues, such as dressing characters in traditional clothes i.e.
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long robes for men and head scarves for women. Voices used in the software should not
only be those of Arabic native speakers, they should be Saudi voices as the accent is
evident even when using standard Arabic language. Although it has been suggested earlier
that the software should use stories from Islamic history and Saudi folklore, it is important
to avoid areas of conflict such as explaining the theory of natural selection which is
opposed to Islamic thought and principles, and presenting drawings of the Prophet
Mohammed and his companions, which some Islamic schools have reservations about, in
order to avoid offending any possible users of the software. Moreover, Saudi educational
practice has for a long time been based on instruction and memorisation and students
rarely practise high order thinking skills based on query, analysis, and synthesis of new
information. It is therefore recommended that software developers take this into
consideration and ensure concepts are explained using multiple examples to widen
students‟ horizons and encourage them to think freely.
Research studies often generate issues that are of further interest to researchers. As a result
of the present study, future studies can build on its results to enrich existing knowledge in
the area of ICT, and ideas for further research have also emerged. It is clear from this
research and others that the use of ICT in education is developing rapidly. The research
approach to this development needs to be expanded. A study using observation techniques
combined with other methods, such as interviews, could provide deeper insight into
teachers‟ usage of ICT in teaching as well as obtain first hand information regarding factors
supporting and hindering their usage and evaluate the extent of their influence on teachers‟
ICT use. Moreover, I personally believe in the importance of interviewing policy makers to
investigate their views on the current status of ICT use in schools and procedures taken to
promote supporting factors and reduce the effect of hindrances. Comparing their visions of
the future of education with those of teachers would reveal interesting comparisons and
assist in bridging the gap between policies and preferable futures.

This study was conducted in the city of Riyadh, the capital of the Saudi kingdom. There are
forty-one other educational districts in Saudi Arabia and these need to be researched. When
conducting a study like the present one, rural and urban areas and all social classes could be
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included to confirm its findings and provide a fuller picture of teachers‟ current ICT use,
perceptions and views.

The researcher hopes that this study will encourage other researchers to conduct follow-up
research in the field of ICT in education. Teacher ICT usage is still in its early stages of
implementation and further research should therefore be encouraged and welcomed.

7.4 Conclusion
This study researched issues related to Saudi secondary school teachers‟ use, perceptions,
and future views of ICT in education and its relation to education policy. In addition to all
the major findings of this study discussed previously there are two very important outcomes
highlight. The first is related to the fact that the researcher has worked for several years in a
western tradition but for this research has framed and situated her work in a Saudi context;
her native country. This has been done with the use of both Western and Saudi based
literature resulting in a study that combines both of them, and recognises the different
contributions both make. The entire study worked on bringing these two worldviews
together using a mutually comprehensive framework. To achieve this the researcher
exercised cultural synthesis to show how western literature could help frame such a study,
and how the context of the study in Saudi Arabia reflects back on the literature from which
the framing is being derived. Therefore, it is a two way process in which the Western and
Saudi literature and the two world views mutually inform each other. Throughout the study
these Western and Saudi influences are constantly re-assessed and integrated into the study
setting, which is important in ensuring the study outcomes are appropriately balanced and
interpreted, and hence significantly enhance the comprehensiveness of the study.
The second is related to the link between the present and the future. The study highlights
the importance of learning from teachers‟ current practices and listening to their views. It is
therefore felt to be important that the MoE policy makers, as they have the ultimate power
to shape and influence the educational scene, should take into consideration teachers‟
views, and involve them in the process of policy formulation. This relationship, based on
dialogue between MoE and teachers, is practiced and reflected in western studies, but is not
the case at present in Saudi Arabia. By promoting dialogue and interaction between MoE
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and teachers it is likely to ensure that educational policies match educational needs and are
capable of taking education in Saudi forward and so better serve the needs of the
knowledge society.
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Appendix 1: Interviews Introductory Letter – English Version
Dear Teacher
Peace be upon you and God's mercy and blessings.
First of all I would like to thank you for your kindness and willingness to participate in this
doctoral research on “Educational Policy in Saudi Arabia and its relation to Secondary
School Teachers‟ ICT Use, Perceptions, and Views of the Future of ICT in Education”.
This study aims to gain a better understanding of educational policy and its relation to
teachers‟ current ICT use and their feelings towards it as well as identifying the enablers
and hindrances of ICT use. In addition it asks for their envision of the future.
As an orientation to the interview I would like to introduce you to the topics that will be
discussed. The interview contains three main parts. The first part discusses the current use
of ICT in education and the changes on teaching as a result of ICT use. It also aims to
introduce the enabling and hindering factors of competent ICT use in education. The
second part discusses the impact of educational policy on teachers‟ ICT use. Educational
policy in this instance means formal policies from the Ministry of Education. The third part
discusses future education. This term describes two types of future; the first the probable
future that you expect to happen on the basis of the current situation, and the second is the
preferred future which is the ideal future that you would like to happen, though it might not
be easy to achieve and the means may not be available. Full understanding of these topics is
very important to achieve the aims of this research, one of which is to help guide the
development of future ICT educational policy.
Thank you very much for your cooperation
Afnan Oyaid
University of Exeter - UK
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Appendix 2: Interviews Introductory Letter - Arabic Version
ذُٓ جهلل جٌٍقّٓ جٌٍقُ١

أذز ٟاٌّطث١خ اٌفبضٍخ
اٌؽالَ عٍ١ىُ ٚضحّخ اهلل ٚثطوبرٗ
ذحوب ي ٞذىء أشىٍ ٌه ضٍـفه ٚضفؼٍه ذحٌّشحٌوس فً٘ ٟج جٌركع جٌّىًّ ٌٍْحٌس جٌىوطٌٛجٖ ذوٕٛجْ

(جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد

ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚجضؿح٘حضٌٚ ُٙؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س  ٚهاللس يٌه ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س ) ٚجًٌٞ
ٙ٠ىف ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝو١ف١س جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّحش جٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚشو ٌُ٘ٛضؿحٖ ً٘ج
جالْطهىجَ ٚجٌطوٍف هٍِ ٝكفُجش وّح ِو١محش جْطهىجِٗ ذحإلػحفس ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٌٍ ٝؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد
ٚهاللس يٌه وٍٗ ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س.
ٚوطّ١ٙى ٚض١ٙثس ٌٍّمحذٍس أٚو ضوٍ٠فه ذّح ْٛف ضكط ِٓ ٗ٠ٛهٕحطٍ ْططُ ِٕحلشطٙح

 .جٌّمحذٍس ضكط ٞٛهٍ ٝغالظ ِكحٌٚ

ٌتٓ١س جٌّك ٌٛجألٚي ٠طوٍك ذحالْطهىجَ جٌكحٌٌٍ ٟكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌطغٍ١جش جٌط ٟؿٍأش هٍ ٝهٍّ١س
جٌطىٌٚ ّ٠جٌطوٍ ُ١وٕط١ؿس الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٙ٠ٚىف أ٠ؼحَ ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجِٗ
ٚجٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جالْطهىجَ جألِػً ٌٍكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍ . ُ١ف ٟق ٓ١أْ جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٔ٠ ٟركع ضأغ ٍ١جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س هٍٝ
جْطهىجَ جٌّوٍّس ٌٍكحْد ج٠ٚ . ٌٟ٢مظى ٕ٘ح ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطن ٌ١ّ١س جٌٓ١حْس جٌّٛؾٙس ِٓ لرً َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌّمٕٕس
ذٕلُ ٚػٛجذؾ ٚضٛؾٙ١حش ٚطحوٌ هٕٙح ضوحِ ُ١ئوجٌ٠س

 .أِح جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٌع ٚجألن ٍ١ف١طوٍك ذّٓطمرٍ١حش جٌطوًٍ٘ٚ ُ١ج

جٌّظـٍف ٠ـٍك هٍٛٔ ٝه ِٓ ٓ١جٌّٓطمرً أٌّٙٚح جٌّٓطمرً جًٌٔ ٞطٛلن قىٚغٗ ذٕحء هٍ ٝجٌّوـ١حش ٚجأل ٚػحم ِٓ قٌٕٛح
أِح جٌػحٔ ٟف ٛٙجٌّٓطمرً جًٌٍٔ ٞغد ٛٔٚو ِوح٠شطٗ  ٛ٘ٚجٌظٌٛز جٌّٕٛيؾ١س جٌطٔ ٟـّف ٌٙح ذحٌٍغُ ِٓ أْ جٌٓرً لى ال
ضىِ ْٛطٍٓ١ز ٌٍٛطٛي ًٌٙج جٌٛػن  .ئْ جٌّوٍفس جٌىل١مس ٌ ًٖٙجٌّكح ٌٛٙ ٌٚأٍِ ٌٍِ ُٙطٛطً ٚضكم١ك أقى أ٘ىجف ً٘ج
جٌركع جٌوٍِّٓ ٛ٘ٚ ٟحهىز ضٛؾْٟ ٗ١جْحش جٌطوٍ ُ١جٌّٓطمرٍ١س جٌّطوٍمس ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ. ُ١
ً٘ج ٓٔٚأي جهلل جٌوٍ ٟجٌمى ٍ٠أْ ٕ٠فوٕح ٚجٌٍّّٓ ٓ١ذّح هٍّٕح ٚأْ ٠ؿوٍٗ قؿس ٌٕح ال هٍٕ١ح
ٚؾُجن جهلل نٍ١جَ هٍ ٝضوحٔٚه

أذزه اٌجبحضخ
أفٕبْ ثٕذ عجساٌطحّٓ اٌع١١س
ؾحِوس جوٓطٍ – ذٍ٠ـحٔ١ح
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ذُٓ جهلل جٌٍقّٓ جٌٍقُ١

أذ ٟاٌّطث ٟاٌفبضً
اٌؽالَ عٍ١ىُ ٚضحّخ اهلل ٚثطوبرٗ
ذحوب ي ٞذىء أشىٍ ٌه ضٍـفه ٚضفؼٍه ذحٌّشحٌوس فً٘ ٟج جٌركع جٌّىًّ ٌٍْحٌس جٌىوطٌٛجٖ ذوٕٛجْ

(جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد

ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚجضؿح٘حضٌٚ ُٙؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س ٚهاللس يي ن ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س ) ٚجًٌٞ
ٙ٠ىف ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝو١ف١س جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚشو ٌُ٘ٛضؿحٖ ً٘ج
جالْطهىجَ ٚجٌطوٍف هٍِ ٝكفُجش وّح ِو١محش جْطهىجِٗ ذحإلػحفس ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٌٍ ٝؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد
ٚهاللس يٌه وٍٗ ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س.
ٚوطّ١ٙى ٚض١ٙثس ٌٍّمحذٍس أٚو ضوٍ٠فه ذّح ْٛف ضكط ِٓ ٗ٠ٛهٕحطٍ ْططُ ِٕحلشطٙح

 .جٌّمحذٍس ضكط ٞٛهٍ ٝغالظ ِكحٌٚ

ٌتٓ١س جٌّك ٌٛجألٚي ٠طوٍك ذحالْطهىجَ جٌكحٌٌٍ ٟكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌطغٍ١جش جٌط ٟؿٍأش هٍ ٝهٍّ١س
جٌطىٌٚ ّ٠جٌطوٍ ُ١وٕط١ؿس ال ْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٙ٠ٚىف أ٠ؼحَ ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجِٗ
ٚجٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جالْطهىجَ جألِػً ٌٍكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍ . ُ١ف ٟق ٓ١أْ جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٔ٠ ٟركع ضأغ ٍ١جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س هٍٝ
جْطهىجَ جٌّوٍُ ٌٍكحْد ج٠ٚ . ٌٟ٢مظى ٕ٘ح ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌٟٓجْس جٌّٛؾٙس ِٓ لرً َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌّمٕٕس
ذٕلُ ٚػٛجذؾ ٚضٛؾٙ١حش ٚطحوٌ هٕٙح ضوحِ ُ١ئوجٌ٠س

 .أِح جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٌع ٚجألن ٍ١ف١طوٍك ذّٓطمرٍ١حش جٌطوًٍ٘ٚ ُ١ج

جٌّظـٍف ٠ـٍك هٍٛٔ ٝه ِٓ ٓ١جٌّٓطمرً أٌّٙٚح جٌّٓطمرً جًٌٔ ٞطٛلن قىٚغٗ ذٕحء هٍ ٝجٌّوـ١حش ٚجألٚػحم ِٓ قٛي ٔح
أِح جٌػحٔ ٟف ٛٙجٌّٓطمرً جًٌٍٔ ٞغد ٛٔٚو ِوح٠شطٗ  ٛ٘ٚجٌظٌٛز جٌّٕٛيؾ١س جٌطٔ ٟـّف ٌٙح ذحٌٍغُ ِٓ أْ جٌٓرً لى ال
ضىِ ْٛطٍٓ١ز ٌٍٛطٛي ًٌٙج جٌٛػن  .ئْ جٌّوٍفس جٌىل١مس ٌ ًٖٙجٌّكح ٌٛٙ ٌٚأٍِ ٌٍِ ُٙطٛطً ٚضكم١ك أقى أ٘ىجف ً٘ج
جٌركع جٌوٍِّٓ ٛ٘ٚ ٟحهىز ضٛؾ١ْ ٗ١حْحش جٌطوً ُ٠جٌّٓطمرٍ١س جٌّطوٍمس ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ. ُ١
ً٘ج ٓٔٚأي جهلل جٌوٍ ٟجٌمى ٍ٠أْ ٕ٠فوٕح ٚجٌٍّّٓ ٓ١ذّح هٍّٕح ٚأْ ٠ؿوٍٗ قؿس ٌٕح ال هٍٕ١ح
ٚؾُجن جهلل نٍ١جَ هٍ ٝضوحٔٚه
اٌجبحضخ
أفٕبْ ثٕذ عجساٌطحّٓ اٌع١١س
جبِعخ اوؽزط – ثط٠طبٔ١ب
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Appendix 3: Interview Schedule - English Version
The interview will last for 45 minutes, it will be divided into three parts, each part will last
15 minutes. The interview will cover the research‟s three main themes. The First few
minutes of each interview will be devoted to:
1. Introducing the purpose of the study and the researcher.
2. Emphasising confidentiality and data protection. The researcher who is from Exeter
University and all others involved in this research will assure all participants of total
confidentiality of information elicited, including complete protection of any
information gathered, which will be used for research purposes only. Each
interviewee will receive a letter explaining the importance of this research to the
field of education in Saudi Arabia, and introducing the topics to be covered during
the interview to give interviewees time to think about them in order to offer well
thought out answers. It will also state that participation is voluntary and informants
will remain anonymous.
3. Obtaining the candidate's agreement to participate in the study.
Interviewer:
Afnan
Interviewee:
No:
Location:
Date:
Time:
Information about interviewee:
Gender:
Qualification (Saudi qualification names may be used):
1. Teacher College Degree

2. University Degree

3. Higher degree (M.Sc, Med, PhD) 4. Other……………
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Part One: Teachers’ use and perceptions of ICT
1. What do you think about the introduction of ICT in schools?
2. How are you currently using ICT in your teaching?
3. To which category do you consider your ICT usage belongs?
d) Using ICT as a supplement to the curriculum
e) Using ICT as a reinforcement of the curriculum
f) Using ICT as a facilitator for an emerging curriculum
4. Why are you (not) using ICT in your teaching?


What drives you to use ICT in teaching?



Are you self motivated to use ICT in teaching or is it a response to school
leadership tropism?

5. As the outcome of the introduction of ICT, in what ways have you adapted your
teaching methods?
6. What changes have taken place to accommodate the introduction of ICT in your
school?
7. What further changes have been as a result of introducing ICT?
8. What do you perceive to be the usefulness of using ICT in teaching?
9. What incentives are there in relation to using ICT in teaching?


Which are internal and which are external?

10. What do you think hinders your use of ICT in teaching?


Is there an issue in relation to hardware



Is there an issue in relation to time



Is there an issue in relation to access/organisation of computers



Do you have personal access to ICT both at school and home?



Is there an issue in relation to ICT resources

11. What are the influences supporting ICT usage?


Do you consider training (pedagogical and skills) as a factor supporting ICT use?
How?



What would you like to learn more about
a. Technical skills
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b. Application of ICT in teaching
c. Management skills
d. ICT skills
12. How would you describe the maintenance available in your school?
13. How would you describe the technical support available in your school?
14. How is the whole school involved in and supportive of using ICT in teaching?
15. How does ICT use make you feel?


How do you feel during the time you are using ICT?



How do you feel during the lessons you give using ICT?



How do you feel about the teaching and learning experience using ICT?

Part Two: Impact of educational policy on teachers’ ICT use
16. Is the use of ICT in your school a result of school policy or influenced by Ministry of
Education policy?
17. How do you interpret Ministry of Education ICT policy?
18. Do you consider the Ministry‟s ICT policy originates from a national strategy for ICT
or a national strategy for education?
19. What do you see as the objective of this policy?
20. From your experience, how does the Ministry of Education raise awareness among
teachers of its ICT policy?
21. As a policy executer, do you receive guidance on ICT usage in teaching?
22. How is educational policy reflected in your use of ICT in teaching?
23. How do you feel about ICT educational policy?

Part Three: Future of education
24. Based on the current situation, how do you see ICT being used in secondary schools in
the future? In terms of


Hardware



Software



Connection



Access
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Learning place



Usage in Education

25. How is this change going to affect


Learning objectives



Assessment



Teacher‟s role



Pedagogy

26. What would you like to see in your classroom in the next ten years?
27. How will the teaching profession be influenced by these changes?
28. Are these changes limited to the education system or are they part of a whole change in
all aspects of life?
29. How do you perceive the relationship between the past, present, and future?
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Appendix 4: Interviews Schedule - Arabic Version
أؼئٍخ ِمبثالد اٌّعٍّٓ١
اؼُ اٌّحبٚض:
اؼُ اٌّزحبٚض ِعٗ:
اٌّىبْ:
اٌزبض٠د:
اٌٛلذ:
ِعٍِٛبد عٓ اٌّزحبٚض ِعٗ:
اٌّإ٘الد:

ضلّٗ:

 .1ذىحٌ ِٛ٠ٌٛوٍ١حش ِوٍّ ٓ١أ ٚوٍ١حش جٌرٕحش
 .2شٙحوز ؾحِو١س
 .3وٌجْحش هٍ١ح (وذٍ َٛهحٌِ – ٟحؾٓط -ٍ١ووطٌٛجٖ)

اٌجعء األٚي :اؼزرساَ اٌّعٍُ ٌٍحبؼت اٚ ٌٟ٢ارجب٘برٗ ٔحٖٛ
ِ .1ح ٌأ٠ه ذاونحي جٌكحْد جٌٍّ ٌٟ٢ىجٌِ؟
 .2قحٌ١حً و١ف ضٓطهىَ جٌكحْد ف ٟضىٌٓ٠ه؟
 .3ئٌ ٝأِ ٞؿّٛهس ضوطمى أْ جْطهىجِه ٌٍكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍٕ٠ ُ١ىٌؼ
 )aجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد واػحفس ٍِٚكك ٌٍّٕٙؽ
 )bجْطهىجَ جٌفجْد وطوٌٍُّٕٙ ُ٠ؽ
 )cجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد وّٟٙء ٌّٕٙؽ ِطغٍ١
ٌّ .4حيج ضٓطهىَ (ال ضٓطهىَ) جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟضىٌٓ٠ه؟


ِحيج ٠ىفوه الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟضىٌٓ٠ه؟



ً٘ ضٓطهىَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢واْطؿحذس ٌىجفن ٚقحفُ وجنٍ ٟأَ ضكص ضأغ ٍ١ضٛؾٙ١حش ئوجٌز جٌّىٌْس؟

 ً٘ .5ضأغٍش أ ٚضغٍ١ش ؿٍق ضىٌٓ٠ه وٕط١ؿس الْطهىجِه ٌٍكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟ و١ف؟
ِ .6ح٘ ٟجٌطغٍ١١جش جٌط ٟقىغص ف ٟجٌّىٌْس ٌٍط١ٙثس إلونحي جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟
 .7ذوى جٌٍّقٍس جأل١ٌٚس إلونحي جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍ ً٘ ُ١قىغص أ ٞضغٍ١١جش أنٍ ٜف ٟجٌّىٌْس ٌٍّٓحّ٘س فٟ
ٔؿحـ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد؟
 .8ذٍأ٠ه ِح٘ ٟجٌفٛجتى جٌّىٌوس الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟
ِ .9ح٘ ٟجٌّكفُجش هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟


أٙ٠ح ِكفُجش وجنٍ١س  ٚأٙ٠ح ِكفُجش نحٌؾ١س؟

ِ .10حيج ضوطمى أٔٗ ٠و١ك جْطهىجِه ٌٍكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟضىٌٓ٠ه؟


ً٘ ٕ٘حن ئشىحي ٠طوٍك ذحٌّوىجش (قٛجْ١د  ٚآالش ؿحذوس ٚنالفٗ)



ٖ ي ٕ٘حن ئشىحي ٠طوٍك ذحٌٛلص
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ً٘ ٕ٘حن ئشىحي ٠طوٍك ذاِىحٔ١س جٌٛطٛي ٚجالْطهىجَ ٌٍكحْد  /ض٠َٛن جٌكٛجْ١د ف ٟجٌّىٌْس



ً٘ ٌى٠ه ئِىحٔ١س ٚطٛي شهظٌ ٟكحْد آٌ ٟف ٟجٌّىٌْس ٚجٌُّٕي؟



ً٘ ٕ٘حن ئشىحي ٠طوٍك ذّظحوٌ ضوٍُ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢

 .11ذٍأ٠ه ِح٘ ٟجٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج٢يٞ؟


ً٘ ضوطمى أْ جٌطىٌ٠د ْٛجء هٍ ٝجوطٓحخ ِٙحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢أ ٚهٍِٙ ٝحٌجش وِؽ جْطهىجِٗ
ف ٟجٌطوٍ ُ١هٍ ٝأّْ ضٍذ٠ٛس ضوٍ١ّ١س أٔٗ هحًِ ِكفُ  ٍٓ١ِ ٚالْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟ و١ف؟



هٓ ِحيج ضٍ٠ى أْ ضطوٍُ  ٚأْ ضىطٓد ِٙحٌجش أوػٍ
ِٙ )aحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢وؿٙحَ
ِٙ )bحٌجش ضـر١ك جْطهىجِحش جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجي ضوٍُ١
ِٙ )cحٌجش ِطوٍمس ذاوجٌز جٌفظً ٚجٌـالخ ٚجٌٛلص أغٕحء جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ِٙ )dحٌجش ضمٕ١س ف ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢

 .12و١ف ضظف جٌظ١حٔس جٌّطٛفٍز فِ ٟىٌْطه؟
 .13و١ف ضظف نىِحش جٌىهُ جٌّطٛفٍز فِ ٟىٌْطه؟
 .14و١ف ضظف ضفحهً جٌّىٌْس نوً ٚوهّٙح الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟
 .15و١ف ضشوٍ ضؿحٖ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟


طف شوٌٛن نالي جٌٛلص جًٌ ٞضّؼِٓ ٗ١طهىِحَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟



طف شوٌٛن نالي جٌىٌِ جًٌ ٞضشٍقٗ ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟



و١ف ضظف جٌطؿٍذس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّٓطهىَ فٙ١ح جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟

اٌجظء اٌضبٔ :ٟرأص١ط اٌؽ١بؼخ اٌزعٍ١ّ١خ عٍ ٝاؼزرساَ اٌّعٍُ ٌٍحبؼت اٌٟ٢
 ً٘ .16جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢فِ ٟىٌْطه ٔط١ؿس ٌٓ١حْس جٌّىٌْس أ ٚأٔٙح ِطأغٍز ذٓ١حْس َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍُ١
جٌّطوٍمس ذحٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟
 .17و١ف ضف١ْ ُٙحْس َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍ ُ١جٌّطوٍمس ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢؟
 .18ذٕلٍن ً٘ ْ١حْس َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطؤٍ ُ١حذوس ِٓ جْطٍجض١ؿ١س ٚؿٕ١س ٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح جٌّوٍِٛحش أَ ٘ ٟجِطىجو
الْطٍجض١ؿ١س ٚؿٕ١س ٌٍطوٍُ١؟
ٚ ِٓ .19ؾٙس ٔلٍن ِح ٘ ٟأ٘ىجف ًٖ٘ جالْطٍجض١ؿ١س؟
ٚ ِٓ .20جلن نرٍضه و١ف ضمَٚ َٛجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍ ُ١ذٍفن جٌٛه ٟذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّ ٓ١هٓ جٌٓ١حْح
ذطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح جٌطوٍُ١؟
 .21وّٕفً١ٌٍٓ ٓ٠حْحش جٌطوٍ١ّ١س ً٘ ضطٍم ْٛأ ٞضٛؾ ٗ١فّ١ح ٠طوٍك ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١؟
 .22و١ف ضٍ ٜجٔوىحِ جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّطوٍمس ذحٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢هٍ ٝؿٍ٠مس ضىٌٓ٠ه؟
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ش جٌّطوٍمس

 .23و١ف ضٍ ٜجٔوىحِ جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّطوٍمس ذحٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢هٍٝ

شوٌٛن ضؿحٖ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢فٟ

جٌطوٍُ١؟

اٌجعء اٌضبٌشِ :ؽزمجٍ١بد اٌزعٍُ١
 .24ذٕحء هٍ ٝجٌٛػن جٌكحٌ ،ٟو١ف ْ١طُ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌّىجٌِ جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ف ٟجٌّٓطمرً ِٓ ٔحق١س


جٌّوىجش (قٛجْ١د ،آالش ؿحذوس ،ذٍٚؾ١ىطٍجشْ ،رٌٛز ذ١ؼحء ضفحهٍ١س ،جٌم)



جٌرٍجِؽ



جالضظحي



ئَ وحٔ١س جٌٛطٛي ٚجالْطهىجَ



ِىحْ جٌطوٍُ



جْطهىجِٗ ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١

 .25و١ف ْ١إغٍ ً٘ج جٌطغ ٍ١١هٍٝ


أ٘ىجف جٌطوٍُ١



جٌطمُ٠ٛ



و ٌٚجٌّوٍُ ف ٟهٍّ١س جٌطوٍُ١



جٌّٕٙؽ جٌطوٍّٟ١

ِ .26حيج ضٛو أْ ضٍ ِٓ ٜضغٍ١جش ف ٟجٌفظً نالي جٌوشٍ ْٕٛجش جٌمحوِس؟
 .27و١ف ذٍأ٠ه ْٛف ضطأغٍ ِٕٙس جٌطوٍ ُ١ذ ًٖٙجٌّطغٌٟجش؟
 ًٖ٘ ً٘ .28جٌطغٍ١جش ْٛف ضى ْٛقىٍجَ هٍٔ ٝلحَ جٌطوٍ ُ١أَ أٔٙح ؾُء ِٓ ضغٍ١جش ضشًّ ِهطٍف ٔٛجق ٟجٌك١حز؟
ٚ .29ػف ذٍُْ ذ١حٌٔ ٟؤ٠طه ٌواللس جٌّحػ ٟذحٌكحػٍ ٚجٌّٓطمرً؟
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Appendix 5: A Sample Transcript and Translation of an Interview
ٔص ِمبثٍخ ِس٠ط اٌّسضؼخ
اٌّمبثٍخ ضلُ 9
اؼُ اٌّحبٚض :أفٕحْ ذٕص هرىجٌٍقّٓ جٌو١١ى
ضِع اٌّعٍُH-3 :
ِعٍِٛبد عٓ اٌّزحبٚض ِعِٗ :ىِ ٍ٠ىٌْس ػّٓ جٌّٕٙؽ جٌّـٌٍٍّ ٌٛقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس
اٌّإ٘الد :ذىحٌٌ ِٛ٠ٌٛغس هٍذ١س وٍ١حش جٌّوٍّٓ١
 أٔح أهطرٍ أْ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢أطرف ػٌٍٚز ف ٟجٌٛلص جٌكحػٍ ذٕحء هٍ ٝجالٔفؿحٌ ج ٌّوٍف ٟجٌّٛؾٛو ج ِٓ ْ ٢قٌٕٛح ٠كطُ هٍٕ١ح
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢أِح ذحٌٕٓرس ٌٕح ف ٟجٌّىٌْس ضمٍ٠رح ِحف ٟلُٓ ئال ف ٗ١قحْد آٌٌٍّ ٟوٍّٚ ٓ١جإل وجٌٚ ٓ١٠وً أهّحٌٕح جٌٌٛل١س
جْطرىٌٕح٘ح ذحٌكحْد
ٌ ىٕ٠ح ِوٌٍٍّ ٓ١ـالخ ٚأؾُٙز نحطس ٌٍّوٍّٚ ٓ١لحهحش ٚغٍف ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ ٛ٠ؾى فٙ١ح قحْد آٌٌٚ ٟىٕ٠ح  9وجضح ش ٛذوؼٙح ؾحء
ق١ع إٔٔح ٔٓطهىَ جٌطمٕ١س ذشىً أورٍ
وٙرحش ٚذوؼٙح ِٓ جٌَٛجٌز ين ْٚإٔٔح ٔـرك ٔلحَ ؾى٠ى قحٌٕٚح ٔٓطغً ٘حٌٕلحَ خ
 غٍفس ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ ضٓطهىَ ِٓ لرً جٌّوٍّ ٓ١ذحٌكؿُ جألْرٛه ٟأ ِح ذحٌٕٓرس ٌٍفظٛي فىً لُٓ ٌ ُٙؾٙحَ وجضحش ٛفمُٓ جٌوٌٍ َٛىُٙ٠
ؾٙحَ ٚجٌٍغس جٌوٍذ١س ٚجٌطٍذ١س جإلْالِ١س ٌى ُٙ٠أؾُٙز ٌٚىً ضهظض ٛ٠ؾى لحهس ٚلحهس ٌو٠فس ًٌج ِحٔوحٔ ِٓ ٟجٌؼغؾ أ ٚضؼحٌخ
جقط١حؾحش جٌّوٍّ ٓ١ذحإلػحفس ئٌ ٝو ْٛهٕىٔح ؾٙحَ ئػحفِ ٟطٕمً
 جْطهىجَ ِوٍّ ٓ١جٌّىٌْس ٠هطٍف ٌىٓ ذّح أْ ٔلحَ جٌّىٌْس جٌٕلحَ جٌّـ ٌٛفاْ جٌّٕح٘ؽ ْ جٌَس هٍ ْٟ ٝوٚ ٞجٌّوٍُ ٓ٠طغً ً٘ج
جٌٓ ٟو٠ٚ ٞك ٌٖٛئٌ ٝذحٌٚذٕ٠ٛص أ ٚشٍجتف ٓ٠طف١ى ِٕٙح ف ٟهٍع جٌىٌِ
 أ ِح ذحٌٕٓرس ٌّوٍُ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢فٓ١طهىَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢جٌّطٛفٍ ف ٟجٌّوًّ ذشىً أْحْ ٟذشٍقٗ ذكىُ أٔٗ ِوٍُ جٌّحوز أ ٚضـر١ك
جٌـالخ أٚضىٍ١فٗ ٌ ُٙذّشحٌ٠ن ٚنظٛطح أْ جٌّٓ٘ؽ جٌؿى٠ى ِطوّك وػ ٍ١ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أِح ٔٛم آنٍ ِٓ جٌّىٌْٓ٠ ٓ١طهىَ
جٌكحْد أق١حٔح قٓد قحؾس جٌىٌِ وأْ ٠ى ْٛف ٟجٌىٌِ طٌٛ

أ ٚغ ٍٖ١ووٍّ١س ضغٌٍٍٚ ٍ١١ضٚ ٓ١ؾًخ ٌٍـالخ ف ٟذوغ

جْطهىجِحش جٌكحْد ال ّ٠ىٓ ضـر١مٙح هٍ ٝأٌع جٌٛجلن ِػً ذوغ جٌطؿحٌخ ئٔح هٕىٔح جٌّوحًِ جٌطشر٠ ٗ١س ِّىٓ هٓ ؿٍ٠مٙح ٕ٠فً
ضؿحٌخ هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
 جٌّوٍّٓ٠ ٓ١طهىِ ْٛجٌكحْد ٌوىز أْرحخ أٚال أل ٔٗ أطرف ػٌٍٚز ِٓ ػٌٍٚجش جٌك١حز  ٚأطرفش جٌطمٕ١س شٟء ِطوحٌف هٍٗ١
ٚأطرف جٌىطحخ ٚجٌٍؿٛء ٌٗ شٟء لىٚ ُ٠ج ْ ٢ف ٟضٛؾٗ إل ٌغحء جٌىطحخ  ٚأْ ٠ظرف جٌطوٍ ُ١ئٌىطٍ ٟٔٚجٌؿحٔد ج ٢نٍ أْ فٛٔ ٗ١م ِٓ
جٌطؿى٠ى ٚجٌطش٠ٛك ذحٌٕٓرس ٌٍـحٌد جٌؿحٔد جٌػحٌع أْ جٌـحٌد ِّىٓ أٔٗ ٠شحٌن ف ٟئهىجو ذوغ جٌىٌِ ِٚحوحْ ِّىٓ ف ٟجٌٕلحَ
جٌمى ُ٠أْ جٌّوٍُ ٠وـ ٟجٌـحٌد وفطٍ جٌطكؼٌ ٍ١ىٓ ج ْ ٢جٌـحٌد ٠وى جٌىٌِ ذوى ضكى٠ى جٌٕمحؽ ٌٚؤ ِٚجأل لالَ  ٚأق١حٔح ٠شٍـ
جٌىٌِ ذٕفٓٗ
 أٔح َ جف ٟشه ئٔ ٟأقفُ ٚف ٟهٍّ١س ضم ُ١١جأل وجء جٌٛك١ف ٟأقطٓرٙح فحٌّوٍُ جًٌ٠ ٞىػٍ ِٓ َ٠حٌز غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ٓ٠ٚطهىَ جٌطمٕ١س
٠ٚشٍن ؿٍرطٗ أو١ى أْ ٌٗ ضوحًِ ٠هطٍف هٓ ذم١س َِالتٗ جٌٍِ ٟحش ٟهٍٔ ٝفّ جألْـٛجٔس جٌٓحذمس ٚال هٕىٖ جْطوىجو ٠غ ٍ١ف ٟق١حضٗ
شٟء
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 جٌطكف ُ١هٍ ٝهىز أشىحي ِعي ض١ٙثس جأل ِحوٓ ٚقؼ ٌٛجٌىٌٚ ِٚضٛف ٍ١جٌرٍجِؽ جٌّٛؾٛوز ف ٟجٌٓٛق ٚضأِِٓ ٓ١حهىز ِٓ
غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ٚو ْٛجٌّٕح٘ؽ جٌؿى٠ىز ؾح٠س هٍ ْٟ ٝو ٞقفُش ذوغ جٌّوٍّٚ ٓ١وًٌه ف ٟضٕحفّ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّٓ١

أِٓ١

أٔفٓٚ ُٙفٟ

ٍِوٚو ئ٠ؿحذ ٟهٍ ٝجٌّوٍُ أخْ جٌىٌِ ً٘ج لى ٠وىٖ ٠ٚف١ىٖ ٌٕٓٛجش لحوِس ذّ هٍّ١س ضؿى٠ى ٚئػحفس
 ضغٍ١ش ؿٍ٠مس جٌّوٍّ ٓ١ف ٟجٌشٍـ ال شه ذوى جْطهىجٌٍِ ُٙكحْد فمرً وحْ ؾُء ور ِٓ ٍ١جٌٛلص ٠ؼ١ن هٍ ٝجٌىطحذس ف ٟجٌٓرٌٛز
جٌشٟء ج٢نٍ أْ جٌّوٍُ أطرف ٌى ٗ٠فٍطس ٌٍطكؼ ٍ١جًٌٕ٘ ٟفّٓ لرً ِ ٛشٍؽ أْ جٌّوٍُ قؼٍ جٌىٌِ لرً ِح ٠ىنً جٌفظً ٌىٓ
ج ْ٢هٍّ١س ضؽ ٘ ُ١جٌىٌِ ضكطحؼ ئ هىجو ِٓرك ضوطرٍ ضكؼ ٍ١يٌٍّٕ٘ ٟوٍُ ٚضكً ِشىٍس جٌوشٛجت١س جٌٍ ٟوحْ ذوغ جٌّوٍّٓ١
٠شٍق ْٛجٌىٌِ فٙ١ح
 ؾ ًٙجٌّوٍُ ذحٌكحْد ّٕ٠وٗ ِٓ ئْطهىجِٗ ف ٟهٕىٔح ِوٍّ ٓ١ورحٌ ذحٌٓٓ ّ٠حٔو ِٓ ْٛئْطهىجِٗ أل ْ جٌؿ ًٙذحٌشٟء ٌٛ٠ى جٌهٛف
ُ٘ ضُ ضٛف ٍ١ؾٙحَ قحْد ف ٟغٍفس جٌّوٍّ ٓ١ئيج ٌغد هٍ ٝجاللً ف ٟؿرحهس ذوغ جألٌٚجق
 ِٓٚذحخ ِٓحهىضٌٍ ُٙطغٍد هٍ ٝنٛف
هٛػح هٓ وطحذطٙح ٠ى٠ٚح أ ٚجألْثٍس وًٌه جْطفىٔح ِٓ ٚفٍز قظض ِوٍّ ٓ١جٌكحْد ٔط١ؿس ٌطـر١ك ؿٍرس جٌؿحِوحش ٌىٕ٠ح ف ٟضىٌ٠د
َِالت ُٙهٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ئذطىجء ِٓ جألٚفٚ ّ١قط٠ ٝطـِٓ ٌٛطٛجُ٘
 جٌّوحًِ وٍٙح ضُ ضؿى٠ى٘ح جٌوحَ جٌّحػٚ ٟألٕٔح ٔٓطـ١ن جٌطكىُ ذأهىجو جٌشود فىً شورس ال ضُ٠ى هٓ هشٍ ٓ٠ؿحٌد ٌى٠ ٟىٕ٘ ْٛحن
ؾٙحَ ٌىً ؿحٌد ٚذًٌه ٓ٠طـ١ن جٌـٍرس ؾّ١و ُٙجٌطـر١ك جٌوٍّ٠َٚ ٟحوز جْطفحوض ِٓ ُٙجٌّحوز وًٌه جٌّوًّ جٌّوطّى ِٓ جٌَٛجٌز
ِوًّ ٚجقى فمؾ أِح جٌّوًّ جٌػحٔ ٟفضُ ضفٍ٠غ غٍفس ٌٗ ٚهٍّٕح ٌٗ ضّى٠ىجش ٚشرىس ٚضُ ضٛطٍٙ١ح ذحالٔطٍٔص ِٚطٛفٍ ف ٟجٌّىٌْس
نـٌ ٓ١الٔطٍٔص ٚجقى ِهظض ٌّظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ ِطحـ ٌٍـٍرس ٚجٌّوٍّٛٔ ٓ١ه١س جٌٍلحذس جٌّفٍٚػس هٍ ٝجٌـٍرس ذحْطهىجَ جالٔطٍٔص
ٌٚى ٞؾٙحَ ٌٍطكىُ أ٠ؼحً
أْ جألؾُٙز ؾّ١وٙح ِىشٛفس ذّكحيجز أِ ٓ١غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ٖ
 أ ٚي فحتىز ِٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٘ ٛجٌطٛجطً ِن جٌوحٌُ ف ٟكً جالٔفؿحٌ جٌّوٍف ٟجٌىرّ٠ٚ ٍ١ىٕه ِٓ جٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌطـ ٌٛجٌكحطً
ف ٟجٌطمٕ١س ٚفِ ٟؿحي هٍّه جٌٍ ٟضشطغً ف ٗ١جٌؿحٔد ج ٢نٍ ٘ ٛهٍّ١س وٍٓ ٌٍٍٚض ٓ١جٌّطوحٌف هٍ ٗ١ذحٌّىجٌِ ْرٌٛز ٚلٍُ ٚوفطٍ
ٚال شٟء آنٍ أ٠ؼح أْ ِحف ٟؿحٌد ٚال أ ٍْز ف ٟجٌٓوٛو٠س ضهٍ ِٓ ٝؾٙحَ قحْد آٌ ٟفّّحٌْس جٌـحٌد ًٌٙج جٌشٟء ٌٚؤ٠طٗ
ٌٍّىٌِ ٓ٠طهىِٗ ف ٟجٌّىٌْس ٠وَُ ٌى ٗ٠جإل لرحي هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌشٟء جٌٍجذن أْ فِ ٟطٛفٍ ذٍجِؽ ضوٍ١ّ١س ِٛجفك هٍٙ١ح
ِٓ َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍِٛ ُ١ؾٗز ٌّهطٍف جٌفثحش جٌوٍّ٠س
 ئيج أ ٌوش جلٕحم ِوٍُ ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٌجـ جكِ ٌٗ ٍٙكحْٓ جٌكحْد ٌٗ ٘ ٛشهظ١حًٚجٔوىحْٗ هٍ ٝؿالذٗ ِٓٚطٛجٖ
 ؿروحً فِ ٟكفُجش ذحإل ٠ؿحخ ٚفِ ٗ١كفُجش ذحٌٍٓد جٌّكفُجش جإل ٠ؿحذ١س أْ ضطُ ِٓحهىز جٌّوٍُ ف ٟئهىجو ذوغ جٌىٌ ِٚأل ْ
ِشحٌوس جٌـحٌد ف ٟجٌىٌ ِٚجٌّٓطهىَ ف ٗ١ج جٌكحْد أ وِ ِٓ ٍ١شحٌوطٗ ف ٟغٍ٘١ح ِٓ جٌىٌٌّٚ ِٚح ٠شحٌن جٌـحٌد ضى ْٛلٕحهطٗ
أورٍ ٚجٌّوٍِٛس ضػرص أوػٍ ذحٌٕٓرس ٌٍٍٓر١س أ ْ جٌّوٍُ جٌؿحو ٚجٌّؿطٙى جٌٍ٠ ٟؿطٙى ٠ٚـ ٌٛفٔ ٟفٓٗ ٚشٍقٗ ٠ٚؿ١د

أش١حء ؾى٠ىز

ٌٍـالخ ٍ٠ٚفص جٔطرح٘٠ٚ ُٙؿوً جٌـحٌد ئ٠ؿحذً٘ ٟج ٔؿوً ٌٗ ُِ١ز ف ٟضم ُ١١جألوجء جٌٛك١ف ٟف ٟجٌطىٍ ٚ ُ٠أِحَ جٌُٚجٌ ٚهٕى أ١ٌٚحء
أِ ٌٛجٌـالخ ٚهٍ ٝجٌوىّ ضّحِحً ذحٌٕٓرس ٌّٓ ال ٓ٠طهىَ جٌكحْد
 جٌّو١محش أ ّ٘ٙح جٌؿ ًٙهٕىِ ٞوٍّ ٓ١ذحل ٌُٙ ٟنّّ ْٕٛجش ٠ٚطمحهى ف١مٛي أجْ ِحهٕى ٞجْطوىجو ئٔ ٟأغ ٍ١ألِٔ ٟحٌجـ جْطف١ى ِٕٙح
شٟء ٌىٓ ٌٔ ٛلٍ ٌٛجلن جٌك١حز ٌٛؾى أٔٗ ٌجـ ٠كطحؼ ٌّػً ٘حالِ ٌٛف ٟق١حضٗ ٚوجنً ذ١طٗ ٌىٓ  ٍٜ٠أْ ٍِ هٍ ٗ١فطٍز ٚلى ٠ؿى أٔٙح
ورٍ١ز أٔٗ ٠ؿ٠ ٟطوٍُ ِٓ ٚجقى أصغٍ ِٕٗ ٚلى ٠ى ْٛنحتف أٔٗ ٠فشً ٚفً٘ ٟج جٌٓٓ
ِ نٞلحش ِٓ ٔحق١س جأل ؾُٙز أ  ٚجٌّوىجش غِٛ ٍ١ؾٛو وً شٟء ِطٛفٍ ٚؾى٠ى ٚوهُ ِٓ جٌُِالء ف ٟجٌّىٌْس ود  ٍ٠قط ٝإٔٔح جْ ٢
ٔظ ٌٛجٌّوٍُ أغٕحء جٌشٍـ ٕٓٔٚهٗ هٍ ْٟ ٝو٠ٚ ٞطفٍؼ هٍ ٗ١جٌّىٌِ ئيج ٌأ ٜأٔٗ ّٔٛيؾَِٚ ٟالتٗ ٌجـ ٓ٠طف١ىٕٓ٠ ِٕٗ ْٚم
ِٕٗ ٌُِالتٗ ٚئْ ٌأ ٜأٔٗ غّٛٔ ٍ١يؾٚ ٟال ٍ٠غد أْ ٠ـٍن أقى هٍ ٗ١فٍٗ يٌه
 جٌٛلص لى ٠وطرٍ ِو١ك ئيج ٔلٍ ٌٙح جٌّىٌِ ِٓ ِٕلحٌ ذٓ١ؾ أِح ئيج ٔلٍ ٌٙح ِٓ ِٕلحٌ ِٓطمرٍ ٟف١ْ ٛٙىٓد ٚلص
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ِ طٛفٍ ٌ ٟقحْد شهظ ٟف ٟجٌّىٌْس ٚجٌُّٕي
 ذحٌٕٓرس ٌٍٓ ٟو٠حش ِطٛفٍ ف ٟجٌّىٌْس أِِ ٓ١ظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ ٕٓ٠م ٌٍّىٌِْ ٓ١ح٠شحء ْٚئيج وحْ ٠كطحؼ جٌرٍٔحِؽ أوػٍ ِٓ ؿحٌد أٚ
ِىٌِ ٚئيج جْطٍَُ جألٍِ جٌشٍجء فّطٛفٍ ُِ١جٔ١س ٌ ًٖٙجألٌِٛ
 جٌصوٌ٠د ٠وطرٍ هحًِ ِكفُ ِ ُٙؾىجً ٚنحطس ئيج ضىٌخ نحٌؼ جٌّىٌْس ألْ جإلٔٓحْ ئيج ضىٌخ هٕى ئٔٓحْ ٠وٍفٗ لى ٠كّ ذحٌكٍؼ
ٚجٌطٍوو
 ال ٠ف١ى أ ْ جٌشهض ٠طمٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌ ٌٟ٢ىٓ ال ٠طمٓ ضٛك١فٗ ف ٟجٌطٍذ١س ًٌج جٌّ ُٙأٚالً أْ ٠طوٍُ جْطهىجَ جٌؿٙحَ  ِٓٚغُ
ضٛك١ف ِحضوٍُ ف ٟجيضٍذ١س
 هٍ ٝقٓد ٔٛم جٌّوٍُ فحٌّوٍُ جٌؿحً٘ ذحٌكحْد ْٛف ٠طوٍُ جْطهىجِٗ وؿٙحَ أِح جٌوحٌف ذٗ فٓٛف ٠طوٍُ جْطهىجِٗ ٚضٛك١فٗ فٟ
جٌطوٍ ُ١أِح ِٓ ٔحق١س جإل وجٌز جٌظف١س فال أهطمى أْ ِٓ ٓ٠طوًّ جٌكحْد ٠كطحؾٙح أل ْ جْطوّحي جٌكحْد ٠وطرٍ هحًِ ػرؾ ٌٍظف
ألٔٗ ٠شى جٔطرحٖ جٌـالخ ٠ٚشٛل ُٙأِح جٌظ١حٔس فال ٠كطحؾٙح جٌّوٍُ جٌوحوٞ
 هٕىٔح ِوٍُ ِؿ١ى ٌٍظ١حٔس أِح ط١حٔس جألؾُٙز فّطٛفٍز ِٓ جٌشٍوس جٌٌٍ ٟورص جألؾُٙز  ٟ٘ٚجٌشٍوس جٌوحٌّ١س ضم َٛذظ١حٔس جالؾُٙز
جٌٍٚ ٟفٍضٙح جٌَٛجٌز ِٓ ؿحذوحش ٚقحْرحش ٚغٌ ٍٖ١ىٓ لـن جٌغ١حٌ هٍ ٝجٌّىٌْس ٌ ٛجقطحؼ جألٍِ ٚضٍر١صُ٘ جٌٕىجء ٍْ٠وس ضأنً أ٠حَ
فمؾ ال ضظً ئٌ ٝجألْرٛم ألْ ئيج ٌفوٕح أ  ٞضمٍْٟ ٍ٠ء هٕ ٌٓ ُٙضطوحلى ِو ُٙجٌَٛجٌز فٛٔ ٛٙم ِٓ جٌؿٛوز ٚجٌكفحف هٍٙ١ح
 ئ يج جقطحؼ جٌّوٍُ جٌّٓحهىز فِٛ ٟٙؾٛوز ِٓ لرً ِوٍّ ٓ١جٌكحْد جٚ ٌٟ٢أِ ٓ١غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ٚئوجٌٌ ٞىٕ٠ح ٠ؿ١ى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد
ٌىٓ أغٍد ؿالذٕح ِرىه ٓ١فً٘ ٟج جٌّؿحي ٌىٌؾس أْ ٌىٕ٠ح ِٛلن ِظّّ ٕٗ١جٌـالخ ِٕٚطى٠ ٜشٍف هٍ ٗ١جٌـالخ أضٛلن أْ أِ ٞوٍُ
ضٛجؾِ ٗٙشىٍس ٌجـ ٠ؿى ٌٙح جٌكً ف ٟجٌفظً
 جٌّىٌْس هٕى٘ح ضفحهً لٚ ٞٛأورٍ وٌ ٛ٘ ً١ضٛفٍ جأل ؾُٙز ف ٟجٌّىٌْس ِٓ قحْرحش ٚوجضحشٌ ٛىً ِٓ جٌّوٍّٚ ٓ١جإل وجٌٌ ٓ١٠ىٓ
جٌـٍرس غِّٛٓ ٍ١ـ ٌ ُٙذحقؼحٌ الخ ضٛذحضِ ُٙوٌٍّ ُٙىٌْس أِح جٌّوٍّ ٓ١فأغٍرٌ ُٙى ُٙ٠أؾُٙض ُٙجٌهحطس ذُٙ
 جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍ ُ١ػٌٍٚز
 جٌٛلص جٌٍ ٟأِؼٚ ٗ١أٔح جْطهىَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢أوِٓ ْٛطّطن
 جٌطؿٍذس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّٓطهىَ فٙ١ح جٌكحْد جِّ ٌٟ٢طحَز ٌىٕٙح ضكصجؼ وهُ ِٓ جٌَٛجٌز أل ْ ال ٠ىف ٟأْ جٌَٛجٌز ضٕلٍ ٚضؿوً ٌه
ذٍٔحِؽ ل ٞٛغُ ال ٠طحذن ٠ٚىهُ ٠ٚظكف ئيج وحْ ف ٗ١أنـحء
ذْٟٓس جٌَٛجٌز أل ْ ٌ ٛوحْ جٌَٛجٌز ِحهٕى٘ح لٕحهس وحْ ِحٚفٍش ٌٕح جالؾُٙز ٌىٓ فٗ١
 جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌفظٛي ِطأغٍ ج
ؾٙى شهظ ٟذطٛف ٍ١هىو أورٍ ِٓ جٌّٛؾٛو
 ِٓ جٌٓ١حْحش جٌٍ ٟأٔح أهٍفٙح أْ جٌَٛجٌز ِمرٍس هٍ ٝجٌىطحخ جإل ٌىطٍ١ْ ٟٔٚظرف جٌىطحخ جٌٌ ٛلً٘ ٟج شرٗ ِوى َٚف ٟجٌّٓطمرً
ٌٚىٕٗ ٠كطحؼ ٌطىٌؼ ف ٟجٌطـر١ك ِػً ِح٘ ٛقحطً ف ٟجٌٕلحَ جٌػحٔ ٞٛجٌؿى٠ى ٠ـرك ف ٟهىو ِٓ جٌّىجٌِ  ٚئيج قظً فِ ٟشحوً
ضكً ٚضطالف٠ٚ ٟـرك ذشىً هحَ ألْ جٌوحٌُ ِٓ قٌٕٛح ٠طْٛن  ٍ١ٓ٠ٚذٍٓمز ٚالذى أْ ٍٔكك ذحٌٍود ٚئال ْٕىنً فِ ٟؿحي جألِ١س
 أٔح أهٍف ِٓ نـؾ جٌَٛجٌز جٌكحٌ١س ٘ ٟضٛف ٍ١أ ؾُٙز قحْد إٌٌّٓٛٓ ٟذ ٟجٌطوٍ ُ١ذألٓحؽ ٍِٓ١ز ً٘ٚج ٔلحَ ِـرك قحٌ١حً ٌٕشٍ
جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ٚجٌَٛجٌز ْحتٍز ف ٟضـر١ك أٔلّس جٌكىِٛس جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس فحٌطوحِ ُ١جٚ ْ٢جٌٍّجْالش وٍٙح أطركص ئٌىطٍ١ٔٚس ٚوًٌه
جٌطٍو ُ١ف ٟجٌهـؾ جٌؿى٠ىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جِٚ ٌٟ٢حوز جٌكحْد فحٌٕلحَ جٌمىٌٍٍّ ُ٠قٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس وحْ جٌـحٌد ٠ىٌِ ِحِوىٌٗ
 6قظض ف ٟجٌػالظ ْٕٛجش ج ْ٢ئنطٍف جٌٛػن أطرف ٠ىٌِ ِح٠محٌخ ِٓ  20قظس
 أضٛلن أٔٗ ذّح أْ جٌىطحخ ٌجـ ٠ى ْٛئ ٌىطٍ ٟٔٚالََ ٠ى ْٛف ٗ١ؾٙحَ قحْد ٚوجضح ش ٛف ٟوً لحهس ٚالََ ٍ٠وُ هٍٝ

أْ وً

جٌّوٍّ٠ ٓ١طمٕ ْٛجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٚ ٌٟ٢ذحٌّٕحْرس شوٌخ جٌوحَ جٌّحػ ٟقٛجٌِ 6000 ٟوٍُ هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ذحٌطوحْٚ
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ذ ٓ١جٌَٛجٌز ٌٛ٘ٛ١ٔٚجٚ ُْ٠جٌٕٓس ًٖ٘ ٔفّ جٌشٟء أض١ف ٌىً ِوٍُ أْ ٠أنً وٌٚز ضىٌ٠ر١س ٌّىز جْرٛم ضى ْٛوٌٚز ضأْ١ٓ١س ذوى٘ح
ئْ أٌجو جإلوّحي هٍ ٝقٓحذٗ جٌهحص ٚئْ أٌجو فِ ٟىٌْطٗ أ ٚف ٟذ١طٗ  ًٖ٘ٚؾٛٙو ضٓحهى هٍِ ٝك ٛأِ١س جٌّوٍّٓ١
 ٟ٘ أ ضٛلن جْطٍجض١ؿ١س ٚؿٕ١س ضٛال٘ح جٌٍّه هرىجهلل هٕىِح وحْ ٌٍ ٌٟٚوٙى ٌىٓ جٌَٛجٌز ذحوٌش خ ضفوٍٙ١ح  ِٓٚأٚي أ٘ىجفٙح أْ وً
ِٛجؿٓ ٠ى ٌٗ ْٛؾٙحَ ِٓ أؾً ِك ٛأِ١س جٌكحْد  ٚجإلْطوحػس هٓ جٌّوحِالش جٌٌٛل١س  ٚئونحي جٌكىِٛس جإل ٌىطٍ١ٔٚس أل ْ ِحفٟ
وٌٚس ضٓطـ١ن ضـر١ك جٌكىِٛس جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس ذىِ ْٚح٠ى ْٛجٌّٛجؿٓ هٕىٖ ٚهٚ ٟجْطهىجَ ٌٍكحْد
ٌ فن جٌٛه ٟذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّ ِٓ ٓ١لرً جيَٚجٌز ٠طُ هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌىٌٚجش أ٠ؼحً جٌَٛجٌز ضم َٛذطكف ُ١جٌّوٍّ ٓ١خضوٍُ جٌكحْد جٚ ٌٟ٢يٌه
ذحهطرحٌ شٙحوز جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢شٍؽ أْحٌٍْ ٟكظٛي هٍٔ ٝىخ أ ٚئ٠فحو أٔ ٚمً ِٓ ِىٌْس أل نٍ ٜأ ٚجٌطٍش١ف ٌالٌشحو إِٔ ٚظد
ٚو ً١أِ ٚى ٍ٠ال٠طمٓ جٌكحْد الٍ٠شف
 جٌَٛجٌز ضم َٛذٍفن جٌٛه ٟذ ْ ٟجٌّوٍّ ٓ١هٓ و١ف١س جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٚوِؿٗ ذحٌطوٍ ُ١هٓ ؿٍ٠ك وٌٚجش ٠مىِٙح ٍِوُ جٌطىٌ٠د
٠س جْطهىجَ جٌرحٌٚذٕ٠ٛص ف ٟهٍع جٌىٌِٚ
ٚجٌطـ ٍ٠ٛجٌطٍذْٛ ٞٛجء ِٓ ٔحق١س أْحْ١حش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أ ٚو١ف
 هٕى ٞف ٟجٌّىٌْس ِ 32وٍُ ؾّ١و٠ ُٙؿ١ى ْٚجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ِح هىج جغٕٓٔ ًٖ٘ٚ ٓ١رس

ؾ١ىز ِٚح ألىٌ ألٛي أ ْ ْ١حْس َٚجٌز

جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍ ُ١أغٍش ف ٟئ٠ؿحذ١س جٌّؤٍّ ٓ١ك ٛجٌكحْد ج ٚ ٌٟ٢ئال فؿّ١ن جٌّىجٌِ ٠ؿد أْ ضٕٙؽ ٔفّ جٌٕٙؽ ال شه أْ ْ١حْس
جٌطوٍ ُ١ضكع ٚضٓحهى ٌىٓ جٌر١ثس ٌٙح وٚ ٌٚجإل وٌجز ٌٙح و ٌٚفٍ ٛوحْ جٌّىٌِ ف ٞؾٕٛخ جٌٍ٠حع ف ٟذ١ثس ؿالذٙح ٠وحٔ ِٓ ْٛجٌفمٍ
ٚال هٕىُ٘ ج٘طّحَ ذحٌكحْد ٚال هٕى جٌـحٌد أ طال قحْد ذحٌر١ص فّٙحٌجضٗ ِحضمحٌْ ذـحٌد ف ٟشّحي جٌٍ٠حع فحٌر١ثس ضٕوىّ هٍٝ
جٌّوٍُ ٚهٍ ٝجْطهىجِٗ ٌٍكحْد ف ٟجٌّىٌْس
 أٔح ذحٌٕٓرس ٌِ ٟطفحتً فٕكٓ ٔوٍف أْ ف١ٍِ 9 ٟحٌ ِٓ جٌٍّه هرىجهلل ٌٍَٛجٌز نظظص ٌٍطىٌ٠د ٚؿروح ِؽ ٍِٙح أ ٚأغٍرٙح هٓ
ؿٍ٠ك جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ذحٌٕٓرس ٌطٛفٍ قحْد ٌىً ؿحٌد أضٛلن أْ ً٘ج ِّىٓ ٌٓرد ٚجقى ٘ ٛجٔهفحع أْوحٌ جأل ؾُٙز فٍ ٛلحٌٔح
ي أ ٞؾٙحَ آنٍ ف ٟجٌُّٕي ٚفٟ
و١ف وحٔص أْوحٌ٘ح ف ٟجٌّحػٚ ٟو١ف أطركص ٚأضٛلن أٔٙح ف ٟجٌّٓطمرً ٌجـ ضى ْٛأْوحٌ٘ح ِع
ِىجٌِ أٍ٘١س ج ْ٢ؽ ذمص جٌطوٍ ُ١جالٌىطٍٍْٙٚ ٟٔٚص ٚنففص هٍ ٝجٌـحٌد قًّ جٌكم١رس جٌّىٌْ١س ٚأطرف جٌـحٌد  ًٍْ٠جٌٛجؾرحش
ٌٍّوٍُ هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جالٚ ً١ّ٠طحٌ ٕ٘حن ضٛجطً وجتُ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ذٓرد ضٛفٍ جٌطمٕ١س ً٘ج ذحٌٕٓرس ٌ ٟقٍُ ِٚطفحتً أٔٗ ٠طكمك
جٌعٔ٠ٛس  ٛ٘ٚال ٠ؿ١ى ال جٌكحْد
ألْ ْٛق جٌوًّ ٠طـٍد يٌه ٚهٕىٔح ج ْ ٢فشً فِٚ ٟق جٌوًّ أل ْ جٌـحٌد ٠طهٍؼ ِٓ جٌٍّقٍس ج
جٚ ٌٟ٢ال جٌٍغس جالٔؿٍ٠ُ١س ً٘ٚج ِٓ ػّٓ جألْرحخ جٌٍ ٟؾوٍص هٕىٔح ذـحٌس ٚشرحخ هحؿً
 جٌٍ ٟؾوً جٌوحٌُ ٠ظٌٍّ ْٛح ٚطٍٛج ئٌ ِٛ ٗ١هحؾُ ٓ٠أٔح ٔظً ٌٗ ذّ ٔكطحؼ ضهـ١ؾ ٚذوى هشٍ ْٕٛجش ِّىٓ أْ جٌـحٌد ٠ىٌِ
ذحٌر١ص ٌىٓ ِ ٛذشىً وحًِ ٌىٓ ْ١ىٍٓ قٛجؾُ وػٍ١ز ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ٠ُ٠ٚى ِٓ جٌطٛجطً ٠ٚىٍٓ قحؾُ جٌهٛف هٕى جٌـحٌد
ِٓ أْ جٌّوٍُ ٘ ٛجٌّظىٌ جٌٛق١ى ٌٍّوٍِٛس ْ١ظرف هٕىٖ أوػٍ ِٓ ِظىٌ ٠ٚظرف جٌّوٍُ فمؾ ِٛؾٗ أٍِ ٚشى هٍّح ذأْ ج ْ٢ضغٍ١
و ٌٚجٌّىٌِ ذشىً ور ِٓ ٍ١لرً هشٍ ْٓ ٚجش ضمٍ٠رح وحْ جٌّوٍُ ٠ىٌِ ذحٌُؾٍ ٚجٌٕٚ ٟٙل ٛز جٌشهظ١س ٌىٓ ج ْ ٢لٛز جٌّوٍُ
ذحٌّوٍِٛس جٌٍ٠ ٟوـٙ١ح جٌـحٌد ٚجٌطٛجطً ِن جٌّوٍُ نظٛطحًف ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس
 أو١ى أْ جٌطمٌ ُ١١جـ ٠طغ ٍ١ف ٟجٌوشٍ ْٕٛجش جٌمحوِس أ ٚألً أل ْ جٌطغ ٍ١١ذىأ ِٓ جِ ْ ٢ػالً جٌوٍّ ٟوحْ ِحهٍ ٗ١وٌ ؾس ج ْ ٢أطرف
هٍ ٗ١وٌؾس ِٓطمٍس فّٓ لرً وحْ جٌـحٌد ٕ٠لٍ ٌٍّوٍُ ٕ٠ ٛ٘ٚفً جٌطؿٍذس ٚج ْ ٢أطرف ٕ٠فً جٌطؿٍذس ذٕفٓٗ ً٘ٚج غ ٍ١جٌٛػن ِٓ
و ْٛجٌـحٌد ٍْر ٛ٘ٚ ٟجٌّطٍمٟ
 جٌُ ْ٘ؽ ٌجـ ٠طغٚ ٍ١قط ٝف ٟجٌفطٍز جٌمٍ٠رس ج ْ٢ف ٟقى٠ع هٓ جٌّمٌٍجش جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس
ٔفّ ٚضغ٠ ٌٓ ٍ١ؿى ٌٗ ِىحْ ف ٟجٌّٓطمرً
 جٌّوٍُ ئيج ِحٌكك ٖ
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 أٔح أضّٕ ٝأْ جٌـحٌد ٠ظرف ٠ركع هٓ جٌّوٍفس ذٕفٓٗ ج ْ ٢جٌـحٌد ٠أض ٟئٌ ٝجٌّىٌْس ِؿرٍ أٔح أٌ٠ى أْ جٌـحٌد ٠أضٌٍّ ٟىٌْس
ؿٛهحً ذكػحً هٓ جٌّوٍفس ِٚطِ ٝحٚطٍٕح ٌ ًٖٙجٌٕط١ؿس ْ١ظرف جٌـحٌد هٕىٖ ٔؼؽ  ٚئلرحي ٠ٚظرف ٠طوٍُ ٌٍطوٍُ فمؾ ٚو ٌٚجٌطكٔ١س فٟ
٘حٌّؿحي أٔٙح أورٍ ِٓحهى ٌٍـحٌد أٔٗ ٠طوٍُ ذٕفٓٗ
 أضٛلن أ ْ جٌّؿطّن ٌجـ ٠طغ ٍ١وٍٗ ذأوٍّٗ ِ ٛفمؾ ذّؿحي جٌطوٍ ُ١جٌطمٕ١س ج ْ٢ونٍص وً ذ١ص ٚجالٔفؿحٌ جٌّوٍف ٟونً ف ٟوً ِؿطّن
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Head Teacher Interview Transcript
Interview 9
Interviewer: Afnan Oyaid
Teacher Code: H-3
Interviewee: Head teacher of a secondary school of the developed secondary curriculum program
Qualifications: BA Arabic Language from Teachers College

 I consider that the computer has become a necessity at the present time based on the
explosion of knowledge which now exists around us and which requires us to use the
computer. Regarding our school almost every department has a computer for teachers
and administrators and all our paper-based work has been replaced with electronic
versions.
 We have two labs for students and special equipment for teachers. Lecture rooms and
resource rooms era equipped with computers and we have 9 projectors. Some came as a
donation and some was provided by the ministry because we are implementing this new
secondary system. We have tried to make use of this new system by using the
technology more.
 The resources room is used by teachers by weekly booking. Each department has its own
projector for example the science department has its own projector, and Arabic language
section, as well as Islamic studies they have their own equipment. Each department is
allocated two classrooms therefore we do not suffer from pressure or conflict of the
different needs of teachers in addition to the fact that we have an extra mobile device.
 Teachers vary in their use of ICT. However, since the school is part of the new
developed secondary schools system the curriculum was provided electronically on CDs
and the teachers make use of them in PowerPoint presentations.
 As for the ICT teacher he basically uses the computer available in the computer lab for
delivering lessons since this is his specialty. He uses computers for students' „hands on‟
time and for working on their projects, especially as the new curriculum requires in
depth use of computers. There is another type of teacher who uses computers as needed
depending on the lesson, such as when there are images or pictures or anything to be
shown to students to change the routine and keep the students attention. There are also
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some other uses of computers such as using simulation laboratories to simulate some
experiments that cannot be applied in reality.
 Teachers use computers for several reasons, first because it has become a necessity of
life and technology has become very familiar. Books and their usage has become an old
thing to do and now there is a move towards the abolition of the book to be replaced by
e-education. On the other hand, the use of computers is a kind of attraction and
stimulation, and also the student can participate in preparing some lessons which was
not possible in the old system since the teacher could not give his lesson planning book
to the student, but now the student can prepare the lesson by identifying main ideas and
sometimes he explains the lesson himself.
 There is no doubt that I encourage teachers to use ICT, and in the teachers annual
performance report I take this into consideration. A teacher who often uses the resources
room and uses the technology and involves his students is treated differently to other
colleagues who are doing the same thing again and again and have no willingness to
change anything in their lives.
 Stimulation can occur in many ways, such as equipping rooms, attending classes,
provision of programs available on the market, to offer the assistance of the resources
room librarian and the fact that the new curricula is on CD. All these have prompted
some teachers to use computers. As well as this there is a competition between the
teachers themselves and also there is a positive impact on the teacher that their lesson
had been prepared and this will benefit him for years to come when it only needs some
slight changes.
 There is no doubt that teacher methods in explaining lessons has changed as a result of
using computers. Before, a lot of class time is wasted on writing on the blackboard. The
other thing is that the teacher now has a chance to be prepared mentally to deliver the
lesson unlike before where some teachers attended classes without prior preparation.
The use of computers requires proper preparation which is considered mental
preparation as well and this solves the problem of disordered presentation of lessons.
 A teacher's ignorance prevents him from using a computer. We have some older teachers
who resist its use because ignorance creates fear. As a way to help them overcome their
fear a computer in the staff room was provided in case even one teacher wanted to word
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process some papers or questions instead of writing them by hand. We also benefited
from the abundance of ICT teachers classes as a result of having university students on
teaching placements in our school so we asked them to train their colleagues on ICT use
starting with Office programs until they develop their skills.
 All computer labs were renewed last year and because we can control the numbers of
students in each class to no more than twenty students in each one in order to have a
computer for each student and therefore all students would be able to practise and it
would be of more benefit. The MoE provided the school with only one lab; the second
lab was provided by the school as we emptied a room undertook the required wiring and
networking and connected the lab to the Internet. There are two Internet lines in the
school, One is devoted to the learning resources room. The internet is available to
students and teachers. All computers are under the supervision and control of the
resources room librarian and he also has a control device to monitor students' Internet
use.
 the first benefit from the use of computers is communicating with the world in light of
the great explosion of knowledge; it enables you to find out technical developments in
your area of interest. ICT use in schools motivate and breaks the routine of the
traditional school, involving just blackboard, pen and books. Another thing is that there
are hardly any Saudi families without a computer at home so for a student to observe his
teacher using a computer at school encourages him to use it. Finally, there is educational
software available and approved by MoE targeting different age groups.
 If I want to convince a teacher to use computers I will show him the advantages of its
use for him personally and its impact on his performance and students.
 Of course, there are positive incentives and negative incentives. Positive incentives such
as to assist the teacher in the preparation of some lessons, because student's participation
in lessons delivered using ICT is more than their participation in other lessons, and when
the student participates he becomes more convinced and information is reinforced more.
Regarding negative incentives, the hardworking and diligent teacher, who strives to
develop his skills and introduce students to new things and attract their attention, makes
the student very positive. This teacher is treated especially in teacher annual
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performance report, praise in front of school visitors and parents; quite the opposite for
those who do not use the computer.
 the most important of obstacles is ignorance. I have teachers who have only five years to
work before retiring so he says „I have no intention to change because I will not benefit‟,
but if he looked to reality he would find that he will need such skills in his own life and
inside his own home, However he finds that it has been a while since he last learned
something new and finds it very difficult to learn from someone younger than him and
he might be afraid from failure at this age.
 There are no hindrances regarding devices or equipment, everything is available and
new. Colleagues support is huge, now we have even started filming the teacher during
lesson explanations and putting it on CD then other teachers will watch it. If he felt that
the lesson is beneficial to other teachers then more copies are provided and if he felt
otherwise then no one will have access to it.
 Time can be considered a hindrance if the teacher considered this issue in the short term,
whereas if he viewed it in the long run he will find that he will gain time.
 A personal computer is available for me at school and home
 Regarding CDs, the resources room librarian provides teachers with their needs
regarding CDs and provides them with multiple copies if more than one teacher or
student needs it. If necessary, there is a budget for these things
 Training is considered a very important incentive, especially if the teacher was trained
outside school, because if he was training with someone he knows he might feel hesitant
and embarrassed.
 It is not useful if the teacher has good ICT skills but cannot utilize and employ them in
their teaching. Therefore it is important to first gain ICT skills then the deployment of
what he has learned in teaching.
 Depending on the type of teacher, a teacher who is not knowledgeable in ICT use will
need to learn how to use it whereas a teacher with good ICT skills will need to learn how
to utilize and employ it in education. With regard to class management skills I do not
think that a teacher who uses ICT will need them because the use of ICT is considered a
class control mechanism because it holds students' attention and, computer maintenance
skills are not needed for the average teacher.
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 We have a teacher with good computer maintenance background, whereas hardware
maintenance is provided by the company that installed them, it is called The
International Company. It maintains hardware provided by MoE such as computers and
printers but spare parts are paid for by the school if needed. The company responds
rapidly; it does not take more than few days to a week, because if we reported negatively
on their performance the MoE will not renew the contract with them, this is a kind of
quality control.
 If the teacher needs assistance, it is offered by ICT teachers and the resources room
librarian and we also have one of our administration staff who has good ICT skills.
However, most of our students are creative in this area to the extent that we have
students who have designed a website and a forum which they run and supervise so I
think any teacher who faces any problem will find a solution to it within the class.
 The school is very interested in ICT, the availability of computers and data shows for all
teachers and administrative staff in the school strong evidence on that interest. Though
students are not allowed to bring their laptops to school most teachers have their own
laptops.
 the use of computers in education is a necessity.
 During the time I spend using computer I feel amused.
 The learning experience in which ICT is used is excellent but needs support from MoE
because it is not enough that the ministry just makes a strong program with no follow up
and support and improvements for any deficiencies.
 The use of computers in classrooms is influenced by MoE policy, because if the ministry
was not convinced it wouldn't have provided us with hardware, but there is also our
personal effort to provide a greater number of computers than that provided.
 Among the policies that I know, the ministry is going to change to e-books and paper
passed books will virtually be non-existent in the future. But this needs to be done
gradually such as what happened with the developed secondary system which is being
piloted in a number of schools, and if any problems arise then they will be resolved and
avoided, then they will be applied in all schools because the world around us is
expanding rapidly; changing; and we have to catch up, otherwise we will be literates.
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 I know one of the MoE current plans is to provide computers to its employees in easy
installments and that initiative is in place now to spread the use of ICT. The MoE is in
the process of the applying e-government systems; all memos and correspondence are
now electronic, as well as the focus of new plans on the use of ICT and focus on ICT as
a subject. In the old secondary system students used to study an average of 6 classes in
all three years; now the situation is different, it is around 20 classes.
 I expect that since the book will become an e-book there should be a computer and
projector in each classroom. Teachers need to have good ICT skills. By the way last year
around 6000 teacher were trained on basic ICT skills in collaboration between the MoE
and New Horizon computer centers and the same thing will happen this year. A one
week training course on basic ICT skills was offered to all teachers after that they can
continue training at their own expense or in their school or home. All these efforts are to
help eradicate ICT illiteracy among teachers.
 I think it was a national strategy led by King Abdullah when he was crown prince, but
the Ministry has activated it and its first aim was to provide each citizen with a computer
to eradicate ICT illiteracy and replace paper based transactions and introduce the egovernment, because there is no country that can apply the e-government without
citizen's awareness and ability to use computers.
 The MoE raises teachers awareness of its policies by training courses. It also encourages
teachers to learn ICT skills by considering a computer training certificate as a
prerequisite of assignments, moving to another school, or apply for supervisors, vice
head teacher, and head teacher posts. If the teacher does not have good ICT skills then
he will not be nominated for these posts.
 The MoE raise teachers awareness on how to use computers and integrate them into
education through training courses provided by the Center for Training and Educational
Development, both in terms of the basics of ICT use and how to use PowerPoint to
present lessons.
 I have 32 teachers in the school and they all know how to use the computer, all except
two of these and that is a good percentage. I cannot say that MoE policy has positively
influenced teachers ICT use otherwise all schools would be following the same thing.
There is no doubt that the educational policy encourages and helps, but the environment
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plays a role and the school management plays a role as well. So if the teacher is based in
South Riyadh in an environment where students suffer from poverty and have no interest
in ICT and the student does not even own a home computer his skills are incomparable
with a student living in North Riyadh so the environment is reflected on the teacher and
his use on ICT in school.
 As for me, I am optimistic, we know that there is 9 billion that King Abdullah has
allocated to the MoE for training purposes and of course the whole or the majority will
be training in the use of technology. Regarding providing a computer for each student, I
expect that it is possible for one reason that is the reduction in the prices of computers
if we compare how the prices were in the past and how they are now and I expect that
in the future their prices will be like any other device in the house. There are now some
private schools who applied e-learning and facilitated and eased the burden of carrying
a school bag and the student started sending his homework by email to his teacher, and
there is a continuous communication between the teacher and the student because of the
availability of technology. For me this is a dream and I am optimistic that it will
become true because the labour market shows that we failed in the labour market if
students graduate from secondary school and he do not have ICT skills or English
language; this is one of the reasons for unemployment and unemployed youth.
 We are not incapable of achieving what others have achieved but we need planning and
in ten years a student can study at home but not full time. This will break many barriers
between the teacher and the student and increase communication and break the barrier of
fear in the student that the teacher is the only source of information. He will have more
than one source, and the teacher will become a guider and facilitator knowing that
teacher's role nowadays has changed a lot from what it used to be ten years ago, when
the teacher was teaching using punishment and prevention depending on his strong
personality. Now the teacher's strength is measured by the strength of information he
provides to student and communication with him especially at secondary level.
 It is certain that assessment will change in the next ten years or less. Actually change has
started already, for example, practical work was not assessed before, now it is assessed
separately. Before a student would observe the teacher performing an experiment but
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now he carries it out himself, and this has changed the student situation from being
negative and receptive.
 The curriculum will change even in the near future, there is now a move towards an
electronic curriculum.
 If the teacher himself does not change he will not find a place for himself in the future.
 I hope that the student will start looking for information by himself, now students are
required to come to school I want the student to come to school willingly in search of
knowledge and whenever we reach this situation the student will be mature and ready to
come to learn for the sake of learning only. The role of technology here is to assist the
student in self educating.
 I expect that the whole community will be changed, not only in the field of education.
Technology has now entered each house and the explosion of knowledge is in each
community.
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Appendix 6: Questionnaire - English Version
Section A: Personal details and role in the school
1. Age range (years):

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60+

5-9

10+

2. Number of years in teaching (at start of term):

First year

1

2-4

3. What is your main teaching subject? ................................................................
4. What is your highest qualification? ......………………………………………….………..…

Section B: Teachers’ Use of ICT
5. In your view, why should teachers if at all use ICT in their teaching?

………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
6.

What type of application do you use for teaching? Tick all that apply

□PowerPoint
□Spreadsheets
□Email
□Own your own website
□Other……………………

□Word processing
□Graphics/drawing packages
□Internet access
□Specialist subject program e.g. maths or science
□None of them

7. I use ICT in my teaching as: Tick all that apply

□ A supplement to the curriculum, i.e. video, pictures, sound, etc.
□ A reinforcement of the curriculum, i.e. inference theories, practical application and convey information in
a different way

□ Use the Internet as a method of continuous teacher-student and student-student communication
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8.

In this question we want to find about your use of ICT for teaching, for lesson preparation, for
other duties relating to teaching
For these questions use the guidelines:

Regularly = most days (3 or 4 times a week)
Quite often = once or twice a week.
Sometimes = once in most weeks.
Not very often = about once a month
Quite
Regularly
often

Sometimes

Not very
often

Never/
hardly ever

How often, if at all, do you use ICT for preparing
lessons?
How often, if at all, do you access the Internet for
retrieving information, (e.g. research, information, ideas
etc.)?
How often, if at all, do you use ICT for administration
purposes (e.g. record keeping, reports, etc.)?

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

How often, if at all, do you use Email for professional
purposes?

□

□

□

□

□

How often, if at all, do you use ICT when you are
teaching classes?

□

□

□

□

□

How often, if at all, do your students use ICT in
lessons you are teaching?

□

□

□

□

□

9.

Please list the 3 main ways you use ICT in relation to your role as a teacher (e.g. research using
the Internet, in class with students, word processing worksheets, working in online learning
environments, writing reports, etc.)
i) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
ii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
iii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…

10. Do you have good access to a computer at home?
11. Do you have good access to a computer at school?

Yes□
Yes□

12. How useful is it (or would it be) to have a personal computer at school?

□Very useful

□Somewhat useful

□Not at all useful

13. How would you describe your computer skills? Tick one

□Non-existent

□Beginner level

□Intermediate level

□Advanced level

□Expert
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No□
No□

14. How did you gain skills in using computers? Tick all applicable

□Attended in-school training course
□Attended Ministry‟s training courses
□Attended private training course
□Assisted by a colleague, family member, or friend
□By trial and error
□Other………………………………
15. Why are you using ICT in your teaching?

□To keep abreast of advancement in technology
□ To catch up with developed nations
□Change of class routine to maintain interest
□Make use of available equipment
□Method for improving and developing teaching
□Its use is a symbol of modernisation
□Pressures to change from students, teachers, and parents
□Effective method to convey information
□It is the era of technology use; the illiterate one is the one who does not know how to use ICT
□Professional way of teaching
□ Other ……………………………………………..
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Section C: Barriers and supporting features for ICT use
16. In this section, we want to find out anything which you feel either encourages you, supports

you, is an incentive for you, hinders you, or puts you off, making good use of ICT for teaching
and other professional duties. The first set of statements is related to incentives and supporting
factors, whereas the second set of statements relates to barriers and factors that hinder ICT use.
All these statements are for incentives and supporting factors

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Whole school view of the importance of ICT, guidelines
and policy
Support, encouragement, and motivation from senior
management

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Letters of gratitude and appreciation from head teacher

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

□

□

□

□

□

Another enthusiastic teacher

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

First hand experience of using ICT convinced me of its
importance

□

□

□

□

□

Students‟ acceptance and support

Believe in ICT benefits

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

My own success creates an incentive for continuing to use
ICT

□

□

□

□

□

To keep my job

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

Competition among teachers
Students‟ advanced competence with ICT
Teacher annual assessment
Leave good impression on students and parents
Encouraging school environment, i.e. good access to
computers,
training, technical support, management
support
Using ICT is an indicator of teachers‟ proficiency
The new curriculum requires ICT use in teaching
Tangible benefits of ICT use in teaching

Availability of professionally developed software
ICT course certificate is a condition for promotion
Training
My desire to develop my skills
It is good for my CV

I like computers
Do not want to be ignorant
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All these statements are for factors that hinder your ICT use

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Free Ministry courses are very short, 2-3 days, and longer
courses are not free and not subsidised and they are not
directed for varying skills

□

□

□

□

□

Taking ICT courses is not beneficial salary wise

□

□

□

□

□

Whole school shortage of equipment (old hardware, lack of
printing facilities, etc.)
Lack of learning resources (software)

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

ICT not seen as a whole school priority.
Lack of technical support and maintenance
Lack of professional development opportunity
Lack of time for training

Time constrains, i.e. need tremendous effort put into
preparing lessons, teaching many lessons per week and
several levels, too many other demands on your time.
Home obligations
Assigning managerial responsibilities to teachers
Teachers‟ resistance to change
Using ICT will increase work load
Scheduling problems
School financial difficulties
No or slow Internet access
Teachers‟ lack of ICT experience
Lack of awareness of ICT advantages
Some teachers create a bad influence on others
Some students do not have ICT access at home
Lack of class management skills

17. In your own words (they may be completely different, or similar to the points noted above), list

the 3 things which have had the most positive influence on your use of ICT in your teaching:
i) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
ii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
iii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
18. In your own words (they may be completely different, or similar to the points noted above), list

the 3 things which have most hindered you in terms of using ICT in your teaching:
i) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
ii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
iii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
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Please answer either question 19 or 20, not both
19. What are the main three reasons why you use ICT in your teaching:
i) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
ii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
iii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…

OR
20. What are the main three reasons why you don’t use ICT in your teaching (or use it very little)
i) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
ii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
iii) …………………………………………………………………………………………….…
21. What would you like to learn more about

□Technical skills

□Application of ICT in teaching

□Management skills

□ICT skills

□ Internet searching skills

□Other……………….………….

Section D: Your feelings towards ICT
22. We want to get your views about ICT use in education in general, not specifically in your own

subject, and also find out how you see your own ICT use.
All these statements are about general ICT use in education

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

ICT has an important part to play in teaching and
learning generally.

□

□

□

□

□

Using ICT helped me be at ease with new changes
ICT makes work easier

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

ICT makes teaching enjoyable, changes routine, and
keeps boredom at bay

□

□

□

□

□

ICT improves students‟ result performance

ICT increases cooperation between teachers

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

ICT has a positive influence on students‟ interaction and
attention

□

□

□

□

□

ICT use improves teachers‟ & students‟ research skills

□

□

□

□

□

Ability to embody concepts, experiments, and natural
phenomena

□

□

□

□

□

ICT use helps in information reinforcement

□

□

□

□

□

ICT use maintains quality in all lessons delivered during
the day
ICT offers neat presentation of the lesson and helps the
teacher stick to planned lessons

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Too much emphasis is placed on ICT use.
Using ICT can save time and effort
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ICT use increases independence among students and
assists in self education
ICT use assists teachers in mental preparation of the
lesson
ICT use results in teacher acceptance and willingness to
learn from their better skilled students
ICT is a tool that can lift the burden off the teacher‟s
shoulders
Teacher use of ICT will psychologically influence
students to believe their teacher is modern

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Offers easy and quick access to all sorts of information

□

□

□

□

□

ICT
use
offers
continuous
student-teacher
communication resulting in a flexible and better
relationship

□

□

□

□

□

Better class management use of ICT attracts attention

□

□

□

□

□

ICT use improves technical skills for teachers and
students
Students can help teachers prepare lessons delivered
using ICT
Using ICT is a dull activity

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

I am very interested in learning about ICT
I feel frustrated when using ICT

23. In three different words how would you describe your feelings towards ICT?
………………………………………………………………………………….

Section E: Policy and ICT
24. As far as I am aware, our school ICT policy addresses the following issues:

□ Using ICT is a must for all teachers
□ Well maintained, actively used school website
□ Students are allowed to bring their personal laptops
□ Teachers should make use of the learning resources room at least once in a term
□ Full support for use of ICT in all subjects
□ All teachers should have a minimum level of ICT skills
□ Exam questions should be written using word processors
□ Students‟ Internet use should be supervised by teachers
□ Other policies: …………………………………………………………………………
25. How do you think these school policies are influenced by the Ministry of Education‟s policy?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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26. Do you know any detail of or have an overview of the Ministry of Education‟s ICT policy?
Yes□

No□

27. You may or may not be completely aware of the details of the Ministry of Education‟s ICT

policy. Please respond to these questions according to your understanding. Which of the
following if any, do you think are the Ministry of Education‟s ICT policy? Tick all Applicable

□ ICT will be integrated in educational development plans
□ Electronic curriculum
□ Electronic school
□ Integrating ICT skills with other subjects
□ Taking schools into the technology age
□ Providing the Internet in all schools
□ Computer for each student
□ Spreading the use of ICT in schools
□ Offering teachers computers through monthly instalments
□ Watani project
□ Promoting the effective use of learning resources rooms
□ Electronic learning project
□Offering ICT training for teachers
Please mention other policies you are aware of not mentioned above:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
28. We want to get your views on your school ICT policy versus the Ministry of Education‟s ICT

policy and also find out about their influence on your perceptions towards ICT

My ICT use is influenced by school policy
Our school ICT policy has positively
influenced my feelings and perceptions
towards ICT
Our school ICT policy is ahead of the
Ministry‟s ICT policy, therefore, it is not
important for our school
The Ministry‟s ICT policy is more concerned
with managerial aspects of schools
Ministry policies are all theories not applied
in reality with no tangible results
All Ministry policies lack explanation and

n/a

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
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Strongly
Disagree

teachers have to apply them without fully
understanding them
I am encouraged to use ICT in teaching by the
Ministry‟s policy
Teachers and head teachers do not know the
Ministry of Education‟s ICT policy
The Ministry of Education raises awareness
of its ICT policies among teachers
The Ministry of Education sets goals and
guides teachers to fulfil them
I am put off using ICT in teaching because of
the unclear ICT policies of the Ministry of
Education

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Section F: Future of Education
29. We want to get your views on the possibility of the things below happening in the future. Please

indicate whether the statement is highly likely to happen, likely, or highly unlikely to happen.

Highly
Likely

Send homework by email
Activated school website
The curriculum will change
Assessment via class discussion and projects
Assessing things that have not been assessed before
(entering school website and participating)
Introduction of distance learning
No school bag
Computer for each student
Use of smart boards in teaching
Wireless Internet connection
Paperless education
ICT will dominate our lives
All hardware will be available at schools
Provide students with a curriculum plan and they will
prepare and search for information
Virtual classrooms
No more traditional teaching
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Likely

Unlikely

Highly
Unlikely

Better hardware will be available for teachers
I am not optimistic the gap will decrease between us and
developed nations
DSL Internet connection
No house without Internet access
School internal network
Electronic assessment
Fulfilment of educational goals

30. What do you think will happen to the role of the teacher? Tick as many boxes as you like

□Change to facilitator and advisor
□Change in terms of relationship with students
□Change effort from classroom to planning and searching for suitable electronic material
□Will not change since students need someone to teach and guide them where to find information
□Teachers will share directing the learning experience with students
□Teaching is not the only role of the teacher, s/he has a pedagogic role as well
□Teacher will not have a text book
□If the teacher will not change to fit his/her new role in the future, s/he will be left out
□Students will learn from the computer and not the teacher
□Computers will be used for much of the assessment rather than being marked by a teacher
□Other things you think will happen…………………………………………………………………….
31. What do you hope will happen in the future?
(i)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(ii)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(iii)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
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)Appendix 7: Questionnaire - Arabic Version (Male
ذُٓ جهلل جٌٍقّٓ جٌٍقُ١

أذ ٟاٌّطث ٟاٌفبضً

جٌٓالَ هٍ١ىُ ٌٚقّس جهلل ٚذٍوحضٗ
ذحوٜء ي ٞذىء أشىٍ ٌه ضٍـفه ٚضفؼٍه ذحٌّشحٌوس فً٘ ٟج جٌركع جٌّىًّ ٌٍْحٌس جٌىوطٌٛجٖ ذوٕٛجْ

(جْطهىجَ ضمٕ١حش جٌّوٍِٛحش

ٚجالضظحي ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚجضؿح٘حضٌٚ ُٙؤجٖ َ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س ٚهاللس يٌه ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س ) ٚجًٌٙ٠ ٞىف
ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝو١ف١س جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚشو ٌُ٘ٛضؿحٖ ً٘ج جالْطهىجَ ٚجٌطوٍف هٍٝ
ِكفُجش وّح ِو١محش جْطهىجِٙح ذحإلػحفس ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٌٍ ٝؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س الْطهىجَ جٌطمٕٟز ٚهاللس يٌه وٍٗ ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س .
ٚوطّ١ٙى ٚض١ٙثس أٚو ضوٍ٠فه ذحإلْطرحٔس ِٚح ضكط ِٓ ٗ٠ٛهٕحطٍ  .جالْطر١حْ ٠كط ٞٛهٍ ٝغالغس ِكحٌ ٌٚتٓ١س جٌّك ٌٛجألٚي ٠طوٍك
ذحالْطهىجَ جٌكحٌٌٍ ٟطمٕ١س ف ٟجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌطغٍ١جش جٌط ٟؿٍأش هٍ ٝهٍّ١س جٌطىٌٚ ّ٠جٌطوٍ ُ١وٕط١ؿس ال ْطهىجِٙح ٙ٠ٚىف
جٌطوٍُ١
.
أ٠ؼحَ ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجِٗ ٚجٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جالْطهىجَ جألِػً ٌٍطمٕ١س جٌكى٠ػس فٟ
جٌطوٍ :ّٟ١جٌٓ١حْس
ز
ف ٟق ٓ١أْ جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٔ٠ ٟركع ضأغ ٍ١جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌّوٍُ ٌطمٕ١حش جٌطوٍ٠ٚ .ُ١مظى ٕ٘ح ذحٌٓ١حْس
جٌّٛؾٙس ِٓ لرً َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌّمٕٕس ذٕلُ ٚػٛجذؾ ٚضٛؾٙ١حش ٚطحوٌ هٕٙح ضوحِ ُ١ئوجٌ٠س  .أِح جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٌع ٚجألنٍ١
ف١طوٍك ذّٓطمرٍ١حش جٌطوًٍ٘ٚ ُ١ج جٌّظـٍف ٠ـٍك هٍٛٔ ٝه ِٓ ٓ١جٌّٓطمرً أٌّٙٚح جٌّٓطمرً جًٌٔ ٞطٛلن قىٚغٗ ذٕحء هٍ ٝجٌّوـ١حش
ِوح٠شطٗ
.
ٚجألٚػحم ِٓ قٌٕٛح أِح جٌػحٔ ٟف ٛٙجٌّٓطمرً جٌّػحٌ ٟجًٌٍٔ ٞغد ٛٔٚو
ئْ ًٖ٘ جإلْطرحٔس لى طّّص ذىلس ٌطؿّن جٌّوٍِٛحش جٌّـٍٛذس ٌٍطوٍف هٍ ًٖ٘ ٝجٌؿٛجٔد ذشىً أوق  ٚأفؼً ًٌٙ .ج أؿٍد ِٕه أنٟ
أْ ضطفؼً ذمٍجءز جألْثٍس جٌٍّفمس ذوٕح٠س ِٚكحٌٚس جإلؾحذس هٕٙح ذّٛػٛه١س  ٚأِحٔس

ٌطهٍؼ ٔطحتؽ جٌركع ٚضٛط١حضٗ لحذٍس ٌٍطـر١ك

هٍ ٝأٌع جٌٛجلن  .هٍّحَ ذأْ ؾّ١ن جٌّوٍِٛحش ٚجٌر١حٔحش جٌطْٛ ٟف ضمىِٙح ْطوحًِ ذّٕط ٝٙجٌٍٓ٠س ْٚطٓطهىَ ٚفك ِح ضمطؼٗ١
جٌىٌجْس جٌوٍّ١س.
نطحِحً ال ٓ٠وٕ ْٜٛ ٟضمى ُ٠جٌشىٍ ٚجٌوٍفحْ ٌؿٙىن ٚٚلطه جٌّرًٚي ٌجؾ١س ِٓ جهلل جٌمحتً

(ٚضنجٛٔٚج هٍ ٝجٌرٍ ٚجٌطم ) ٜٛأْ ٠وٕ١ه

هٍ ٝؿحهطٗ ٚشىٍٖ ٚقٓٓ هرحوضٗ ٌّٓحهىضه ئ٠ح ٞف ٟؿٍد جٌوٍُ ٚجٌِٕ ِٓ ًٙو ٕٗ١ؾوً جهلل يٌه فِٛ ٟجَ ٓ٠قٕٓحضه ٚؾُجن جهلل
نٍ١جً.
أذزه اٌجبحضخ
أفٕبْ ثٕذ عجساٌطحّٓ اٌع١ــ١ــس
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اٌجعء األٚيِ :عٍِٛبد شرص١خ
 .1اٌطجبء رحس٠س فئزه اٌعّط٠خ

29- 20

39- 30

59- 50

49- 40

+ 60

 .2وُ عسز اٌؽٕٛاد اٌز ٟلض١زٙب ف ٟؼٍه اٌزعٍُ١؟

ؼٕزه األٌٝٚ

1

4-2

9- 5

+ 10

ِ .3ب٘ ٟاٌّبزح اٌز ٟرسضؼٙب؟ ............................................
ِ .4ب ٘ ٟأعٍ ٝشٙبزح زضاؼ١خ حصٍذ عٍٙ١ب؟...........................

اٌجعء اٌضبٔ :ٟاؼزرساَ اٌّعٍُ ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
ٚ ِٓ .5جٙخ ٔظطن ٌّبشا ٠جت عٍ ٝاٌّعٍُ (ئْ وبْ عٍ ٗ١شٌه) أْ ٠ؽزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟاٌزعٍُ١؟
................................
.........................................................................................................
............................................................ ................................................................................................
ِ .6ب ٔٛع١خ اٌزطج١مبد اٌز ٟرؽزرسِٙب ف ٟرسض٠ؽه حبٌ١بً؟ اذزط وً ِب ٕ٠طجك
□ ذٍجِؽ جٌوٍع ذحٌٚذٕ٠ٛص Powerpoint
□ وطحذس ِٚوحٌؿس ٔظٛص (ِح٠ىٍْٛٚفص ٌٚٚو)

□
□

أِطٍه ِٛلن نحص ذ ٟهٍ ٝجالٔطٍٔص(جٌٍؾحء وطحذس جٌوٕٛجْ)

□
□

□

ذٍجِؽ ِطهظظس ذحٌّٛجو وحٌٍ٠حػ١حش ٚجٌى٠ُ١حء(جيوٍ٘ح)......

□ جْطهىجَ جإلٔطٍٔص

ذٍجِؽ جٌظٚ ٌٛجٌٍُْ

□

□ أنٍ( ٜجٌٍؾحء جٌطكى٠ى)

ؾىجٚي قٓحذ١س Excel
جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ

ال شٟء ِّح ْرك

 .7أؼزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌزعٍ ُ١ف ٟرسض٠ؽ ٟوــ :
□ ئػحفس ٍِٚكك ٌٍّٕٙؽ ِػً جْطهىجَ جٌظٚ ٌٛجٌف١ىٚ ٛ٠جٌظٛش
□ ضوٌٍُّٕٙ ُ٠ؽ ِػً جْطٕطحؼ جٌٕلٍ٠حش ٚجٌطـر١ك جٌوٍّٚ ٟضٛط ً١جٌّوٍِٛس ذـٍ٠مس ِهطٍفس
□ جْطهىجَ جالٔطٍٔص وٕٛم ِٓ أٔٛجم جالضظحي جٌىجتُ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ٚجٌـالخ فّ١ح ذُٕٙ١
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 .8ف٘ ٟصا اٌؽإاي أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍ ٝاؼزرساِه ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه ٚرحض١طن ٌٍسضٚغ  ٚأ ٞأعّبي
ِزعٍمخ ثزسض٠ؽهٌٙ .صا اٌؽإاي اٌطجبء اؼزرساَ اٌسٌ ً١اٌزبٌ:ٟ
وجتّحً ضٍُِ ئٌ =ٝف ٟأغٍد جأل٠حَ  3ئٌٍِ 4 ٝجش أْرٛه١حُ
غحٌرحً ضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز أٍِ ٚض ٓ١ف ٟجألْرٛم
أق١حٔحً ضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز ٚجقىز ف ٟأغٍد جألْحذ١ن
ذ ٓ١فطٍز ٚأنٍ ٜضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز ف ٟجٌش ٍٙضمٍ٠رحً

ِط ٝضٓطهىَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟضكؼ ٍ١وٌْٚه؟
ِط ٝضٓطهىَ جالٔطٍٔص ٌٍركع هٓ ِوٍِٛحش أ ٚأفىحٌ أٌم؟
ِط ٝضٓطهىَ جٌكحْد جٌ ٌٟ٢ألهّحي جإلوجٌ٠س ِػً قفق جٌطمحٌٚ ٍ٠وٌؾحش
جٌـالخ؟
ِط ٝضٓطهىَ جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍ ٟٔٚألغٍجع ِطوٍمس ذوٍّه؟
ِط ٝضٓطهىَ جٌكحْد ج٢ي ٞنالي شٍقه وجنً جٌظف؟
ِطٓ٠ ٝطهىَ ؿٍرطه جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢نالي جٌىٌ ِٚجٌط ٟضوـٙ١ح؟

زائّبً

غبٌجبً

أح١بٔبً

ث ٓ١فزطح
ٚأذطٜ

ٔبزضاُٙٔ /بئ١بً

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

 .9اشوط أُ٘ صالس اؼزرساِبد ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي فّ١ب ٠زعٍك ثسٚضن وّعٍُ ِضً (ثحش ف ٟاالٔزطٔذ ،زاذً اٌصف ِع
اٌطٍجخ ،وزبثخ أٚضاق اٌعًّ ،اؼزرساَ ث١ئبد اٌزعٍُ اإلٌىزط١ٔٚخ ،وزبثخ رمبض٠ط).....
.......
أ )............................................................................................................................
.................................
خ )................................................................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
 ً٘ .10رٍّه جٙبظ حبؼت آٌ ٟف ٟإٌّعي؟

ٔوُ□

ٕ٘ ً٘ .11بن حبؼجبد آٌ١خ ِزٛفطح ٌٍّعٍّ ٓ١ف ٟاٌّسضغح؟

ال□
ال□

ٔوُ□

ِ .12ب ِس ٜفبئسح ٚجٛز حبؼت آٌ ٟشرص ٟف ٟاٌّسضؼخ
□ِف١ى ؾىجً

□ِف١ى ئٌ ٝقى ِح

□غِ ٍ١ف١ى هٍ ٝجإلؿالق

 .13و١ف رصف ِؽزِٙ ٜٛبضاره ف ٟاؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌٟ٢؟ اذزط ئجبثخ ٚاحسح فمط
□ ِٓطِ ٜٛرطىٜء
□ ال أٍِه أِٙ ٞحٌجش

□

□

ِٓطِ ٜٛطمىَ

□

ِٓطِ ٜٛطْٛؾ

نرٍ١

 .14و١ف اوزؽجذ ِٙبضاره ف ٟاؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌٟ٢؟ اذزط وً ِب ٠الئّه
□ قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠ر ٟوجنً جٌّىٌْس
□ قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠رِ ٟمىَ ِٓ َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍُ١

□

ذّٓحهىز هؼ ِٓ ٛجٌوحتٍس أ ٚطى٠ك أ ً١َِ ٚف ٟجٌّىٌْس

□

قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠ر ٟفِ ٟوٙى نحص

□

ؿٍ٠مس أنٍ............................................ ٜ

□

ذحٌّّحٌْس ٚجٌطوٍُ جًٌجضٟ
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ٌّ .15بشا رؽزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه؟
□ ِٛجورس جٌطـ ٌٛف ٟجٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح
□ ِٓحٍ٠ز جٌىٚي جٌّطمىِس ضىٌٕٛٛؾ١حً
□ جْطغالي جألؾُٙز جٌّطٛفٍز ف ٟجٌّىٌْس

□ ضغٌٍٚ ٍ١١ض ٓ١جٌىٌِ إلذوحو جًٌٍّ

□ جْطهىجِٗ ٠ىي هٍ ٝجٌطـٚ ٌٛجٌطمىَ

□ؿٍ٠مس ٌطـٚ ٍ٠ٛضؿى٠ى ؿٍق جٌطىٌّ٠

□ ؿٍ٠مس ئقطٍجف١س ٌٍطىٌّ٠

□ ؿٍ٠مس فوحٌس ٌطٛط ً١جٌّوٍِٛحش

□ ج ٛ٘ ْ٢هظٍ جٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح ٚجألِ ٛ٘ ٟجًٌ ٞال

□ ذٓرد جٌؼغؾ ِٓ لرً جٌـالخ ٚجأل٘حٌٚ ٟجٌّوٍّٓ١

ٓ٠طهىَ جٌكحْد

الْطهىجِٗ
□ أْرحخ أنٍٜ

اٌجعء اٌضبٌشِ :حفعاد ِ ٚع١مبد اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .16ف٘ ٟصا اٌجعء أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍ ٝاألش١بء اٌز ٟرشعط أٔٙب رحفعن ،رشجعه ،رسعّه ،أ ٚرع١مه ٚرضجط ّ٘زه عٓ االؼزرساَ
األِضً ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه أ ٚأعّبٌه اٌّزعٍمخ ثه وّعٍُ  .اٌّجّٛعخ األ ِٓ ٌٝٚاٌجُ ي رسٚض حٛي
اٌزعٍُ١
.
اٌعٛاًِ اٌّحفعح ٚاٌّشجعخ فّ١ب اٌّجّٛعخ اٌضبٔ١خ رسٚض حٛي اٌعٛاًِ اٌّع١مخ عٓ اؼزرساَ اٌزمٕ١بد فٟ
وً ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ِطوٍمس ذحٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س
ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ٚضٛؾٙ١حضٗج ٚج٘طّحِٙح وىً ذحْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س
جٌىهُ ٚجٌطشؿ١ن ٚجٌطكف ِٓ ُ١لرً ئوجٌز جٌّىٌْس
نـحذحش جٌشىٍ ٚجٌطمىٚ ٍ٠جٌػٕحء ِٓ ئوجٌز جٌّىٌْس
جٌّٕحفٓس ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّٓ١
ِٓط ٜٛجٌـالخ جٌّطمىَ ف ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ل ُ١١جألوجء جٌٛك١فٟ
ِ ُٙف ٟش
ضٍن جٔـرحم ؾ١ى هٍ ٝجٌـالخ  ٚأ٘حٌُٙ١
جٌر١ثس جٌّىٌْ١س جٌّشؿوس ِػً ضٛفٍ جٌكحْرحش ٚجٌطىٌ٠د ٚجٌظ١حٔس ٚجٌىهُ
جٌفٕٚ ٟوهُ جإلوجٌز
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢وٌ ً١هٍ ٝئقطٍجف١س جٌّوٍُ ٚضّىٕٗ
جٌّٕٙؽ جٌؿى٠ى جٌّـٓ٠ ٌٛطىه ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
جٌٍّوٚو جإل٠ؿحذ ِٓ ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ضأغٍش ِٓ ِوٍُ ِطكّّ ِٚإِٓ ذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ضؿٍذط ٟجٌشهظ١س ألٕوطٕ ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ضمرً جٌـالخ ٚومِ ُٙالْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟضىٌُٙٓ٠
ضٛفٍ جٌرٍجِؽ جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّـٌٛز ذشىً جقطٍجفٟ
جٌطّىٓ ِٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢شٍؽ ِٓ شٍٚؽ جٌطٍل١س
ضٛفٍ جٌطىٌ٠د جٌّٕحْد هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
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ٌغرط ٟذطـ ٍ٠ٛلىٌجضٟ
ضّىٕ ِٓ ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج١ْ ٌٟ٢ىٔ ْٛمـس ؾ١ىز فٍ١ْ ٟض ٟجًٌجض١س
ئّ٠حٔ ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ٔؿحق ٟف ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠شىً وجفوحُ ٚقحفُجً الْطهىجِٗ
قط ٝأضّىٓ ِٓ جالقطفحف ذٛك١فطٟ
ألٕٔ ٟأقد جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ال أٌغد ذأْ أٚطف ذأِ١س جٌكحْد ٚهىَ جٌّوٍفس ذَِ ٓ١التٟ

وً ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ِطوٍمس ذحٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س
ضمٕ١حش جٌطوٍ ُ١ال ضشىً أ٠ٌٛٚس إلوجٌز جٌّىٌْس
ٔمض نىِحش جٌظ١حٔس ٚجٌىهُ جٌفٕٟ
لٍس فٍص جٌطىٌ٠د ٚجٌطـ ٍ٠ٛجٌٛك١فٟ
لٍس جٌٛلص جٌّطٛفٍ ٌٍطىٌ٠د
وٌٚجش جٌَٛجٌز جٌّؿحٔ١س لظٍ١ز  2ئٌ 3 ٝأ٠حَ ٚجٌىٌٚجش جٌـٍ٠ٛس ٌٓ١ص
ِؿحٔ١س وّح أٔٙح ٌٓ١ص ِٛؾٙس ٌٍّٓط٠ٛحش جٌّهطٍفس
قؼ ٌٛجٌىٌٚجش جٌطىٌ٠ر١س ٌٍِ ٌٗ ّ١وٚو ِحٌٔ ِٓ ٟحق١س جٌٍجضد
ٔمض جٌّوىجش ف ٟجٌّىٌْس (ٔمض هىو جألؾُٙز ٚلىِٙح ٚهىَ ضٛفٍ آالش
ؿحذوس)
هىَ ضٛفٍ ذٍجِؽ ضوٍ١ّ١س
لٍس جٌٛلص جٌّطٛفٍ إلهىجو جٌىٌِ ذٓرد وػٍز هىو جٌكظض ف ٟجألْرٛم
 ٚضىٌ ّ٠أوػٍ ِٓ ٍِقٍس
ئٌطُجِحش هحتٍ١س
ئ٠ىحي ِٙحَ ئوجٌ٠س ٌٍّوٍُ
هىَ ضمرً ذوغ جٌّوٌٍٍّ ٓ١طغٍ١١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج٠ُ١ْ ٌٟ٢ى ِٓ أهرحء جٌوًّ
ِشحوً ف ٟضٕٓ١ك ؾىٚي غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّٓ١
طوٛذحش ِحٌ١س ضٛجؾٗ جٌّىٌْس
ذـٝء أ ٚهىَ ضٛفٍ جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص
لٍس نرٍز جٌّوٍّ ٓ١ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
لٍس جٌٛه ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
جٌطأغ ٍ١جٌٍٓرٌ ٟروغ جٌّوٍّ ٓ١هٍَِ ٝالتُٙ
ذوغ جٌـٍرس لى ال٠طٛفٍ ٌى ُٙ٠قحْد آٌ ٟفِٕ ٟحٌَُٙ
هىَ جٌطّىٓ ِٓ َ٘حٌجش جإلوجٌز جٌظف١س
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 .17ثبؼزرساَ رعج١طاره اٌربصخ ٚاٌز ٟلس رىِ ْٛشبثٙخ أِ ٚرزٍفخ رّبِبً عّب شوط ؼبثمبً اشوط أُ٘ صالصخ أش١بء شىٍذ حبفعاً
ٚزافعبً الؼزرساِه اٌحبؼت ا ٌٟ٢ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
.....................................................
أ )..............................................................................
)............................................................................................................................
.....
خ
..............................................................
ؼ )....................................................................
 .18ثبؼزرساَ رعج١طاره اٌربصخ ٚاٌز ٟلس رىِ ْٛشبثٙخ أِ ٚرزٍفخ رّبِبً عّب شوط ؼبثمبً أشوط أُ٘ صالصخ أش١بء شىٍذ عبئمبً
الؼزرساِه اٌحبؼت ا ٌٟ٢ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
أ )...................................................................................................................................
)............................................................................................................................
.....
خ
ؼ)..................................................................................................................................
اٌطجبء اإلجبثخ عٍ ٝاٌؽإاي  19أ١ٌٚ 20 ٚػ والّ٘ب
 .19عسز أُ٘ صالصخ أؼجبة رجعٍه رؽزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
أ )..................................................................................................................................
)............................................................................................................................
.....
خ
ؼ)..................................................................................................................................
 .20عسز أُ٘ صالصخ أؼجبة ٌعسَ اؼزرساِه (أٌ ٚمٍخ اؼزرساِه) ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
..................................................................
أ ).................................................................
)............................................................................................................................
.....
خ
...........................................................................
ؼ ).......................................................
ِ .21بشا رٛز أْ رزعٍُ أوضط ف ٟاٌّٙبضاد اٌزبٌ١خ:
□ ِٙحٌجش ئوجٌز طف١س ٚئوجٌز جٌٛلص

□

ِٙحٌجش ضمٕ١س ِػً ط١حٔس جألؾُٙز

□

ِٙحٌجش وِؽ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوًُ٠

□

ِٙحٌجش جٌركع ف ٟجالٔطٍٔص

□

غٍ٘١ح

□

ِٙحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢وؿٙحَ

اٌجعء اٌطاثع :شعٛضن رجبٖ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .22ف٘ ٟصا اٌجعء أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍٚ ٝجٙخ ٔظطن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ثشىً عبَ ف ٟاٌزعٍ١ٌٚ ُ١ػ فٟ
ِجبي اؼزرساِٗ ف ٟاٌّبزح اٌز ٟرسضؼٙب فمط وّب أٚز أ٠ضبً اٌزعطف عٍ ٝضؤ٠زه اٌشرص١خ الؼزرساِه اٌزمٕ١بد.
أٚافك
ثشسح

ؾّ١ن ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ضورٍ هٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ذشىً هحَ

أٚافك

□

جٌكحْد جٍ٠ ٌٟ٢ود وٌٚجً ِّٙحً ف ٟهٍّ١س جٌطوٍُ١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ؾوٍٕ ٟأضمرً جألش١حء جٌؿى٠ىز ذشىً أورٍ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿوً جٌوًّ أًْٙ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿوً جٌطىٌ ّ٠أوػٍ ِطوس ٠ٚغ ٍ١جٌٍٚض٠ٚ ٓ١روى جًٌٍّ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠كٓٓ ِٓ ِٓط ٜٛجٌـالخ جٌىٌجْٟ
ٕ٘حن ضٍو ُ١ور ٍ١هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
جْطموجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى ف ٟضٛف ٍ١جٌٛلص ٚجٌؿٙى
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ٠َ ٝحوز جٌطوح ْٚذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّٓ١
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جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٌٗ ضأغ ٍ١ئ٠ؿحذ ٟهٍ ٝضفحهً جٌـالخ ٚجٔطرحٌٍ٘ ُٙىٌِٚ
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جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝضأو١ى ٚضػر١ص جٌّوٍِٛحش
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جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ـِٙ ِٓ ٌٛحٌجش جٌركع ٌى ٜجٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد
جٌف جْد ّ٠ىٕٕح ِٓ ضؿٓ١ى جٌّفح٘ٚ ُ١جٌطؿحٌخ جٌوٍّ١س ٚضّػ ً١جٌلٛجٍ٘
جٌـر١و١س
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝجٌّكحفلس هٍِٓ ٝط ٜٛؾٛوز جٌىٌِٚ
جٌّوـحز نالي جٌَٛ١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝضمى َ ٞجٌىٌِ ذشىً ٍِضد ٚجٌطُجَ جٌّوٍُ
ذوٕحطٍ جٌىٌِ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠وَُ جْطمالٌ١س جٌـالخ ٓ٠ٚحهى ف ٟهٍّ١س جٌطوٍُ جًٌجضٟ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى جٌّوٍُ ف ٟهٍّ١س جإلهىجو جًٌٌٍٕ٘ ٟىٌِ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ ٝضمرً جٌّوٍُ ٌٍطوٍُ ِٓ ؿالذٗ ج ألوػٍ ضّىٕحُ ِٓ
ِٙحٌجش جٌكحْد
جٌكحْد ٘ ٛأوجز ضٓحهى ف ٟضهف١ف جٌودء ِٓ هٍ ٝجٌّوٍُ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٌٗ ضأغٔ ٍ١فٓ ٟهٍ ٝجٌـالخ ذأْ ِوٍّ ُٙهظٍِ ٞطؿىو
ِٛجود ٌٍطـٌٛ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٛ٠فٍ جٌكظٛي هٍ ٝجٌّوٍِٛس ذشىً ذٓ١ؾ ٠ٍْٚن
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٛ٠فٍ ضٛجطً وجتُ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ِّح ٕ٠طؽ هٕٗ
هاللس ٍِٔس ٚؾ١ىز
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿًخ جٔطرحٖ جٌـالخ ًٌج ٓ٠حهى ف ٟهٍّ١س جإلوجٌز جٌظف١س
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ ٝضـ ٍ٠ٛجٌّٙحٌجش جٌطمٕ١١س ٌٍّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد
ّ٠ىٓ ٌٍـالخ أْ ٓ٠حهىٚج ف ٟئهىجو جٌىٌ ِٚجٌّمىِس ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٔ ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢شحؽ ًِّ
أٔح ِٙطُ ؾىجً ذطوٍُ جٌُّ٠ى هٓ جٌكحْد
أشوٍ ذحٌطٛضٍ ٚجٌمٍك هٕى ئْطهىجَ جٌكحْد

 .23ثبؼزرساَ صالس وٍّبد ِرزٍفخ و١ف رصف شعٛضن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحاؼت اٌٟ٢؟
……… .............................................................................................................................

اٌجعء اٌربِػ :ؼ١بؼخ اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .24عٍ ٝحس عٍّه ؼ١بؼخ اٌّسضؼخ اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي رشًّ اٌزبٌ:ٟ
□ ئٌُجِ١س جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌ ٌٟ٢ؿّ١ن جٌّوٍّٓ١
□ ضفو ً١وحًِ ٚضكى٠ع ِٓطٍّ ٌّٛلن جٌّىٌْس هٍ ٝجالٔطٍٔص

□
□

وهُ وحًِ الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّٛجو جٌىٌجْ١س
جْطهىجَ جٌـالخ ٌالٔطٍٔص وجنً جٌّىٌْس ٠ى ْٛذاشٍجف جٌّوٍُ

□ ؾّ١ن جٌّوٍّ٠ ٓ١ؿد أْ ّ٠طٍىٛج قى أؤِٙ ِٓ ٝحٌجش جْطهىجَ
جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢

□
□

أْثٍس جالنطرحٌجش ٠ؿد أْ ضىِ ْٛـرٛهس ذحْطهىجَ
ذٍٔحِؽ جٌٌٛو
□ ٠ؿد هٍ ٝجٌّوٍّ ٓ١جْطهىجَ غٍفس ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ
هٍ ٝجأللً ٍِز ف ٟجٌفظً جٌىٌجْٟ

□
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ّٓ٠ف ٌٍـالخ ذاقؼحٌ قحْرحض ُٙجٌّكٌّٛس

ْ١حْحش أنٍٜ

 .25و١ف رط ٜرأسض ؼ١بؼبد ِسضؼزه ثؽ١بؼخ ٚظضاح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌزعٍُ١؟
.............................
.............................................................................................................................
........................................... ..........................................
.....................................................................
 ً٘ .26أٔذ عٍ ٝعٍُ  ٌٛٚثشىً عبَ ثؽ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت؟
ال□
ٔوُ □
 .27لس ال رى ْٛعٍ ٝعٍُ وبًِ ثذ فبص ً١ؼ١بؼخ ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌ ٌٟ٢ىٓ أضج ٛاإلجبثخ عٍٝ
األؼئٍخ اٌزبٌ١خ عٍ ٝحؽت عٍّه  .أِّ ٞب  ٛ٘ ٍٟ٠ؼ١بؼخ ِٓ ؼ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت
اٌٟ٢؟ اذزط وً ِب ٕ٠بؼجه
□ ضمٕ١حش جٌّوٍِٛحش ٚجالضظحي ْٛف ضىِؽ ف ٟؼ ِ١ن
□ جٌّٕٙؽ جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ
جٌهـؾ جٌطـ٠ٍ٠ٛس جٌّٓطمرٍ١س

□
□ ضٛف ٍ١قحْد آٌٌ ٟىً ؿحٌد
□ ِشٍٚم ٚؿٕٟ
□ ذٛجذس جٌطوٍ ُ١جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس
□ ضٛف ٍ١فٍص ضىٌ٠ر١س ٌٍّوٍّٓ١
□ ْ١حْحش أنٍٜ
جٌّىٌْس جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس

□
□ ضـ ٍ٠ٛجٌّىجٌِ ٌطٛجود هظٍ جٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح
□ ضٛف ٍ١جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّىجٌِ
□ ٔشٍ جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّىجٌِ
□ ضٛف ٍ١قحْرحش ٌٍّوٍّ ٓ١ذألٓحؽ ش٠ٍٙس ٍِٓ١ز
□ جٌطشؿ١ن هٍ ٝجالْطهىجَ جٌفوحي ٌغٍف ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ
وِؽ ِٙحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ِن جٌّٛجو جألنٍٜ

 .28أٚز اٌزعطف عٍٚ ٝجٙخ ٔظطن رجبٖ ؼ١بؼبد اٌّسضؼخ ِمبضٔخ ثؽ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد
اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ِٚس ٜرأص١ط٘ب عٍ ٝشعٛضن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت

جْطهىجٌٍِ ٟكحْد جِ ٌٟ٢طأغٍ ذٓ١حْس جٌّىٌْس
ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ضؿحٖ جْطهىجَ جٌكح ْد أغٍش ذشىً ئ٠ؿحذٟ
ضؿحٖ شؤ ٌٞٛك ٛجٌكحْد
ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ِطمىِس ذشىً ور ٍ١هٍ١ْ ٝحْس جٌَٛجٌز ًٌج
ف ٟٙال ضشىً ٌٕح أ ٞأّ٘١س
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ِوٕ١س ذشىً ور ٍ١ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد فٟ
جألِ ٌٛجإلوجٌ٠س
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ؾّ١وٙح ٔلٍ٠حش ذى ْٚضـر١ك أٔ ٚطحتؽ
ٍِّْٛس
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ال ضٛػف ٚضشٍـ ذشىً ٚجفٌٍّ ٟوٍّٓ١
ِّح ٠ؼـٍُ٘ ٌطـر١مٙح ذشىً نحؿة
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز شؿوطٕ ٟهٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
جٌّىٌجء ٚجٌّوٍّٛٓ١ٌ ٓ١ج هٍ ٝجؿالم ضحَ ذٓ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز
َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍ ُ١ضم َٛذٍفن جٌٛه ٟذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّ ٓ١فّ١ح
٠طوٍك ذٓ١حْحضٙح
جٌَٛجٌز ضم َٛذٍُْ أ٘ىجف ٚضٓحهى جٌّوٍّ ٓ١هٍ ٝضكم١مٙح
أٔح غِ ٍ١طكّّ الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ذٓرد جٌٓ١حْحش غٍ١
جٌٛجػكس ٌٍَٛجٌز

أٚافك
ثشسح

أٚافك

ِحب٠س

أعبضض

أعبضض
ثشسح

ال ٕ٠طجك

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□
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اٌجعء اٌؽبزغِ :ؽزمجٍ١بد اٌزعٍُ١
 .29أٚز ا ٌزعطف عٍ ٝرٛلعبره ثاِىبٔ١خ حسٚس ِب ٍٟ٠ف ٟاٌّؽزمجً .أضج ٛرحس٠س ِب ئشا وبٔذ اٌجٍّخ ِّىٕخ اٌحسٚس جساً أِّ ٚىٕخ
اٌحسٚس أِ ٚؽزجعسح اٌحسٚس أِ ٚؽزجعسح اٌحسٚس ئطاللبً .

ِّىٓ اٌحسٚس
جساً
ئٌْحي جٌٛجؾرحش جٌٌُّٕ١س هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ
ِٛلن جٌّىٌْس هٍ ٝجالٔطٍٔص ِفوً ذشىً ؾ١ى
جٌّٕٙؽ جٌىٌجْْٛ ٟف ٠طغٍ١
جٌطمْٛ ُ١١ف ٠ى ْٛهٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌٕمحشحش جٌظف١س ٚجٌّشحٌ٠ن
جٌطمْٛ ُ١١ف ٠شًّ ٔمحؽ ٌُ ضىٓ ضم ِٓ ُ١لرً ِػً جٌىنٛي هٍِٛ ٝلن
جٌّىٌْس ٚجٌّشحٌوس فٗ١
ضـر١ك جٌطوٍ ُ١هٓ ذوى
ئنطفحء جٌكمحتد ِىٌْ١س
ضٛف ٍ١قحْد ٌىً ؿحٌد
جْطهىجَ جٌٓرٌٛز جًٌو١س ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
جضظحي الٍْى ٟذحالٔطٍٔص
ضوٍ ُ١ال ٌٚل( ٟجٌطوحًِ ذحألٌٚجق ْٛف ٠هطف)ٟ
جٌكحْرحش ْٛف ضٓ١ـٍ هٍ ٝق١حضٕح
جيقحْرحش ْٛف ضطٛفٍ ذشىً ؿر١و ٟوجنً جٌّىجٌِ
ئهـحء جٌـالخ ِفٍوجش جٌّٕٙؽ ١ْٚم ِْٛٛذحٌركع ٚجٌطكؼٌٍ ٍ١ىٌِٚ
فظٛي وٌجْ١س ئفطٍجػ١س
ئنطفحء جٌطوٍ ُ١جٌطمٍ١ىٞ
ضٛفٍ أؾُٙز أفؼً ٌٍّوٍّٓ١
أٔح ٌٓص ِطفحتالً جٌفؿٛز ْططٓن ذٕٕ١ح ٚذ ٓ١جٌىٚي جٌّطمىِس
جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص DSL
ؾّ١ن جٌّٕحَي ِطظٍس ذحالٔطٍٔص
ضٛفٍ شرىس وجنٍ١س ذحٌّىٌْس
ضم ُ١١ئٌىطٌٍٍ ٟٔٚـالخ
ضكم١ك إل٘ىجف جٌطوٍُ١
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ِّىٓ
اٌحسٚس

ِؽزجعس
اٌحسٚس

ِؽزجعس
اٌحسٚس
ئطالل ًب

ِ .30بشا رعزمس ؼ١حسس ٌسٚض اٌّعٍُ؟ اذزط وً ِبرط٠س ِٓ اٌمبئّخ
□ ْ١طغٌّٛ ٍ١ؾٗ ٍِٚشى ٌٍوٍّ١س جٌطوٍ١ّ١س
□ ْ١طغ ٍ١فّ١ح ٠هض ماللطٗ ِن جٌـالخ

□
□

جٌّوٍُ ٌٓ ٠وطّى هٍ ٝوطحخ ٚجقى فمؾ وٍّؾن

جٌطوٍ ّ١ٌ ُ١جٌى ٌٚجٌٛق١ى ٌٍّوٍُ فى ٌٖٚضٍذ ٞٛأ٠ؼحً
ٚال ّ٠ىٓ أْ ٠طغٍ١

□
□ ْ١طُ جٌطوٍُ هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌكحْد  ِٓ ّ١ٌٚجٌّوٍُ

ْ١طشحٌن جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ف ٟضٛؾ ٗ١جٌوٍّ١س جٌطوٍ١ّ١س

□ ٌٓ ٠طغ ٍ١و ٌٖٚجٌـالخ ْ١كطحؾ٠ ِٓ ْٛوٍُّٙ
٠ٚىٌ ُٙهٍِ ٝىحْ ٚؾٛو جٌّوٍِٛحش ِ ٚى ٜطكطٙح
ٚئِىحٔ١س لرٌٙٛح

□

ْ١طكٛي جٌؿٙى ِٓ وجنً جٌفظً ئٌ ٝجإلهىجو ٚجٌركع
هٓ ِحوز هٍّ١س ئٌىطٍ١ٔٚس ِٕحْرس

□ جٌكحْد ْٓ١طهىَ ٌىػ ِٓ ٍ١أِ ٌٛضمِٓ َ ٟ١طٜٛ
جٌـالخ  ّ١ٌٚهٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌّوٍُ

□

ئيج ٌُ ٠طغ ٍ١جٌّوٍُ ٌّٛجورس جٌطغ ٍ١١جٌكحطً فِٕٙ ٟطٗ
ْٛف ٓ٠طغٕ ٝهٕٗ

□ أِ ٌٛضوطمى أٔٙح ْطكظً ف ٟجٌّٓطمرً جٌمٍ٠د
........
.............................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
ِ .31بشا رزّٕ ٝأْ ٠حسس ف ٟاٌّؽزمجً؟
)..............................................................................................................................
.....
أ
)............................................................................................................................
.....
خ
...........
ؼ ).......................................................................................................................
شىطاً ٌه ٌٛٚلزه اٌّجصٚي ٌٍّئ ٘صٖ اإلؼزجبٔخ
جعان اهلل ذ١طاً
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)Appendix 8: Questionnaire - Arabic Version (Female
ذُٓ جهلل جٌٍقّٓ جٌٍقُ١

أذز ٟاٌّطث١خ اٌفبضٍخ

جٌٓالَ هٍ١ىُ ٌٚقّس جهلل ٚذٍوحضٗ
ذحوٜء ي ٞذىء أشىٍ ٌه ضٍـفه ٚضفؼٍه ذحٌّشحٌوس فً٘ ٟج جٌركع جٌّىًّ ٌٍْحٌس جٌىوطٌٛجٖ ذوٕٛجْ (جْطهىجَ ضمٕ١حش جٌّوٍِٛحش
ٚجالضظحي ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّ ٟجٌٍّقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚجضؿح٘حضٌٚ ُٙؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س ٚهاللس يٌه ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س ) ٚجًٌٙ٠ ٞىف
ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝو١ف١س جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ف ٟجٌطوٍ ِٓ ُ١لرً ِوٍّحش جٌُ ٌقٍس جٌػحٔ٠ٛس ٚشو ٌُ٘ٛضؿحٖ ً٘ج جالْطهىجَ ٚجٌطوٍف هٍٝ
ِكفُجش ِ ٚو١محش جْطهىجِٙح ذحإلػحفس ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٌٍ ٝؤجُ٘ جٌّٓطمرٍ١س الْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ٚهاللس يٌه وٍٗ ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س

.

ٚوطّ١ٙى ٚض١ٙثس أٚو ضوٍ٠فه ذحالْطر١حْ ِٚح ٠كط ِٓ ٗ٠ٛهٕحطٍ  .جالْطر١حْ ٠كط ٞٛهٍ ٝغالغس ِكحٌ ٌٚتٓ١س جٌّك ٌٛجألٚي ٠طوٍك
ذحالْطهىجَ جٌكحٌٌٍ ٟطمٕ١س ف ٟجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌطغٍ١جش جٌط ٟؿٍأش هٍ ٝهٍّ١س جٌطىٌٚ ّ٠جٌطوٍ ُ١وٕط١ؿس الْطهىجِٙح ٙ٠ٚىف
أ٠ؼحَ ئٌ ٝجٌطوٍف هٍ ٝجٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجِٗ ٚجٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جالْطهىجَ جألِػً ٌٍطمٕ١س جٌكى٠ػس ف ٟجٌطوٍ.ُ١
ف ٟق ٓ١أْ جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحٔ٠ ٟركع ضأغ ٍ١جٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌّوٍّس ٌطمٕ١حش جٌطوٍ٠ٚ .ُ١مظى ٕ٘ح ذحٌٓ١حْس جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌٓ١حْس
جٌّٛؾٙس ِٓ لرً َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍٚ ُ١جٌّمٕٕس ذٕلُ ٚػٛجذؾ ٚضٛؾٙ١حش ٚطحوٌ هٕٙح ضوحِ ُ١ئوجٌ٠س  .أِح جٌّك ٌٛجٌػحيظ ٚجألنٍ١
ف١طوٍك ذّٓطمرٍ١حش جٌطوًٍ٘ٚ ُ١ج جٌّظـٍف ٠ـٍك هٍٛٔ ٝه ِٓ ٓ١جٌّٓطمرً أٌّٙٚح جٌّٓطمرً جًٌٔ ٞطٛلن قىٚغٗ ذٕحء هٍ ٝجٌّوـ١حش
ٚجألٚػحم ِٓ قٌٕٛح أِح جٌػحٔ ٟف ٛٙجٌّٓطمرً جًٌٍٔ ٞغد ٛٔٚو ِوح٠شطٗ.
ئْ ًٖ٘ جإلْطرحٔس لى طّّص ذىلس ٌطؿّن جٌّوٍِٛحش جٌّـٍٛذس ٌٍطوٍف هٍ ًٖ٘ ٝجٌؿٛجٔد ذشىً أوق  ٚأفؼً ًٌٙ .ج أؿٍد ِٕه أنطٟ
أْ ضطفؼٍ ٟذمٍجءز جألْثٍس جٌٍّفمس ذوٕح٠س ِٚكحٌٚس جإلؾحذس هٕٙح ذّٛػٛه١س  ٚأِحٔس ٌطهٍؼ ٔطحتؽ جٌركع ٚضٛط١حضٗ لحذٍس ٌٍطـر١ك
هٍ ٝأٌع جٌٛجلن  .هٍّحَ ذأْ ؾّ١ن جٌّوٍِٛحش ٚجٌر١حٔحش جٌطْٛ ٟف ضمىِٙ١ح ْطوحًِ ذّٕط ٝٙجٌّ ٌ٠س ْٚطٓطهىَ ٚفك ِح ضمطؼٗ١
جٌىٌجْس جٌوٍّ١س.
نطحِحً ال ٓ٠وٕ ْٜٛ ٟضمى ُ٠جٌشىٍ ٚجٌوٍفحْ ٌؿٙىن ٚٚلطه جٌّرًٚي ٌجؾ١س ِٓ جهلل جٌمحتً

(ٚضوحٛٔٚج هٍ ٝجٌرٍ ٚجٌطم ) ٜٛأْ ٠وٕ١ه

هٍ ٝؿحهطٗ ٚشىٍٖ ٚقٓٓ هرحوضٗ ٌّٓحهىضه ئ٠ح ٞف ٟؿٍد جٌوٍُ ٚجٌِٕ ِٓ ًٙو ٕٗ١ؾوً جهلل يٌه فِٛ ٟجَ ٓ٠قٕٓحضه ٚؾُجن جهلل
نٍ١جً .وّح أٚو جٌطٕ ٗ٠ٛهٍ ٝأْ جالْطر١حٔحش جٌّىطٍّس ْٛف ضىنً ف ٟجٌٓكد هٍ ٝؾٙحَ ؾٛجي فحٌٍؾحء ضٍن ؿٍ٠مس ٌالضظحي ف ٟقحٌس
جٌف َٛئْ شحء جهلل ضوحٌ.ٝ
أذزه اٌجبحضخ
أفٕبْ ثٕذ عجساٌطحّٓ اٌع١ــ١ــس
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اٌجعء األٚيِ :عٍِٛبد شرص١خ
 .1اٌطجبء رحس٠س فئزه اٌعِط٠خ

39- 30

29- 20

59- 50

49- 40

+ 60

 .2وُ عسز اٌؽٕٛاد اٌز ٟلض١زٙب ف ٟؼٍه اٌزعٍُ١؟

ؼٕزه األٌٝٚ

1

9- 5

4-2

+ 10

ِ .3ب٘ ٟاٌّبزح اٌز ٟرسضؼٕٙ١ب؟ ............................................
ِ .4ب ٘ ٟأعٍ ٝشٙبزح زضاؼ١خ حصٍذ عٍٙ١ب؟..........................................

اٌجعء اٌضبٔ :ٟاؼزرساَ اٌّعٍّخ ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
ٚ ِٓ .5جٙخ ٔظطن ٌّبشا ٠جت عٍ ٝاٌّعٍّخ (ئْ وبْ عٍٙ١ب شٌه) أْ رؽزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟاٌزعٍُ١؟
................................................................................
............................................................................
........................................................................... .................................................................................
ِ .6ب ٔٛع١خ اٌزطج١مبد اٌز ٟرؽزرسِٕٙ١ب حبٌ١بً ف ٟرسض٠ؽه؟ اذزبض ٞوً ِب ٕ٠طجك

□
□ ذٍجِؽ جٌظٚ ٌٛجٌٍُْ
□ أِطٍه ِٛلن نحص ذ ٟهٍ ٝجالٔطٍٔص(جٌٍؾحء وطحذس جٌوٕٛجْ)
□ ذٍجِؽ ِطهظظس ذحٌّٛجو وحٌٍ٠حػ١حش ٚجٌى١ّ١حء(جيوٍ٘ح)......
□ أنٍ( ٜجٌٍؾحء جٌطكى٠ى)
وطحذس ِٚوحٌؿس ٔظٛص (ِح٠ىٍْٛٚفص ٌٚٚو)

□
□ ؾىجٚي قٓحذ١س Excel
□ جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ
□ جْطهىجَ جإلٔطٍٔص
□ ال شٟء ِّح ْرك

ذٍجِؽ جٌوٍع ذحٌٚذٕ٠ٛص Powerpoint

 .7أؼزرسَ رمٕ١بد اٌزعٍ ُ١ف ٟرسض٠ؽ ٟوــ :
□ ئػحفس ٍِٚكك ٌٍّٕٙؽ ِػً جْطهىجَ جٌظٚ ٌٛجٌف١ىٚ ٛ٠جٌظٛش
□ ضوٌٍُّٕٙ ُ٠ؽ ِػً جْطٕطحؼ جٌٕلٍ٠حش ٚجٌطـر١ك جٌوٍّٚ ٟضٛط ً١جٌّوٍِٛس ذـٍ٠مس ِهطٍفس
□ جْطهىجَ جالٔطٍٔص وٕٛم ِٓ أٔٛجم جالضظحي جٌىجتُ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍُ ٚجٌـحٌد ٚجٌـالخ فّ١ح ذُٕٙ١
 .8ف٘ ٟصا اٌؽإاي أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍ ٝاؼزرساِه ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه ٚرحض١طن ٌٍسضٚغ  ٚأ ٞأعّبي
ِزعٍمخ ثزسض٠ؽهٌٙ .صا اٌؽإاي اٌطجبء اؼزرساَ اٌسٌ ً١اٌزبٌ:ٟ
وجتّحً ضٍُِ ئٌ =ٝف ٟأغٍد جأل٠حَ  3ئٌٍِ 4 ٝجش أْرٛه١حُ
غحٌرحً ضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز أٍِ ٚض ٓ١ف ٟجألْرٛم
أق١حٔحً ضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز ٚجقىز ف ٟأغٍد جألْحذ١ن
ذ ٓ١فطٍز ٚأنٍ ٜضٍُِ ئٌٍِ =ٝز ف ٟجٌش ٍٙضمٍ٠رحً
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زائّبً

غبٌت
ًا

أح١بٔبً

ث ٓ١فزطح
ٚأذطٜ

ٔبزضاُٙٔ /بئ١بً

ِط ٝضٓطهىِ ٓ١جالٔطٍٔص ٌٍركع هٓ ِوٍِٛحش أ ٚأفىحٌ أٌم؟

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

ِط ٝضٓطهىِ ٓ١جٌكحْد جٌ ٌٟ٢ألهّحي جإلوجٌ٠س ِػً قفق جٌطمحٌٍ٠
ٚوٌؾحش جٌـحٌرحش؟

□

□

□

□

□

ِط ٝضٓطهىِ ٓ١جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍ ٟٔٚألغٍجع ِطوٍمس ذوٍّه؟

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

ِط ٝضٓطهىِ ٓ١جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟضكؼ ٍ١وٌْٚه؟

ِط ٝضٓطهىِ ٓ١جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢نالي شٍقه وجنً جٌظف؟
ِط ٝضٓطهىَ ؿحٌرحضه جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢نالي جٌىٌ ِٚجٌط ٟضوـٕٙ١ح؟

 .9اشوط ٞأُ٘ صالس اؼزرساِبد ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي فّ١ب ٠زعٍك ثسٚضن وّعٍّخ ِضً (ثحش ف ٟاالٔزطٔذ ،زاخي اٌصف ِع
اٌطبٌجبد ،وزبثخ أٚضاق اٌعًّ ،اؼزرساَ ث١ئبد اٌزعٍُ اإلٌىزط١ٔٚخ ،وزبثخ رمبض٠ط).....
.......
أ )............................................................................................................................
خ).................................................................................................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
 ً٘ .10رٍّى ٓ١جٙبظ حبؼت آٌ ٟف ٟإٌّعي؟

ال□

ٔوُ□
ٔوُ□

ٕ٘ ً٘ .11بن حبؼجبد آٌ١خ ِزٛفطح ٌٍّعٍّبد ف ٟاٌّسضؼخ؟
.12

ال□

ِب ِس ٜفبئسح ٚجٛز حبؼت آٌ ٟشرص ٟف ٟاٌّسضؼخ؟□
□ِف١ى ؾىجً

□ِف١ى ئٌ ٝقى ِح

□ غِ ٍ١ف١ى هٍ ٝجإلؿالق

 .13و١ف رصفِ ٓ١ؽزِٙ ٜٛبضاره ف ٟاؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌٟ٢؟ اذزبض ٞئجبثخ ٚاحسح فمط
□ ِٓطِ ٜٛرطىٜء
□ ال أٍِه أِٙ ٞحٌجش

□

ِٓطِ ٜٛطمىَ

□

□

ِٓطِ ٜٛطْٛؾ

نرٍ١ز

 .14و١ف اوزؽجذ ِٙبضاره ف ٟاؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌٟ٢؟ اذزبض ٞوً ِب ٠الئّه
□ قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠ر ٟوجنً جٌّىٌْس
□ قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠رِ ٟمىَ ِٓ َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍُ١

□

ذّٓحهىز هؼ ِٓ ٛجٌوحتٍس أ ٚطى٠مس أٍ١َِ ٚس ف ٟجٌّىٌْس

□

قؼٍش ذٍٔحِؽ ضىٌ٠ر ٟفِ ٟوٙى لجص

□

ؿٍ٠مس أنٍ............................................ ٜ

□

ذحٌّّحٌْس ٚجٌطوٍُ جًٌجضٟ

ٌّ .15بشا رؽزرسِ ٓ١رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه؟
□ ِٛجورس جٌطـ ٌٛف ٟجٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح
□ ِٓحٍ٠ز جٌىٚي جٌّطمىِس ضىٌٕٛٛؼ٠حً
□ جْطغالي جألؾُٙز جٌّطٛفٍز ف ٟجٌّىٌْس

□ ضغٌٍٚ ٍ١١ض ٓ١جٌىٌِ إلذوحو جًٌٍّ

□ جْطهىجِٗ ٠ىي هٍ ٝجٌطـٚ ٌٛجٌطمىَ

□ ؿٍ٠مس ٌطـٚ ٍ٠ٛضؿى٠ى ؿٍق جٌطىٌّ٠

□ ؿٍ٠مس ئقطٍجف١س ٌٍطىٌّ٠

□ ؿٍ٠مس فوحٌس ٌطٛط ً١جٌّوٍِٛحش

□ ج ٛ٘ ْ٢هظٍ جٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح ٚجألِ ٛ٘ ٟجًٌ ٞال
ٓ٠طهىَ جٌكحْد

□ ذٓرد جٌؼغؾ ِٓ لرً جٌـالخ ٚجأل٘حٌٚ ٟجٌّوٍّٓ١
الْطهىجِٗ
□ أْرحخ أنٍٜ
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اٌجعء اٌضبٌشِ :حفعاد ِ ٚع١مبد اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .16ف٘ ٟصا اٌجعء أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍ ٝاألش١بء اٌز ٟرشعط ٓ٠أٔٙب رحفعن ،رشجعه ،رسعّه ،أ ٚرع١مه ٚرضجط ّ٘زه عٓ االؼزرساَ
األِضً ٌزمٕٟاد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه أ ٚأعّبٌه اٌّزعٍمخ ثه وّعٍّخ  .اٌّجّٛعخ األ ِٓ ٌٝٚاٌجًّ رسٚض حٛي
اٌزعٍُ١
.
اٌعٛاًِ اٌّحفعح ٚاٌّشجعخ فّ١ب اٌّجّٛعخ اٌضبٔ١خ رسٚض حٛي اٌعٛاًِ اٌّع١مخ عٓ اؼزرساَ اٌزمٕ١بد فٟ
أٚافك
ثشسح

أٚافك

ِحب٠س

أعبضض

أعبضض
ثشسح

ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ٚضٛؾٙ١حضٙح ٚج٘طّحِٙح وىً ذحْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

جٌر١ثس جٌّىٌْ١س جٌّشؿوس ِػً ضٛفٍ جٌكحْرحش ٚجٌطىٌ٠د ٚجٌظ١حٔس ٚجٌىهُ
جٌفٕٚ ٟوهُ جإلوجٌز

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢وٌ ً١هٍ ٝئقطٍجف١س جٌّوٍّس ٚضّىٕٙح

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

وً ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ِطنٌمس ذحٌوٛجًِ جٌّكفُز ٚجٌّٓحهىز هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س

جٌىهُ ٚجٌطشؿ١ن ٚجٌطكف ِٓ ُ١لرً ئوجٌز جٌّىٌْس
نـحذحش جٌشىٍ ٚجٌطمىٚ ٍ٠جٌػٕحء ِٓ ئوجٌز جٌّىٌْس
جٌّٕحفٓس ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّحش
ِٓط ٜٛجٌـحٌرحش جٌّطمىَ ف ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ِ ُٙف ٟضم ُ١١جألوجء جٌٛك١فٟ
ضٍن جٔـرحم ؾ١ى هٍ ٝجٌـحٌرحش  ٚأ٘حٌُٙ١

جٌّٕٙؽ جٌؿى٠ى جٌّـٓ٠ ٌٛطىه ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
جٌٍّوٚو جإل٠ؿحذ ِٓ ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ضأغٍش ِٓ ِوٍّس ِطكّٓس ِٚإِٕس ذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ضؿٍذط ٟجٌشهظ١س جلٕوطٕ ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ضمرً جٌـحٌرحش ٚوهّ ُٙالْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟضىٌُٙٓ٠
ضٛفٍ جٌرٍجِؽ جٌطوٍ١ّ١س جٌّـٌٛز ذشىً جقطٍجفٟ
جٌطّىٓ ِٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢شٍؽ ِٓ شٍٚؽ جٌطٍل١س
ضٛفٍ جٌطىٌ٠د جٌّٕحْد هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ٌغرط ٟذطـ ٍ٠ٛلىٌجضٟ
ضّىٕ ِٓ ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج١ْ ٌٟ٢ىٔ ْٛمـس ؾ١ىز فٍ١ْ ٟض ٟجًٌجض١س
ئّ٠حٔ ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
ٔؿحق ٟف ٟجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠شىً وجفوحُ ٚقحفُجً الْطهىجِٗ
قط ٝأضّىٓ ِٓ جالقطفحف ذٛك١فطٟ
ألٕٔ ٟأقد جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
ال أٌغد ذأْ أٚطف ذأِ١س جٌكحْد ٚهىَ جٌّوٍفس ذ١َِ ٓ١الضٟ
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أٚافك
ثشسح

أٚافك

ِحب٠س

أعبضض

أعبضض
ثشسح

ضمٕ١حش جٌطوٍ ُ١ال ضشىً أ٠ٌٛٚس إلوجٌز جٌّىٌْس

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

وٌٚجش جٌَٛجٌز جٌّؿحٔ١س لظٍ١ز  2ئٌ 3 ٝأ٠حَ ٚجٌىٌٚجش جٌـٍ٠ ٛس ٌٓ١ص
ِؿحٔ١س وّح أٔٙح ٌٓ١ص ِٛؾٙس ٌٍّٓط٠ٛحش جٌّهطٍفس

□

□

□

□

□

قؼ ٌٛجٌىٌٚجش جٌطىٌ٠ر١س ٌٍِ ٌٗ ّ١وٚو ِحٌٔ ِٓ ٟحق١س جٌٍجضد

□

□

□

□

□

ٔمض جٌّوىجش ف ٟجٌّىٌْس (ٔمض هىو جألؾُٙز ٚلىِٙح ٚهىَ ضٛفٍ آالش
ؿحذوس)
هىَ ضٛفٍ ذٍجِؽ ضوٍ١ّ١س

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

نىجَ جٌطمٕ١س
وً ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ِطوٍمس ذحٌوٛجًِ جٌّو١مس هٓ جْص

ٔمض نىِحش جٌظ١حٔس ٚجٌىهُ جٌفٕٟ
لٍس فٍص جٌطىٌ٠د ٚجٌطـ ٍ٠ٛجٌٛك١فٟ
لٍس جٌٛلص جٌّطٛفٍ ٌٍطىٌ٠د

لٍس جٌ ٛلص جٌّطٛفٍ إلهىجو جٌىٌِ ذٓرد وػٍز هىو جٌكظض ف ٟجألْرٛم
 ٚضىٌ ّ٠أوػٍ ِٓ ٍِقٍس
ئٌطُجِحش هحتٍ١س
ئ٠ىحي ِٙحَ ئوجٌ٠س ٌٍّوٍّس
هىَ ضمرً ذوغ جٌّوٍّحش ٌٍطغٍ١١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج٠ُ١ْ ٌٟ٢ى ِٓ أهرحء جٌوًّ
 ٞضٕٓ١ك ؾىٚي غٍفس جٌّظحوٌ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّحش
ِشحوً ف
طوٛذحش ِحٌ١س ضٛجؾٗ جٌّىٌْس
ذـٝء أ ٚهىَ ضٛفٍ جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص
لٍس نرٍز جٌّوٍّحش ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
لٍس جٌٛه ٟذفٛجتى جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢
جٌطأغ ٍ١جٌٍٓرٌ ٟروغ جٌّنٌّحش هٍ١َِ ٝالضٓٙ
ذوغ جٌـحٌرحش لى ال٠طٛفٍ ٌى ٓٙ٠قحْد آٌ ٟفِٕ ٟحٌَٓٙ
هىَ جٌطّىٓ ِٓ ِٙحٌجش جإلوجٌز جٌظف١س

 .17ثبؼزرساَ رعج١طاره اٌربصخ ٚاٌز ٟلس رىِ ْٛشبثٙخ أِ ٚرزٍفخ رّبِبً عّب شوط ؼبثمبً اشوط ٞأُ٘ صالصخ أش١بء شىٍذ حبفعاً
ٚزافعبً الؼزرساَ ن اٌحبؼت ا ٌٟ٢ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
.......
أ )............................................................................................................................
...................................
خ )..............................................................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
 .18ثبؼزرساَ رعج١طاره اٌربصخ ٚاٌز ٟلس رىِ ْٛشبثٙخ أِ ٚرزٍفخ رّبِبً عّب شوط ؼبثمبً اشوط ٞأُ٘ صالصخ أش١بء شىٍذ عبئمبً
الؼزرساِه اٌحبؼت ا ٌٟ٢ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
.......
أ )............................................................................................................................
....................................................................
خ ).............................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
اٌطجبء اإلجبثخ عٍ ٝاٌؽإاي  19أ١ٌٚ 20 ٚػ والّ٘ب
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 .19عسز ٞأٖ َ صالصخ أؼجبة رجعٍه رؽزرسِ ٓ١رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
أ)............................................................................................................................ .......
...........................................................................
خ )......................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
 .20عسز ٞأُ٘ صالصخ أؼجبة ٌعسَ اؼزرساِه (أٌ ٚمٍخ اؼذذساِه) ٌزمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ف ٟرسض٠ؽه.
.......
أ )............................................................................................................................
......................................................
خ )...........................................................................
......
ؼ )............................................................................................................................
ِ .21بشا رٛز ٓ٠أْ رزعٍّ ٟأوضطف ٟاٌّٙبضاد اٌزبٌ١خ:
□ ِٙحٌجش ئوجٌز طف١س ٚئوجٌز جٌٛلص

□
□ غٍ٘١ح

ِٙحٌجش وِؽ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١

□
□ ِٙحٌجش جٌركع ف ٟجالٔطٍٔص
□ ِٙحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢وؿٙحَ
ِٙحٌجش ضمٕ١س ِػً طٟجٔس جألؾُٙز

اٌجعء اٌطاثع :شعٛضن رجبٖ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .22ف٘ ٟصا اٌجعء أٚز أْ أرعطف عٍٚ ٝجٙخ ٔظطن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ثشىً عبَ ف ٟاٌزعٍ١ٌٚ ُ١ػ فٟ
اٌزمٕ١بد
.
ِجباي اؼزرساِٗ ف ٟاٌّبزح اٌز ٟرسضؼٕٙ١ب فمط وّب أٚز أ٠ضبً اٌزعطف عٍ ٝضؤ٠زه اٌشرص١خ الؼزرساِه
أٚافك
ثشسح

أٚافك

ِحب٠س

أعبضض

أعبضض
ثشسح

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

جٌكحْد ّ٠ىٕٕح ِٓ ضؿٓ١ى جٌّفح٘ٚ ُ١جٌطؿحٌخ جٌوٍّ١س ٚضّػ ً١جٌلٛجٍ٘
جٌـر١و١س

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝضأو١ى ٚضػر١ص جٌّوٍِٛحش

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝجٌّكحفلس هٍِٓ ٝط ٜٛؾٛوز جٌىٌِٚ
جٌّوـحز نالي جٌَٛ١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى هٍ ٝضمى ُ٠جٌىٌِ ذشىً ٍِضد ٚجٌطُجَ جٌّوٍّس
ذوٕحطٍ جٌىٌِ

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

ؾّ١ن ًٖ٘ جٌؿًّ ضورٍ هٓ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ذشىً هحَ
جٌكحْد جٍ٠ ٌٟ٢ود وٌٚجً ِّٙحً ف ٟهٍّ١س جٌطوٍُ١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ؾوٍٕ ٟأضمرً جألش١حء جٌؿى٠ىز ذشىً أورٍ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿوً جٌوًّ أًْٙ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿوً جٌطىٌ ّ٠أوػٍ ِطوس ٠ٚغ ٍ١جٌٍٚض٠ٚ ٓ١روى جًٌٍّ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠كٓٓ ِٓ ِٓط ٜٛجٌـحٌرحش جٌىٌجْٟ
ٕ٘حن ضٍو ُ١ور ٍ١هٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى ف ٟضٛف ٍ١جٌٛلص ٚجٌؿٙى
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ٠َ ٝحوز جٌطوح ْٚذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّحش
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٌٗ ضأغ ٍ١ئ٠ؿحذ ٟهٍ ٝضفحهً جٌـحٌرحش ٚجٔطرحٌٍ٘ ٓٙىٌِٚ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ـِٙ ِٓ ٌٛحٌجش جٌركع ٌى ٜجٌّوٍّس ٚجٌـحٌرس

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠وَُ جْطمالٌ١س جٌـحٌرحش ٓ٠ٚحهى ف ٟهٍّ١س جٌطوٍُ جًٌجضٟ
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٓ٠حهى جٌّوٍّس ف ٟهٍّ١س جإلهىجو جًٌٌٍٕ٘ ٟىٌِ
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جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ ٝضمرً جٌّوٍّس ٌٍطوٍُ ِٓ ؿحٌرحضٙح جألوػٍ ضّىٕحُ ِٓ
ِٙحٌجش جٌكحْد

□

□

□

□

□

جٌكحْد ٘ ٛأوجز ضٓحهى ف ٟضهف١ف جٌودء ِٓ هٍ ٝجٌّوٍّس

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٌٗ ش أغٔ ٍ١فٓ ٟهٍ ٝجٌـحٌرحش ذأْ ِوٍّط ُٙهظٍ٠س
ِطؿىوز ِٛجورس ٌٍطـٌٛ

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٛ٠فٍ جٌكظٛي هٍ ٝجٌّوٍِٛس ذشىً ذٓ١ؾ ٠ٍْٚن

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٛ٠فٍ ضٛجطً وجتُ ذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّس ٚجٌـحٌرس ِّح ٕ٠طؽ هٕٗ
هاللس ٍِٔس ٚؾ١ىز

□

□

□

□

□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ٠ؿًخ جْضرحٖ جٌـحٌرحش ًٌج ٓ٠حهى ف ٟهٍّ١س جإلوجٌز جٌظف١س

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أو ٜئٌ ٝضـ ٍ٠ٛجٌّٙحٌجش جٌطمٕ١١س ٌٍّوٍّس ٚجٌـحٌرس
ّ٠ىٓ ٌٍـحٌرحش أْ ٓ٠حهىْ ف ٟئهىجو جٌىٌ ِٚجٌّمىِس ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٔ ٛ٘ ٌٟ٢شحؽ ًِّ
أٔح ِٙطّس ؾىجً ذطوٍُ جٌُّ٠ى هٓ جٌكحْد
أشوٍ ذحٌطٛضٍ ٚجٌمٍك هٕى ئْطهىجَ جٌكحْد

 .23ثبؼزرساَ صالس وٍّبد ِرزٍفخ و١ف رصف ٓ١شعٛضن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌٟ٢؟
...........................
........................................................................................ ………………..

اٌجعء اٌربِػ :ؼ١بؼخ اؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي
 .24عٍ ٝحس عٍّه ؼ١بؼخ اٌّسضؼخ اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي رشًّ اٌزبٌ:ٟ
□ ئٌُجِ١س جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌ ٌٟ٢ؿّ١ن جٌّوٍّٓ١
□ ضفو ً١وحًِ ٚضكى٠ع ِٓطٍّ ٌّٛلن جٌّىٌْس هٍٝ
جالٔطٍٔص
□ وهُ وحًِ الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ج ٌٟ٢ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّٛجو
جٌىٌجْ١س

□

□ جْطهىجَ جٌـالخ ٌالٔطٍٔص وجنً جٌّىٌْس ٠ىْٛ
ذاشٍجف جٌّوٍُ

□ أْثٍس جالنطرحٌجش ٠ؿد أْ ضىِ ْٛـرٛهس ذحْطهىجَ
ذٍٔحِؽ جٌٌٛو

□ ؾّ١ن جٌّوٍّ٠ ٓ١ؿد أْ ّ٠طٍىٛج قى أؤِٙ ِٓ ٝحٌجش
جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢

□ ٠ؿد هٍ ٝجٌّوٍّ ٓ١جْطهىجَ غٍفز ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ
هٍ ٝجأللً ٍِز ف ٟجٌفظً جٌىٌجْٟ

□

ّٓ٠ف ٌٍـالخ ذاقؼحٌ قحْرحض ُٙجٌّكٌّٛس

ْ١حْحش أنٍٜ

 .25و١ف رط ٓ٠رأصط ؼ١بؼبد ِسضؼزه ثؽ١بؼخ ٚظضاح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد اٌزعٍُ١؟
..........................................................................................................................................................
................................................. ..........................................
...............................................................
 ً٘ .26أٔذ عٍ ٝعٍُ  ٌٛٚثشىً عبَ ثؽ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت؟
ال □
ٔوُ □
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 .27لس ال رى ٓ١ٔٛعٍ ٝعٍُ وبًِ ثزفبص ً١ؼ١بؼخ ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت اٌ ٌٟ٢ىٓ أضج ٛاإلجبثخ عٍٝ
األؼئٍخ اٌزبٌ١خ عٍ ٝحؽت عٍّه  .أِّ ٞب  ٛ٘ ٍٟ٠ؼ١بؼخ ِٓ ؼ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت
اٌٟ٢؟ اذزبض ٞوً ِب ٕ٠بؼجه

□

جٌّٕٙؽ جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ

□
□ ضٛف ٍ١قحْد آٌٌ ٟىً ؿحٌرس
□ ِشٍٚم ٚؿٕٟ
□ ذٛجذس جٌطوٍ ُ١جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس
□ ضٛف ٍ١فٍص ضىٌ٠ر١س ٌٍّوٍّحش
□ ْ١حْحش أنٍٜ
جٌّىٌْس جإلٌىطٍ١ٔٚس

□ ضمٕ١حش جٌّوٍِٛحش ٚجالضظحي ْٛف ضىِؽ ف ٟؾّ١ن
جٌهـؾ جٌطـ٠ٍ٠ٛس جٌّٓطمرٍ١س

□
□ ضؾ ٍ٠ٚجٌّىجٌِ ٌطٛجود هظٍ جٌطىٌٕٛٛؾ١ح
□ ضٛف ٍ١جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّىجٌِ
□ ٔشٍ جْطهىجَ جٌطمٕ١س ف ٟؾّ١ن جٌّىجٌِ
□ ضٛف ٍ١قحْرحش ٌٍّوٍّحش ذألٓحؽ ش٠ٍٙس ٍِٓ١ز
□ جٌطشؿ١ن هٍ ٝجالْطهىجَ جٌفوحي ٌغٍف ِظحوٌ جٌطوٍُ
وِؽ ِٙحٌجش جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ِن جٌّٛجو جألنٍٜ

 .28أٚز اٌزعطف عٍٚ ٝجٙخ ٔظطن رجبٖ ؼ١بؼبد اٌّسضؼخ ِمبضٔخ ثؽ١بؼبد ٚظاضح اٌزطث١خ ٚاٌزعٍ ُ١اٌّزعٍمخ ثبؼزرساَ رمٕ١بد
اٌّعٍِٛبد ٚاالرصبي ِٚس ٜرأص١ط٘ب عٍ ٝشعٛضن رجبٖ اؼزرساَ اٌحبؼت
أٚافك
ثشسح

أٚافك

ِحب٠س

أعبضض

أعبضض
ثشزح

ال ٕ٠طجك

جْطهىجٌٍِ ٟكحْد جِ ٌٟ٢طأغٍ ذٓ١حْس جٌّىٌْس

□

□

□

□

□

□

ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ضؿحٖ جْطهىجَ جٌكحْد أغٍش ذشىً ئ٠ؿحذٟ
ضؿحٖ شؤ ٌٞٛك ٛجٌكحْد
ْ١حْس جٌّىٌْس ِطمىِس ذشىً ور ٍ١هٍ١ْ ٝحْس جٌَٛجٌز ًٌج
ف ٟٙال ضشىً ٌٕح أ ٞجّ٘١س
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ِوٕ١س ذشىً ور ٍ١ذحْطهىجَ جٌكحْد فٟ
جألِ ٌٛجإلوجٌ٠س
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ؾّ١وٙح ٔلٍ٠حش ذى ْٚضـر١ك أٔ ٚطحتؽ
ٍِّْٛس
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز ال ضٛػف ٚضشٍـ ذشىً ٚجفٌٍّ ٟوٍّحش ِّح
٠ؼـٍ٘ٓ ٌطـر١مٙح ذشىً نحؿة
ْ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز شؿوطٕ ٟهٍ ٝجْطهىجَ جٌكحْد جٌٟ٢

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

َٚجٌز جٌطٍذ١س ٚجٌطوٍ ُ١ضم َٛذٍفن جٌٛه ٟذ ٓ١جٌّوٍّحش فّ١ح
٠طوٍك ذٓ١حْحضٙح
جٌَٛجٌز ضم َٛذٍُْ أ٘ىجف ٚضٓحهى جٌّوًِحش هٍ ٝضكم١مٙح

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

أٔح غِ ٍ١طكّٓس الْطهىجَ جٌكحْد ذٓرد جٌٓ١حْحش غٍ١
جٌٛجػكس ٌٍَٛجٌز

□

□

□

□

□

□

جٌّىٍ٠جش ٚجٌّوٍّحش ٌٓٓ هٍ ٝجؿالم ضحَ ذٓ١حْحش جٌَٛجٌز
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اٌجعء اٌؽبزغِ :ؽزمجٍ١بد اٌزعٍُ١
 .29أٚز اٌزعطف عٍ ٝرٛلعبره ثاِىبٔ١خ حسٚس ِب ٍٟ٠ف ٟاٌّؽزمجً .أضج ٛرحس٠س ِب ئشا وبٔذ اٌجٍّخ ِّىٕخ اٌحسٚس جساً أِّ ٚىٕخ
اٌحسٚس أِ ٚؽزجعسح اٌحسٚس أِ ٚؽزجعسح اٌحسٚس ئطاللبً.

ِّىٓ اٌحسٚس
جساً

ئٌْحي جٌٛجؾرحش جٌٌُّٕ١س هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌرٍ٠ى جإلٌىطٍٟٔٚ
ِٛلن جٌّىٌْس هٍ ٝجالٔطٍٔص ِفوً ذشىً ؾ١ى
جٌّٕٙؽ جٌىٌجْْٛ ٟف ٠طغٍ١
جٌطمْٛ ُ١١ف ٠ى ْٛهٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌٕمحشحش جٌظف١س ٚجٌّشحٌ٠ن
جٌطمْٛ ُ١١ف ٠شًّ ٔمحؽ ٌُ ضىٓ ضم ِٓ ُ١لرً ِػً جٌىنٛي هٍِٛ ٝلن
جٌّىٌْس ٚجٌّشحٌوس فٗ١
ضـر١ك جٌطوٍ ُ١هٓ ذوى
ئنطفحء جٌكمحتد ِىٌْ١س
ضٛف ٍ١قحْد ٌىً ؿحٌرس
جْطهىجَ جٌّذٌٛز جًٌو١س ف ٟجٌطوٍُ١
جضظحي الٍْى ٟذحالٔطٍٔص
ضوٍ ُ١ال ٌٚل( ٟجٌطوحًِ ذحألٌٚجق ْٛف ٠هطف)ٟ
جٌكحْرحش ْٛف ضٓ١ـٍ هٍ ٝق١حضٕح
جٌكحْرحش ْٛف ضطٛفٍ ذشىً ؿر١و ٟوجنً جٌّىجٌِ
ئهـحء جٌـحٌرحش ِفٍوجش جٌّٕٙؽ ١ْٚمّٓ ذحٌركع ٚجٌطكؼٌٍ ٍ١ىٌِٚ
فظٛي وٌجْ١س ئفطٍجػ١س
ئنطفحء جٌطوٍ ُ١جٌطمٍ١ىٞ
ضٛفٍ أؾُٙز أفؼً ٌٍّوٍّحش
أٔح ٌٓص ِطفحتٍس جٌفؿٛز ْططٓن ذٕٕ١ح ٚذ ٓ١جٌىٚي جٌّطمىِس
جضظحي ذحالٔطٍٔص DSL
ؾّ١ن جٌّٕحَي ِطظٍس ذحالٔطٍٔص
ضٛفٍ شرىس وجنٍ١س ذحٌّىٌْس
ضم ُ١١ئٌىطٌٍٍ ٟٔٚـحٌرحش
ضكم١ك إل٘ىجف جٌطوٍُ١
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ِّىٓ اٌحسٚس

ِؽزجعس
اٌحسٚس

ِؽزجعس
اٌحسٚس
ئطاللبً

ِ .30بشا رعزمس ٓ٠أٔٗ ؼ١حسس ٌسٚض اٌّعٍّخ؟ اذزبض ٞوً ِبرط٠س ِٓ ٓ٠اٌمبئّخ
□ ْ١طغٌّٛ ٍ١ؾٙس ٍِٚشىز ٌٍوٍّ١س جٌطوٍ١ّ١س
□ ْ١طغ ٍ١فّ١ح ٠هض هاللطٙح ِن جٌـحٌرحش

□
□

جٌّوٍّس ٌٓ ضوطّى هٍ ٝوطحخ ٚجقى فمؾ وٍّؾن

جٌطوٍ ّ١ٌ ُ١جٌى ٌٚجٌٛق١ى ٌٍّوٍّس فىٌ٘ٚح ضٍذ ٞٛأ٠ؼحً
ٚال ّ٠ىٓ أْ ٠طغٍ١

□
□ ْ١طُ جٌطوٍُ هٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌكحْد  ِٓ ّ١ٌٚجٌّوٍّس

ْططشحٌن جٌّوٍّس ٚجٌـحٌرس ف ٟضٛؾ ٗ١جٌوٍّ١س جٌطوٍ١ّ١س

□ ٌٓ ٠طغ ٍ١وٌ٘ٚح جٌـحٌرحش ْ١كطؿٓ ِٓ ٠وٍّ٠ٚ ٓٙىٌٓٙ
هٍِ ٝىحْ ٚؾٛو جٌّوٍِٛحش ِ ٚى ٜطكطٙح ٚئِىحٔ١س
لرٌٙٛح

□

ْ١طكٛي جٌؿٙى ِٓ وجنً جٌفظً ئٌ ٝجإلهىجو ٚجٌركع
هٓ ِحوز هٍّ١س ئٌىطٍ١ٔٚس ِٕحْرس

□ جٌكحْد ْٓ١طهىَ ٌىػ ِٓ ٍ١أِ ٌٛضمِٓ ُ١١طٜٛ
جٌـحٌرحش  ّ١ٌٚهٓ ؿٍ٠ك جٌّوٍّس

□

ئيج ٌُ ضطغ ٍ١جٌّوٍّس ٌّٛجورس جٌطغ ٍ١١جٌكحطً فِٕٙ ٟطٙح
ْٛف ٓ٠طغٕ ٝهٕٙح

□

أِ ٌٛضوطمى ٓ٠أٔٙح ْطكظً ف ٟجٌّٓطمرً جٌمٍ٠د

 َ .31اشا رزّٕ ٓ١أْ ٠حسس ف ٟاٌّؽزمجً؟
......
أ )............................................................................................................................
.......................................
خ ).........................................................................................
)............................................................................................................................
.....
ؼ

شىطاً ٌه ٌٛٚلزه اٌّجصٚي ٌٍّئ ٘صٖ اإلؼزجبٔخ
جعان اهلل ذ١طاً
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Appendix 9: Analysis of Questionnaire’s Open Questions
Q5. From your point of view, why should the teacher use information and communication
technologies in education?
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

Education

 Using the computer in teaching creates an atmosphere of
comfort and stimulation during lessons.
 To renew teaching methods, break the traditional way of
teaching, and change the pattern, which increase the
activity and vitality of lessons, and help students accept
them.
 The use of the computer enriches the lesson and offers new
ways of teaching that are user friendly and gladden the
hearts of students.
 Develop the curriculum electronically and subject
smoothly.
 Provide an integrated and developed learning environment.

8

Student

19

2

2
2

 Increase cultural awareness of the technologies for students
and teachers.
 Enrich scientific articles

2

 Embody concepts better than the teacher does.

5

 Important in the development and upgrading of education

20

 Help to broaden student perceptions and skills.

11

 Break the boring routine.

13

 Stimulate students' creativity

10

 Deliver information to students using techniques that add
new information to the educational process
 Help students search for information using modern
techniques.
 Draw the attention of students, motivate them, and make
the lesson fun and attractive.

1

2

1
19

 Using the computer in teaching is the best way to deliver
information to students without effort

2

 Raise the level of students‟ ability in dealing in dealing
with technologies.
 Learning techniques stimulate the senses of the student
through all types of data presentation, such as audio, image
and video
 Give students the motivation to search for information.

2

 The teacher cannot reach the student through following
only one pattern in teaching, but by using the computer, the

1
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1

1

teacher can enrich the information.
 Connect the students with the scientific world.

Teacher

Outside
Influence

Information

 Students can practically touch and link to the reality so the
information and evidence will become consolidated.
 Save time and effort

18

 Develop the teacher's learning practice and free him/her
from learning restrictions.

7

 Easy to use

2

 Explain scientific concepts better.

2

 Make the process of learning easier for the teacher.

13

 Keep up-to-date with the latest scientific developments

1

 Develop Knowledge and practical skills of the teacher.

8

 There are many experiences of other countries in using
computers in education; therefore, we should benefit from
the experiences of others.
 to cope with the modern technology age and to keep up
with developed countries
 keep pace with global developments in the field of learning

1

 The world has become a small village and it is very
important for the educated person to be able to cope with
everything around him/her.
 Get the information faster, easier and more accurate.
 To get the benefit of modern methods in research and get
good, comprehensive and interesting information to see
what is new.
 Facilitate the delivery of information in a clear and
interesting way.

Communicate

Benefits of
Using

1

16

50
5

5
13
3

78

 Provide and enrich the student and the teacher with as
much information as is possible and necessary.
 Provide information in modern and different forms and in a
distinct manner.

2

 Can easily communicate with the student and the guardian.

1

 Can easily communicate with the students at any time.

4

 Can exploit of the benefits of using IT in learning for the
teacher and student
 Computer has positive impact on students

10

 Using computers in teaching does not suit all subjects.

2

 I think that using the computer in teaching is a help, but if I
do not use it, this will not affect my level of explanation or
my students.

1

3

2

Computer
Better not to
Use the
Computer
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 Techniques are a means of attracting the attention of
students and helping the teacher, but they are not important.

1

Q17. Using your own expression that may be similar or quite different to that previously reported,
what are the three most important things that motivate you to use computers in teaching?
Positive Influences
Topic
External

Internal

Remarks

Repetition

 Provide training courses to all teachers.

4

 Provide sufficient rooms of resources, which allow the
largest possible number of classes.
 The School policy should encourage this way of teaching.

4
30

 The developed and new curriculum require the use of
computers.
 The equipment of the school and the ability of the school to
provide the techniques and programs
 Provide some programs and presentations which are free on
the Internet
 Provide information differently through video or sound or
pictures.
 Islamic religion calls for learning and takes advantage of
what is new.
 The teacher should use the computer.

4

 Know more about developments and technical information.

29

 Keep up with developed countries.

4

 Computer usage is widespread.

1

 Evaluate the functionality

5

 Students accept and like to receive learning through
computers.
 Increase the level of knowledge of students.

24

 Know the new technological advancements in education.

7

 I believe in using computers in education.

2

 Achieve success and be distinguished.

2

 Imitate other teachers and get the benefit of their experience.

2

 To promote the psychological, moral and personal self.

3

 Develop my abilities and to acquire new skills.

5

 Encourage students to learn and raise their knowledge level
of computers.

29
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4
2
2
1
1

4

Surrounding
Factors

 I like the process of learning using computer.

2

 I believe that the era of stagnation and memorisation has
ended.
 I have good experience in using computers.

9

 Avoid boring and old ways of teaching students.

5

 I like to change for the better

2

 Learn about the new sciences in the world.

3

 I want to change for the best.

2

 I want to use new ways in teaching.

12

 I want to develop the curriculum and to link subjects with
pictures and movies.
 Using the computer has benefits and achieves positive
results.
 I want to develop myself functionally.

2
28

 I want to have good knowledge of computer usage.

6

 Using the computer in learning makes students more
interacting.
 Most of my colleagues use the computer.

2

 Honest competition between colleagues

2

 Now every home has a computer this will raise the technical
level of students.
 The teacher must be an example for his students, especially
in using, learning and teaching using the computer.
 Using computers is encouraged by some teachers

2

1

1

5

1
2

Incentives and Reasons for Computer Use
Topic
Information

Technical
Reasons

Remarks

Repetition

 Expansion of information provided to students.

2

 Searching and finding the information give pleasure.

1

 Refreshing information obtained using the old method

2

 Provide and present the information in an easy way.

9

 Search for more useful and helpful means.

3

 Can more easily search for information and deliver it in an
easy and simple manner.

10

 Activate the computer in every house.

2

 Communication will become easier.

1
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Teacher

The
Administrative
Work of the
Teacher

 Using the computer is easy.

1

 Solve the problem of handwriting, because everything will be
clear.

1

 Give the teacher some rest.

1

 Avoid routine.

1

 Save time and effort.

8

 Learning will be easier.

1

 Communication between student and teacher will be by email.
 The computer is useful in classroom management.

3

 To be role models for students in the use of all what is new in
education.
 Wanting to know all what is new related to subjects.

2

 The possibility of moving geometric shapes about.

2

 One means of education, which clarifies the concepts of
science in a new and useful way.
 The old system can be supported by the use of the computer
to be effective.
 The use of the computer serves my teaching method.

2

 To find and search for additional new information is very
important to enhance the lesson process.
 Increase the efficiency and skills of the teacher.

2

 It is evidence of the capacity and professionalism of the

2

teacher.
 Encourage students to use computers.

1

 The teacher can add or delete and modify the lesson.

3

 The lesson will be available and ready and the teacher can
repeat it without the need to prepare it again.

1

 Help and assist me in preparing lessons and scientific articles.

4

 Accessibility to write, change or restore information on the
computer.
 Prepare the lesson in a well-organised way.

1

 Save all the lesson preparation and work papers for the next
year.
 It is a helpful means to evaluate and prepare the lessons.

1

 Use the same model in more than one lesson and many times.

1

 Draw the students' attention.

22

 Save the time and effort of the teacher during the lesson.

18

 Avoid boring lessons.

26
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2

2

5
2

8

1

1

Lesson

 Optimise utilisation of time in the class.

1

 Facilitate the presentation of the lesson.

3

 Develop the educational process.

8

 Some lessons can be explained only by using the computer.

1

 The style is new and funny.

1

 Increase the motivation of students.

1

 All students are involved in a shared learning experience.

3

 The possibility of providing and displaying the lesson in a
more interactive way.
 Scientific subjects become better

1

 Change on to advanced learning environment.

1

 Facilitate the educational process and delivery of information.

28

 Link the learning with the reality.

1

 It is new way to support the lesson.

5

 Update students about what is going on around them in the
outside world.
 Expand the cognitive abilities of students.

2

 Students will be interested in the lesson and disruption will be
avoided.
 Give students the opportunity to familiarise themselves with a
new means of obtaining knowledge.
 Make the mind work in different areas so the student will get
the experience.
 Break the boundaries of the routine in the educational
process, which creates a willingness in students to continue.

2

 Coverage of all school subjects through the use of computers.

2

 Break the routine in some lessons

2

 The students have a serious desire to prepare the lesson.

2

 Make students want to understand the subject.

2

 Using the Internet imparts new ideas to students and
encourages them to participate in projects.
 It adds fun and suspense.

2

 Students will not forget the information.

5

 Display the lesson in easy way.

5

 It is a new and developed way of teaching.

6

 Students will be satisfied with the colour, images and video,
which will make the educational process more appealing.

10
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1

2

2
2
2

5

 Introduce the computer as a useful means for learning not
only for playing.

5

 Show creativity and skill in explaining the lesson.

2

 Provide the student with new understanding and ideas.

5

 It is easy to review the lesson.

2

Q18. Using your own expressions that may be similar or quite different from that previously
reported, what are the three most important things that constitute an obstacle to using the computer
in teaching?
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

Time

 There is insufficient time to prepare lessons when using the
computer.
 Not enough time for training in use of the computer.

4

 Teaching using the computer needs more time and the time for
the study class is short.
 Using computers in teaching requires too much effort because
we have to enter the data for the working papers and the
teaching plan in the computer.
 We do not have enough time.

4

48

 The Internet is not available in all classrooms.

9

 Only one resources room is available in the school.

3

 We do not have enough computer equipment and accessories
in classrooms.
 There are not enough computers.

8

 There are not enough resources rooms.

2

 There are not enough well-equipped rooms.

2

 The lack of educational programs

2

 The school has not enough capacity.

8

 The resources room is small for the large number of students.

2

 The school administration lacks funds to quickly resolve any
problem facing the administration without going back to the
Education Department.
 Most classrooms have no display system.

2

 The high and expensive prices of some distinctive educational
programs and the devices associated with the computer.

2

 The difficulty of using computers in class rooms because they
are not ready and equipped.

2

School
Facilities
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2

3

4

7

 The educational environment faces some difficulties.

2

 Carrying and transferring computers involve some difficulties.

1

 Sometimes, we have technical breakdowns (computer,
printers) especially during the presentation of the lesson.
 There are not enough funds.

18

 There are not enough printers and scanners.

4

 We do not have a special room for a collaborative learning
lesson.
 Some devices need upkeep and maintenance.

3

 The devices are old.

16

 We have a limited number of computers in comparison to the
number of students.
 There is no blackboard in the resources room.

4

 The teachers do not have their own computers in the school.

2

 There are not enough rooms for the computers.

2

 There is no internal network.

2

Personal

 My love of reading

1

Reasons

 Inability to use the computer

27

 I do not have the desire to use the computer.

2

 There are no motivations and encouragement.

1

 The negative influence of some teachers on their colleagues

6

 Teachers will not accept performance improvement.

1

 I will not receive praise for the result of my effort.

1

 Do not know how to use the developed design programs.

2

 Sitting for a long time at the computer has a bad effect on
health.
 Sometimes I need the blackboard.

1

 I do not have classroom management skills.

1

 The problems of viruses transmitted to the memory of my
computer.
 Preparing and computerising all the lessons is very difficult.

1

 I do not have a lap top.

1

 I do not have experience in how to integrate and use
computers in education.

10

 Discouragement from the school management.

4

 I am busy with my family responsibilities.

6
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4

3

8

1

1

Training

Student

Work Pressure

Curriculum

 Computers are expensive.

2

 I am not young.

2

 I do not know the English language and most of the useful
sites and programs are in English.
 I cannot deal with breakdowns.

2

 Using computers will cause dispersion of information.

1

 There are no long training programmes.

3

 There is no motivation to attend the training courses.

1

 Training courses are not available during work in the school.

2

 They do not choose the right time to set up courses.

2

 Training and career development opportunities are few.

22

 There are problems arising between students.

1

 Students are unable to use the computer.

7

 Students do not accept computers.

6

 Students feel that these techniques do not convey the essence
of subjects.

1

 Students feel bored repeating the same things each class.

2

 Some students do not have computers in their home.

5

 We have a large number of students.

1

 Students are busy preparing for their examinations.

1

 Too much administrative work and not enough free time.

2

 Give the teacher administrative tasks and assignments.

8

 Teaching responsibilities are many in addition to the class.

34

 Using the computer does not fit all subjects.

14

 The physical training classes depend on the practical and
applied aspects.
 Mathematics is a particular case which may not fit entirely
with the computer.
 The computer may not serve the subject of the lesson and
therefore become an obstacle and cause of disruption to the
lesson.
 They change the curriculum constantly.

1

 There is no pre-electronic curriculum.

2

 The curriculum is not flexible.

2

 The arrival of the curriculum is late.

2

 The curricula are intensive.

10
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2

2
1

1

Administrative

Sources of
Information

 The school management was not interested.

3

 Particular teachers use the resources room only.

1

 We have a large number of students per class.

1

 There is no motivation.

2

 The class time in the academic table is not considered.

1

 There is no maintenance or upkeep of labs.

2

 The resources room is always busy and occupied.

17

 The use of personal devices is not allowed.

1

 There are no good support services and maintenance.

24

 Providing the lesson on the Internet is difficult.

3

 Suitable Arabic scientific articles are not available on the
Internet.
 The learning programs are weak.

1

 Lack of educational programs

11

 The educational programs do not cover all sections of the
curriculum.

2

2

Q19. What are the three most important reasons that make you use information and communication
technologies in teaching?
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

Time

 Drawings are available, which saves and gives the teacher the
time to explain again.
 Save a lot of time during the preparation of the lesson.

1

 Save time and effort in the class.

9

 Save time and get the advantage of using the computer for the
presentation of the lesson.

8

 Expanse of the information provided to students.

2

 Change the environment of the class, which makes students
accept more information.
 Deliver the information in new and easy ways.

2
10

 The information is available on the Internet.

1

 Can restore the required information at any time easily.

1

 Update the information.

2

 Get new and useful information very easy and fast.

9

Information
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1

 Enrich the lessons with the required information.

3

 The sources are varied and renewable.

1

 Provide useful resources during lessons.

1

 Need of scientific subjects.

1

 Make the information easy for students to understand.

2

 Use more than one sense to consolidate and stabilise the
information.
 The meaning will be become clearer using photos and maps to
illustrate the information.
 Save information.

7

 Convey some engineering information to students.

1

 Search for pictures and video to serve and help the curriculum.

2

 Facilitate the teaching and delivery of information.

20

 It is an important source of information.

2

 Deliver the information fast.

3

 Students will accept the information more when they use the
computer.

3

Personal

 Love for Education.

2

Reasons

 Incentives.

1

 I believe in the necessity and importance of IT.

4

 Love to know, develop the skills and self.

16

 Know more about the learning techniques.

1

 Give rest to the teacher.

2

 A new system and we can benefit from it.

2

 It gives personal usefulness and practical experience.

2

 Enhance the performance of the user.

3

 I have the ability to manage the class through the lab network.

3

 Using computers reduces the burden of carrying paintings and
photographs during the explanation.
 Apply what I have learned from lessons and give it to my
students.
 The use of prepared presentation is easy; we can repeat it several
times.
 Deliver the information to parents.

1

 Develop and improve the teaching level.

7

 Develop my abilities as a teacher in delivering the information
correctly and properly.

2
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1
1

1
1
1

Lesson

 Computer use is an essential factor in the teaching process.

1

 Ease of use.

6

 I have good experience in the use of computers.

6

 The use of computers reduces the effort in the classroom.

1

 Arrange ideas during preparation of the lesson.

2

 Cope with new development in the world.

3

 I seek renewal, innovation and excellence

4

 Find comfort by giving lessons

3

 Enhance the curriculum

3

 Speed in completing work

2

 Present lessons in a modern way.

2

 Facilitate the presentation of the lesson

4

 Change the routine lesson to avoid boredom.

14

 Cope with learning and scientific progress

1

 Add new information

1

 Change the old educational process.

1

 Coverage of all school subjects by the computer.

1

 The subjects are difficult.

1

 Change the class environment so the student accepts the
information.
 Connect learning to reality.

1

 Prepare the lesson in a well-organised way.

1

 Enrich lessons with more than the regular learning means.

1

 Clarify and simplify the scientific subjects.

2

 Achieve the goals of the lesson faster.

3

 Attract the attention of students.

10

 Lesson more effective.

1

 Adoption of lessons permanently on the computer, especially in
the presentation of Quranic texts
 To summarise lesson

1

 The teacher talks less in lesson

1

 Faster in performance and giving information

1

 Can show last lesson and linking novelty quickly

1

 helps commitment to lesson

1
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1

1

 tool to assist in the preparation of lessons

1

 Good results from using IT in education.

3

 The nature of the subjects requires the use of computers.

2

 Modern technological advances

4

Causes

 Keep pace with the times

9

School

 Provide resources room for learning.

1

 Increase the incentives of the school.

1

 Communication between the school and students will become
easier.
 Provide communication means

1

 Provide ready-made software.

1

 Provide better educational environment.

2

 Provide electronic structure in the school.

2

 Provide a centre for maintenance.

2

 Benefit from the experiences of students and teachers.

1

 Provide the school with the learning techniques.

2

 It is a new policy in education.

1

 School policy.

7

 Benefit from the devices and techniques available to the school.

1

 Students benefit from computers.

1

 Motivate students.

2

 Maintain interest and avoid boredom.

2

 Encourage students to learn.

1

 Improve students‟ technical skills

1

 Students‟ satisfactory results.

3

 Students become interested in using computers for learning.

1

 Use of tables and statistics is convincing for students

1

 Good management of the use of computers facilitates interaction
between students.
 Encourage students to learn by themselves and to search for
information.
 Students‟ enthusiasm to use computers.

1

 Students enjoy using ICT and interact during lessons.

9

External

Student
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1

2
3

 Contact students through email.

4

 Expand students' perceptions and increase their knowledge

2

Q20. What are the three most important reasons for not using information technology and
communication in teaching?
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

Personal

 Family responsibilities
 I do not know any educational programs which can be used in
teaching my subject
 I do not have experience in using computers.
 Lack of training courses.
 I do not have enough experience in my career.
 I do not like to use computers.

3
4

Reasons

School
Management

Time

Work

12
6
1
1

 Prepare information and lessons and students do not gain
advantages from them.
 Lack of experience in integrating ICT in my teaching
 Non-use of the computer at an early age
 Lack of motivation

1

 I am interested in other things other than computers‟ such as
reading.

2

 The resources room is always busy.
 The resources room has no blackboard.
 Lack of maintenance and continuous breakdowns.
 The numbers of computers is limited in the school.
 Lack of Internet connection.
 It is difficult to arrange for a data show to be used in my class
 The large number of teachers reduces the opportunity to benefit
from ICT use
 The existing computers are old.
 Not enough equipment and accessories.
 Lack of school facilities.
 Lack of finance

3
1
3
6
1
1
2

 There is not enough time to prepare lessons.

9

 There is not much time to use ICT.

4

 There are too many students and classes.

8

 Long and dense curriculum.

1
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2
2
2

2
5
3
1

Pressure
Education

 Assign managerial responsibilities to teachers.

5

 There is no suitable software for my subject.

1

 It is difficult to write mathematical symbols.

3

 It is difficult to move with computers.

2

 Some students do not have computers at home.

1

 Some students need a re-explanation of the lesson because it is
difficult to understand.
 It is difficult to manage the class during presentation because of
the large number of students.
 The content is not suitable to be presented with ICT.

1

 Using ICT in other non-educational activities.

1

1
8

 Students do not appreciate the importance of ICT use and do

3

accept its usage in teaching
Q23. Use three different words to describe how you feel towards the use of the computer.
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

 Enjoyable
 Pleasant
 Interesting

65
23
22

 Relaxed
 Exciting
 Happy
 Cool
 Entertaining
 Enthusiastic
 Bug-eyed
 Passionate
 Lively
 Happy when I find what I am looking for

14
7
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

Worried &

 Anxious

4

Anxious

 Worried

2

 Unknown

2

 Frustrated

1

 Strange

1

 Some worries

1

Happy and
Relaxed
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Positive
Comments

Personal
Feeling

 I want to finish the work quickly

1

 Ambiguous

1

 Easy

71

 Important

10

 Great

9

 Attractive

5

 Communication

5

 Change

3

 Good

3

 Discipline

2

 Necessary

2

 Future

2

 Needed

2

 Nice

2

 Renewal

2

 Active

1

 Full of new things

1

 Machine that should be used for good things

1

 Wide range of teaching possibilities

1

 Creativity

1

 Suitable

1

 Social openness

1

 Nourishing

1

 Stimulating

1

 Practical

1

 Excellent

1

 Sincere desire to gain ICT skills and learn more about it

11

 I love using it

10

 Educated

3

 Accept change

3

 Concerned

3

 Benefited

2
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 Regenerate my energy

1

 Flexible

1

 Sincere interest in ICT

1

 Enlightened

1

 ICT for me is like a son that I really care about, but he is tiresome
and undutiful
 My husband‟s enemy

1

 Became one of my children

1

 More important than my jewelry

1

 One of my family members

1

1

Negative

 Tiring

10

Feelings

 Bored

7

 Consumes time and effort

6

 Exhausting

5

 Difficult

3

 Not beneficial

2

 Needs extra effort

2

 Headache

2

 I have to use it even if I do not like it

1

 Inevitable evil

1

 Falling behind

1

 Unnecessary

1

 Mental stagnancy

1

 No interaction

1

 Inevitable

1

 Complicated

1

 Uninteresting

1

 Beneficial
 Saves time and effort
 Educational
 Effective
 Supporting
 Information enrichment

25
22
8
7
6
5

Beneficial and
Useful
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Modern and
Developed

Proud and

 Organises time
 Search
 Attracts attention
 Fulfils aims
 Makes life easier
 Creative teaching
 Expansion
 Provides information in a simple way
 Transfer of information
 Has positive influence
 Great method of informing
 Save my ideas
 Indispensable
 Sea of information
 Makes work easy
 Change of teaching style
 Information reinforcement

4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

 Attracts students‟ attention, especially those with visual
intelligent
 Assists self-educating

1

 Stimulates the brain

1

 You give it everything so it will give you something.
 Elaborates on the curriculum

1
1

 Change of routine
 It is a mean not a goal,
 Close to students

1
1
1

 Up-to-date

15

 Modern

6

 Advanced

4

 Fast

4

 Developed

2

 Convoy technology

2

 New

2

 Up-to-date with technology

1

 Change

1

 Good try for development.

1

 Self confident
 Proud

10
4
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1

Confident

 Prideful
 Independent
 Security
 Satisfied

3
2
2
1

 Somewhat confident

1

 Not very confident of my experience

1

Q25. How is your school policy affected by the policies of the Ministry of Education concerning
the use of learning techniques?
Topic

Remarks

Repetition

Influenced to The school is very influenced and distinct in its ICT use
Great extent  The school goes along with MoE policies, is very interested in
ICT, assists teachers to use it, and provides everything that is not
provided by the MoE.
 My school is committed to ICT use.
 School has made very significant steps in ICT use in line with
MoE policy towards this area.
 It has positively influenced my school to apply any useful and
modern thing for the benefit of the educational process.
 The policy encourages ICT use in education to a greater extent.
 It was the first school in Riyadh that introduced ICT in education.
 The school uses ICT a lot but the resources room was established
by the MoE.
 The MoE is very pleased about my school‟s ICT use.
 More than wonderful.
 Excellent.
The school is influenced significantly but faces difficulties in

2
2
2

4

implementation
 The school‟s policy is compatible with MoE policies.
 Very good, but there are some shortcomings in the interests of
ICT.
 Very good, but there is a gap between school policies and MoE
policies.
 The school is interested in and influenced by MoE policy but there
is no MoE procedure for financial support or supervision of ICT
policy implementation.
Very influenced
 I think it is supportive of all MoE initiatives.
 The school is keeping up with MoE policies.
 The school encourages the use of ICT following the instruction of
the MoE.
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2
2

22

Influenced

 Positive and effective influence.
 The influence is clear and positive.
 Participation.
 We must use it.
 Both school and MoE policies are based on routine, for better or
for worse
The school is slightly influenced because it faces difficulties in

4
6

implementation
 The school tries as much as possible to implement ICT.
 It is influenced but there is no facilitation from the MoE for the
application of its policies.
 Not that great influence, only in financing.
 The school is influenced only with policies that are backed up
financially, otherwise the MoE does not provide support.
 The school tries to use ICT but we suffer from lack of space and
financial resources.
 There is a good influence, and MoE policies are reflected in the
school‟s actual situation.
The school influenced by MoE policies but has developed them
 The school‟s use of ICT is distinct and it held a workshop for
supervisors to explain the MoE‟s policies to them and how they
should be interpreted and implemented in reality.
 The school keeps in line with MoE policies and is distinct in its
ICT use, but it has its own polices that are more comprehensive
than MoE ones and benefit education.
 The school goes along with MoE policies but follows its own
interests.
 School is seeking to take advantage of ICT policies provided by
the MoE in addition to developing the current programs available
at the school.
 The school is influenced but its own policies have preceded MoE
policies.
Slightly influenced
 Good to some extent
 Somewhat good
 Try to take advantage of the MoE in providing teaching aids.
 There is cooperation between the school and the Department of
Education in order to take advantage of all the training courses
provided by the MoE
 The school has a computer with email connected to the MoE
website and this has increased communication.
 Try to keep up with school development programmes and cope
with MoE initiatives, such as Maaref software for school
administration, and computerising all managerial work.
 Apply this policy somewhat, but not always.
 Teachers are interested in computers, which are provided by the
MoE through easy to pay instalments, and this has helped to
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2

2

3
3

2



Not
Influenced

spread ICT use.
There is a positive influence
 Positive.
 Cooperate in everything useful and beneficial
 The school tries to improve its policy
 Very good
Not influenced because the school policy precedes MoE policy
 The School uses ICT more than what is stated in MoE policy.
 School started using educational technology, including ICT, before
the MoE.
 Our school is considered one of the pioneers in ICT use in
teaching and the MoE and others can benefit from our experience.
 Our school is very interested in using ICT during lessons, in
addition to modern teaching methods and urges teachers to attend
training courses.
 The school is not influenced because its policy is more advanced
and precedes MoE policy.
 The school used ICT before the MoE advocated its use and is
therefore ahead of MoE policy.
 My school encourages ICT use in education more than the MoE.
 The school works on developing MoE policy.
 The school is not influenced and has its own policy.
 The school encourages the use of all modern methods in
education.
Not influenced because the MoE lacks procedures to supervise and

2
2

3
3

3
5
2

ensure implementation of its policies

I do not
know
Full

 Bad.
 Weak.
 Not influenced.
 Very weakly influenced because MoE policy does not put into
consideration methods of implementation.
 Not influenced at all.
 The school is not influenced significantly, with the exception of
the use of the resources room.
 I do not see any impact of MoE policy on the school because the
school does not have a clear policy towards the use of ICT.
 Not influenced and still tries to cope with ICT, but it lacks MoE
support by providing hardware.
 I cannot see anything worth mentioning.
 I believe that teachers' policies have a greater impact on the
educational process than the school administration‟s policies.
 I do not know.
 You should direct this question to the school administration.
 I do not know the MoE policy or my school policy.
MoE policies are fully implemented but through schools‟ own
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2
9

Application

efforts
 The school is distinct in its ICT use and MoE policies are only
read about in newspapers without implementation procedures
explained.
 School started applying ICT policy before the MoE policy.
 The school copes with MoE policies because of internal
motivation rather than policy impact.
 The school applies MoE policy and tries to improve it as a result
of the experience it has gained through implementation and
development.
 The school uses ICT in education and I think it is applying MoE
policy which in my view is only ink on paper.
 The school applies MoE policy to a great extent and overrides it
because it has implemented it successfully and MoE policy is still
only ink on paper.
 The school applies MoE policies at all levels and is considered a
good example in using ICT in education.
 The school is significantly influenced and applies policies and
adds to them from their experience.
 The school applies MoE policies and sometimes adds to them for
improvement.
The School applies all policies

Applied

 The school applies policies without MoE financial support.
 The school applies all policies related to educational technology.
 The school is committed to a great extent and tries to keep up with
new development. The school has advanced computers, projectors
and data shows.
 The school is committed and applies all policies without support
from the MoE.
 The school applies ICT use and electronic learning to a great
extent.
 The school applies and develops MoE policies.
 The school has applied and kept up with MoE policy in an
excellent way.
 The School applies the use of ICT to a great extent.
 The school is distinct in using educational technology and
activating the use of resources rooms.
The school tries to apply policies, but it faces difficulties
 The school tries hard to implement MoE policies, but there are
many obstacles.
 The school tries hard, but MoE policies are not applied
collaboratively with schools. Schools are not obliged to apply
MoE policies but they try their best.
 The school is trying hard to use ICT in education, but the most
important obstacle that faces the school is financial difficulties.
 School applies MoE policies and it has its own policies since MoE
policies are not obligatory.
 Slowly the school is keeping up with MoE policy
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2
7
3

2

 The school tries to apply educational technology as much as
possible.
 School tries to use ICT in the best and possible way.
 Very simple.

2
2

Not Applied  School does not apply MoE policies.
 Many of the policies that we read about are not applied in schools
and if so, they are being applied by force.
 The policies of the MoE are not fully applied.
 The school barely applies MoE policies.
Problems in the application of policies

 The MoE is the first obstacle in the use of ICT in schools, for example, the MoE limits the
use of computers in schools. It does not allow the introduction of the DSL service in
schools and sometimes in some schools the head teacher bears the costs at him/her self.
There are not enough computers for all students, for example, a school with around 1300
students has only 50 computers for them and there are no special computers for teachers.
The MoE sells laptops to teachers through easy to pay instalments plus 12% interest. It
also limits the use of software unless it is provided by the MoE and usually the software is
old. The training courses held at the Computer Club are paid for by teacher S.R 200
(around £30).
 MoE does not facilitate implementation of its policies.
 Schools apply policies without financial support from the MoE.(3 comments)
 The policy is hindered by lack of facilities (2 comments).
 MoE policy does not take into consideration methods of implementation.
 MoE policy is read about in newspapers without application.
 There is a gap between school policies and MoE policies.
 MoE lacks mechanism for supporting or supervising policy implementation.
 MoE policies exist only on paper.
 MoE does not support ICT use because it does not provide enough hardware.
 MoE requires schools to apply its policies without training teachers or even administrative staff.
Q30. What do you believe will happen in the near future?
Topic
School
Facilities

Remarks

Repetition

 More resources rooms in schools.

2

 Electronic bags.

1

 Provide Internet connection in schools.

3

 Use smart board.

5

 Provide computer for each student.

2

 Take care of computer labs in the school.

1
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 The idea of smart classes equipped with latest educational

1

technology will be adopted in most schools.
 Provide the curriculum on CD.

4

 Disappearance of textbooks and daily newspapers and change and

1

shift to electronic media.
Education

Training

Education
Policy

 Widespread ICT use at all levels.
 Improvement in education in Saudi Arabia.

9
2

 The level of reading and writing skills will weaken among youths.

2

 The communication between student and teacher will be through
e-mail, this will help to evaluate homework and activities

1

 Increasing interest in e-learning.
 Students' evaluation will be through the Internet.

2
1

 Most students will have experience with ICT.

2

 Students will learn somethings through ICT that may weaken
what they have learnt before in the school or in the mosque.

1

 Students will learn through the computer many things, which they
did not learn from the school.
 Make use of SMS to remind students of information.

1

 Increase tendency for homeschooling at the secondary level.

2

 Distance online learning.

2

 There will be many electronic schools.
 All lessons will be delivered in electronic format.

1
1

 Train all teachers in computer use.
 Upgrading the level of all educationalists through ongoing
training courses.
 Raising ICT awareness among educationalists through training
courses.

4
1

 A change in educational policy, but we do not know if it is for
better or for worse.
 In the beginning, openness always leads to negative results, then
there is reflection, and we then have evaluation.
 Try to merge and make subjects easier.

1

 Develop MoE policy to move towards electronic learning.

1

Oblige teachers to use ICT in teaching.

1
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1

1

1
1

 The teacher's role will be secondary in e-learning.
 The teacher's role will remain essential in the educational process
whatever the role of this technology in our lives.
 If the teacher will not change and tries to cope with educational
technology s/he will find him/herself alone.
 Increasing interest among teachers to learn ICT skills.

2
1

Pessimistic

I do not believe that the near future is better, but there is still hope.

1

view

I am not very optimistic if the MoE continues to play a minor role.

1

I am afraid the West will bombard us with its ideology. In the
absence of parenting and school guidance, there will be a danger
from ICT and other new means of communication.

1

 In general, there will be a revolution in ICT use.
 Widespread e-learning.
 There is another developed and improved generation of computers
according to NASA.

2
3
1

Teacher

The world
around us

1
3

Q31. What do you wish to happen in the future?
Comprehensive development of education.
Radical change in the curriculum.
Continuous development for teachers.
Topic

Remarks

Teacher

Take care of the teacher and not pressure him/her with
responsibilities
 Respect knowledge and the teacher.
 Develop the teacher
 Give the teacher his/her rights.
 Give the teacher what he/she deserves and encourage him/her in
all respects.
 Concentrate on the teacher‟s knowledge and try not to add more
pressure on him/her.
 We have to respect the teacher and try not to disdain him/her or
the curriculum that builds a generation united and faithful to their
religion and country.
 Support the psychology of the teacher and do not negatively
affect him physically, psychologically and financially.
 We should take care of the teacher and not put him under pressure
from responsibilities to give him/her the opportunity to be
distinguished.
 Reduce the administrative burdens of the teacher and focus on
their main function which is teaching.
 Reduce the workload of the teacher, so s/he can prepare lessons in
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Repetition

2
2
2

4

Education

a creative way.
 Give the teacher more freedom to play his/her role in teaching
and selecting the syllabus of the curriculum.
 To do without a lessons preparation notebook.
 Do not call off the role of the teacher.
Improve teacher preparation in Faculty of Education
 Train teacher in ICT skills before graduating.
 Integrate ICT skills and ICT application in education skills in BA
programmes.
 Train graduate teachers in ICT use.
 Add technology subjects in teacher preparation courses.
A teacher who is aware of ICT importance and a good user of it
 Teacher that can interact with modern technology.
 Continuous teacher development courses and associate it with
material incentives.
 Raise awareness among teachers of the benefits of ICT use
 More use of ICT in education and oblige teachers to use it
 Teachers' view becomes optimistic and has the ability to develop.
 Motivate teachers in different ways to use ICT.
 Inform teachers of MoE policies.
 Improve and develop the way of thinking of teachers and
students.
Comprehensive development of education
 Develop the learning to be flexible.
 Substantial change in education rather than external change.
 A huge coup in education.
 The learning should be advanced and developed.
 Develop the level of students and the educational process in
general.
 Avoid routine in the educational process
 All our schools should be pioneers.
 Apply e-learning.
 The learning should be purely electronic.
 The objectives of education should be achieved.
 The development should be comprehensive and include students,
teachers, curriculum, and school environment.
 To reach the level of education in developed countries.
 We should achieve the School of the future.
 Make the educational process easier and less time consuming
 Develop the educational process to be better and more practical
than theoretical.
 Develop learning to virtual and distance e-learning.
 Application of distance learning.
 To improve and develop educationalists in Saudi Arabia.
 The administration should cooperate more to facilitate ICT use in
education.
Methods to develop education
 Avoid memorising and increase training.
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5
4

2

3

2

3
2

2
2

2



 Use games that promote intelligence, thinking and logic skills to
develop students‟ brains.
 Learning through entertainment (electronic learning games).
 Reduce writing on the blackboard and use of notebooks until
finally we stop using them.
 Send homework and work sheets by email or the school‟s
website.
 Move to vocational education for boys and girls with few
differences.
 Use computers reasonably. Students‟ time should not be wasted
on useless things.
 Take advantage of the computer in providing useful information
for the educational process.
 I wish to use ICT more in educational aspects.
 Learn by using communication and the Internet.
 Full use of ICT and its applications in learning.
 Use computer in a reasonable way.
 Full dependency on ICT in education.
 Use ICT when it is needed to add something different to
traditional methods of teaching and not be a goal in itself.
 Use ICT in the right way.
 Use ICT in useful way to give the required results.
 Be aware of the importance of ICT in education.
 ICT should serve the needs of special needs students.
 No need for public education
Develop professional educational software
 Prepare scientific and comprehensive encyclopaedias for all
curriculums and they should contain photos and videos in the
Arabic language.
 Design software for mathematics.
 Develop educational software for all subjects in Arabic.
 Develop professional scientific software to suit all subjects.
 Develop software suitable for scientific subjects
Develop and modernise the curriculum
 Teach the English language.
 Teach computer skills from the primary years.
 Develop the ICT curriculum.
Fully integrate ICT use with subject teaching from the primary
years.
 Teach a subject using modern communication technology to
benefit youth but also assist in helping them maintain their moral
values and religion.
 ICT subject should be core subject in all years.
 To get rid of the old curriculum that has been taught for a long
time.
 The current curriculum tries to deliver cultural awareness through
simple principles such as "you should not write on walls”, there
are other, better means which are folk stories and social stories. In
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2

3
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Student

doing so, we will gain three benefits at once, to teach qualities of
citizenship, teach national culture, and improve language skills.
 A complete and scientific electronic curriculum.
 Reduce curriculum density.
 Focus on English language and ICT skills to benefit from the
Internet because they are the main means of communication.
 Relate education with reality.
Spread ICT use in all schools
 Make use of ICT in teaching students.
Apply ICT and Internet use in all schools and in an advanced
way.
 All schools use e-learning in all classes.
 Widespread use of ICT to serve education.
 Widespread ICT use in all schools and not only in advanced
schools.
Students‟ interest in seeking knowledge
 Students interest in seeking knowledge only.
 The student becomes a researcher not a receiver only of
information.
 The most important is the information not the degree.
 Students will be more serious in learning to achieve learning
goals.
 I hope that students understand the importance of education even
if the means of better education are not available.
 The student will understand the importance of education,
especially with the development of educational technology which
was not available before.
 Students should be interested in modern technology to access
information and not for entertainment and misuse.
Positive change in students‟ personality
 The student will be a participant in the educational process.
 Have a conscious generation and practitioner of modern
technology in education and use it in their learning.
 Represent the ideal student in personality and knowledge.
 Apply what they have studied.
 Use technology for themselves and their nation‟s benefit.
 Focus on building students‟ personalities.
 Focus on student's behaviour as much as we focus on technical
abilities.
 The student role should be more than it is now.
 I hope that students realise that the teacher is the real source of
knowledge, who feeds the mind and spirit.
 Students must realise that these modern means are merely
machines, which need someone to use them in order to enter into
their wide world.
Confident ICT user
 The books will all be electronic.
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4

3
2

2

2

 All students will reach the required level in using ICT.
 Educate students in the ideal way of using technology.
 Invent ways to increase motivation for learning.
 Student will be able to use ICT usefully.
 Focus on graduating students who should have many skills,
including manual skills.
 Teach students how to use ICT in scientific research.
School
Issues

Equipment and schools‟ facilities
 Provide enough equipment for teachers within the school.
 Provide modern technical devices and well equipped rooms.
 Provide educational technology in all schools.
 Each student should have his own computer.
 Change all classes into smart classes, which contain all
educational technology.
 Provide wireless Internet connection for teachers.
 Provide students with computers to search for information.
 Provide schools with better computers.
 Take care of computer labs.
 At the beginning, every five teachers will have one computer
between them then every three, then every one.
 Availability of computer labs in schools.
 The schools become e-schools.
 Take care of schools‟ equipment.
 Availability of a computer and data show in each class.
 Provide wireless networks in all schools
 Use smart boards.
 Provide a computer for each teacher and student.
 Provide Internet access within the school.
 Equip all classrooms with ICT, not only one class in the school.
 Equip more than one resources room in school.
 Provide schools with enough computers for all students.
 Refurbish computer labs.
Electronic Curriculum
 Provide electronic curricula.
 Provide students with text books on CD instead of books.
 MoE intranet that contains lessons and information.
 Provide students with Palmtops with textbooks and software
integrated to be used to communicate with teachers, especially if
the price is less than the total cost of printing text books from
year one to year 12.
 Provide ready made software of scientific subjects.
 Developed Software to download scientific subjects on it.
 I hope that books will disappear to be replaced by computers.
 Provide every student with a laptop, with all textbooks saved
electronically instead of books.
Resources room management
 Prepare a schedule for resources room use by teachers.
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Training

Educational
Policy

Maintenance and technical support
 Provide maintenance and technical support.
 More focus on maintenance of school facilities.

2

 Teachers must be given ICT training courses to cope with
technical development.
 Run training courses for teachers and students.
 Teacher should master minimum ICT skills.
 Run free long training courses focused on subject teaching.
 Assign ICT training responsibilities to ICT teacher in the school.
 Focus on preparing ICT confident teachers and concentrate on
training.
 In-school training provided by ICT teacher to raise teachers‟ ICT
skills.
 In school training courses
 Special training courses for teachers
 Educate teachers and students on how to make good use of ICT.
 Focus on teacher training before and during service.
 Develop teachers' capabilities through continuous training.
 Prepare teachers to integrate ICT in their teaching during their
first degree.
 Include students in training.
 Develop teachers‟ skills in ICT use in education.
 Offer free ICT training courses.
 Set up training and educational courses during first week after
summer break.
 Set up continuous training courses
Implement all MoE policies on ICT
 Raise awareness about MoE policy so that schools can apply
them, even if it will be from their own budget.
 A comprehensive and quick implementation of all MoE policies
in all schools to benefit all students equally.
 The implementation of MoE policies should be obligatory in all
schools and financially supported, not just ink on paper.
 Oblige all schools to implement MoE policies so that all students
have equal opportunities of educational services.
 Implement MoE policies.
Share and circulate all successful experiences and distribute
opportunities fairly
 Circulate the experience of ICT use to all schools.
 Spread e-learning in all schools.
 MoE should not focus its support on distinguished schools; the
support should be equally distributed among all schools.
 More support from the MoE and unify efforts and not depend on
schools‟ own efforts so that students have equal educational
opportunities.
 Benefit from previous experience of developed countries with no
hesitation because experience is the best proof.

2
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General
Wishes

 Widespread e-learning.
 Support schools financially and provide plans to help them in
coping with the age of technology.
 Benefit from successful schools‟ experiences and circulate them
to all schools in the Kingdom.
 Oblige schools to have an annual plan for integrating ICT in
education.
Develop curricula and evaluation methods
 Changing the curriculum is more important than changing
teaching methods.
 Abolish the use of textbooks and blackboards.
 Abolish using tests for evaluation and replace them with activities
and worksheets.
 Reduce the curriculum and limit subjects to 6 or 7 only.
 Develop the curriculum to cope and keep up with the
requirements of modern times.
 Comprehensive change of the curriculum and reduce its density.
 MoE should evaluate and manage educational websites and
assign budgets and specialists for this matter.
Comprehensive development of education
 Radical and comprehensive development in education to keep
pace with developed countries.
 Connect MoE with all schools in the kingdom.
 Exchange information between schools electronically
 MoE should work hard to develop the educational process and
educational institutions.
 Increase the number of teachers.
Technology issues
 Arab countries should develop in using technology and
developing programs focused on human resources development.
 The change should be real change not an apparent change.
 Benefit from ICT application.
 Change in youth‟s interest from searching for entertainment to
searching for information and useful programs.
 Abolition of routine in government agencies to adapt egovernment.
 The technology must not control us.
 My children will learn the things that I have not learned about
ICT.
 Be at the same level of developed countries.
 Create a generation which loves knowledge and starts from where
we ended.
 A remarkable increase in development.
 Activate technology use and follow up scientific progress.
 Cope with development and progress in the use of modern
technology.
 Make good use of ICT.
 Explain to youth the negative aspects of ICT and consolidate the
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positive aspects.
 Widespread use of ICT even in poor cities and areas.
 All will enjoy e-learning.
 I wish Islamic countries would produce technology and
advancement.
 The Kingdom will become one of the pioneers of ICT use in
education.
 Increase development but do not allow technology to rule our
lives.
Hopes for peace and progress
 Peace will be in the entire Arab and Islamic world.
 The world should use technology in the service of peace.
 Graduate an educated generation.
 Should not forget that through our principles we will be pioneer
depending on God's will.
 The best and good will be for all.
 No more illiteracy.
 Progress and prosperity
 Combine the usefulness of the old and the new.
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Appendix 10: Link between Research Questions and Questionnaire Items
Questionnaire Item
1. Age range (years)

Corresponding Research Question
Socio demographic background

2. Number of years in teaching
3. What is your main teaching subject?
4. What is your highest qualification?
5. In your view, why should teachers if at all

Why are they using ICT in their teaching?

use ICT in their teaching?
6. What type of application do you use for
teaching?
7. I use ICT in my teaching as

How are teachers currently using ICT in their
teaching?
How are teachers currently using ICT in their
teaching?
8. In this question we want to find about How are teachers currently using ICT in their
your use of ICT for teaching, for lesson teaching?
preparation, for other duties relating to
teaching
9. Please list the 3 main ways you use ICT How are teachers currently using ICT in their
in relation to your role as a teacher
teaching?
10. Do you have good access to a computer What are the influences supporting ICT usage?
at home?
What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in
11. Do you have good access to a computer teaching?
at school?
12. How useful is it (or would it be) to have a
personal computer at school?
13. Why are you using ICT in your teaching? Why are they using ICT in their teaching?
14. In this section, we want to find out

anything which you feel either
encourages you, supports you, is an
incentive for you, hinders you, or puts
you off, making good use of ICT for
teaching and other professional duties
15. In your own words, list the 3 things
which have had the most positive
influence on your use of ICT in your
teaching
16. In your own words, list the 3 things
which have most hindered you in terms
of using ICT in your teaching
17. What are the main three reasons why you

What are the influences supporting ICT usage?
What are the motivators and incentives for
using ICT in teaching?
What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in
teaching?
What are the influences supporting ICT usage?

What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in
teaching?
Why are they using ICT in their teaching?
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use ICT in your teaching?
18. What are the main three reasons why you

don’t use ICT in your teaching?
19. What would you like to learn more about

20. We want to get your views about ICT use

What are the motivators and incentives for
using ICT in teaching?
What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in
teaching?
What are the influences supporting ICT usage?
What hinders teachers‟ usage of ICT in
teaching?
How do they feel about this usage?

in education in general, not specifically
in your own subject, and also find out
how you see your own ICT use
21. In three different words how would you

How do they feel about this usage?

describe your feelings towards ICT?
22. As far as I am aware, our school ICT

policy addresses the following issues
23. We want to get your views on your

school ICT policy versus the Ministry of
Education‟s ICT policy and also find out
about its influence on your perceptions
towards ICT
24. We want to get your views on the
possibility of these things happening in
the future.
25. How do you think these school policies
are influenced by the Ministry of
Education‟s policy?
26. Do you know any detail of or even have
an overview of the Ministry of
Education‟s ICT policy?
27. You may or may not be completely
aware of the details of the Ministry of
Education‟s ICT policy. Please respond
to these questions according to your
understanding. Which of these if any do
you think are the Ministry of Education‟s
ICT policy?
28. How would you describe your computer
skills?
29. How did you gain skills in using
computers?

How is educational policy reflected in:
3.1 Teachers‟ use of ICT in their teaching?
How is educational policy reflected in:
3.2 Their feelings about ICT in education?

What are teachers‟ views on probable /
preferable future usage of ICT in education?
How is educational policy reflected in:
3.1 Teachers‟ use of ICT in their teaching?

Questions 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 are necessary
to set the context and form a background to
understand and appreciate the answers to the
following questions.
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